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PREFACE 

Recent studies of Chinese Buddhism have focused on 

the eminent monks and doctrinal Buddhism in the T'ang 

Dynasty, during which Chinese Buddhism reached its culmina

tion. Some studies dealing with Ch'an Buddhism are con

cerned wi th its early period during the first half of the 

T'ang Dynasty. This interest in pre-Sung Buddhism certainly 

is understandable: T'ang Buddhism is philosophically more 

interesting; source materials are abundant; Chinese and 

Japanese have laid a solid fundation in the field. Ths pre

occupation with T'ang Buddhism has been paralleled by a re

lative neglect of Sung Buddhism. 

The lack of study of Sung Buddhism limits our under

standing of Chinese Buddhism as a historical phenomenon of 

continuous and changing qualities. Taking syncretism as an 

example, although Sung B~ddhism has been treated as facili

tating syncretism of the three teachings in later periods, 

the methods and processes involved in the syncretism remain 

a mystery to us. Unless more studies on Sung Buddhism are 

available, we can hardly claim a comprehensive understanding 

of Sung intellectuals and their thoughts, and moreover, of 

Neo-Confucianism as commonly known. 
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I have engaged in the study of Ch'i-sung and his syn

cretism for several reasons. First, I noticed that Ch'i

sung was prominent in Sung Jen-tsung's reign in both Bud

dhist and Confucian circles. I found from Ch'i-sung's works 

that Ch'i-sung was dynamic in promoting Buddhism, countering 

Confucian anti-Buddhists and debating exegetical monks. I 

felt that his religious activity and experience could 

broaden our understanding of early Sung Buddhism. Second, I 

considered that his syncretism, frequently mentioned but not 

thoroughly studied, would best exemplify the syncretism of 

his time. 

Consideration was also given to the availability of 

source materials. Ch'i-sung's works are easily accessible 

at the university library. In addition to different edi

tions of the Hstin-chin chi, I procured a copy of Kanchu 

Fukkyohen in which texts are interlined with Ch'i-sung's own 

commentaries. This book served as a primary aid to Araki 

Kengo in his commentary on the Fu chiao pien and hel ped me 

greatly in my study of Ch'i-sung's thoughts. As a more com

plete embodiment of the author's thoughts, this book, I be

lieve, should supplant other editions of Fu chiao pien where 

Ch'i-sung's cOQmentaries are not included. For other works 

of Ch'i-sung, I have consulted both the Taish~ and Ch'an-men 

i-shu editions. 
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The library of the University of Arizona, where I did 

whole of my research and writing, unfortunately did not have 

several valuable books--as valuable as those at several 

other universities, e. g., those of Japanese universities-

which might have been useful to my study. Nevertheless, my 

study was made easier by the prompt acquisition of a rare 

edition of Ch'i-sung's work and other supplementary 

materials. Mrs. Shizuko Radbill, reference librarian for 

the Oriental Studies Collection at the university library, 

has been very helpful to me in this regard. I appreciate 

her enthusiasm and generosity. Thanks are especially due to 

Professor Jing-shen Tao, my supervisor. without his 

inspiring and encouraging support in many ways, I would 

have been skeptical about choosing Buddhism as my 

specialized subject. My appreciation of his help in 

finishing this study is almost beyond words. In the early 

stage of my Buddhist studies, Professor Robert Gimello 

helped me become acquainted with the world of Buddhist 

scholarship and the tools for studying Buddhism. I will 

always be grateful to him for his kindness in lending me 

books and periodicals from his personal collection. His 

instructions concerning my research were invaluable. 

Professor Stephen West gave me many critical suggestions 

concerning writing ~tyle, but I regret his departure from 
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the campus deprived me of additional assistance. Dr. Paul 

Kel so read my entire draft and gave me a great deal of help 

and advice. His help was priceless. All the errors in this 

study remain my own. 
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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of the Northern Sung monk, Ch'i-sung 

(1007-1072), the type of Ch'an Buddhism that he practiced, 

and the form of syncretism for which he stood. Through an 

in-depth examination of Ch'i-sung's life and thoughts, this 

study attempts to uncover some neglected facts of Confucian

Buddhist interaction and discuss the nature of syncretism in 

eleventh-century China as represented by Ch'i-sung. It also 

attempts to bridge the gap that recent studies leave between 

later T'ang and Southern Sung and broaden our understanding 

of Buddhism from a historical perspective. 

This study consists of two major parts. The first 

attempts to discuss the character and significance of Ch'an 

Buddhism in the intellectual life of eleventh-century Sung 

society. It also evaluates Ch'i-sung who, as a syncretist 

of the three teachings, took a leading role in the world of 

Yun-men C,h'an Buddhism. It, too, provides a history of 

Ch'an Buddhism--its rise to prominence in the T'ang Dynasty 

and its continuance as a major school of Sung Buddhism. 

Attention is focused on the relatively favorable intellec

tual milieu of the early Sung that allowed Ch'an Buddhism to 

grow and receive imperial patronage so quickly. 

x 
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The second part discusses Ch'i-sung's life and 

writings, focusing on his ambitious plan to seek official 

patronage and imperial support as a way of institution

alizing Ch'an Buddhism. Emphasis is placed on the ways in 

which he took up the work of reconfirming patriarch lineage 

and establishing orthodox status for Ch'an Buddhism. This 

part of the study also examines his argument about the 

twenty-eight western and five eastern Ch'an patriarchs, his 

interpretations of "special transmission outside scripture" 

and "no dependence on words and letters," as well as his 

advocacy of the "Platform Sfitra School." Finally, this 

section discusses his syncretic views of the three 

teachings, his use of the three teachings as an integral 

system to interpret Confucianism and defend Buddhism, and 

his accomplishment in formulating and theorizing Buddhist

Confucian syncretism. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Eleventh-century China is generally known as a period 

that is characterized by a full-blown civil service exami

nation system, an increase in the number of new bureacrats 

in central and local governments, decline of aristocracy, 

and growth of the influence 0f civil versus militarist 

values. with the relocation of capital from the old cul

tural and military base, Ch'ang-an, to the developing com

mercial city of K'ai-feng, the Sung empire reinvigorated 

China very quickly by unifying the economically wealthy 

states in the South. 

This unification anticipated more career channels for 

the general public, more fusion of cultural activities, and 

greater exchange of the intellectual experiences inherited 

from the Five Dynasties. Comparatively speaking, the south 

influenced the new state more than did th north. For exam

ple, we have learned much about the rise of southern elites 

in the Sung royal court because of the superiority of their 

literary technique. Their predominance in Sung elite 

circles contributed partly to the literature-oriented gov

erning policy of the Sung empire. This might not have been 

I 
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entirely true in the beginning of the Sung Dynasty, but was 

true in the later half. 

An important but often ignored development resulting 

from the influence of the southern element was the growth 

and expansion of Buddhism. After strenuous revitalization 

done in the southern states during the Five dynasties, Bud-

dhism regained its popularity in the south and was to exert 

its influence upon the north after urtification. From Confu-

cian criticism of ch'an Buddhism, we can see that it flour-

ished in the later Sung. But without more detailed study of 

Buddhist development in the early Sung, our understanding of 

Sung Buddhism will remain superficial. 

The study of Ch'i-sung will help us broaden our know-

ledge of early Sung Buddhism. Ch'i-sung was one of the many 

learned and active monks in the early Sung. But, fortu-

nately for the scholars, he left prodigious volume of 

writings which consist of valuable records about the activ-

ities of Buddhist communities and and Confucian circles. 

Because of his excellent skill in writing, quick wit in po-

lemics, and unwavering dedication to the protection of Bud-

dhist Dharma, he made himself the most important and perhaps 

the most admired monk in the Northern Sung--a beacon who 

shone for contemporary and later monks. Ch'an monks, Ta

chlieh Huai-lien :K_~ ,,.., ~.;t_(l009-1090), Chlieh-fan Hui-hung 

1J ~ Jl- ~( 1071-1128), and Ling-yuan Wei-ch 'ing ~ ~f, 
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,,. t:i ;-=k ( d . 111 7 ) ; 

~-f 'lt(lOll-1088), 

Hua-yen monks, Chin-shui Ching-ylia~~ 

Uich~6n~ J(, a famous Korean monk 

(1055-1101); and various minor members of Buddhist clergy 

all expressed their high esteem in poetry, letters written 

to Ch~i-sung and in the prefaces, a number of them wrote for 

~ ),_ 

his collected works, the Hsi.in-chin chi J:t- ~f' ~ . 1 The 

eminent Southern Sung monk Ta-hui Tsung-kao 7<.. ~{ ~i f._ 
(1089-1163) extracted from Ch~i-sung~s work several para-

graphs and incooporated them in the beginning chapter of his 

manuscript which was to become the major anthology of Bud

dhist literature in the Sung, the Ch~an-lin pao-hsun. 2 

1. Ch~i-sung~s collected work Hslin chin chi [A Col
lected Works Compiled by the Man from Hslin-chin] is 
included in T 52: 646-750 under the title of Hslin-chin wen
chi. I have used both Ch~an-men i-shu and Taisho editions 
but base my quotation on the former because it has a very 
handy table of content and is much easier to use. HCC con
tains the Fu chiao pien ~!11 J!J( ,~ , which is often treated 
as a independent text, Shan-you ch ~ an-ho shih JJJ ~~v~ fr? "$f-, 
Fei Han 1 un ;I ~ JJ, 't~ , letters, epitaphs, essays on moral 
and political issues, and prose. It is a collected work 
similar to those of Confucian scholars. CMIS edition 
(Taipei: Ming-wen shu-chu, 1980 L has aj) introductions ..... _. 
written by Ming-fu Fa-shih -v PI ~ ~ rti:. ~rp of Lin-chi ssu~.~ ;,1{-
-f located at Ylian-shanlj] tJ-1, in Taipei. The poems, 

essays, mentioned here are included in the last chuan of 
both Taish5 and CMIS editions. Uich~on~s letter shows 
Ching-ylian and Uich on~s admiration of Ch~i-sung. Thiy 
l~~ter is included in the Taegak kusha oejip*~r!8J gtf9} 
Jt,, chtian 5: Sab. I have used photolitho-graphlc reprint 
of the 1939 Haein-sa ~ t'f _:t woodblock edition. 

2. Compilation of the Ch ~an-lin pao-hslin ;f~ -:(~ 'S( 
i'" 1 [Treasured Maxims for the Ch ~an Sangha] was started by 
Ta-hui Tsung-kao and completed by Chu-an Shih-kuei~1t~ 
*$. (1083-1146). 
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Ch'i-sung was a prolific writer who was said to have 

completed a total corpus of one-hundred chlian comprising 

sixty thousand words. 3 Half of the corpus had long since 

been lost by the time the remainder was compiled into 

twenty-one chlian by a Southern Sung monk, Huai -wu ~t~ .tf ( f 1. 

1130s). 4 The major work of the extant part, the Fu chiao 

pien, which was written for promoting Buddhist teaching, 

received much attention and respect from Buddhist and Confu-

cian circles. Its wide circulation was both a result of 

Ch'i-sung's deliberate propaganda, and the syncretic feature 

in his interpretations of Buddhist and Confucian teachings. 

In his later years, Ch'i-sung twice submitted the Fu 

chiao pien to Sung ministers and court elites. This work, 

along with other works aiming at securing orthodox status 

~ for Ch 'an Buddhism, was presented to Emperor Jen-tsung 1::: ~f~ 
(r. 1023-1063), who praised it very highly. 5 

3. See Ch'en Shun-yli, "ming-chiao ta-shih hsing-yeh 
chi" [The Record of the Merits and Deeds of the Great Master 
of-Illuminating Teaching], hearafter, HYC, in the front of 
HCC. 

4. Huai-wu's edition is the basis of Taisho edition. 

5. Other works submitted to the ministers and court 
elites are: Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung chi 1f ~~ ':;E: ~ ~0 [Record 
of the Orthodox Lineage of the Dharma-Transmission], Ch'uan-

~ - >-fa cheng-tsung-lun f.:r ~ ~ ~ :;.i] [Essay on the Orthodox 
Lineage of the Dharma-Transmission], a~ Ch'uan-fa cheng
tsung ting-tsu-t 'u 1l ~t 2 ~ 'Jt.. ~~ J!j [The Confirmed 
Patriarch Chart of the Orthodox Lineage of the Dharma
Transmisison]. For more discussion of these works, see 
Chapter 5. 



5 

The emperor ordered the Institute of Dharma-Transmission 

(ch 'uan-fa yuan 1 ~ 'l~ p_t), which was responsible for trans

lating Sanskrit scripture and editing Buddhist Canon, to in-

elude this and other Ch'i-sung's works in the collection of 

Buddhist Canon. 6 

When the Japanese monk, JOjin~ £f (1011-1081), 

traveled to China in 1072, he received from Wen-hui Chih-p'u 

.":<" f/ JK~ ~(fl. 1070s), a staff member of the translation 
:Jl....... I~' ·~ iif 

bureau, a copy of the Fu chiao pien before taking the pil

grimage to Wu-t'ai Mountain.? Jojin was loaned the Fu chiao 

pi en because Wen-hui Chih-p 'u regarded Ch 'i-sung as "pene-

trating in both Buddhist and Confucian teachings, excellent 

in [keeping] precepts, and purified in deeds." 8 Chih-p'u 

intended to show the Japanese monk some of the most widely 

read and admired books of his time. 

6. For the discussion of this bureau, see Jan Yun
hua, "Buddhist Relations between India and Sung China," in 
History of Rel.igions, vol. 1, 6: 1. 

7. Jojin traveled to China in 1072, the year of 
Ch'i-sung's decease, and took a pilgrimage to T'ien-t'ai
shan and Wu-t'ai-shan. He was a Tantric Buddhist monk who 
allegedly had magic power to summon rain in three days after 
a long period of drought. He traveled to China after Chonen 
~ ~~,' ( 9 8 3 ) and J a kush o {; \9 C. ( 1 0 0 3 ) . During his stay at 
the Institute, he was widely respected by Chinese monks. 
His diary written about this pilgrimage was published under 
the tit\e Jojin san Tendai Godaisan ki. Hirabayashi Fumio 
~ 1'it j( -tiff , has collated the diary and made a study of 
it. See his San Tendai Godaisan ki: Kohon narabini kenkyu, 
Tokyo: Bukan shobo, 1978, pp. 126-127, 136. 

8. See Hirabayashi Fumio, 2£ cit., pp. 126-127. 



Ch'i-sung's book seemed to have a lasting appeal for 

Buddhist communities and Confucian circles after the Sung. 

Li Ch 'un-fu ~ ,!.-'b fi { 1175-1231) of the Chin Dynasty re-

garded the Fu chiao pien as having a weighty influence on 

Confucian scholars in changing their attitudes toward Bud-

dhism from antipathy to understanding, from antagonism to 

acceptance and support. He held that Sung scholars like 

Wang An-shih ~~ ::f1 { 1021-1086), Su Shih~ ~~ { 1036-

1101), Su Ch'e,~~{{l039-1112), Huang T'ing-chien~~~.f:

{1045-1105), Ch'en Shih-tao"1~ ~if.i:( {1052-1101), and Chang 
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Shang-yingJ~tin Jl (1043-11121) became Buddhist patrons be-

cause they read Ch'i-sung's works. 9 Li himself was appar-

ently inspired by Ch'i-sung in refuting Confucian criticism 

of Buddhism and in formulating a theory of syncretism. 10 

In the Yuan Dynasty, the Fu chiao pien was also a 

major Buddhist text used in Chung-feng Ming-pen 's '!f ~ ~JJ 

.:f--{1263-1363) hermitage, the Huan-chu-an ~'1 i~ .tt;- , located 

9. Li Ch'un-fu wrote a preface to the Fu chiao pien 
suggesting that these scholars supported Buddhism because of 
reading Ch'i-sung's works. Oddly enough, none of them left 
any piece of writing discussing Ch'i-sung's works. Su Shih, 
although admired Ch'i-sung and Huai-lien as two most out
standing Ch'an monks in the Sung, did not write anything 
about Ch'i-sung. 

10. I am using "syncretism" to mean "the develop
mental process of historical growth within a religion by 
acretion and coalescence of different and often originally 
conflicting forms of belief and practice through the inter
action with or supersession of other religion," as defined 
in the Webster's Third New International Dictionary. 



at T "ien-mu-shan .:j( til z..H near Hang-chou. Like Ch"i-sung, 

Ming-pen tried to reconcile Buddhism and Confucianism and 

might also have been inspired by Ch"i-sung. His admiration 

of Ch"i-sung in all probability was a major factor in the 

transmission of the Fu chiao pien transmit to Japan through 

the Japanese monk, Muin Genkai ~ f!, ?1..) ~_a. (d. 13 58) , who 

had studied under Ming-pen.ll 
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11. For Ming-pen"s admiration for Ch"i-sung, see Yli 
Chun-fang, "Chung-feng Ming-pen and Ch"an" in Hok-lam Chan & 
DeBary ed., YUan Thought: Chinese Thought and Religion 
under the Mongols (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1982) p. 440. For Muin"s journey to China, see Martin 
Collcutt, Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic Institu
tion in Med.Deval Japan (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1981) p.l29. Also :Ogisu Jundo, "Sodai zen no 
eikyo to Nihon bunka "~ ~ *$ t7J ..f,) "f;J ~ tJ iF ::K. -<-61Thein
fluence of Sung Dynasty Ch"an and Japanese Culture] in IBKK 
28: 18 (March, !~66). According to Ogisu Jundo, Shun"o~ 
MyOha~ If~ ~V (1311-1388), then the first abbot of the 
ShOkokuji, a temple built to symbolize the power pretentions 
of the shogan Ashikaya Yoshimitsu, was receptive to Muin"s 
suggestion to make a wood-block printing of the text. In 
response to the desire of his "dharma friends" that the book 
be printed as soon as possible, Shun"oku undertook a ~ick 
printing in 1351. His dharma brother Gido Sh0shin~1t-~ 
1~ (1328-1388), an honorary lecturer of Ashikaya, admired 
Ch"i-sung so much that he had Ch"i-sung"s portrait hung on 
the wall to invite blessi~g on his work. In the Kuge nichi
.YQ kufu shU' 1f ~ \:J t1i :X: K $ , Gido quoted Ch "i-sung "s work to 
give authority for his own attempts to "unify <;._on_f_ycian.i,~m 
and Buddhism." Other monks like Kokan Shiren J7t> P.¥!1· grp ..f~ 
(1278-1346) and Chugan Engetsu tY lk:tlJ ..fJ (1300-1375) were 
influenced greatly by Ch"i-sung. In his Saihoku-shn, Kokan 
further elaborated Ch"i-sung"s view concerning the nature of 
Tao and its realization, and advocated Buddhist-Confucian 
syncretism. Chcrgen, in his Tokai ichio shu, held that the 
relationship of Confucianism to Buddhism resembled that of 
the coat and its lining. He admired the writings that Ch"i
sung had composed in disputing Han Yli and, as Ch"i-sung did, 
advocated no separation of Confucianism and Buddhism (ju-fo 
pu-erh{~ i* ~ ~ ) . 



Ming scholars Sung Lie~ 'l~ (1310-1381), a devotee 

of syncretism of the three teachings,l2 set great store by 

Ch'i-sung and his work Fu chiao pien. Admiring Ch'i-sung's 

ability in "collecting ten thousand principles in a single 

mind," he regretted the impossibility of "discussing Confu

cian Buddhist syncretism" with Ch'i-sung.l3 

Apparently, Ch'i-sung was commonly regarded as a 
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reconcilor and syncretist of Confucianism and Buddhism. The 

early Ch 'ing philosopher Hsiung Tz 'u-1 ti ~l: ~.;} lfi ( 1635-1709) 

was impressed by Ch'i-sung's syncretic views of Confucian 

and Buddhist teachings and considered that the later work of 

Kuan Chih-tao:t ~· .rt_ ( 1537-1608) and Lin Chao-en4'*- ~b ~· 

(1517-1598) had been made possible by the example of Ch'i-

sung's wisdom. He also pointed out that Kuan's and Lin's 

syncretism was an extension of Ch'i-sung's influence in 

later tradition.l4 

12. See DMB: 1226. 

13. Sung wen-hsien-kung chi 13: 3ab. 

14. Araki Kengo,Fukkyohen pp. 273-274. Kuan Chih
tao was said to realize the essential meaning of the Book of 
Cha~e by reading the Hua-yen SITtra. He wrote the wen=plen= 
tu r ~ 1tf and Ts 'ung-hsien tsa-su i:. fX Jt>-ttt-1~ "'$~'to advo
cate the combining use of Confucianism and Buddhism. See 
SKTY vol. 5: 2993-4. For more detatils, see Araki Kengo's 
Religious Philosophies of Late Ming Era: The Life and 
Thoughts of Kuan Tung-ming (Tokyo: Sobunsha, 1979). For Lin 
Chao-en, see Judith Berlin, The Syncretic Religion of Lin 
Chao-en (New York: Columbia University Press, 1980). 



In light of Hsiung Tz'u-Iu's evaluation, Ch'i-sung 

seemed to be the epitome of later syncretism and Hsiung 

might be right. But what was the significance of a syn

cretist like Ch'i-sung? As a syncretist of the three 

teachings, why and how did Ch'i-sung manage to offer the 

theory to reconcile only Buddhism and Confucianism? What 
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did his Buddhist-Confucian syncretism mean to his time? Did 

his syncretism have any direct impact on the development of 

contemporary Buddhist community and later Neo-Confucianism? 

These questions are necessary because the answers will add 

to our understanding of Ch'i-sung's importance as a Buddhist 
\ 

monk and syncretist. 

In this study, I attempt to place Ch'i-sung in 

the historical context of eleventh-century China, to under-

stand him as a normal, realistic, and impassioned intellec-

tual who associated himself with society, state, and the 

various kinds of people surrounding him. I want to present 

a picture, from historical perspective, of him that displays 

his intellectual and religious commitments to the concepts 

of the orthodox teaching of Buddhism as well as those of 

syncretism. 

I look upon Ch'i-sung as one of the monks who bene

fited from the unification of the Sung in his transmission 

of southern cultural elements to the nortp. He represented 



\ 

of monks who helped to reinvigorate and expand Buddhism by 

seeking support from the ruling class. His earnest and 

strenuous efforts in protecting and promoting Buddhism won 

due respect and support for Buddhism from high ranking 

officials and the Sung emperor. This in turn diminished 

the animosity of anti-Buddhist Confucian scholars for Bud

dhism, and at the same time allowed Ch'an Buddhism become 

the most espoused Buddhist teaching in the sung. lS 

I also want to show how, in facing some tension 

created by anti-Buddhist Confucian scholars and anti-Ch'an 

10 

Buddhist exegetists, Ch'i-sung skillfully and boldly wielded 

his writing brush for a settlement of the contention; how he 

reconfirmed the Ch'an teaching as representing both au-

thentic and orthodox Buddhist tradition by identifying the 

tradition with the perpetual lineage of twenty-eight 

15. It is a common belief that anti-Buddhism was 
still very strong in the Sung because of the Sung scholars' 
urge to interprete Confucianism into a greater teaching in
tellectually and philosophically superior in the realiza
tion of the Tao. This belief led Dr. Irae Kasoff to re
iterate, somewhat with exaggeration, the prevalence of anti
Buddhist sentiment in his recent book The Thought of Chang 
Tsai (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984). I 
think, when dealing with anti-Buddhist sentiment, we should 
not limit our perception of the issue by relying solely on 
the occasionally biased and misleading depiction of Buddhism 
made by those who were cast as "Neo-Confucianists." They, 
unfortunately, represented only a small portion of the Sung 
intellectuals. 



western and five Chinese patriarchs; 16 and how he smartly 

distinguished his Ch'an School, identified by him as the 

Platform Strtra School, from other Ch'an schools whose 

practices of Ch'an might have been perverted. 
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I regard Ch'i-sung as taking a leading role not only 

as a pious builder of ch'an tradition but also as an earnest 

proponent of syncretism. By his integrated perception of 

the three teachings, he porved himself to be a syncretist, 

and as a syncretist he advocated the combined use of the 

three teachings in cultivating a moral individual and in 

governing a state. He used timing--the emperor and most of 

his minister were favorable--is his efforts to systematize 

the theory of the harmonization of Confucianism and Bud-

dhism. His theorization of Buddhist-Confucian syncretism 

made himself an exemplar for future syncretists. 

16. I am referring to the Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung~ >~ 
ting-tsu-t'u. This chart, drawn by a certain Wu Ch'ien~~~, 
(dates unclear), includes the twenty-eight western patri
archs and five Chinese patriarchs and some Buddhist patrons 
such as P'ei Hsiu~ ~of the T~ng. It is said this chart 
is included in the Chi-shaZ1f ~} edition of Ta-tsang-ching. 
I have noticed that it is also included in the Gosan edition 
of Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung-chi. 
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Ch'i-sung presented his thoughts more comprehensively 

in the interlineary edition (chia-chu-pen~ ~f-) of the 

Fu chiao pien. 17 He made annotations and commentaries on 

some points he wanted to emphasize about Buddhist teaching. 

This text is indispensible in understanding Ch'i-sung's 

syncretism of Buddhist and Confucian teachings. 18 

17. Ch'i-sung prepared two editions of the Fu chiao 
pien: memorial eition (tsou-pen~ ~ ) and interlineary 
edition. The first was submitted to ministers along with 
Ch'i-sung's memorials requesting court-wide support of 
Buddhism. The second edition was an annotated and enlarged 
edition for the public use. Ch'i-sung discussed this in 
various letters written to Sung elite. See Araki Kengo, 
Fukkyohen p. 265. 

18. Araki Kengo based his commentary largely on this 
interlineary edition. I am using the Kanchu fukkyohen, in 
which the interlineary commentary is included, edited and 
printed by Ryogentan~ ~ ~~ in 1695, in Japan. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE LEGACY OF T'ANG BUDDHISM 

It is commonly known that T'ang Buddhism was real 

"Chinese" Buddhism as opposed to Indian-like Buddhism before 

T'ang. All Buddhist Schools considered intellectually 

superior such as the T'ien-t'ai, Hua-yen, Pure Land, and 

Ch'an were founded in the T'ang China. They developed, 

flourished, and finally made T'ang Buddhism much different 

from other Buddhist schools of Indian origins. Patriarchs 

of these T'ang Buddhist schools made strenuous efforts to 

build philosophical systems based on their faiths. They 

enabled themselves and their followers to elevateBuddhism 

to a higher position after contending with many obsticles 

placed in their path by advocates of Confucianism and 

Taoism. A distinct religion now, Buddhism overshadowed 

other religious and intellectual activities in the T'ang. 

As a result, T'ang Buddhism is often accorded the honor of 

the "Golden Age" of Chinese Buddhism and has become the 

favorite topic of Buddhist scholarship in the past few 

decades. 1 

1. For this "honor" of T'ang Buddhism, see K. Ch'en, 
Buddhism in China Chapter 8. In the past few decades, books 
on Chinese-Buddhism are concerned primarily with T'ang 
Buddhism, as shown by both Chinese and Japanese scholarship. 

13 
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Regardless of its prominence, the T'ang Buddhism in

curred the greatest religious persecution of Chinese history 

in the later T'ang times, that is, the Hui-ch'ang Suppres

sion (841-845). The suppression was so critical and 

destructive that, as commonly believed, it resulted in the 

decline of the Buddhism. This ironical turn of fate contri

buted to the general ignorance of its future splendor. 

As a matter of fact, the Buddhism was rehabilitated 

soon after the end of the Hui-ch'ang reign (841-846). The 

last few emperors of the T'ang all espoused Buddhist 

teaching. They restored monks, scriptures, and cloisters 

step by step and provided opportune assistance. Even after 

the T~ng empire collapsed and disintegrated, most rulers of 

the southern kingdoms showed great respect for Buddhism. 

Their patronage, to a considerable degree, facilitated the 

development of the Buddhism after the change of dynasty. 

As a whole, the monks of the T'ang carried their 

mission to a successful fruition. They built a foundation 

for the Sung Buddhism that merits attention of scholars. 

The Fruition of Intellectual Development 

Based on the Buddhism developed in the North-South 

Dynasties and Sui Dynasty, T'ang Buddhism in general came 

into view as typical Chinese Buddhism. Schools which have 

been cast as philosophical Buddhism like the T'ien-t'ai and 
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Hua-yen demonstrated the features that distinguished them 

from previous Indian-type Buddhism. They characterized 

themselves as distinctly Chinese by having: Chinese patri-

archs, emphasis on religious practice, recognition of the 

possibility of attaining enlightenment in this life, a 

belief in the ultimate salvation of all sentient beings, and 

a free, openly subjective interpretation of scripture. 2 

Their Chinese appearance appealed to many T'ang intellec-

tuals and won for them the patronage of the imperial house. 

It also attracted more and more followers who constituted 

the lasting tradition of the two schools. Some of the 

patriarchs elaborated their philosophies in voluminous 

writings, and these were to incorporated into the tenets of 

other comparatively "popular" types pf Buddhism such as the 

Pure Land, and Ch'an. 

The Pure Land and Ch'an, also appearing as major Bud

dhist schools in the T'ang, emphasized enlightenment based 

primarily on practice rather than sutra-reading. The Pure 

Land stressed the repeated invocation of the name of Ami-

tabha Buddha, while Ch'ar. Buddhism, the contemplation of and 

meditation on a Master's speech. 3 

2. See Stanley Weinstein, "Imperial Patronage in the 
Formation of T'ang Buddhism" in the Perspectives on the 
T'ang (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973) p. 275. 
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Although sharing some features marked as Chinese, 

rivalry among the masters, these Buddhist schools were often 

led to inter-school conflict. Master of one school would 

reprove other schools in order to secure political or reli

gious supremacy over those schools. Ching-hsi Chan-jan 1•1 

(711-782) of the T'ien-t'ai School, for example, 

launched a determined attack on other flourishing schools 

such as the Fa-hsiang, Hua-yen, and Ch'an. He wrote the 

Discussion on the Five Hundred Questions concerning the 

Lotus Stltra (Fa-hua wu-pai-wen lun ~~ f j. 6 1
1.,1 ~i; ) to 

refute points made in the Abstruse Criticism on the Lotus 

Sutra (Fa-hua hslian-tsan ~t f f; ~'t ) by Ku 'ei-chi ,ti ~ 
(632-682) of the Fa-hsiang Buddhism. Chan-jan also wrote 

the Diamond Axe ( Chin-kang-p 'i } i'l'J f!f ) to refute some 

aspects of the Hua-yen Buddhism, and the Meaning and Prin

ciples of Calmness and Insight (Chih-kuan i-li J! ~A; t.· 11·J 

to degrade Ch 'an. 4 

Along with this, Chan-jan also disputed Ch'ing-liang 

Ch'eng-kuan's ~t ~t ~'f 1iJ (738-838) proposition made in his 

4. Chan-jan claimed that inanimate things also had 
Buddha nature and ridiculed monks of the Hua-yen Buddhism 
for being ignorant. He criticized the Ch'an's approach to 
enlightenment as groundless an-cheng~i 1t [obscure reali
zation]. See Lli Chen9, Ch:JF-kuo fo-hslieh ylian-liu llieh
chiang \:f7 ~ f*'Jf ~~ ;r.u 111~! [A Brief Discussion on the 
Origin and Evolution of Chinese Buddhism] (Peking: Chung-hua 
shu-chu, 1979) p. 167. 
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system of "classification of teachings" (p'an-chiao .f•J r~ ). 
He claimed that the T'ien-t'ai Buddhism had been underesti

mated as "gradual and round" (chien-yuan ~ffj 16] ) teaching 

by the monks of the Hua-yen Buddhism. He criticized that 

Ch 'eng-kuan 's category of "abrupt and round" (tun-yuan t~ 

\~ ) resulted from mixing two standards: method and 

nature. The T'ien-t'ai Buddhism was certainly "abrupt" in 

method and "round" in nature. Its "abrupt and round" 

character was equal to or possibly greater than that of 

Hua-yen Buddhism. 5 

While Chan-jan displayed a kind of sectarianism in 

his criticism of other schools, this type of sectarianism 

was not unusual in his time. Every school was labeled as 

"special" or "perfect" by patriarch responsible for pro-

rooting his own school. To Chan-jan, the T'ien-t'ai Buddhism 

was certainly "round and perfect" and superior to other 

teachings. To Ch'eng-kuan, the Hua-yen Buddhism was the 

vehicle separate from other teachings (pieh-sheng i-chiao 

~·J ~ - 6".() and even "perfect" and without match. 6 To 

5. Ibid p. 173. In the T'ien-t'ai Buddhism, the 
"abrupt" was a category classified on the basis of method or 
form of teaching, whereas "round" was a category classified 
on.the basis of nature or content of teaching. Fa-tsang;~ 
~(643-712), the third Patriarch of the Hua-yen Buddhism, 
first confused one with the other category. Ch'eng-kuan, 
when justifying Fa-tsang's position, worsened the confusion. 

6. Ibid. p. 195. 



Pure Land master Hui-jih I{ \:J (680-748), better known as 

Tz 'u-min ~ ~ ... , the teaching of Ch'an Buddhism was per-

verse. That Ch'anist's exclusive devotion to meditation 
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with no reference to scripture was repugnant to the Buddhist 

tradition. 7 To Vinaya School monks, Ch'an's anti-

discipline position was definitely outrageous. To many Ch'an 

monks, Ch'an Buddhism represented a "special transmission" 

outside doctrinal Buddhism established on the basis of 

scripture. The "direct pointing at mind" remained the most 

efficient approach to the goal of enlightenment. Therefore, 

Ch 'an Buddhism was an "authentic" and "orthodox" transmis-

sian of Buddha's teaching, whereas doctrinal Buddhism repre-

sented but an alternative, expedient way which Buddha gave 

to his teaching. 

Quibbling of this type, however, cannot conceal the 

very real interplay which occurred among these schools. 

Despite their differences, they were drawn together in va-

rious ways. Especially in the Sung Dynasty, interaction 

between doctrinal Buddhism and between doctrinal and Ch'an 

Buddhism seemed to have been much enhanced and pronounced. 

7. K. Ch'en, Buddhism in China (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press: 1963) pp. 347-348. 
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The harmonization of doctrinal and Ch'an Buddhism, often 

couched in the term of Ch 'an-chiao i-chih i~ ~.(- ~ , was 

partly a result of this trend. In the later T'ang, a call 

for harmoniation of Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism was ex

pressed very explicitly in in Kuei-feng Tsung-mi'sf ~~ 

~ (780-841) writings. 

Kuei-feng Tsung-mi might be looked upon as a master 

who attempted to resolve all the disagreements between the 

different schools of T'ang Buddhism. He was both a Ch'an 

and Hua-yen master. A specialist of the Ylian-chlieh-ching 

1~ ~ ~~ [Sutra of the Perfect Enlightenment] and the Hua-

yen-ching, he is regarded regarded as the foremost monk 

holding a synthetic view of Buddhism. At the time when 

Ch'an was predominated over other schools of Buddhism, he 

provided a crystallization of themetaphysical bases of 

various Ch'an sects. In the meantime, he unified Ch'an 

practices with the philosophical theories of Hua-yen Bud-

dhism and brought Buddhism even closer to the Chinese mind 

through laboring on this convergence of Ch'an and doctrinal 

Buddhism. 8 

The undertaking to which Tsung-mi devoted himself 

comes as no surprise. When it is noted that he was a lineal 

8. See Jan Yun-hua, "Tsung-mi: His Analysis of Ch'an 
Buddhism" in T'oung-pao, 58 (1972) p. 25. 
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heir of He-tse Shen-hui 1f ~- ~f ~ ( 686-760), who had advo-

cated the convergence of doctrinal teaching and Ch'an, as 

opposed to other Ch'anists practicing Ch'an with no refer

ence to doctrinal teaching. 9 Tsung~mi was also an ardent 

follower of Ch'eng-kuan. From Ch'eng-kuan's commentary on 

the Hua-yen Sutra, he was able to acquaint himself with the 

profound philosophy taught in the sutra. He studied and 

lectured on the sutra with enthusiasm, associated himself 

with Ch'eng-kuan through correspondence, and finally brought 

himself into direct contact with Ch'eng-kuan and became his 

disciple. He undoubtedly learned of Ch'eng-kuan's deep 

interest in Ch'an and his attempt to unify Ch'an and Hua-yen 

Buddhism. 10 

Tsung-mi's classification of ch'an and chiao proved 

that schools such as the Hua-yen and T'ein-t'ai were in one 

way or another interconnected with Ch'an. They were classi-

fied by him as "teaching revealing that the True Mind itself 

is the Buddha Nature" (hsien-shih chen-hsin chi-hsing chiao 

J! -:f.~ '~' 8f ~1 ~,'(), which should correspond to "the 

sect of the direct revelation of Mind-Nature" (chih-hsien 

9. Shen-hui's approach to Ch'an is discussed wit~ 
lucidity in Yin-shun, Chung-kuo ch'an-tsung-shih~~~~~, 
~ [A History of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism] (Taipei reprint: 

Cheng-wen ch'u-pan she, 1983) pp. 332-335. 

10. Ch'eng-kuan'sattemptwasmotivated by his 
desire to strengthen Hua-yen Buddhism in.opposition to 
T'ien-t'ai Buddhism in his time. 



hsin-hsing tsung 1i jiJ. 'v' .J1: .!f, ) , the third category of 

Ch'an in Tsung-mi's classification. 11 

Other schools of Buddhism, such as the Pure Land, 

were also held to correspond to Ch'an Buddhism by their 

masters. Tz'u-min, for instance, deliberately emphasized 

combined practices of Ch 'an, nien-fo -;'t':' 1 * [invocation of 

buddha's name] along with reading scriptures. 12 

In any case, the combining use of Ch'an and scrip-

ture, and the convergence of Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism 

seemed to have been of primary concern to many monks, doc-

trinal and Ch'an ones,in the later T'ang. In light of 

Tsung-mi's work, apart from the relative homogeneity that 

interconnected Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism, the changing 

multifaced nature of Ch'an Buddhism and its growing preva-

lence in all likelihood motivated monks of later T'angto 

unify them. Our frequent encounter with the terms like 
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Ch 'an-chiao he-i -;fjf. (J:... 1?"-- , chieh-chiao hsi-ch 'an/i ~1:_ 

~J ~Jf , and chieh-chiao wu-tsung :fi .fX +%" ~ in later Ch 'an 

history tend to verify this propoition. 1 3 

11. See Kamata Shigeo ed., Zengen shosenshu tojo 
(Tokyo: Chikuma shob~, 1981) p. 133. 

12. K. Ch'en, Buddhism in China, p. 348. 

13. For more details, see Appendix. 
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The Flourishing of Ch'an Buddhism 

Ch'an Buddhism was the dominant Buddhist school in 

the second half of the T'ang Dynasty. Especially after the 

advent of the Southern Ch'an Buddhism, other schools lost 

much of their appeal to Buddhist followers. In the first 

place, the sharp inroads of Ch'anists on the schools which 

had once flourished and competed with Ch'an, such as the Fa

hsiang, T'ien-t'ai, and Hua-yen, caused considerable change 

in the climat.e of Buddhism, as suggested earlier. Secondly, 

the rising prominence of Ch'an Buddhism became even more 

pronounced as the school was branched out into many sects 

which attractedeven more followers all over the empire. 

Although only the Southern Chan was predominant in the 

Ch'an world, it continuously expanded Ch'an's influence over 

the masses. It survived the Hui-ch'ang Suppression, which 

made other schools lapse into a relatively long eclipse. 

Moreover, it brought Buddhism into a new phase of develop

ment. 

A thorough recounting and interpretation of how Ch'an 

Buddhism developed, changed, sectarianized in the T'ang and 

sebsequent periods is not possible here because of the 
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complexity. 14 A brief discussion of some of the more 

relevant facts, however, is necessary. 

Ch'an Buddhism flourished immediately after the es-

tablishment of the T'ang empire. It was prominent in the 

Buddhist world and was commonly known as "East Mountain 

Dharma Gate" (tung-shan fa-men 5t tJ1 ~~ p ~ ) --an appellation 

given to a Ch 'an community bui 1 t by Tao-hsin Q 1~ ( 580-651) 

and Hung-jen]h ~~' (601-674), who made the Ch'an School's 

growth a reality. Before Tao-hsin and Hung-jen, the Ch'an 

School was only a small group of monks practicing dhyana 

meditation initiated by Bodhidharma in the Liang Dynasty and 

transmitted to later generation by Hui-k'o~ ~ (487-593) 

and Seng-ts'an1'f !f. (529-613). This lineage of Ch'an Bud-

dhism was better known as Bodhidharma Ch'an, or Lanka Ch'an 

~ 'fht' .1~ , because of using the La:r\kavatara St!tra in trans-

mission. Masters of this lineage, oftern called Lanka 

masters~1'ilt1 s;p , lived the itinerant life of a mendicant 

monk with one robe and one alms bowl. Until tao-hsin, the 

14. A recounting of early Ch'an history requires an 
in-depth and thorough study of Tun-huang manuscripts dis
covered in the past few decades. Efforts have been made by 
scholars, such as John McRae and David Chappell, in their 
recent studies of the Northern School of Chinese Ch'an 
Buddhism. Their work became possibleowing to Yanagida 
Seizan's meticulous research on the subject. More research 
is expected in the future because the Tun-huang manuscripts 
have become more available to Buddhist scholars in recent 
years. A clearer picture of early Ch'an history must await 
this research. 



teaching of Lanka Ch'an was often held in contempt and had 

little popular appeal. 1 5 
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It was Tao-hsin, the Fourth Patriarch of Lanka Ch'an, 

and his disciple Hung-jen, the Fifth Patriarch, who made 

Ch'an Buddhism a prominent school. Tao-hsin was the founder 

of the Ch'an monastery in the west of Shuan-feng-shan~~ ~1f 

in Huang-mei4f -.f~ (in present Hupei). 
-I 

He taught Ch 'an 

there for thirty years and attracted thousands of followers. 

A large Ch'an community was established under his· abbotcy. 

Tao-hsin made several important contributions to the vig-

orous growth of Ch'an Buddhism. His incorporation of Bod-

dhisattva ~ila in ch'an made the practice of Ch'an more 

appealing to the common round of laymen and monks. The use 

of Bodhisattva ~ila simplified the mode of precepts in dhuta 

practice ( t 'ou-t 'o hsing jl1'i ~1 ) entailed in previous 

Lanka Ch'an. Although we do not know the details of Bodhi-

sattva sila which was recorded in the Bodhisattva Precepts 

attributed to Tao-hsin, we can infer from later Ch'an li-

terature that the ~Ila was theoretically easier to practice 

because of its emphasis on "holding the mind" ( ch 'ih hsin "f.f 
10' ) to "follow Buddha's nature" ( shun-fo-hsing "J~ 14f .ti ) . 

Tao-hsin's combination of nien-fo and Ch'an made his teach-

ing much more accessible to the practitioners of different 

15. T 51: 18lb. 
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faculties. He adopted "samadhi of oneness" (i-hsing san-mei 

!..;<- -- ~· J .::- r]~ ) , a kind of nien-fo sam~dhi (nien-fo san-mei 

§:" ~f 3- l3f- ) , as a skillful means of purifying the mind-

so-called "invoking the Buddha's name to purify the mind" 

(nien-fo ching-hsin '[:- 1-t ;'!f ~~\ ) • This is important be-

cause the practitioners, especially laymen, could find an 

entrance to Ch"an meditation.l6 

Tao-hsin"s teaching was carried upon by an out-

standing disciple, Hung-jen, who had followed Tao-hsin for 

more than thirty years (613-651). Hung-jen moved to P"ing

mu-shan ~·~ t Ji , ten miles from Shuang-feng-shan, and 

later known as East Mountain, and built a monastery to pro-

pagate his teaching. For twenty years, he attracted even 

more students, both monks and laymen, than his master. Ac-

claimed now as the most prestigious of the Ch"an masters, 

Hung-jen"s teaching spread widely and became known as "East 

Mountain Dharma-gate." As a matter of fact, his teaching 

16. See Yin-shun, Q£ cit., p. 53. The Bodhisattva 
Precepts is not extant. The residue of its ~rla is found in 
Shen-hsiu "s Ta-sheng wu-sheng fang-pien fa-menj( ~ ~' ':t 
~ 1( ~ r1 . 
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became an essential part of the main stream of contemporary 

Buddhism. 17 

The East Mountain School very quickly caught the 

attention of renowned literary figures of the early T'ang, 

such as Li Hua~ 1t (ca. 766). In a tablet, Li Hua lauded 

the school as representing "all Buddhist Vehicles" (i-ch'ieh 

fo-sheng - -tt7 i~ 1ft ) . 18 Empress Wu Tse-t 'ien~ Jl•J JZ.. ( r. 

684-704) also considered that "in dealing with the Tao, 

nothing at all can excel the East Mountain Dharma Gate." 19 

On the latter development of Ch'an Buddhism, the East 

Mountain School exercised a decisive influences. In the 

first place, it ensured the legitimacy of a line of trans-

mission in Chinese Ch'an Buddhism. The followers of the 

17. See Yin-shun, Q£ cit., p. 72 . Cf., Ch'uan-fa
pao chi 1$ ~~.Iff 1V [Record of the transmission of Dharma
Treasure], hereafter CFPC, in ~nagida Seizan, Shoki zenshcr 
shisho no kenkyu 1-n ~~-$ I:_~ 0,) .f.-if 1(.; [Study of the 
Historical Texts of the Early Ch'an Buddhism], hereafter 
SKZSSS p. 56 7. 

' 
18. In his '.'Ya~-chou 1 un~-hsinJ6ssu ching-1 ti-ylian 

he-shang pei "...-f"~ ...ti'f ---r~ ..., ::f M" ~'f ~~P .. .;Jf Li Hua 
pointed out that "T'ien-t 'ai 's calmness and insight is 
[equal to] all the scriptures and exegeses, Eastern 
Mountain's dharma gate is [equal to] all Buddhist Vehicles." 
(T'ien-t'ai chih-kuan shih i-ch'ieh ching-i, Tung-shan fa-
men shih i-ch 'ieh fo-sheng -*. ~ .lf #.JL)Jk_ -- ~n .it¥<~. ~ ~ 
~ P '3 ;¥l - -YTJ 1+ ijf€00 ) . See CTW: 320. 

19. See Leng-ch 'ieh shih-tzu chi4 fb~ Sf~ 1ZJ [Re
cord of the Masters and Disciples of the Lankavatara], here
after LCSTC, in T 85: 1290. The text reads, "Jo lun hsiu 
tao, Xn51 pu-kuo tung-shan ta-men"~ ~+t-;t -~ -;F-;&.T .;-, 
~ . 
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East Mountain School declared that they were lineal heirs of 

the following masters in succession: Bodhidharma, Hui-k'o, 

Seng-ts'an, Tao-hsin, and Hung-jen. They publicized this 

lineage in their teaching. As a result, the lineage was 

widely recognized. 

In the biography of monk Fa-ju;~ ~P (638-689), one 

of Hung-jen's students, an explicit line of transmission 

was recorded in accordance with this lineage. 20 Also in the 

epitaph written for Shen-hsiu1f j.f (d. 706), Chang YliehJ~ 

~~(667-730), who served Hsuan-tsung~ ~ (r. 713-756) as 

prime minister in the early years of the K'ai-ylian period, 

recorded precisely the same lineage. 21 The East Mountain 

School, as it grew and flourished, contributed to the deve-

lopment a long tradition of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism. It is 

safe to say that East Mountain School also anticipated the 

first historical text of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism, the Ch'uan

fa-pao chi. 22 

20. This epitaph, whose authoship is unknown, has 
been carefully collated by Yanagida Seizan and included in 
his SKZSSS. See "T'a?i Chung-ylieh sha-men Shih Fa-ju hsing
chuang" "1J r.p ~ :;j P "j -~ ~ *"9 .f1 l'f<. in SKZSSS: 488. 

21. See Chang Ytieh, "Ching-chou yli-ch'tian-ssu Ta
t' uiw: ch 'an-shih pei -ming ping-hsi.i" .:lf·J -1ft ~ >lt":f" :::K. i4fi j~ 
j~ U 4f 1f in SKZSSS: 498. 

22. CFPC is believed to be written by Fa-ju's 
disciple Tu Fei~ R~ around 713, which was not too long 
after the formation of East Mountain School. 
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Second, the East Mountain Sect expanded their influ-

ence over a much larger area. It is said that Hung-jen~s 

teachings were diffused throughout the empire largely 

through ten of his outstanding disciples. Their names and 

locales of their teaching are given in the following table: 

Table 1. Hung-jen~s outstanding disciples and places w21re 
they taught their teachings (based on LCSTC). 

Name Locale 

Shen-hsiu-;;Jtf 1; Ching-chou, Lo-yang 

Chih-hsien ir ~ Tzu-chou 

Registrar Liu ~d ~ tf Pai-sung-shan 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Hui-tsang ~ ~ Hua-chou . 

Hui-yUeh ~ ~ Sui-chou 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Hui-an 1(~ Sung-shan (Honan), Ch~ang-an 

Fa-ju ~t;. ~9 Lu-chou, Ch~ang-an 

Hu i -neng 1t. f$. Shao-chou 

Yang-chou 

I-fang A -:r Ytieh-chou 

Hslian-i ~ ~ An-chou 

23. LCSTC is the earliest document with regard to 
the ten disciples. As Hsuan-i~s disciple, the author Ching
chueh accorded his master special honor, treating him as one 
who had been most trusted by Hung-jen. Same scheme wa~used 
in other texts. For example, in the Li-tai fa-pao chir~ ~ 
~~ 1f jeJ [Record of Dharma-Treasures in Successive Genera
tions] , Hui-neng received a special treatment as did Hsuan
i in LCSTC. See Yin-shun, Q£ cit., pp. 81-84. 
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Places in this table cover present Shensi, Honan, Shansi, 

Hupei, Szechuan, Chekiang and Kwangtung provinces. We can 

see that from Hupei the East Mountain teaching was dissemi-

nated to the four quarters of the empire. 

Moreover, five among these outstanding disciples of 

Hung-jen had been to Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an, the two capitals 

of the T'ang empire, to propagate their teaching. Shen-hsiu 

was invited to teach in the two capitals in 690 by Empress 

Wu, when she claimed the new imperial title of Chou. He 

stayed in the capital and their vicinity for fifteen years 

and was honored as "Dharma Master of the Two Capitals and 

National Preceptor of Three Emperors." 24 His dharma-brother 

Hui-an~~ ~ (582-709), otherwise known as Lao-a~~ , was 

called to Lo-yang, in 694, by Emperess Wu, who had inquiries 

about Ch'an. 25 He had stayed in the capital for about 

22. See Chang Ylieh,"Ching-chou yu-ch'Uan-ssu Ta
t'ung ch'an-shih pei-ming ping-hsu" in SKZSSS: 499 .. The 
text reads, "liang-ching fa-chu, san-ti kuo-shih"~:t: t'~ ~ 
~~~~ J¥ . Thr~e emperors refer to Empress Wu (r. 684-

705), Jui-tsung~ '~ (r. 684, 710-711), and Chung-tsung'f 
~ (r. 684, 705-710). LCJFC quoted in LCSTC dates Shen

hsiu's entry into Lo-yang as 701. See SKZSSS: 42. 

23. Hui-an has somewhat mythical character. He was 
probably called Tao-anl:t 4i:- and Ta-an~ *- as well. See 
SKZSSS: 71. FTTC dates his entry into Lo-yang as 694. See 
T 49: 370. He was summoned to Lo-yang together with Shen
hsiu before, but was reluctant to go for certain reason. 
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twelve years before he returned to Sung-shan. Like Shen-

hsiu, he was also highly respected and was honored as Na-

tional Preceptor soon after Shen-hsiu's death. He was 

responsible for ordaining many of his disciples during the 

time he taught in the two capitals. 26 He and Shen-hsiu cer-

tainly had great influence upon the nobles in capital areas. 

Fa-ju and Hslian-i were two other disciples of consi-

derable influence. Fa-ju came to be known as a great master 

after studying under Hung-jen for sixteen years and se-

eluding himself in Sung-shan of Ho-nan for three years. If 

he had lived longer, Hung-jen might possibly have chosen him 

as his sucessor. 27 He disregarded several imperial summons 

before finally agreeing to lecture, sometime between 685-

688, in the capital to the students led by master Hui-tuan 

1{, ~,t (fl.680s) from whom P'u-chi~ ~ (651-739) received 

his precept. 28 He attracted a great number of students, 

many far from the capital, and his influence spread to dis

tant regions. 29 His colleague, Hslian-i (fl. 700s), the 

26. See SKSC in T. 50: 823. SKSC records twenty
seven disciples being ordained, whereas FTTC records only 
fourteen. 

27. See Yin-shun, 22 cit., P. 136. Fa-ju died at 
the age of fifty-two. 

28. See SKZSSS: 488, 567, 583. Yanagida considers 
Hui-tuan as Tuan Ho-shangj~~~~ mentioned in the epitaph 
for P'u-chi. 

29. Ibid. 
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author of the Leng-ch 'ieh fo-jen-fa chih~ Wnr 1~ A..;~ ~J 

[Record of the Lankavatara .Buddha, Sangha, and Dharm~], was 

no less influential than he. Summoned to Ch'ang-an in 708 

by Chung-tsung, Hslian-i lectured and diffused Ch'an there 

for more than a decade.30 

Chih-hsien~ ~~ (609-702), among Hung-jen's five 

outstanding disciples, stayed in Lo-yang for only a short 

period when he was also summoned by Empress Wu. Although 

his influence in Lo-yang was apparently minimal, he had an 

enormous impact on the development of Ch'an in Szechuan 

where he taught for thirty years.3 1 

Ch'an Buddhism became very popular through its promo

tion by Hung-jen and his disciples. It may have owed much 

of its vitality to the distinct mark of East Mountain School 

as we11. 32 But essentially, the ten disciples of Hung-jen 

were able to establish themselves as regional Ch'an leaders 

and carry on Hung-jen's teaching as he had expected. 33 The 

five monks discussed here proved their excellence and capa

bility for taking up their duties. Other monks on the list 

30. See SKZSSS: 628. 

31. See Yin-shun,Q£ cit., p. 152. 

32. See discussion below. 

33. T 85: 1289. 



of ten disciples such as Hui-neng 1} ~~ (638-713), who de-
,~, 

clined Chung-tsung's offer to teach in the capital, also 

contributed greatly to the prominence of Ch'an Buddhism. 34 

They elevated Ch'an Buddhism to a position where it over-

shadowed other flourishing schools represented by the Hua

yen and Tz'u-en.35 

The third influence that East Mountain School may 

have had on Ch'an Buddhism was its anticipation of "no de-

pendence upon words and letters; special transmission out-

side the scriptures"--a slogan coined by Southern Ch'an 

32 

monks to distinguish their tradition from others. The East 

Mountain Ch'an started to emphasize "mind-to-mind transmis-

sion" (i-hsin ch'uan-hsin >~ '~'if '\:a' ). Masters would urge 

students to contemplate the "idea" that had awakened them to 

the truth. 

34. See T 49: 571. Hui-neng's Ch'an had a well-known 
Southern Lineage as compared to the Northern Lineage led by 
Shen-hsiu. Two other lineages often me~tioned in Ch'an 
history namely Ching-chung tsung;f ~ ~ and Hslian-shen 
tsung also were founded by Hung-jen's disciples. The former 
was headed by aforementioned Chih-hsien~/ !~ . The latter, 
whose real founder remains unknown, was sustained by several 
monks in Szechuan. 

35. Represented by Fa-tsang~~ lv.' (643-712) and 
K'uei-chi ~ ~ (632-682) during this time. 
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They would "cease to use words and speeches" and in the 

meantime "leave out sutras and sastras." 36 Hung-jen did not 

rely on scripture to teach his students. To enlighten them, 

he "unfolds the secret idea of the Buddha and suddenly 

enters in the One Vehicle." 37 The way to the enlightenment 

was geared to the "transmission of ideas" but not words and 

letters. So "invoking Buddha's name to purify mind" (nien-

fo-ming 1 ing-ching-hsin ;£:- 1.ft' ~ If"' 1-¥ •u' ) was the prere-

quisite for meditation practiced in the East Mountain 

teaching. 38 

Hung-jen's teaching differed from his predecessors in 

its encourgement of private and secret communication between 

master and disciple. A student was accepted even though his 

education might be limited. As soon as the master felt that 

a student was approaching enlightenment, he would call upon 

the student to express his idea. "When [the student's idea] 

accords with the principle, he would be granted the dharma 

( tang-li yti-fa "& if~ 7~ ) • " 39 This practice was added to 

"invocation of Buddha's name to purify mind" which had been 

36. That is "hsi ch'i vli van, li ch'i ching lun" 
{g ;it;.. ~ .];- ~ .B..Ib- ..r -~ ~ - -- L:=. .z...=.:..:.... - -
,~ • • ~ : g ~ .. ,~ ~ ... ~ p;fJCoined by Tu Fei, the author of CFPC. 
See SKZSSS: 570. 

37 See SKZSSS: 487. The text reads, "k'ai-fo mi-i 
tun-ju i-sheng" 1?Jj 1Jtf7 ~ ~', f'J ./'-... -- tfe.. 

38. See Yin-shun, 2£ cit.,pp. 74-75. 

3 9. Ibid. 
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passed down by Tao-hsin as in the Expedient Teachings fun-

damental to the Attainment of Enlightenment and Calmness of 

the Mind ( ju-tao an-hsin-yao fang-pi en fa-men./"'-. l:l4<- '.:J"~ 

-}) i {_ ~~ r tj ) . 4 0 This emphasis on direct "mind-to-mind" 

transmission in cornmunicaton between enlightened master and 

distinguished student indicates East Mountain's tendency to 

deviate from traditional Ch'an teaching. When Hung-jen's 

disciples started to propagate East Mountain teaching, this 

non-scriptural, special transmission was already in vogue. 

This explains why the author of the epitaph for Fa-ju first 

-.-.;;,;-..>.'~ 
drew phrases "pu-li wen-tzu" 1- ~ ~ =f- [no dependence on 

words and letters] and "pieh ~ tsung ming i:_" ,g~ -iff~ ~jf ~ 

[a special teaching is apparently there] in a logical 

order. 41 

40. Ibid. PP. 45-65. Also see David Chappell, "The 
Teaching of the Fourth Ch'an Patriarch Tao-hsin (580-651)," 
in Whalen Lai and Lewis Lancaster Q£ cit., especially pp. 
97-103. Tao-hsin's work blends ideas of the Lankavatara 
Sutra and the Sutra of the Perfection of Wisdom Spoken 
!2..¥ Manjusri (Wen-shu shuo pan-jo-ching -::t n f£~ * .~'g!.. ) • 

41. See SKZSSS: 488. The phrase "pieh ~ tsung ming 
i:_" first appears in Hui-yuan's preface to the Ch'an Ching 
-:t.f. l!'t [ Dharmatrata Sutra]. The preface was written to 
suggest the existence of a "lineage" led by certain special 
figue. But Hui-ylian did not infer "pu-li wen-tzu" to be a 
characteristic of his teaching. The author of Fa-ju's 
epitaph inferred from Hui-ylian's writing that the "certain 
figue" had to be Bodhidharma and related his teaching to "no 
dependence on words and letters." This seems to be the 
first attempt of making pu-li wen-tzu the essential quality 
of Ch'an Buddhism. 
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In any event, Hung-jen and his disciples stimulated 

the rapid growth of Ch~an Buddhism. They spread Ch~an from 

the highly civilized areas centered around the two capitals, 

to the culture desert of remote Canton, to wealthy Szechuan 

and developing Chekiang. This broad dissemination encouraged 

the growth of Ch~an Buddhism on the one hand, and, on the 

other hand, laid the foundation for development of the 

Southern Lineage of Ch~an to develop into an influential 

school. But before the emergenece of the Southern Lineage 

School, it was Shen-hsiu and his Ch~an teaching which were 

held in high esteem. Shen-hsiu~s Ch~an overshadowed other 

Ch~an schools and came to represent Chinese Ch~an in the 

seventh and the eighth centuries. 

Predominance of Southern Lineage Ch~an 

Ch~an Buddhism~s development into a school of na

tional recognition may also be attributed to the simplicity 

and plainess shown by the quality of "instantaniety" (tun f'Jj) 

in teaching and practice, as generally believed. From 

Tao-hsin and Hung-jen, "invoking Budhdha~s name and puri

fying mind" (nien-fo ching-hsin 1£: 1t ;f ,~, ) appeared to be 

a very high-sounding approach to enlightenment. Shen-hsiu~s 

"contem-plating on tranquility without moving" (k'an-ching 

pu-tung {j {f :f ftJ ) and Hui-neng 's "sudden gate of direct 

pointing" ( tun-!!!en chih-chih J ~ ~ ~ 1. 1~ ) and "promoting 
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effect and seeing nature" (chi-yung chien-hsing ~p 1fJ jL tt ) 

seem to have been claimed as a step nearer to the quality of 

instantaneity. 42 It is this quality that appealed to many 

students of Ch'an. To Hui-neng's followers, especially 

Shen-hui, the Northern Lineage was still one of those 

"gradual" dharma-gates (fa-men shih-chien 1-t ~ ~ ;t ;fr ) , 

even though many "expediencies" (fang-pi en -:;f if. ) were 

taught to attain enlightenment. 43 Shen-hui, in upholding 

the Southern Ch'an, took issue with the Northern ·ch'anists 

on the matter of instantaniety. He stated that both Shen-

hsiu and his disciple, P'u-chi, were promoting a type of 

"gradual awakening" (chien-wu ~~~ ~ ) , which requires a 

step-by-step cultivation process. They were both "gradual" 

because Shen-hsiu taught "concentrate thought to cease 

thinking, extend effort to collect mind ..... Before reaching 

samadhi, ten thousands conditions [yUan~~ or pratyaya] 

should be all perished; after developing wisdom [prajna] 

everything is in its [ultimate] reality," 44 and P'u-chi 

taught "conjure up the mind to enter samadhi, abide the mind 

42. These terms are used in Yin-shun, Q£ cit., pp. 
149-150. 

43. Shen-hsiu's teaching was known as emphasiz}ng 
the use of "five expedient means" (wu-fang-pien _a~ 1(. ). 
See Ibid. 

44. Ibid pp. 314-315. Samadhi and is ting and 
prajfia is hur:-
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to see the purity, raise the mind for external illuminating, 

collect the mind for internal proof. " 4 5 These processes 

revealed "step-by-step gradual i ty" ( chieh-chien r': ;Iff ) and 

were too close to what Bodhidharma had taught. Thus Shen-

hui argued that Southern Ch 'an's "direct and complete seeing 

of nature" ( chih-liao chien-hsing 1. 3 :Pv t'! was real 

"sudden awakening" and well worth learning. 46 He ennuciated 

the idea of "no thought" ( wu-nien ! ~ ) as opposed to Shen-

hsiu 's "separating thought" ( li-nien ,t~ ~) ~~· , claiming that 

through "no thought" one could achieve a state where 

"samadhi and prajfia are an integrated entity" (ting-hui i-

1t'f ) and "seeing nothing but nature" (chien chi 

). 4 7 To Shen-hui, this was authen-

tic mind-dharma (hsin-fa ,v~ ~~) of Ch'an Buddhism. And to 

his followers, he was "demolishing the Ch'ing-ching Ch'an," 

which advocated "ching-hsin" [purifying the mind] and "k'an-

ching" [contemplating on tranquility], and "establishing the 

45. Ibid pp. 314-315. Cf., Lu Cheng, QQ ~it., p. 
229. 

46. Ibid. 

47. See Lli Cheng, 2.£ cit., p. 230. This idea is 
said to have been incorperated in the original manuscript of 
The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch (Liu-tsu t'an
Chlng-?-:" fli -;f .~~ ) by Shen-hui or his disciples. Also see 
Yin-shun, 2..2 cit., pp. 268-269. Cf. Philip Yamposky, The 
Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch, pp. 32-33. 
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Ju-lai Ch'an," which is, in their opinion, the original 

Ch'an. 48 

Shen-hui's teaching, known as the Ho-tse School 

, shows that the Ch'an under different disciples of 

Hung-jen probably diverged from their masters one way or 

another. Their disciples, in turn, carried the divergence 

even further and created many lesser schools. Accordingly, 

controversy among schools over the "legitimacy of transmis-

sion" came about. Shen-hui's open attack on the Northern 

Lineage Ch'an shows his attempt to secure the legitimacy for 

the Southern Ch'an Schoo1. 49 Being very efficient in 

mounting a campaign against the Northern Ch'an, Shen-hui 

successfully promoted Hui-neng and the Southern Ch'an. 

Thus, Hui-neng neng became the Sixth Patriarch and the 

Southern Ch'an, the legitimate transmission of Ch'an Bud-

dhism. But Shen-hui failed to make the Ho-tse School 

flourish long enough to maintain its predominance over other 

48. See LTFPC in T 51: 185. "Ch'ing-chin_g Ch'an" 
and "Ju-lai Ch'an are seldom designated as opposite. They 
are usually combined as "Ju-lai ch'ing-ching Ch'an," meaning 
the highest Buddhist doctrine. It is hard to understand why 
they become separate and opposite terms. I assume that "ju
lai Ch 'an" in the context represents "Ju-lai ch 'ing-ching 
Ch'an," whereas "Ch'ing-ching Ch'an" is only one portion and 
therefore biased. 

49. Shen-hui's attempt was articulft~d_Jn his "P'u
t'i-ta-mo Nan-tsung ting shih-fei lun",f ~~.if. l1f 1f1 ~, ~ 
~ ~~ ti [Discussion on the Truth and Falsity (on the Basis 
of) Bodhidharma's Southern Lineage]. 
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elements of the Southern School. After waxing for about a 

century, Ho-tse Schoiol waned, together with the Ox-head 

School, shortly before the Hui-ch'an Suppression. 

Two schools of the Southern Ch'an acquired greater 

prominence than others after the Hui-ch'ang Suppression. 

They were Hung-chou Tsung ~~ ~ * , under the 1 ine of Nan

ylieh Huai-jang ,fJ -¥1 i'~ f~ { 677-744), and Shih-t 'ou Tsung ~ 

, under the line of Ch'ing-ylian Hsing-ssu t ft f1,f, 
{d. 740). The Hung-chou Tsung carne into existence because 

of Ma-tsu Tao-i.~ ~-Ji rl {709-788), whose monastery in 

Hung-chou gave the school its name. This school represented 

Kiangsi Ch'an in general. The Shih-t'ou Tsung was initiated 

by Shih-t 'ou Hsi-ch'ien ~ j~ -:f ~ ( 700-790) who taught in 

the Nan-ssu ,:jJ f of Mt. Heng in Hunan. The name Shih-t 'ou 

was derived from a huge, terrace-like rock in the vicinity 

of Nan-ssu. This school represented Hunan Ch'an in 

genera1. 50 After the Hui-ch'ang Suppression, Hung-chou 

Tsung and Shih-t'ou Tsung dominated the teaching of Ch'an in 

China. Their lasting appeal to students of Ch'an gave the 

Southern Ch'an additional momentum and influenced directly 

its later development. 

50. Tsan-ning in Shih-t 'ou 's biography says "since 
Kianghsi was presided by Ta-chi [Ma-tsu] and Hunan, by 
Shih-t'ou, students who wandered about these two areas like 
steady stream felt ignorant if they did not see the two 
great rna s t e r s . " S e e L li Cheng , 2.2 c it . , p p. 2 3 4- 2 3 7 . 



Tao-i's Ch'an School is of significance for its ex-

pansion of Hui-neng's idea of "direct pointing at man's 

mind." Tao-i was an adherent of the idea "approaching the 

mind is approaching the Buddha" (chi hsin chi fo i? 1 v'~'f 

~..tf:' ). He held that "the day-to-day mind is the Tao" 
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( p 'ing-ch 'ang-hsin shih tao .Jt2- '$ •-=-' ,l ~ and "everything 

touched is [the realization] of Tao, so free the mind" (ch'u 

lei shih tao erh jen hsin ~lj Jj ~ !{. r6 14:" 'v' ) . 51 Accord-

ing to Tsung-mi's interpretation, Tao-i believed that 

Buddha-nature could be realized in all kinds of manner. 

Therefore, "to start minding and initiate thinking (ch'i 

hsin tung nien ~ ·~' f, 1i: ) , "to snap the fingers and utter 

d II ( , h ' h h , ' k , 0 J• '"" ...-i"~ ;£l... ../;'f7 a soun t an ~ c 1ng ;r 1w ~~ ~ ), and "to 

raise the eyebrows and blink the eyes" (~ mei shun mu 

__...j.._ ~ ... ~ -~ 
~r~ ~ P~ ~ ) all functioned as part of the Buddha-nature. 

One needs to observe every action and behavior to "illumine 

the mind and see the nature" ( ming hsin chien hsing \1 J1 ~~' 

lv ~ ), so as to become enlightened. 52 Hung-chou Tsung 

51. For "p'ing-ch"'ang-hsin shih tao," see T 51: 440, 
CTCTL 28 entry on Tao-i. Also see Lu Cheng, 22 cit.,p. 236. 

52. See Tsung-mi, Chung-hua ch'uan-hsin-ti ch'an-men 
shih-tzu ch'eng-hsi t'u~.:J"-r:J.~ ... ~1~P"ijif;.Jl~~ 
[The Lineage Chart of Masters and Disciples of the Chinese 
Chinese Transmission of the Mind-Ground Ch'an Buddhism], in 
Kamata Shigeo ed. Zengen shosenshu tojo p. 307. Also Lli 
Cheng, 22 cit., p. 236. 
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adopted the idea taught in the Lankavatara scrtra to enrich 

and expand the meaning of Ch'an. 53 This idea seems to have 

been more convincing than Shen-hsiu's belief that only 

through seeing the true mind, the purified mind, could one 

obtain Buddha-nature. 54 

Comparatively, Hsi-ch'ien's School differed from Tao-

i's Tao-i's in some aspects. In the first place, Hsi-

ch'ien, although highly regarded by senior Ch'an masters 

such as Huai-jang when the former taught at Mt. Heng, 

during his life time did not make his school as prominent as 

Tao-i. 55 The expression "stone road is slippery" (shih t'ou 

lu hua JG fi. ${"-~) coined in his time indicates he was very 

strict to students. He did not associate himself with many 

local bureaucrats, as Tao-i did, to help spreading his 

teaching. Neither was he involved in the political affairs 

which many Ch'an monks regarded as an obligation.56 

On the other hand, Hsi-ch'ien supported the idea of 

harmonizing the controversial dichotomy between "sudden" and 

53. Kamata Shigeo, Q£ cit., p. 307. 

54. Lu Cheng, 2£ cit., p. 236. 

55. See SKSC in T. 50: 764. 

56. Ever since Ch'an Buddhism flourished, Ch'an 
monks, being widely respected, were often entrusted by local 
bureaucrats to win over public support of governmental 
policy. See Lli Cheng, Q£ cit., p. 234. 
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"gradual" teachings. He wrote a short piece of work called 

Ts "an-t "ung ch "i ~ 1'fl ~ (Communion of Difference and 

Sameness), a title borrowed from the Chou-i ts"an-t"ung 

ch "i Jl1 $}If- 1~ ~ written by Wei Po-yan<f.f~ i~ ~ of the 

Later Han Dynasty. 57 In the Ts"an-t"ung-ch"i, Hsi-ch"ien 

clings to the view of dharma as an undifferentiated entity. 

There is no such conflict as sudden teaching versus gradual 

teaching. Nor are there Northern and Southern Ch"an origi

nators ( tao wu nan pe i ts u .ai_ #i if} .;1-l::. -:f R ) . 58 But some 

people are keen and some are dull (jen ken~ li tun ~-.r~ 

~ {'·J f~. It is the pace of their learning and awakening 

that has created "sudden" and "gradual" teaching. 

57. Ts"an-t"ung ch"i is in actuality a long tract of 
two hundred and ten characters. See T 51: 459 CTCTL 30. 

58. This echoes the Platform Sutra"s "fa wu tun 
chien";..~~ fJ ;..ffr [Dharma is without sudden and gradual] and 
"fa cht .!_ tsung jen ~ nan pei" ;.~ ~1'-- ~ .t......'"ft ,'fl :~t:- [The 
Dharma is one teaching, but the people are from north and 
south, so Southern and Northern Schools have been estab
lished.] See Philip Yampolsky, 22 cit., pp. 162-163. 
Translations in brackets are Yampolsky"s. 

59. This echoes the phrase "je~ ~ 1 i tun" A-1ff -t:·J .ftb 
[some people are keen and others dull] which is next to "fa 
wu tun chien" in the Platform Stltra. 
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Hsi-ch'ien also maintains that Buddha-nature can be 

realized in everything, even though obscurely. To grasp 

form (shih:f" , phenomenon) is itself a delusion (chih shih 

yuan shih mi$1t-:f;t;~if_ ). To simply agree with the 

principle (li~~, noumenon) is no awakening either (ch'i li 

y_i f ei wu !If ff -:((; A f •t~ ) • 6 0 Hsi -ch 'ien urged that dif-

ferent forms of teaching be united by the same principle. 

He noticed the sharp differences in the practice of Ch'an, 

especially in the ways and manners of using language, words, 

and letters: direct versus oblique, precise versus equi-

vocal. However different, they should purport to teach the 

uniform principle. Hsi-ch'ien upheld the use of word and 

letters in teaching--an approach contrary to "producing no 

written record" (~ ch'u wen chi~~ 9:.....1~ ) and "has the 

Ch 'an lamp silently illuminated" ( ch 'an teng mo chao j~ ~ 

$< .~~ ... ) that is often attributed to Hung-jen and Shen

hsiu.61 Hsi-ch'ien seems to have echoed Shen-hui's line in 

"transmitting Ch'an using the Platform Sutra" (t'an-ching 

60. See T 51: 459, CTCTL 30. 

61. See Lu Cheng, Q£ cit., p. 240. This may have 
been wrong in the case of Shen-hisu because he does have 
written severl works including Kuan-hsin lun~Ji ,~,~ , 
Ylian-ming lun and so forth. See John McRae, "The Northern 
School of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism," unpublished dissertation 
(Yale University, 1983). 



ch "uan-tsung -tf ~~ if ~) although he may not have opposed 

Hung-chou line about using gestures. This approach, none-
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theless, drew for Hsi-ch"ien many students who had studied 

under Niu-t"ou line of Ch"an or who might otherwise have go 

to the Hung-chou School. 

Hung-chou and Shih-t"ou schools predominated over 

other Ch"an schools such as Ho-tse and Niu-t"ou in the 

second half of ninth century. They made the Southern Ch"an 

into the type of Ch"an with which most of us are acquainted. 

But their predominance did not totally rule out the likeli

hood of their being influenced by other schools. Nor did 

the difference between two schools suggest any sharp any 

sharp contradition or conflict in transmmitting the dharma. 

Hui-neng taught his disciples to find in their own nature 

the Buddha-nature and his disciples handed this teaching to 

their followers. The freedom of identifying oneself with 

the Buddha allows variations enlightening oneself and 

teaching others. As a result, many schools emerged as 

offshoots of the Southern Ch"an School. In 801, when the 

Hung-chou School started to have an edge over the Ho-tse and 

Niu-t"ou schools, a book entitled The Biographies of 

Treasured Sangha of the Ts"ao-hou-hsi of Shuang-feng-shan 

(Shuang-feng-shan Ts "ao-hou-hsi pao-lin-chuan 'Sl~ ~ U-f t 1 * 
~~ f 1f 1$ ) was circulated to support Hung-jen "s claim to 
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orthodoxy in the line of the Southern Ch'an Schoo1. 62 This 

was tantamount to denying the orthodox status of the Ho-tse 

School. But when the Hung-chou School survived the Hui-

ch'ang Suppression and again enjoyed high respect, it seemed 

to remain on good terms with the Shih-t'ou School. As a 

matter of fact, Tao-i and Hsi-ch'ien had high regard for 

each other, and their students were allowed to be instructed 

by either party. Also, neither of them erected a system of 

transmission similar to Ho-tse's "T'an-ching ch'uan-tsung," 

and therefore, their lineages were confused after lasting a 

few generations. 63 In any case, the later development of 

Chinese Ch'an Buddhism was primarily under the influence of 

these two schools. 

Southern Ch'an in Five Houses 

The Hung-chou and Shih-t'ou schools flourished even 

more after the Hui-ch'ang Suppression and began to branch 

out into the so-called "Five Houses" (wu-chia ]!. '$<. ). They 

are: Lin-chiJ~ tW' Wei-yang 'l~ i~f , Yun-men'f ~~ , Fa-yen 

62. See SKCSSS: pp. 357-360. Cf. Yin-shun Q2 cit., 
p. 417. The date is given in SSTC and can not be verified 
by the present edition, which is an incomplete text found in 
the Chin edition Ta-tsang-chjng. 

63. This happened after the "Five Houses" (wu-chia 
) had appeared. See discussion below. 



~~ '!1~ , Ts 'ao-tung 1' 11~ . Their lineages are as 

follows: 64 

Hung-chou Tao-i: 
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Pai-chang Huai-hai---Huang-p'o Hsi-ylin---Lin-chi I-hslian 

I 
---Wei-shan Ling-yu---Yang-shan Hui-chi 

Shih-t'ou Hsi-ch'ien: 

T'ien-huang Tao-wu---Te-shan Hsuan-chien---Hslieh-feng 

I-ts'un---Ylin-men Wen-yen 

I 
---Hslian-sha Shih-pei---Ti-tsang Kuei-shen---

1---Ch'ing-liang Wen-i 

Yao-shan Wei-yen---Ylin-yen T'an-ch'eng---Tung-shan 

Liang-chieh---Ts'ao-shan Pen-chi 

It is generally accepted that from the Hung-chou School 

emerged the Lin-chi and Wei-yang sects and from the Shih-

t'ou, the Yun-men, Fa-yen, and Ts'ao-tung sects. But in the 

Sung Dynasty, when the Lin-chi and Ylin-men became quite com

petitive, the Lin-chi monks such as Ta-kuan T'an-ying ~ ~~ 

~ .:fl (989-1060) and Chlieh-fan Hui-hung~ ~ 1J .;~ (1071-

1128) rejected the accepted view that the Ylin-men and Fa-yen 

were under the Shih-t'ou lineage. They claimed that Ylin-men 

and and Fa-yen should have been under Lung-t'an Ts'ung-hsin 

if 'l' ~ 1 ~ , a student of T 'ien-wang Tao-wu i( i .1:[ %- of 

64. This chart is based on ZGTJD. 
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the Hung-chou line. It was this Tao-wu of T'ien-wang-ssu 

!( ! !f who had been responsible for the transmission of 

Yun-men and Fa-yen, not Tao-wu of T'ien-huang-ssu ~ ~ f 
All in all, the Ylin-men and Fa-yen sects should have been 

under the Hung-chou lineage.6 5 A Lin-chi monk, Ta-hui 

Tsung-kaoj( ~ ~ * (1085-1163), of the Southern Sung, also 

claimed that Yao-shan Wei-yen should have been under the 

Hung-chou lineage because Wei-yen had become enlightened 

under Tao-i, instead of Hsi-ch'ien's instruction. In other 

words, Tsung-kao considered that the Ts'ao-tung sect should 

have been under the Hung-chou lineage.6 6 

The arguments of the Lin-chi monk have been rejected 

because they were based on documents of a spurious nature. 67 

But efforts made to credit Hung-chou Tao-i as the source of 

the five houses are reminiscent of Pao-lin Chuan, mentioned 

a little earlier. 

65. See Yin-shun, Q£ _£it., p. 419, T 49: 615 f.TTT 
15. In his CTC, however, Ch'i-sung showed that his position 
was same as that of T'an-ying and Hui-hung. See T 51: 752. 

66. Ibid., p. 420. 

67. TlJ.,ey were based on "T'ien-wan-ssu Tao-~~ pei" 
f:.. ~ .f ~ ~ :{ .. .lf [The Epitaph for Tao-wu of T 'ien-wang-ssu] 
attributed to Ch'iu Hslian-su ):tp ~ ! and "Li-chou Yao-shan 
Wei-yen ta-shih pei-rning" ;f -ttf ~ ~ .J.ff 1JK --K t,P ,;f j'~ [The 
Epitaph for the Great Master Y~-shan Wei-yen of Li-chou] 
attributed to T 'ang-shen J1 ~ f . Neither Ch 'iu nor T 'ang 's 
identity is known to us. 
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In any case, the later T'ang and Five Dynasties wit-

nessed the flowering of the Southern Ch'an and its five 

houses. Of them, Wei-yang was the first to flourish. It 

grew under the auspices of Hsuan-tsung Emperor1f ~ (r. 

847-859) and his prime minister P 'ei Hsiu ¢_ ~ ( 797-

870). 69 Its founder Wei-shan Ling-yu ;~ ~ ~ ~1? ( 771-853) 

gained P'ei Hsiu's support by instructing him in Ch'an and 

became his dharma-master. 70 Owing to P'ei Hisu's patronage, 

Ling-yu's teaching spread widely and was highly respected. 

His disciple, Yang-shan Hui-chi-i~P ~ ~. ~ ( 814-890), ex-

panded the teaching even farther and had the honor to share 

with his master the name Wei-yang. But Hui-chi's disciples 

could not sustain the transmission and the lineage lapsed 

into obscurity by the end of the Five Dynasties. 

68. In his SKSC, Tsan-ning frequently mentioned 
that Buddhism was restored after Hsuan-tsung had come to the 
throne. For example he used terms such as "chung-hsing"~ 
J!l! [restore] and "ch 'ung-hsing"__,-~ [revive] to describe 
the Buddhism under Hsuan-tsung. See T 50: 878, 881, 895. 
Pei Hsiu became the epitome of a Buddhist patron who was 
prime minister. See Hu Shih's discussion in "Pa P'ei Hsiu 
ti Tjfng ku Kuei-feng ting-hui ch'an-shih ch'uin-~ei"~1f-
~~ i ;~~[A Postface to the Epitaph for Kuei-feng Tsung

mi Written by P'ei-hsiu] in Ko Teki zengaku an~A~#~~ 
~ pp. 395-422. 

69. T 49: 640 FTTT 16, the epitaph for Ling-yu 
written by minister Cheng Yli~P ~ 
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The Lin-chi was the next lineage to flourish. It was 

founded by Lin-chi I-hslian ~~ 11' !· "((d. 867). I-hslian 

studied Ch'an in the south, but moved back to the north 

after awakening. His teaching started during the Ta-chung 

period (847-859) and soon became well established. In the 

Northern Sung, it rivaled the Ylin-men and Ts'ao-tung 

lineages and secured a dominant position while the latter 

two were still in their heyday.70 

The Ts'ao-tung lineage came a little earlier than the 

Ylin-men but did not really flourish until later Northern 

Sung. It was founded by Tung-shan Liang-chieh ~~~ J..J ~ 111 
(807-869) and his disciple, Ts'ao-shan Pen-chi f' ~ 4'- ~ 
(840-891). Liang-chieh had studied under Wei-shan Ling-yu 

and Nan-ch'lian P'u-ylian 1fl ~ l/f~ (748-834) of the Hung

chou line before he was enlightened by Ylin-yen T'an-ch'eng 

(782-841) of the Shih-t'ou line. Pen-chi was 

largely responsible for propagating Liang-chieh's teaching. 

But Pen-chi's line did not last very long. Another disciple 

of Liang-chieh, Yiin-chli Tao-ying 'f ft J. tf ( 835?-902) 

carried on his tradition and kept the lineage alive. In the 

Northern Sung, the Ts'ao-tung lineage, with only a few pro-

minent monks, could barely match the Lin-chi and Ylin-men. 

70. See Chung-kuo fo-chiao p. 329. The following 
account, unless otherwise mentioned, is based on Huang 
Ch'an-hua's discussion in the Chung-kuo fo-chiao pp. 326-
349. 
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The Yun-men lineage was founded by YUn-men Wen-yen 

~ P'~ ~ 1i! ( 864-949) in the South under the rule of Southern 

Han Kingdom. It spread very fast from south to north and 

became the most prominent lineage in the first century of 

the Sung. Many distinguised monks of this lineage were able 

to exert great influence on the development of Ch'an in the 

Sung. 71 As a result, the Lin-chi monks of the later Nor-

thern Sung attempted to co-opt the Yun-men lineage to the 

Hung-chou School. The Ylin-men was finally overshadowed by 

the Lin-chi lineage. 

The last of the five houses is the Fa-yen lineage, 

f d d b . -~ .:ri1_ Y. ~ oun e y Fa-yen Wen-1 ~~ ~"'"- ~ ~ (885-958) under the rule 

of Southern T'ang Kingdom. Wen-i was highly respected by 

the ruler of the Southern T'ang and invited to teach in 

Ching-ling (present Nanking). His teaching received state-

wide recognition throughout the second half of the Five 

Dynasties and the early Sung. But his lineage lasted only 

two generations before it waned. 

Only three of the five houses had sustained influence 

in the Sung. The influence of Lin-chi was mainly in north, 

while that of YUn-men expanded from south to north. Until 

later Northern Sung, Ch'an was comprised primarily of the 

Ylin-men, Lin-chi, and Ts'ao-tung lineages. 

71. For more details, see next chapter. 
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The growth and decline of these lineages may not have 

been related to teaching per se. Whether "style" (tsung-

feng ~ 1f:L ) or "character" ( tsung-yen ~ df=_ plays any 

part in determining the duration of lineage, as suggested by 

some scholars, is hard to determine. 72 Still, what in-

trigues us is the question of how the teachings of Hung-chou 

and Shih-t'ou were adapted into something that distinguished 

the five houses from their predecessors. To seek the 

answer, one probably needs to examine how the idea of Hua-

yen's "interpenetration and non-obstruction between the 

principle and phenomenon" ( li-shi ylian-jung wu-ai ~'f -f 1!] ~ 
) affected the teaching of the five houses, 

because, as suggested by Fa-yen Wen-i, who is himself an 

expert of the Hua-yen Sutra, this was the philosophical 

background of the five houses.73 

72. See, for example, Huang Ch'an-hua's discussion 
in the Chung-kuo fo-chiao. Chang Chung-yuan also·consider 
that Yen-shou's~~ (904-975) practice of Pure Land Bud
dhism caused the discontinuation of the Fa-yen School. See 
Chang Chung-ytian, Original Teachings of Ch'an Buddhism 
{New York: Pantheon Books, 1969) pp. 236-237. 

73. See Lli Cheng, QQ cit., p. 244. 



An awareness of li-shih ylian-jung wu-ai is revealed 

in the Ch'an teachings of the five houses. For exmaple, 

Wei-yang's teaching involves an air drawing of a "circular 

figue" (ylian-hsiang riJ -i=€1 ) . 74 That is, in a dialogue 

between master and student, a circle with a square inside 

[represented by a tzu ~ character, or a diagram] is drawn 

in the air to signify the depth of a student's self

awakening.75 The circle represents the principle (li rf 
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and the square, the phenomenon (shih ~ ). For the Wei-yang 

Sect, the practice of Ch'an entails "silent correspondence 

between the square and the circle" (fang-yUan mo-ch 'i -3f l{l 
J~ ~ ). In other words, enlightenment can be obtained when 

one clearly sees the interdependence of principle and pheno-

menon. Lin-chi's formula of "Four Processes of Liberation 

from Subjectivity and Objectivity" ( ssu liao chien ,y; #
--rb-
-~~),or other analogues or other analogous formulae such as 

"Fourfold relationship between Questioner and Answerer" (ssu 

pin chu '($7 t' --1:" ) , 

74. The "circular figue," or "perfect sign," is said 
to be symbol of "the nature of the enlightened conscious
ness" or the "original countenance before birth." See 
Heinrich Dumoulin, S. J., A History of Zen Buddhism tran. 
from German by Paul Peachey(Boston: Beacon Press, 1963) p. 
108. 

75. Yin-shun, Q£ cit., pp. 414-415. 
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is closely related to Hua-yen's Fourfold Dharmadhatu (ssu fa 

chieh \!!l 1~ ~ ). 76 They are all concerned with the rela-

tionship of subject and object, particularity and univer-

sality, phenomenon and principle, taught in Hua-yen 

pilosophy. Also concerned are Ts 'ao-tung's "Five Relations 

between Particularity and Universality" (~u-wei p'ien-cheng 

]1. 1.1 1~ jf), 77 Yun-men's "Three Propositions" (ylin-men 

san-chli "t, P ~ ;, 1~ 

hs iang ~ fa ) . 7 9 

) , 78 and Fa-yen's "Six Phenomena" ( liu-

76. "Ssu liao chien" is literally "four measurements 
and selection~ ~expresses the relationship between 
"man" and "situation," or more precisely, "subjectivity" and 
"objectivity." "Ssu pin chu" is literally "fourfold rela
tionship between guest and host." In a dialogue, the guest 
is questioner, whereas the host is answerer. For transla
tions of "ssu liao chien" and "ssu pin chu," I follow Chang 
Chung-yuan. See Chang, Q.P. cit., p. 41, 9 7. Hua-yen 's 
"Fourfold Dharmadhatu" is a philosophical explanation of the 
relationship between li [principle] and shih [phenomenon]. 

77. See Chang, Q.P. £i!_., pp. 46-47. "P'ien"1~ 
[bent, inclined] represents particularity and "cheng" jE 
[straight, erect] represents universality. 

78. "Yun-men san-chli," literally "Yi.in-men's three 
sentences," was couched by Te-shan Ylian-mi ,f~ lJ.I .~ ~ (fl. 
Five Dynasties), Ylin-men Wen-yen's outstanding disciple, to 
outline Ylin-men's te_9ching. The first two sentences "han
kai ch 'ien-k 'un" ~il$ J 1u "J"'f[ wrap heaven and earth] and 
"chieh-tuan tsung-l1u"-j\ Jfr ~ ~fL> [cut short all flows] 
symbolize "universality" and "particularity." 

79. Fa-yen Wen-i actually expounds the meaning of 
six phenomena according to the Hua-yen School. The main 
thought is that "all buddhas further maintain that both 
universality and particularity are without either identity 
or difference," and "all forms are free from reality and 
appearance." See Chang, Q.P. ci!_., p. 230. 
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Since the five houses still based their teachings on 

the principle of li-shih ytian-jung wu-ai, they did not 

really differ from the Hung-chou and Shih-t'ou. Rather, 

they may have continued and expanded t~e application of this 

principle to the point that it became embodied in various 

forms of symbolism. The institution of kung-an (public 

case),80 the illogical answer in verse, phrase, or single 

word, the irrational action and reaction is the way of 

shouting, beating, and kicking may, in a very speculative 

sense, have been such symbolism in extreme form. 81 

"Extremism" also characterizes the attitudes of many 

monks toward Buddhist scripture. They held fast to the 

message passed down by the East Mountain School and con-

tinued advocating the "special transmission outside scrip-

ture and no dependance upon words and letters." They 

combined this verse with the motto "direct pointing at one's 

80. "Kung-an" is the dialogue between master and 
disciple of the Southern Ch'an before the five houses. It 
was used as an example to inspire students. In stead of 
reading scripture, students were urged to contemplate the 
"kung-an" to seek enlightenment. In the Sung, "kung-an" was 
frequently raised in the form of verse. But answer was 
always irrelevant to question, from common intellectual 
viewpoint. During the later T'ang and Five dynasties, Lin
chi monks were well-known for using "ho"'f?l; [shouting], Ylin
men monks used 11~11 [beating by staff], as shown byTe
shan HsUan-chien~~ 1[ ~ (782-865), and single word 
11 kuan 11 t'.$:"l!J [gate , pass ] as shown by Yi.in -men Wen -yen. 

81. Ibid. 
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mind and seeing nature to attain enlightenment" to enshrine 

their teaching. 82 Carried away by the underlying assumption 

of this verse, they deliberately held scripture in contempt. 

To them, the enlightenment seemed to be an accomplishment 

having no bearing on scripture. 83 

This profane treatment of scripture, however, is not 

necessarily an attribute of the five houses as one under-

stands them. Many monks did not prepare themselves to be 

"outside scripture" after they had first groped their way 

through the mist of doctrinal texts. They simply could not 

claim something "outside scripture" had they been ignorant 

of something "inside scripture." The founders of five 

houses were all well versed in certain sutras or sastras. 

Some of them, such as Tung-shan Liang-chieh and Yun-men Wen-

yen, also engaged in writing.84 The speeches delivered by 

these masters were taken down and compiled into many 

82. The whole verse "Chiao wai pieh ch'uan, ~ li 
wen tzu, chih chih jen hsin, chien hsin~ ch'eng fo"~?t 
~·J go= ... ""f= ~ ::C 'i!- , -;l ~ "'- '"' / ~ -t~ ~ i was first intro

duce by Nan-ch'tian P'u-ylian mentioned earlier. After P'u-
yuan, the verse was used as a badge of the Southern Ch'an 
Buddhism. 

83. For more details of the anti-scripture inclina
tion, see Appendix. 

84. Liang-chieh has Ta-sheng-ching yao -;!:::, * ~~ -l
[The Essential of M~h~yana Sutra] and others. Wen-yen has 
Tsung-men shih-kuei lun ~ pif -r ~lb til [Essay On the Ten 
Rules of Ch'an Gate]. 
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"recorded sayings" ( y~-1 u "$~ fsf< ) by their disciples. These 

"recorded sayings," similar to scripture in nature, assumed 

the status of scripture. 85 In the Sung Dynasty, the nu-

merous publicaions of "recorded saying," "history of lamps," 

Ch'an style "songs" and "hymns" tended to iron out the seem-

ingly perverse view, or interpretation, of "~ li wen 

tzu". 86 

Conclusion 

One may speak of "Sung Ch'an" and "T'ang Ch'an" in 

light of differences in emphasis. But, there was always 

similarity in the two "types" of Ch'an. The continuity of 

Buddhism, Sung Ch'an following T'ang Ch'an, and the persis-

tence of fundamental ideas, should not be overlooked. The 

rise of the five houses and their influence upon the deve-

lopment of Ch'an can best explain away the charge of 

"decline." Besides, official patronage of Buddhism under 

the later, post-suppression T'ang, the Southern Kingdoms of 

Wu-yueh, Nan-T'ang, and Min during the Five Dynasties, and 

the Sung made Ch'an an unusual phenomenon. 

85. See Yanagida Seizan, "The 'Recorded Sayings" 
Texts of Chinese Buddhism," translated by John McRae in the 
Early Ch'an in China and Tibet, especially p. 189. 

86. Ibid. 



CHAPTER 3 

BUDDHISM IN THE EARLY SUNG 

The belief that Buddhism declined in the Sung Dynasty 

has been widely questioned by scholars working on the 

history of Chinese Buddhim. 1 Questioning is understandable 

in light of the arbitrary criteria used. If the philosophi-

cal contribution of monks has been the only criterion used 

in past studies, then the conclusion it led to is definitely 

inaccurate and need to be qualified. As a matter of fact, 

the question whether Buddhism declined in Sung is not all 

that simple considering the different factors involved in 

its development. Until more in-depth studies on the changes 

and characteristics of Buddhism in the Sung are made, no 

simple answer can be given. As far as this study is 

concerned, the primary questions are how Buddhism in general 

survived in the early Sung and what made Buddhism in this 

period differ from that of previous periods. 

Imperial Patronage: T'ai-tsu ~ T'ai-tsung 

With the capital K'ai-feng as headquarters, China 

again was unified into an empire by the efforts of T'ai-tsu 

:J:.... ~ Ji ( r. 9 6 0- 9 7 6 ) and T 'a i-ts un g f., ~ .. (r. 976-997), the 

1. For example, YU Chun-fang discusses this in The 
Renewal of Buddhism in China, p. 4. 

57 
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first two emperors of the Sung Dynasty. This new empire 

appeared friendlier to Buddhism than its immediate prede-

cessor, the the T'ang Dynasty (618-906), during which Taoism 

had generally favored. 2 

The first two rulers of the Sung, although tatically 

supporting a religion such as Buddhism for political pur-

pose, were nonetheless devout admirers of Buddhism. T'ai-

tsu, for example, highly prized the Diamond srttra. In 963, 

the fourth year of his reign, he had an official Shen Lun~~ 

1~ (909-987), a Fiscal Intendant of Shensi, submit a copy 

of the Diamond SUtra written in gold-and-silver character 

(chin-yin-tzu ~ ~~~ ) and summoned the monk, Ch'ung-ylin 

$ '$j (dates unknown) of T'ien-ch'ing-ssu-K ?-{~ to lee-

ture on this sutra in the palace. 3 T'ai-tsu himself spent 

much time copying, reading, and chanting the Diamond sntra, 

besides visiting temples. 4 This personal interest probably 

led to the printing of the Tripitaka, the Open Treasure 

2. For the relationship between T'an~ rulers and 
Taoism see Sun K 'e-k 'uang, Han -yUan tao-1 un ~ J¥ :;:( 1"~ [Han
yuan on Taoism] (Taipei: Linking Publishing Co, pp. 59-165. 

3. T 49: 395 FTTC 43. Shen Lun, also known as Shen 
I-lun?~~1~ , became Chief Privy Councilor in 974. He was 
an earnest patron of Buddhism. See SS 264: 9114. This may 
explain why T'ai-tsu asked him to submit the sutra. 

4. T 49: 396 FTTC 43. T'ai-tsu had to pretend he 
was reading military texts to avoid criticism from his 
officials. 
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Canon (K "ai-pao tsang ~ ~ ~ ) , the first project in-

volving block printing ever undertaken by the central go

vernment in Chinese history. 5 It also led to a program for 

sending one hundred and fifty-seven monks to Inner Asian 

countries to study and copy Buddhist texts. 6 Programs like 

this reopened religious communication between China and 

Inner Asian countries. Communication in turn facilitated 

translations and studies of Buddhist canon. Many Indian 

monks were attracted to China with sutras written in 

Sanskrit. They submitted sutras to the Sung government and 

were willing to lend their help in translating Sanskrit 

sutras. Their services were valuable in every way. One of 

the Indian monks, Aparimitayur-dharani (d. 1001) or Fa-t"ien 

'l~ ~ in Chinese, who translated the Sukhacativyuha-sutra 

(Wu-liang shou-fo-ching ~-f -f 1~ .~ ) with the coopera

tion of Chinese Sanskrit scholar monk Fa-chin~ ~(dates 

unknown) and local Fu-chou~P ~ Prefect Wang Kuei-ts'ung 

5. This project was started in the fourth year of 
the K"ai-pao reign, in 971, and was so named. It was com
pleted in the eighth year of the T"ai-p"ing hsing-kuo reign 
in 983. The project was proposed to start earlier in 968 
under the supervision of Liu Hsi-ku"'·J ~R '1i" ( 923-996), then 
Executive of the Ministry of War, but was not carried on for 
some reason. It was resumed in 971 under the supervision of 
Kao Pin ;fj Ia. (dates unknown) and Chang Ts "ung-hsin1* t~ 1"~ 
(dates unknown) and finished in T'ai-tsung's reign. See T 
49: 396 FTTC 43, T 49: 656 FTTT 18. Also see Lli Cheng, 
Q2 cit pp:-387-388. 

6. T 49: 395 FTTC 43. 



1:, b I(X (dates unknown) , was granted an audience by the 

emperor. He also received the purple robe from T'ai-tsu 

and appointed as a translator in the Bureau of Scripture

translation in T'ai-tsung's reign. 7 
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T'ai-tsung's patronage of Buddhism was far more 

apparent. He openly claimed that he had had an affinity for 

Buddha in his previous life. 8 And as a knowledgeable 

student of Buddhism, he acknowledged that this teaching 

"would benefit the principle of ruling and universal 

lives." 9 The appeal of Buddhism prompted his initiation of 

projects promoting the religion. In 980 he ordered built a 

scripture-translating institute on the west side of T'ai-

p 'ing-hsing-kuo-ssu =*' .5f ~ 11iJ ~ like those built in the 

capital of the T'ang empire. The institute, which had three 

halls, was completed in only sixteen months and called In-

stitute of Canonical Translations (Yi-ching YUan -rf. .~'t- p.(; ) . 

T'ai-tsung had three prominent Indian monks, Dharmabhadra 

(T 'ien-hsi-tsai 1:.. ,~, ~ or Fa-hsien ;;~ 'f:"" d. 1000), Dharma

deva (Fa-t'ien), and Dharmapala (Fa-hu~~~, 963-1058) 

7. T 49: 396, 198 FTTC 43. 

8. HCLY 43: 7a quoted from YWKTY. 

9. T 49: 399 FTTC 43. Also see HTCCP 23: 9b:10a 
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housed there. 10 They were responsible for translating 

Sanskrit scripture with the cooperations of Chinese Sanskrit 

experts. 11 The emperor was very attentive to the needs of 

staff of this institute. He visited the institute periodi-

cally, conversed with monks, and supplied everything they 

needed. 12 Every new year, the staff of this institute 

submitted newly-translated scriptures dedicated to the 

emperor. In 978, the emperor wrote "Hsin-i san-tsang sheng

chiao hsu" ,.ffj if. ;:: ~ ~ ~ Jf [Preface to the Newly-trans

lated Versions of Sacred Scriptures of the Three Baskets] 

and granted it to Dharmabhadra. In the preface he lauded 

10. T 49: 398 FTTC 43. For the institution and 
Indian names of the three monks, See Jan Yun-hua, "Buddhist 
Relations between India and Sung China," in History of Re
ligion Vol. 6: 1 (Aug, 1966) pp. 35-39. 

11. The Institute of Canonical Translations, renamed 
in 983 as Ch'uan-fa Ylian1~~~y~ [Institute for Transmis
sion of Dharma] had a very elaborate process of translating 
Sanskrit scriptures. A Sanskrit phrase or sentence needed 
at least nine specialists to render it into Chinese. See 
Jan, Q£ cit., p 33. The fourth and fifth members of the 
nine-member crew played very important parts because they 
were the ones doing the transcriP.ts. The~fourth member, 
called shu-tzu fan-hslieh-seng ~ '.f ~ ~ 1"?J [the tran-
scriberl~did transliteration and the fifth member, called 
pi-shou~ ~ [scribe-cum-translatorial assistant] did trans
lations. Every position of this institute did not neces
sarily have only one member; sometimes there were two or 
three members doing the same work. See T 49: 398 FTTC 43. 
Cf., Jan Yun-hua, Q2 cit., p. 33. 

12. T 49: 398 FTTC 43. 
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Buddhism and said, "So great the teaching of our Buddha! It 

is so broad and profound in argument that even the extra-

ordinarily distinguished could not comprehend thoroughly; 

how can a mediocre and stupid person figure out the sources, 

when encountering the subtle and fine discussions." 13 

T'ai-tsung read and wrote much on the subject of 

Buddhism. His own writings on Buddhism were put together in 

five fascicles called Miao-chueh-chi~Y~J.h. These were 

included in the Tripitaka in 1015 on the order of Chen-tsung 

Emperor (r. 998-1022), the third of T'ai-tsung's 

sons. 14 The work, unfortunately not extant, betoken T'ai-

tsung's genuine interest in Buddhism. Unlike his brother 

T'ai-tsu, T'ai-tsung was very enthusiastic about Buddhist 

construction. He attempted to facilitate the growth of Bud-

dhism by building such visible objects as temples, pagodas, 

and statues. He seemed to feel the further prosperity of 

the state would depend upon this devout and tangible service 

to Buddha. He stated that regional and national treasuries 

had extra funds available for financing Buddhist affairs and 

building Buddhist temples." 15 Constructions was undertaken 

13. T 49: 659 FTTT 18. 

14. See STCLC 223: 862. 

15. See CSTP 125: 48b-53a. 
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in many places. A famous structure is found in the K'ai-

pao-ssu of K 'ai-feng. It is an eleven story pagoda 360 ch'ih 

(ca. 392 feet) in height. Construction took eight years and 

cost several billion units. T'ai-tsung himself carried 

Buddha relics, which were said to have been removed from one 

stupas erected in Chekiang long ago by King As6ka, and 

placed them in the pagoda. 1 6 

Another of T'ai-tsung's notable contributions to 

Buddhism.was the recruiting of Tsan-ning~ ~ (919-1001), 

the most learned monk of his time. 17 T'ai-tsung had heard 

of Tsan-ning for years and was veery eager to have Tsan-ning 

join the elite circle of his government. He was able to 

meet Tsan-ning at the time of Ch'ien T'i's ~ 1*< surrender 

to .the Sung. After a long talk with Tsan-ning, T'ai-tsung 

named him T'ung-hui ta-shih~ ~ ~ g~ and placed him in 

the Han-lin Academy. This assignment is of great signifi-

cance because Tsan-ning, like Ch'i-sung, was an elite monk. 

16. HCP 15: g. The st~pa with Buddha's relics was 
brought to the Sung court in 978 when the King of Wu-yueh 
Ch'ien T'i surrendered. 

17. For studies of Tsan-ning see Makita Tairyu, 
"Sennei toso no jidai" [Tsan-ning and His Times] in his Chtl
goku kinsei bukyushi kenkyu [Studies of History of Chinese 
Buddhism in Recent Period] (Kyoto: 1957), pp. 96-133, and Jan 
Yun-hua, "The Fo-tsu-t'ung-chi: A Biographical and Biblio
graphical Study" in Oriens Extremus 10: 1 (1963). 



He produced books and articles on both Confucian and Bud

dhist subjects in approximately three hundred fascicles. 18 

His erudition won for hims respect from many Confucian 
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scholars whose prejudice against monks was a logical effect 

of anti-Buddhism. Even the most prominent member of the 

.. , ::;: ~- 1~ literati and statesman of the day, Wang Yu-ch eng ~ ~ ~ 

(954-1001), also well-known for his antipathy against Bud

dhism, respected him and treated him like a mentor. 19 In 

fact, many other members of the court elite, such as Lu Tuo

hslin;i_ ~ J!... (934-985), Li Muf *'-*" (928-984), and Li Fang 

'f oa-1) ( 9 2 5-9 9 6 ) , showed great de f ere nc e to Ts an-n in g. 2 0 L i 

Fang, at one time, planned to organize a poetry club con-

sisting Tsan-ning and eight others. This may indicate Tsan-

ning's popularity with the court elite. Also, it may 

indicate that the Confucian elite could identify a monk of 

18. Ibid. 

19. Ibid. Also T 49: 397 FTTC 43. FTTC says Hsu 
Hsi.ian 1(~ fi: ( 917-99 2) and Wang Yu-=ch 'eng often-went to Tsan
ning for answers to perplexing questions. And they 
respected him as their teacher. This account is based on 
Kuo-ch 'ao hui-yao ~ J.1=1 ~ ,t: and is probably reliable. 
After all, Wang Yu-ch'eng wrote a preface to Tsan-ning's 
collected work. He also wrote two poems praising Tsan
ning's talent. See Wang YU-ch'eng, HHC 20: 281-283; 7: 77 & 
79. -

20. HHC 20: 281-283. Of these people Li Mu was a 
well-known Buddhist patron and had deep faith in Buddhist 
texts. See SS 263: 9107. 



the same persuasion, who can be called a "Confucian monk" 

(ju-sengft 1~), with "Confucianist" (ju-chia'at ~ ). 

Wang Yu-ch 'eng, for instance, considered that "Ch 'an is 

[tantamount to] the broad and enlightened mind of a Confu-

cianist; dicipline is [equal to] the moral teaching of a 

scholar." 21 Tsan-ning was a Ch'anist who also specialized 
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in Discipline Buddhism (Vinaya). In Wang's terms, he was a 

"Confucianist" and "scholar", or even a "Confucian 

scholar". 22 His emphasis on the legitimacy of a monk being 

close to emperor and minister seems to have been an 

encouraging message to many eminent monks after him. 23 

21. HHC 17: 2 3 6. The text reads as "fh 'an-che, ~ 
chih kUanJ[ta yeh; lU-che, shih chih ming-chiao yeh~ ~ 
~~ ~~~ ~ "e- I ~f ~ ~ :t_ '9{-1 ~K ~ . 

2 2. Ts an-n in g is one of the "C h 'i en- t 'ang s s u- hu ~' 
"f:,!J ''!17 ~ [Four Tigers of Ch 'ien-t 'ang]. His epithet is "lli
hu"~f ~ [Discipline Tiger] because he wrote many essays on 
Vinaya Buddhism. ,Other "tigers" are "lun-hul~ ~[Discourse 
Tiger] Ch'i-ningJ~ ~(dates unknown), "wen-hu";t ~ [Li
terature Tiger l Ch'ang Ts 'ung-i~ {~ A.' (dates unknown), 
and "i-hu"~ ~ [Exegesis Tiger] Wu-en;.~ 'f}., (912-986). 
Wu-en was c1ih-yuan's~g l~ (976-1022) grand master. See 
SMCT 5: 414a in ZZ 130: 827. 

23. See T 50: 743 SKSC 6. Tsan-ning argued that 
"dharma is a mandate given to king and minister" chiao-fa 
~ei tsai wang-ch 'en ¥ ~f;. ~ ~ £,. i . " Same argument was 
used later by Ch 'i-sung. 
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T'ai-tsung's promotion of Buddhism might have had 

other consequences, especially after he had Tsan-ning reside 

in T'ien-shou-ssu ~ ~~ of K'ai-feng in 988 and later 

assigned him as Head Lecturer of Sutras of the Left Street 

( tso-chieh chiang-ching shou-tso ~ .f~ ~.~-.~~ -t Ji ) in 

990. 24 T'ai-tsung might have expected to influence the Bud-

dhist order in K'ai-feng by doing honor to Tsan-ning, who 

had a penchant for Buddhist discipline. Tsan-ning, in turn, 

would be inclined to support the expansion of the Discipline 

School, then predominant in K'ai-feng. 25 

24. Tsan-ning submitted his famous work Sung kao
seng chuan ~ .~ 1-f ~ [Sung Compilation of the Biographies 
of Eminent Monks] in 988 and was permitted to reside in the 
T 'ien-sh~ Templet~ _IJ.~ again submitted Chiu-ling sheng-
h s i en -1 u ·~ .fi ~ 11A ~ [ Records of the Sages and Worthies 
of Vulture Peak] in 990 and was assigned as Head Lecturer of 
the Left.Street. Chiu-ling is generally called Ling-chiu
shan jf~ ~ [Spiritual Vulture Mountain], a place fre
quented by Buddha and the imaginary scene of the preaching 
of the Lotus Srrtra. 

~ 25. Before Jen-tsung1--...:r· Emperor (r.l023-1063), 
Nan-shan-lu ~~ ~ {~ [Vinaya School] was the predominant 
Buddhist School in K'ai-feng. See T 49: 412 FTTC 45. How 
this school become predominant over other Schools in Sung 
capital during this period is an intriguing question and has 
to be studies. ~~f we could find more informatio~a~ut the 
four seng-lut'J~ [Registrar of Monks] Tao-shen~-t~ , 
Shen-yao~f D'tf' , K 'e-ch 'ao-:f ;fil , as well as Sheng-ts 'ai;f§i 
~ during T'ai-tsu and T'ai-tsung periods, we would have 

better idea about the development of the Discipline School. 
If these four monks were all Vinaya specialists, then we 
have reason to believe that Sung rulers intented to promote 
this school for its submissive character. 



Imperial Patronage: Chen-tsung to Shen-tsung 

In the capital proper, Buddhism experienced some 

changes during Chen-tsung, Jen-tsung, and Shen-tsung~f ~ 

(r. 1068-1085) periods. Starting with Chen-tsung, Bud-
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dhisrn showed its multifaceted character in K'ai-feng, which 

was now preoccupied with an unusual religious drive called 

"equal esteem of the three teachings" (san-chiao ping-lung 

:3- (J( ~ Pf } . Chen-tsung was much more 1 iberal than his 

predecessors in using any religion whatever to magnify the 

accomplishments of his rule. He expanded his patronage of 

Buddhism over Taoism, its rival, decorated his capital with 

even more altars, shrines, and temples, and induced more 

monks and priests to serve hirn. 26 

Chen-tsung seemed genuinely to have more enthusiasm 

for Buddhism than Taoism in the first decade of his rule. 

He appeared to be a very faithful friend of Buddhism when he 

carne to the throne. He wrote a preface to the Tripitaka, as 

did his father T'ai-tsung, although he was not so familiar 

with the essential teaching of Buddhisrn. 27 He composed an 

26. Although there practices were started in T'ai
tsung's reign, they were expanded in that of Chen-tsung. 
See T'ien K'uang, Ju-lin kung-yi I: 4b-5a for the details of 
Chen-tsung's reverence of Taoism. The construction of T'ai
ch'ing-kung~ rJ ~ , recounted by T'ien-k'uang seems almost 
overwhelmingly incredible. 

27. See T 49: 660-661 FTTT 18. Chen-tsung admitted 
that he was not very knowledgeable in Buddhist teaching. 



an essay called "On Venerating Buddhism" (ts'ung-shih-lun 

~ f$ ~(if ) equating it with Confucianism. 28 He continued 
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the collaborative translation of Sanskrit scriptures and 

frequented the institute of translation. 29 He published and 

issued the History of Lamps of Tao-ylian ~ ~ (dates un

clear) and had it included in the Canon. 30 Also included in 

the Canon were the twenty-one-fascicle catalogue for the 

translations of scripture in 413 fasciles which was started 

in T'ai-tsung's reign. 31 Like a guardian deity, he refuted 

numerous attacks upon Buddhism by exalting its edifying na

ture, and he blocked other threat to its future. 32 

Chen-tsung had further concern about Buddhist sect 

other than the Discipline School. He continued supporting 

Tsan-ning and had him promoted to Registrar of Monks on the 

28. See T 49: 402 FTTC 44. 

2 9. Ibid. 

30. T 49: 42 FTTC 44. This is Ching-te ch'uan-teng-
1 u -f: {~ t.:f ~f4< [The Transmission of Lamps (Compiled) in 
the Ching-te Period]. Kung-ch'en~~ ~ (dates unknown), who 
allegedly authored this book, had nothing to do with it. 
See Ishii Shuto, "S5dai zensekki itsusho jobotsu ko," in Ko
mazawa University Bukkyogaku lonshu, no. 8, 1977. 

.. __31./, It is called Ta-chung hsiang-fu fa-pao-lu~ '47 
::t.f ~ -r~ f f~ [Catalogue of the Dharma-Treasure (Compiled) 
in the Ta-chung hsiang-fu Period]. 

32. T 49: 403 FTTC 44. 



Left Street (Tso-chieh seng-lu 1i {ftf if t~ ) . 33 He also 

summoned T "'ien-t "'ai monk Fu-shih Ts "'ung-chli ?~ ~ ~ .}i

(dates unknown), Fa-chih Chih-li "'s ~~ ~ ~~ ~f (960-1028) 

heir to lecture in the inner palace. 34 This lecture is of 
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great significance because it embodied Chen-tsung"'s liberal 

approach to Buddhism. The T"'ien-t"'ai School of Buddhism now 

found its way to the capital. Fa-chih Chih-li and Tz"'u-ylin 

Tsun-shih ~ ~ ~ ~ (964-1032), generally regarded as 

restoring the T"'ien-t"'ai School to its former prominence, 

were widely respected by the officials in K"'ai-feng. They 

were asked to take up the ritual of penitence (sa~jfiapti) to 

bless the fortunes of the state. Their prominence antici-

pated the inclusion of the T"'ien-t"'ai scriptures in the 

Canon. 35 

In 1023, first year of Jen-tsung"'s reign, Tsun-shih, 

while he was assigned to conduct penitence ceremony for the 

state, requested that the T"'ien-t"'ai scripture be included 

in the Canon. His request was soon granted in 1024. 36 

33. Tsan-ning was promoted to Registrar of Monks on 
the Right Street in 988, and was moved to Registrar of Monks 
on the Left Street in 1000. He died the next year. 

34. T 49: 405 FTTC 44 and T 49: 215 FTTC 12. Chen
tsung was so pleased that he granted the purple robe to 
Ts"'ung-chu. 

35. T 49: 406 FTTC 44. 
tence in 1021, and Tsun-shih, 

36. T 49: 408 FTTC 45. 

Chih-li performed the peni
in 1022. 
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Jen-tsung had an understanding of the Buddhist trend 

that was underway in his reign. On the one hand, he knew 

that T'ien-t'ai Buddhism had been reinvigorated since T'ai-

tsung's reign and had to be honored for the benefit of the 

state. On the other hand, he saw Ch'an was winning endorse-

ments from the majority of government officials and hence 

should be accorded due respect. 37 Besides supporting T'ien-

t'ai Buddhism, he also wanted to back up Ch'an Buddhism, 

which he seemed to have contemplated and practiced for a 

period of time. 38 He deliberately sought eminent Ch'an 

masters to promote Ch'an in K'ai-feng and was able to 

recruit Ta-chlieh Huai-lien -}:(.Jjl ~l ~~ (1009-1090) to the 

court. 39 His enthusiasm escalated the widespread learning 

of Ch'an and eventually was instrumental in turning K'ai-

feng into a learning center of Ch'an Buddhism. It was this 

change that attracted many other Ch'an masters to K'ai-feng. 

Among these masters, Ch'i-sung was the most outstanding. 

37. See next section for the details. 

38. In his famous article "ch 'en-k 'uei-ke pei ""~ ~ 
I~~ [Stone Tablet of Ch'en-k'uei-ke], Su Shih lauded Jen
tsung that he "pu-you shih-ch 'uan, jih-jan te-tao";{: ,~Sf'~~ 
(!] ~ ~~ .rL [not relies on master's transmission but na
turally attains the Way]. Although this is hyperbolic in 
nature, it still contains some degree of truth. 

39. T 49: 412 FTTC 45. Also ZZ 137: 515 CLSPC 17. 
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Pro-Buddhism of Early Sung Intellectuals 

Buddhism owed its growth very much to the rising pro

Buddhism that was so conspicuous among early Sung intellec

tuals. It was widely studied, discussed, and honored. It 

also permeated the lives, thoughts, and writings of scho

lars, and many other aspects of intellectual life. Monks in 

early Sung times were generally respected because of their 

outstanding scholarship. Many had scholar-officials as 

followers and could maintain good relations even with anti

Buddhists. On the other hand, early Sung scholars were 

generally more lenient towards Buddhism than their T'ang 

counterparts. They respected knowledgeable monks and 

desired to learn from them the Way of Buddha. They visited 

monasteries to talk with noted monks. Many were either 

interested or well-versed in Buddhism. They valued ideas 

taught by these monks and were willing to support their 

faith. Their patronage probably scaled down the voices of 

anti-Buddhism, and encouraged the expansion of Buddhism as 

well. 

A comprehensive picture as to how those pro-Buddhists 

succoured Buddhism at a critical time may not possibly be 

drawn because little information is available to us. But a 

brief account of some feat~Le~ mentioned above may reveal 
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the nature of connection between Buddhism and early Sung 

scholars. 

First of all, the study of some Buddhist scriptures 

seemed to be more than a new vogue. Many scholar-officials, 

ranking from central ministers to clerks of laval govern-

ments, seemed to believe what was taught in the Buddhist 

texts they read. Some were renowned for their expertise in 

conversing "names and principles" (ming-li -t J:-f ) , a 

favorite topic of "pure conversation" popular in the Wei-

Chin Dynasties and now a euphemism for any topic concerning 

Buddhism. The following table may demonstrate the appeal 

that that Budhism had for early Sung scholars in general. 

Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism (by dates) 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Yang Chao
chien .c-

~~ f}t, 1~ 
(902-977) 

T'ao Ku 
1~~ 
(903-970) 

Shen Lun 
~~ 1$1 

(909-987) 

Highest Position Held 

Minister of Rites 

Han-lin Academician 
Minister of finance, 
justice and rites. 

Chief Councilor 

Description/Source 

Conversant in n~mes 
and principles. SS 
269: 9274 

Adept in Confucian, 
Taoist, & Buddhist 
texts. SS 269: 9238 

Fond of Buddhism. 
Believed in the 
theory of cause and 
effect. 
ss 264: 9114 
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Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism (by dates) 
============================================================ 
Fu Me~g 
~~ 
(915-986) 

Chu ~Dg 
~ ~ 

(925-1007) 

Li Mu 

~ ~~ 
(928-984) 

Chang Chi 
u.~ 

(933-996) 

Sung T'ai
ch'u 
.:if ~ ;f.:1J 

(946-1007) 

Li K ang 
$ ;,11_; 

(947-1004) 

Ch'ao Chiung 
~~ ~ 

(951-1034) 

C~i Lun 
l;f"V {iS 

(954-1021) 

Han-lin Academician 
Minister of War 

Han-lin Academician 

Minister of Works 

Second Privy Councilor 

Second Privy Councilor 

Fiscal Intendant
General of four 
circuits 

Executive Censor 

Chief Councilor 

Minister of Work, 
Rites 

Right Policy Monitor 

Love to read Buddhist 
Scriptures. Hated 
killing. SS 269: 
9240 

Very interested in 
Buddhist texts and 
learned deeply the 
essence of Buddhism. 
ss 439: 13008; 
wee 28: 6a 

Had devout faith in 
Buddhist scriptures. 
Good at conversing 
names & principles 
ss 263: 9107 

Read extensively 
texts of Buddhism & 
Taoism. Adept in 
principles of medi
tation & emptiness 
ss 267: 9215 

Wrote the Chien T'an 
advocating combina
tion of the three 
teaching into one. 
ss 277: 9422 

Regarded and wor
shiped Buddhist 
texts. Understood 
penetratingly the 
meanings of the 
texts. WIHC 10: 8a 

Penetrated Buddhist, 
Taoist books 
ss 305: 10086 

Good at conversing 
names and principles 
ss 306: 10106 
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Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism (by dates) 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

ch'a.~ao 
-f:_.u:_ 
(955-1018) 

Wang Tan 
-. 'el 
1:-. -

(957-1071) 

S~ I-chj.~n 
~ ~ fa~ 
(958-996) 

ch'ien Jo
Sh i 
f~\ ~ rlZ 

(960-1003) 

K'ou Chun 
~~ 

(961-1023) 

Wang Shu 
:£. 111f 

(963-1034) 

Ting Wei 
'J ~~ 

(966-1037) 

Highest Position Held 

Academician-in
waiting of the Lung
t'u Pavilion 

Chief Councilor 

Second Privy Councilor 

Policy Critic-Advisor 

Chief Councilor 

Prime Minister 

Chief Councilor 

Description/Source 

Devoutly believed in 
Buddhist scriptures 
ss 296: 9880 

Loved Buddhism by 
nature. Wanted to 
shave hair and wear 
Buddhist kosak when 
dying. 
SYSP: 656,787 

Penetrated Buddhist 
scripture 
ss 266: 9173 

Very conversant in 
names and principles. 
Had deep faith in 
Buddha Vehicles. 
Committed practi
tioner of Ch'an 
contemplation. 
WIHC 9: 6b 

Loved to read 
Buddhist and Taoist 
and put them around 
his bed. 
Understood deeply 
the satya (truths) 
MCPC p. 30 

Delighted in Bud
dhism. Vegetarian. 
Often went on ex
cursions with monks 
and became recluse 
in Lo-yang. 
ss 286: 9633 

Applied himself to 
Buddhism while in 
banishment. SS 283: 
9570 
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Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism (by dates) 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Wang Sui 
$- --ri{_ 

(fl. Jen
tsung"s reign) 

Ma Liang 
.f£ ;fu 

(fl. Jen
tsung"s reign) 

Ch"ien I 

~· f7 

(doc. ca.998) 

Ch"en Yao
tso 
?f. tb 11£ 
(963-1044) 

(974-1020) 

L__i Wei l:f:. 
~ .~1s 
(doc. 98 5) 

Tt' a11-H;~ -mu 

(979-1046) 

Hsia ~ung 
l j.-t-

(985-1051) 

Hihgest Position Held 

Prime Minister 

Prefect 

Han-lin Acedemician 

Chief Councilor 

Han-lin Academician 
Minister of Work 

Minister of Works 

Palace Censor 

Second Privy 
Councilor 

Description/Source 

Delighted in Buddhism 
by nature. Studied 
ss 311: 10204 

Explored Sunya texts, 
specialized in the 
Hua-yen sutra. Ad
dressed himself to 
the rehabilitation of 
Buddhist temples. 
MCPC:456-159 

Liked to read Bud
dhist texts. Wrote 
"Admonition on 
Killing." 
ss 317: 10344 

Conversant with 
Buddhism regarding 

. names and principles. 
SYSP: 811 

Studied Buddhist 
scriptures, spe
cialized in Ch"an, 
T"ien-t"ai doctrine. 
ss 305: 10083 

Conversant in names 
and principles. 
WIHC 7:20a 

Conversant with 
Buddhism regarding 
names and principles. 
SYSP: 811 

Penetrated all sub
jects, including Bud
dhism and Taoism. 
ss 283: 9571 
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Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism (by dates) 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Wang Tzu
Jung 

"$:. ::;- *''if, 
(doc. 1008-
1011) 

~ ~%hsli 
(988-1038) 

Chang Pien 
1~ ~ 

(992-1077) 

Wang Chih 
"£_ ~ 

(994-1069) 

Tseng Kung
liang 
rf~;;'b 

(999-1078) 

Wang Chih 
:£ fl1 

(1001-1045) 

Fu Pi 
",t TfJ 

(1004-1083) 

Highest Positions Held 

Executive of the 
Ministry of War 

Regional Commandant 

Second Privy 
Councilor 

Academician of Lung
t'u Pavilion 

Chief Councilor 

Academician-in
waiting of T'ien
chang Pavilion 

Chief Councilor 

Description/Source 

Studied Buddhism in 
advanced age. 
ss 310: 10186 

Well-versed in 
Buddhism. 
ss 464: 13569 

Had deep faith in 
Buddhism. Burnt 
incense to read the 
Hua-yen SOtra. 
SYSP: 807 

Enjoy discussing 
Ch'an. LCC 39: 8b. 

Explored Buddhist 
texts in advanced 
age; conversant with 
the principle of life 
and fate. MCPC: 1187 

Penetrated the sub
tlety of Buddhism and 
Taoism. 
Wrote the Pao-iuan 
tsung-1 u ~ ;t;.~ f,t
discussing previous 
theories of nature 
and principle. 
MCPC 537. 

Dedicated to Buddhism 
after retirement. 
Conversant with the 
nature and principle. 
ss 340: 10848, 
SYSP: 881 
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Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism {by dates) 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Chang Fang
p 'ing 

J-1- ~ ~ 
{1007-1091) 

Su Shun
ch'in 
ji. Ill-~ 

{1008-1048) 

Han Chlf' ang 
?;P ~ 
.Jt~ ,,~ 
{1012-1088) 

Han Weiff 
-s~ ,.. kN- , .. 

{1017-1098) 

Liu Ch'ang 
f~ ~ 
{1019-1068) 

Ma Ts'ung
hsien 
. ~ ~;(_ JV 

{unclear) 

Wang An-shih 

~*~ 
{1021-1086) 

Jen Ta 
1't a. 

(unclear) 

Highest Position Held 

Second Privy 
Councilor 

Judicial Investigator 
of the High Court of 
Justice 

Chief Councilor 

Executive of the 
Chancellery 

Academician of Chi
hsien-yuan 

Minister of Work 

Chief Councilor 

Division Chief of 
Ministry of Rites 

Description/Source 

Deeply-learned in 
Buddhism and attained 
its marvelousness. 
Specialized in Ch'an 
and the Lankavatara 
Slltra MCPC: 730, 
SPSP: 811, LCC: 
p. 446 Appendix. 

Associated with 
eminent monks after 
demoted. 
ss 442: 13080 

Highly regarded 
Buddhism . 
SYSP: 230 

Highly regarded 
Buddhism. SYSP: 230 

Deeply learned in 
Buddhism and Taoism. 
ss 319: 10386 

Studied Buddhism in 
advanced age . 
ss 331: 10651 

Conversant with 
Buddhism. Wrote Tzu 
Shuo in which Bud---
dhist and Taoist con
cepts are borrowed. 
ss 327: 10550 

Valued study of 
Buddhism. SS 288: 
9684 
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Table 2. Scholar patrons of Buddhism (by dates) 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Tu Ch'un 

-.f:t: ~t; 
(1032-1095) 

Su Ch'e 
.6 tffK 
(1039-1112) 

Chang Shang-
ying '!f£_ 

~ffl" (1043-1121) 

Wang Pang 

f, !f 
(1044-1076) 

Liu An-shih 

~·J * ~ 
(1048-1125) 

Ou-yang Fei 
~X Pl rj 

(1047-1113) 

Ch'ao Ylieh
chih 

~~e> U> z. 
(1059-1129) 

Highest Position Held 

Circuit Fiscal 
Intendant 

Executive of the 
Chancellery 

Chief Councilor 

Academician-in
Waiting of T'ien
chang Pavilion 

Policy Critic
Adviser 

Prefect 

Academician-in
Waiting of the Hui
yu Pabilion 

Description/Source 

Studied and inves
tigated subtleties of 
Buddhism and Taoism 
and believed that 
they were same as 
Confucianism. 
SYHA: 398 

Well-versed in Bud
dhist texts such as 
the ~uramgama Sutra 
and felt deeply
learned. 
MCP C : 9 0 7 , 1 4 4 9 

Conversant in Ch'an 
and Hua-yen Buddhism; 
wrote the Eassy in 
Defense of Dharma 
1~ ~ t~ to defend 
Buddh1sm. 
SYSP: 215, T 52: 637 

Loved Buddhist texts. 
Wrote the Explanatory 
Commentary of Bud
dhist Texts. 
ss 327: 10551 

Deeply learned in 
Buddhism; familiar 
with the Lotus Sutra 
and turamgama Sutra. 
SYHA: 410 

Whole family prac
ticed Buddhism. 
SYSP: 196 

Had deep faith in 
T'ien-t'ai Buddhism; 
called himself T'ien
t'ai Monk. 
SYHA: 424; SSC: 
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The information in this table has been gathered from the 

Sung Shih, MCPC, some pi-chi [random notes] included in 

SYSP, relevant Sung collated works, and micellaneous 

sources. Although the table does not necessarily claim the 

comprehensiveness, it nonetheless shows to some degree the 

reality indicated by the comments of many Sung scholars that 

"in the recent past, many scholar-officials had faith in 

Buddhism." It also shows that many high-ranking officials 

did study and were willing to support Buddhism. Many, too, 

associated with Buddhist monks, studied with them, and 

joined their activities. The table below can give us 

further insights into the reality of the situation. 

Table 3. Patrons and their associations with monks 
============================================================ 
Names/Dates 

Wang Sui 

(unclear) 
£ pj_ 

Li Shen 

~~ 
(unclear) 

Chang Fang
p'ing 
1~~ f-
(1007-1091) 

Highest Positions Held Description/Source 

Chief Councilor 

Palace Censor 

Second Privy 
Councilor 

Shou-shan Sheng-nien -* ~/;:-tr.l J-)1 'I!J ~~ 
(926-993) zz 137: 307 
Ch'an mast~I H~iao
shou •J .. -I?~*$. 17 
zz 132: 179 

Fu-yen Ya -:;f.,'/:1 /li itt 
(unclear) HsUeh-t~ 
Ch'ung-hsien4f~f ~ 
~~ ( 980-1052) 

zz 137: 307-308 

Studied Lankavatara 
Sutra with Hui-chtieh 
Chih-hsien ~ ~ ~J 
)U (unclear) 
LCC 13: 4a 
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Table 3. Patrons and their association with monks 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Hsi.i Shih 
lf ~ 
(unclear) 

LU Hui-ch'ing 
$ ~ ~~f 
(1032-llll) 

Li Tsun-hsu 
~;,f_fj, 

(988-1038) 

H~a Sung 
JJt -j* 

(985-1051) 

Li Tuan~uan 
~ i:a; $ 

(d. 1091) 

Ya~_,g Chieh 
-1"17 1~ 
(unclear) 

Li Lin-tsung 
"$ ~~~ 
(unclear) 

Liu Ching
ch'en 
~·1 ~~ ri 
(unclear) 

Highest Positions Held 

Division Chief in 
the Department of 
Ministry 

Description/Source 

Tung-shan Hsiao.-
t s 'ung ~fiil~>-~ "~1ft- (d. 

1030) zz 137: 308-309 

Han-lin Academician Studied Li T'ung-
Second Privy Councilor hslian's commentary on 

the Hua-yen Sutra 

Regional commandant 

Second Privy 
Councilor 

Regional Commandant 

Assistant Division 
Chief of the Ministry 
of Rites 

Drafting Officials of 
the Secretariat 

unclear 

zz 137: 309 

Ku-yn Yun-ts 'ung ;y;: 
p~ ~ Jfit.< 9 6 5-1 0 3 2 ) 
Shih-s~agg Ch'u-ylian 
~~-~tAl 
(986-1039) Yeh-hsien 
Sheng.;:f Jfl" ~ 
(unclear) ZZ 137: 309 

Ku-yin Yun-ts'ung 
zz 137: 310 

Ta-k~an ... T 'an-ying i£ 
4!; 'I' ..t;J ( 9 8 9 - l 0 6 0 ) 
zz 137: 310 

T'ien-i I-huai ~ ~ 
lk,' i~ ( 9 9 3-1 0 6 4 ) Fu
Jung _I_9.o-k 'ai-;!:; ~ 
.:1 ~ (1043-1118) 

zz 137: 311. 

Ce~ain monk named 
I ::rtZ- (unclear) 
zz 137: 311 

Chao-ciJh?li~Q, C~ cylg
tsung ·--7 ~ ~ l.g ... 
(1025-10;1) Hui-lin 
Ch 'ungY~ ~1; :itt' ( un-
clear) ~hao-shan Kuo 
.{-~ ~ .11; (unclear) 
zz 137: 311-312 
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Table 3. Patrons and their associations with monks 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

Yang I 

il 1f. 
(974-1020) 

Chao Pien 
~-w 11 
((008-~084) 

Chang Chin 
1-j t1 

(unclear) 

Kao Shih
tse 
tt .:tC ~'J 

(unclear) 

Huang T'ing
chien 

~If!¥ 
(1045-1105) 

Wang An-shih 

1-~70 
(1021-1086) 

Kuo Hsiang
cheng 
fp ff ~ 

(unclear) 

Fu Pi 
'i: Jf~ 

( Pbo4-l083) 

Highest Positions Held Description/Source 

Han-lin Academician 
Executive of the 
Ministery of Work 

Kuan-hui YUan-lien 
JJ s-J, ~ Jif ( 9 5 1-1 0 3 6 ) 

• I • IV " • Shlh-shuang Ch u-yuan 
zz 137: 314-315. 

Second Privy Councilor Fo-hui Fa-ch'lian 
i.ff7 ~{, ;1! £ (unclear) 
zz 137: 315-316 

Fiscal Intendant 

Regional Commandant 

Secretariat Imperial 
Recorder 

Prime Minister 

Executive Assistant 
of the Department 
of Palace Services 

Prime Minister 

Kuei-fu Ning-i ~ )tf · 
~ A' ( unc 1 ear) z z 
137: 316 

Fu-jung Tao-k'ai 
zz 137: 158 

Ylian-t'un~ Fa-hsiu 
li] ~ 7~ 1;( 1027-1090) 
Hui-t'ang Tsu-hsin 
\7,1-- 'f *~I \,1 ( 1 0 2 5- 11 0 0 ) 
zz 137: 158 

Chiang-shan Tsan-yuan 
t,f JJ.t 1: .?v ( d • 1 o 8 6 ) 

Chen-ch1ng K 'e-wen :( 
~f }L ~ (1025-1102) 

zz 137: 317 

Pai-ytin Shou-tuan 
Fo-hui Fa-ch'i.ian 
Wu-t~u Fa-yen ~ /f.i. 
~~ 1 ~ ( d • 11 0 4 ) z z 
137: 317-318 

Yung Hua-yen ~l., I« 
(unclear) YUan-chao 
Tsung-penr£1 ~~ wr ~ 
(1020-109~) zz 137: 
318; 132: 206 
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Table 3. Patrons and their associations with monks 
============================================================= 
Name/Dates 

Chiang T'ang 
-lrf:' b 
~ !. 

(980-1054) 

Wang Shu 
5:. 'a~ 
(963-1~4) 
Ting Wei 
-r tW 

(966-1037) 

Hsieh Mi 
tJ/f ;,•t' 
(950-1012) 

Fan Chung
yen ~ff 'lf 
(989-1052) 

Highest Position Held 

Auxiliary Academician 
of the Bureau of 
Military Affairs 

Prime Minister 

Prime Minister 

Policy Critic Advisor 

Second Privy Councilor 

Description/Source 

Yu-han2 Wei-cheng 
1t fJVtft ~J( ( 9 8 6 -1 0 4 9 ) 
zz 132: 188 

Ku-yin Ylin-ts'ung, Ta
kuan T'an-ying ZZ 132: 
205 

Sheng-ch 'ang;.@ '!t 
(unclear) ZZ 13L: 184 

Sheng-ch'ang ZZ 132: 
185 

Lang-yeh Hui-chlieh 
~if f-tfP ";l ,~ (unclear) 
zz 132: 185 

Yang T'ien 
~ tPX 

Auxiliary Academician Yang-ch'~Fang-hui 
of the Lung-t 'u Pavilion -t!J ~~ *! <f (992-1049) 

zz 132: 186 (1007-1062) 

Li Tuan-I Regional Supervisor 
""t j:J:, f~ 
(c. 1020-1070) 

Tiao Ylieh Division Chief of the 
~ ~~ Ministry of Justice 

(c. 1020-1060) 

Cll.' in Kuan 
1¥- -v~ 

(1049-1100) 

Su Shih 

,lf ~ 
(1036-1101) 

Editor of Bureau of 
National History? 

Han-lin Academician for 
the Transmission of 
Directives 

Ta-kuan T'an-ying 
zz 132: 206 

Ta-kuan T'an-ying 
zz 132: 206 

Tuan-shih-tzu j.f;; g.77 .a-
(dates unknown) 
zz 132: 206 

Chen-ching K'e-wen 
Chao-chlieh Ch'ang
tsung, Fo-yin Liao
ylian 1~ ~p j ji'v ( 10 3 6-
1098) zz 132: 201-203 
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Table 3. Patrons and their associations with monks 
============================================================ 
Name/Dates 

s~ ch"e 

···"' ?1039-1112) 

Chang Shang-
ying 1~ 1~1., 

(1043-1121) 

Highest Position Held 

Executive of the 
Chancellery 

Right Executives of the 
Department of Ministry 

Description/Source 

Chen-ching K"e-wen 
Fo-yin Liao-ylian 
zz 132: 204 

Chao-chueh Ch"ang
tsung, Tou-shuai 
Ts "ung-ylieh~]f{;(_ 
•r .{.> ( 1 o 4 4 - 1 o 9 1 ) and 

many others. ZZ 132: 
208-210 

Most of the scholars included in the table were 

active during emperor Shen-tsung"s reign (1068-1084). They 

represented to a considerable degree those outstanding 

scholar-officials of the first hundred years of the Northern 

Sung Dynasty. They were interested in Buddhism and enjoyed 

discussing it. They had no hesitation in inviting prominent 

monks to serve as the principal abbots of the temples under 

their jurisdiction. They requested the emperor to grant 

purple robes to the monks under their authorities. They 

often treated these monks as their masters-in-dharma. They 

visited them periodically, exchanged verses with them, com-

posed articles to voice whole-hearted approval of newly-

erected temples, and pubicized scripture esteemed in these 

temples. Many of these scholar-officials possessed a pro-

found knowledge of Buddhist texts and were truly concerned 

about the future of Buddhism. Their patronage was both 

opportune and indispensible to the regeneration of Buddhism. 
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A thorough account of how each individual benefited 

Buddhism is beyond possibility because it may involve a 

long-termed research. The contributions of some individuals 

were too outstanding to be ignored. They could well re

present the pro-Buddhists in the above tables. 

First and foremost is Li Tsun-hsli and his family. 

Li Tsun-hsu was born in a family with a long Buddhist tra

dition. His grandfather Li Ts'ung-chu ~ ~ ~~ (924-988), 

who served under T'ai-tsu as Commissioner of Military 

Affairs, was an ardent patron of Buddhism. He was well

known for offering alms to seven hundred thousand monks, 

erecting thousands of statues, and building numerous 

temples. 40 In addition, he published scriptures such as the 

Diamond scrtra in wood-block printings and distributed them 

to commoners. He also rehabilitated many monasteries and 

supplied all their needs. 41 His patronage of Buddhism in

fluenced greatly his posterity. Li Chi-ch'angf ~t ~ (947-

1018), Li Tsun-hsu's father, carried on the family tradition 

of faith in Buddhism. He trusted scripture and deliberately 

accumulated meritorious deeds. He kindly gave up his resi

dence, where generations of his forebear had lived, and made 

40. SS 257: 8954. See also WIHC 6: 24a. 

41. WIHC 6: 24b. 
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it into a Ch'an cloister. Respecting faith and family tra

dition, he supplied the monastery with food and clothing and 

never even once neglected this obligation. His strenuous 

support of Buddhism gave great impetus and success to prose

lytizing activities among the people in Shang-tang ~ 1[ 

(present Ch'ang-chih county of Shansi Province), where he 

had been brought up.42 

As regards Li Tsun-hsti, we learn that he carried on 

the family tradition in the capital.· Li Tsun-hsu-not only 

personally held fast to the faith, but also labored ear

nestly to bring Buddhism to the Confucian elite of K'ai

feng. As a lay Buddhist, a upasaka who had engaged himself 

to observe the first five Buddhsit commandments, he made his 

own residence a Buddhist center for the scholar patrons and 

monks with whom they associated. He especially liked to 

invite Ch'an monks to talk and practice ch'an with these 

scholars. He built a meditation hall in his residence to 

house his master-in-dharma Ku-yin Ytin-ts'ung. His residence 

became a notable part of the capital scene, and here were 

42. See WIHC 6: 23b-24a. 
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often held Ch'an meeting (ch'an-hui~~ ~ ) which attracted 

many monks and scholar-officials such as Liu Yun f·J -f1l (970-

1030) and Yang I.43 

So much a devotee of Buddhism, Li Tsun-hsil often had 

monks lecture in his house to celebrate his wife's birthday. 

In his wedding party, Li's wife, posthumous Princess Hsien

mu~ ~~(d. 1051), allegedly was alarmed by an incident 

when the last Ch'an lecturer, Yeh-hsien Sheng, purposely 

broke his staff without uttering a single word. Li had to 

soothe his bride, who was T'ai-tsung's daughter and Chen-

tsung's sister, by explaining that the action was not a sign 

of anger but a Ch'an gesture. 44 

Li Tsun-hsU's learning was extremely broad. Apart 

from Confucian literature, he studied and understood all the 

Buddhist sastras and sutras. He was responsible for the 

43. PCHSTK 8: 261. Also see LCC 3: 7b Chang Fang
p'ing's poem about the garden of his family and YHC 3: 35 
Sung Hsiang's..% rfl (996-1066) poem about the "cFl""an-hui
t'u"~~~ ttl [Portrait of A Ch'an Meeting] painted by Li 
Tsun-hsu. Liu Ylin and Yang I were considered leaders of the 
Hsi-k'un ~ 1~ style poets. For more about Yang I, see 
discussion below. 

44. For the marriage between Li Tsun-hsU and Prin
cess Hsien-mu, see SS 248: 8774 and OYHCC 2: 64. Because of 
the marriage, Tsun-hsU was Chen-tsung's brother-in-law. For 
the incident, see HSYL b: lOab. 



compilation of a Ch'an history called T'ien-sheng kuang

teng-lu *._ ~ /~ ~~ f;f([Record of Expanding Lamps Compiled 

in the T'ien-sheng Period], based on the Ching-te ch'uan

teng-lu.45 

Li Tsun-hsti often took long trips just for visiting 
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and talking with monks he admired. He would have resided in 

one of these monasteries if his request had not been denied 

by Chen-tsung, his brother-in-law. 46 His deep commitment 

to Buddhism undoubtedly had a decided impact on the dis-

tricts he supervised, on the people with whom he associated, 

and even more so on his own fami1y. His three sons, espe

cially Li Tuan-ylian "f ~~ ~. (d. 1091), immersed themselves 

in the dharma sea and, like father, all became lay 

Buddhists. 47 

Li Tuan-yUan was Ta-kuan T'an-ying's heir-in-dharma. 

A devout student of Buddhism like his father, he regarded 

Ch'an as a principal way of life. He also built a medita-

tion hall in the rear of his residence to house T'an-ying. 

45. T 49: 410 FTTC 45. 

46. See the epitaph for Tz'u-chao written by Li. In 
the epitaph, Li recollected his experience in the study of 
Ch'an. Part of the epitaph is included in CTPTL. See zz 
137: 309. 

47. Li Tuan-ylian was Li Tsun-hsu's second son. 
Other sons were Li Tuan-i "'# ~~ ~::., ( 1013-1061), the eldest, 
and Li Tuan-ch 'Ueh ~ 1.~ ~ (d. 10 90s) , the younges·t. 



In this way, by receiving T'an-ying's instructions, he was 

better able to practice Ch'an. 48 Ch'an meetings were held 
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and owed much of their support to Li Tuan-ylian's enthusiasm 

and T'an-ying's popularity. Participants included Wang shu, 

Hsia Sung, and Tuan-yuan's broters. 49 Another notable par

ticipant was Chao Kai)0 ~ (996-1083), Han-lin Academician 

and Assistant Civil Councilor of the State in Jen-tsung's 

reign. 50 Ou-yang Hsiu might be occasionally be present 

because of his good relationship with T'an-ying. 51 . 

Li Tuan-yilan paid close attention to anything con-

cerning Buddhism. He knew what and who had been the center 

of attraction in the Buddhist world. Sometime before 1061, 

when ch'i-sung made his journey to K'ai-feng, Li Tuan-yuan 

48. zz 137: 310. 

49. ZZ 136: 84. For Wang Shu and Hsia Sung, see 
Table 2. 

50. ZZ 148: 42. See discussion below. 

51. ZZ 137: 548. Hui-hung, the author of CLSPC, 
said that Ou-yang Hsiu met T'an-ying in K'ai-feng when he 
was taking the examination for chin-shih degree (1027-1030) 
and T'an-ying was then eighteen or nineteen years of age. 
This is misleading because T'an-ying was in his late 
thirty's at this time. That is, Ou-yang Hsiu was only an 
infant when T'an-ying was eighteen. Ou~yang Hsiu's poem, 
"~ung T 'an-ying kuei Lu-shan" :Jt ,j; ~~ j~ Jl ~ [See off 
T an-ying in His Return to Lu-shan] shows that T'an-ying had 
been his friend for ten years when the verse was written. 
Since the poem was written sometime after Ou-yang Hsiu's 
banishment to I-ling in 1036, Ou-yang Hsiu might have become 
acquainted with T'an-ying in early the 1030s or late 1020s. 
For the poem, see OYHCC 1: 8. For the dates, refer to OYNP. 



had read The Record of Orthodox Transmission of the Dharma 

( Ch 'uan-fa cheng-tsung-chi i ,f- &~ ;f. ~ :v ) and The Con

firmed Lineage Chart of the Patriarchs of the Orthodox 

Transmission of the Dharma-Transmission (Ch'uan-fa cheng-
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t sung t i ng- t s u- t 'u 1_t ~ 1t ~~ Jt ;f Ji lfJ ) , written by Ch 'i

sung. Admiring Ch'i-sung's insightful works and invaluable 

contributions to Buddhism, Li Tuan-ylian proposed to his 

cousin Jen-tsung that Ch'i-sung be granted the purple 

robe. 52 Li's generous and enthusiastic support might also 

have motivated Ch'i-sung to continue unabashedly his au

diences with officials of the highest state authority such 

as Han Ch'iJ$ ~ (1008-1075), Tseng Kung-liang'~~~ 

(999-1078), and anti-Buddhist au-yang Hsiu.5 3 

Credit should also be given to Yang I and Ch'ao 

Chiung fv .i..\!L ( 951-1034) for generating the aura of friend

liness toward Buddhism that surrounded the elite group of 

the early Sung court. Yang I is generally renowned for his 

literary talent and achievement. He is considered as the 

52. See HYC. 

53. See next chapter for the details. 
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leader of a florid literary style known as the Hsi-k'un-t'i 

a term anachronistically attributed to Li Shang-

(813-858) of T'ang as its creator. 54 Yang I 's 

literature has been widely discussed by Chinese and Japanese 

scholars. But the relevance of his religious life to his 

literature remains unstudied. As a matter of fact, much of 

his writing is full of strong religious overtones and to a 

considerable degree reflects Taoist and Buddhist thoughts. 

For instance, he tried to explain away his grief over the 

early death of his son by drawing upon Buddhist ideas such 

as "false character of the six dust," "impermanency of all 

phenomena," and others. 55 Yang I apologized to those who 

advocated "ming-chiao" Z $~ [Confucian Moral Teachings] for 

not following sages and worthies in facing this incident. 56 

54. See James J. Y. Li u, The Poetry of Li Shang-yin, 
introduction about Hsi-k'un style literature. 

55. See WIHC 11: 16b-17a. The article shows his son 
died at the age of three. The phrases qouted here are 
coined as "1 iu-ch 'en chih wang-hsiang"--;-: ~ ::Z.. ~ -;fiJ , "chu-
hsing chih wu-ch ang"~ff :t -{.(-. 1~ • "S1x dust" is a 
literal translation of "Liu-ch "en" .-l vis ayah] which stands 
for the qualities produced by the objects and organs of 
sense, i.e., sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, and idea. 

56. In Yang I~s opinion, Confucian attitude toward 
the matter 1 ike death would be "ta-chieh" d:_ ip [maintain 
moral integrity] by completing the funeral. 
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Yang I was the leading member of Ch 'an meeting club 

mentioned earlier. He was Li Tsun-hsli's literary mentor and 

an exceptional Ch'anist in his own right. But he considered 

himself as Kuang-hui Yuan-lien's disciple in the lineage of 

Lin-chi Ch'an because he had been instructed by Ylian-lien 

for more than a half year. 57 In any event, he was a zealous 

supporter of both scholastic and Ch'an Buddhism. He once 

took a vow before master Ylian-anfu ~ (dates unknown) that 

he would be working for the Ultimate Reality (chen-ju ~~~ 

skt. Bhutatathata) through the enormous powers accorded to 

him by various Buddhas. He wished to promote things 

Buddhist, do great benefit to this world, and treat all 

sentient beings with compassion, under all circumstances and 

in all dharma realms [fa-chieh ~~ ~ skt.dharmadhatu], with 

all his might and regardless of his life and wealth. He 

wished that all sentient beings would nourish their bodhi 

minds, aspiring to supreme bodhi or enlightenment, when 

seeing his own body hearing his name. 58 After a commitment 

like this, Yang I devoted himself to both Buddhist scripture 

57. See ZZ 135: 777, Yang I's letter addressing to 
Li Wei !f' ~f!(fl-.-Jen-tsung's reign), one of Yang I's 
close friends and another patron of Buddhism in the elite 
circle. See discussion below. 

58. See WIHC 18: 26b-28a. Ylian-an is probably 
Master An as mentioned in the aformentioned letter. A 
master of Ylin-men lineage, he was, accordingly, Yang I's 
first Ch'an master. 
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and Ch 'an contemplation ( ch 'an-kuan ~1 ~RJ ) . He considered 

himself a specialist of 1sunya Sect Buddhism ('k 'ung-tsung ~ 

~ ) which treats the ego and all objects of the mundane 

world as unreal.59 He was looked upon as being "deeply 

comprehend the subject of nature and principle and exqui

sitely awake to Ch'an contemplation." 60 His expertise in 

Buddhism, combined with his literary attainments, won him 

theduty involved in the revision of Tao-yUan's Ching-te 

ch'uan-teng-lu.61 

Yang I certainly was not the only Buddhist patron 

among the elite circle under Chen-tsung. Many other 

scholars associating or working with Yang I were no less 

patrons than Yang I. Ch 'ien Jo-shui ~· {- /'.]<- ( 960-1003), 
,.. 

who supervised the writing of the T'ai-tsung shih-lu ~ ~ 

~ ~~' [The Veritable Record of T'ai-tsung Emperor], to 

59. WIHC 18: 23a. 

60. CSTC 10: 4a. It reads "shen-ta hsing-li, ching
wu ch 'an-kuan" ~~ a -t1 ~'f .. ~t t,f ~~ ~~. 

61. Tao-yUan's authorship was questioned after the 
the work was submitted to Sung sovernment. Original author 
was believed to be Kung-ch'en~ ~ (dates u~k~wn). Yang 
I 's "Fo-tsu t 'ung-ts 'an-chi hsu" 1'~ ~Jl I~ lf"--=F J.f' [Preface 
to the Joint Contemplation on Buddha] shows that Tao-ylian's 
Fo-tsu t'ung-ts'an-chi in twenty fascicles is seemingly 
identical with the Ching-te ch'uan-teng-lu in content save 
for the differnce in the number of fa~cicles. There is a 
great possibility that these two titles are actually one 
work in different names. See WIHC 7: 24a-26b, LCC 33: 2lb-
23a. Also see Ishii Shuda, "SEdai zenseki itsuShO jobotsu 
k~" in the Komazawa University Bukkyogabu lonshu, no. 8, 
1977. 
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which Yang I alone contributed fifty-six of the eighty chap-

ters, was so good in conversing names and principles that he 

had never bored or wearied his audience. He also had deep 

faith in Buddhism and was well-trained in Ch'an contem

plation.62 Li Wei and Wang Shu, other members of the Lamp 

and the Li-tai chlin-ch 'en shih-chi !If: ~ ~ 11:. "f 1at_ [Stories 

of Emperors and Ministers of the Previous Dynasties] crew 

were also well-known Buddhist patrons. 63 Foremost among 

Yang I 's associates in the elite circle was probably Ch'ao 

Chiung (951-1034). 

Ch'ao Chiung and Yang I were credited with bringing 

the T'ien-t'ai Buddhism to its peak during the last decade 

of the tenth century and the first decade of the eleventh 

century. 64 As a member of Confucian elite, he was also, to 

my knowledge, the most ardent advocate of the idea of har

monizing the three teachings, or he-hui~~ f' , the expres-

sion used at the time. 65 Like Yang I, he was also very 

knowledgeable in Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism. He pon-

dered over Buddhist sotras and ~~stras for more than sixty 

62. See SS 305: 10080 for the writing of the record 
and WIHC 9: 6b for Ch'ien's faith in Buddhism. 

63. see Table 2 and foregoing discussion for their 
dates. 

64. T 49: 412 FTTC 45. 

65. See note below. 



years and became very extensively learned. 66 In all the 

scriptures he read, he tried conscientiously to find the 

essentials that would lead him to the Tao. 67 He respected 

. f .::t: . ..JI:-.~? Kue1- eng Tsung-ml £ -.!f' -=J"' ~ (780-841) of the T'ang and 

always wanted to model himself upon him. 68 With little 
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regard of people who were ridiculing him, he kept hammering 

at the idea of he-hui, one of the primary concerns of Tsung

mi.69 He maintained that the ancient texts of the sages 

were equally great as far as their principles were 

concerned, that the great Tao found in Buddhist scripture 

was not inimical to secular teachings such as Confucianism. 

In many respects there was no difference between the two. 

Yet, strictly speaking, the Buddhist theory of principle and 

nature was much greater than Confucian moral principles. 70 

He believed that Buddhism was held in contempt because some 

66. Ch'ao Chiung started to read scriptures from his 
youth. He was skillful in Taoist art of "t'u-na" ~::!= .~riY 
[breath-control] and Ch'an contemplation, and was able to 
keep himself very healthy throughout his life which ends at 
eighty-three. 

67. FTSCL 7: 22a. 

68. FTSCL 8: 20a. 

69. Before Ch'ao Chiung, monk Yung-ming Yen-shou~ 
~~~~ (904-975) had also used this term frequently. Yen
shou was well-known for attempting to synthesize three 
teachings that had been Tsung-mi's primary concern. 

70. FTSCL 4: 8a, llab. 
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people, eager to be known as sages or worthies, tried to 

distinguish one from the other and make one surpass the 

other.7 1 One needs to be well-learned in both teachings to 

know their similarity.72 

Ch'ao Chiung put together almost fifteen hundred 

notes and short essays on Buddhism into ten fascicles and 

published them in a book called Fa-tsang sui-chin lu ~if~ 

~~ f ~ [Record of Gold Nuggets of. the Dharma Storage]. 

This book and other similar books such as Tao-ytian-chi yao 

[The Essentials of the Collected Work of the 

Hall of Tao] and Chao-te hsin-pien il¢ f~~.~~ The New 

Compilation Done in Chao-te Ward] clearly articulate his 

purpose of promoting Buddhism. 73 His fondness for Ch'an and 

his association with Li Tsun-hsU, Yang I, and Li Wei suggest 

71. Ibid. 

72. Ibid. 

73. These two books were named after the place where 
Ch'ao Chiung lived after retirement. Chao-te was a fang~ 
[ward] where the hall of the Tao was located. The Tao-yUan
chi yao was edited by Wang Ku ~ ~(fl. Yuan-you period) 
and the Chao-te hsin-pien was compiled by Ch'ao Chiung 
himself and was prefaced by Li Tsun-hsli. They are all 
extant and included in the Ssu-k'u ch'Uan-shu collection. 



active membership in the "Ch'an meetings" held in Li Tsun

hsli's residence. 74 Apart from his advocacy, we can guess 

that he also tried to promote Buddhism in other ways. 75 
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A little later than Yang I, Ch'ao Chiung, and others 

mentioned earlier, many Buddhist patrons in high official 

rank were to be found. They formed another Sung elite which 

certainly did not care any less about Buddhism than did 

their predecessors. In fact, since they were Ch'i-sung's 

contemporaries and, very often, associates, their patronage 

of Buddhism was of significance to both Ch'i-sung and 

Buddhism of his time. 

Of these scholar-official patrons who held high 

posts, Chang Fang-p 'ingl~ ~ .:.f- ( 100 7-10 91) seems to have 

been most arresting in many ways. First, in pursuing Bud-

dhist studies, he demonstrated a style reminiscent of Yang 

I. Like Yang I, he was born in a family that had venerated 

74. FTSCL is full of discussion of Ch'an, its 
general appeal, its relation· with scholastic Buddhism, and 
principle of practice. The discussions also include Ch'ao 
Chiung's perception and fondness of Ch'an as well as how 
one's mental and physical good can be benefited by 
practicing Ch'an. Ch'ao Chiung, like Li Wei, was also a 
member of the TTSL crew who often exchanged poems with Yang 
I. See following discussions of Ch'ao Chiung's view of 
Ch'an. 

75. Little information regarding Ch'ao Chiung's 
association with Buddhist monks and monasteri~~ is available 
to us . His rna j or work , the Han- 1 in-chi f~ "'f~ .J1; , in thirty 
fascicles is unfortunately not extant. 
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Buddhism for generations. His paternal grandparents 

worshiped Buddhism and had a son only after persistent and 

devout prayers. 76 His father, Yao-ch'ing ~ ~lf (985-1067), 

was said to have associated with monks at an early age and 

to have become well-versed in Buddhism. 77 His maternal uncle 

and mentor, Chi Ying~~ ~'" ( 996-1050), a Han-lin academi

cian, was deeply learned in Buddhism. 78 He and Chang seemed 

to have shared various intellectual interests, including 

Buddhism. We can say that Chang owed his recognition of such 

Buddhist sutra as the Lankavatara Sutra, his favorite scrip

ture, to Chi Ying.79 

It is not hard to understand why Chang Fang-p'ing 

found Yang I so admirable. In a poem entitled "A Postface 

to Yang Ta-nien's Collected Work" (T'i Yang Ta-nien Chi hou 

~ ~ -t;.Jf .$ f~ ) , Chang praised Yang I' s divine talent, 

literary elegance, staunchness and uprightness as a states

man, as well as his cultivation of "Ch'an-chih" [Ch'an 

wisdom]. 80 It is this shared "wisdom" found in Chang that 

merits attention. 

1~ ~Jf 
76. LCC 40: lb-2a. His grandfather is Chang Ch'iao 

77. LCC 40: 3b. 

78. See LCC 40: 27a and appendix. 

79. See LCC 35: Sa Chang 
, 

elegy to his Chi Ying. s 

80. See LCC 40: 3lb. 
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Being a student of Buddhism, Chang associated himself 

with the monk Chih-lin~~ "ff(lOOl-1071), the Registrar of 

the Monks of the Left Street, in his early years. 81 From 

Chih-lin, he found in the Lankavatara Sutra the answer to 

the questions he had and learned to know the essentials of 

Buddhism such as the idea of sunyata. 82 Like Yang I, he 

deliberately infused his writings with Buddhist concepts, as 

for example, in the epitaph written for his father and in 

the the elegy for his uncle. 83 He seemed to take the prac-

tice of Ch'an a way of life. Apart from Chi Ying and Chih-

lin, he often exchanged thoughts on Ch'an with monks Chih

hsien *e ~ (dates unclear) and Kung-ch'en;f~ % .84 He also 

discussed with his closest friend Chao Kai, another patron 

of Buddhism, the question of classification of doctrines 

( p'an-chiao *1} ~J: ) . 8 S His breadth of knowledge in the 

history of Buddhism qualified him to write an insightful 

81. See LCC 40: 3lb. 

82. Ibid. 

83. See LCC 40: Sab and 3S: Sa. 

84. See three verses addressed to Chih-hsien in the 
LCC 1: 16a, 4: 23b-24a, and 13: 4a, and three verses to 
Kung-ch'en in LCC 1: 16a, 2: 13a. 

8S. On one occasion, Chao Kai questioned him about 
an attempt to identifying the small vehicle with the great 
vehicle through equating the effect of two methods: gradual 
and sudden. See LCC 2: Sa. Cf. 2: 2 Oa. 
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preface to the Ch'an-yi.ian t'ung-lu ~~ ~~ Jl. ~~[A Comprehen

sive Record of the Origin of Ch'an] written by Kung-ch'en. 86 

Chang Fang-p'ing, it seems certain, was one of many 

Ch'an guests frequently invited to Li Tuan-ylian's impressive 

yard. 87 Chang, his in-laws, Wang Su 1.- -§, (1007-1073), Wang 

Kung£ ~ (dates unclear), his closest friend, Chao Kai, 

and other associates like Li Tuan-ylian and his brothers 

formed another major elite group of Buddhist patrons whose 

enthusiasm matched that of the members of the earlier group 

headed by Yang I and Li Tsun-hsu. 88 Except for regular 

Ch'an meetings maintained for decades after Li Tsun-hsu's 

time, the group met to promote Buddhism or to engage in 

various other activities. For instance, Chao Kai, a common-

tator of the Sutra of the Perfect Enlightenment (Yuan-chlieh 

chingl~~jf ~~ ), sponsored a type of meeting called 

86. LCC 33: 2lb-23a. This work, although not ex
tant, was mixed up with Tao-yUan's Transmission of the 
La_!!!£.§_. Cheng Ang Jl! tf. ( 110 2-115 2) of the Southern Sung 
thought Tao-yUan had stolen Kung-ch'en's work and made it 
his own. See Ishii Shudo, "Sodai zenseki Itsusho jobotsuko" 
in Jou!'_nal 2.f Buddhist .§_tudies, no. 8 (1977), p. 96. 

87. See LCC 3: 7b, Li's verse on Li Tuan-ylian's 
yard. 

88. See LCC 36: 34b and 37: 40b for Wang su's 
interest in Buddhism. Wang Su's son, Wang Kung who married 
to Chang's daughter, was also fond of Buddhism. Wang Kyng 
wrote about a currently active Ch'an master Hsien-hua i ~It b 
on the basis of Hsien-hua's epitaph written by Chang. See 
LCC 36: 35a. 
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chueh-ching huij}] rJt ~~ 1r at which ten monks werer invited 

to lecture on Buddhist scriptures for a certain period of 

time.89 Audiences of these lectures probably included mem-

bers of this elite group. Besides commentary on the Sutra 

of the Perfect Enlightenment, Chao Kai also wrote a new 

commentary on the Vimalakirti Sutra, making it easily com

prehensible for the beginners.90 

In any event, the activities of these people gave 

momentum to the growth of Buddhism in the Sung capital, 

K'ai-feng. The support of Buddhism, especially Ch'an, drew 

many eminent monks to K'ai-feng and made Buddhism thrive 

there. Ch'i-sung seemed to have felt more comfortable sub-

mitting his works to Chao Kai, Chang Fang-p'ing and Wang Su 

when they were all in K'ai-feng. He made a trip to K'ai-

feng when Wang Su was the Prefect. He again submitted his 

writings to Wang Su and had many intimate meetings with 

scholar-officials of the central government. He expected 

and obtained support from them. Wang Su, impressed by Ch'i-

89. These lectures probably last more than two 
months starting from summer solstice and ending at the 
fifteenth of the seventh month. See LCC 34: 2lb. 

90. See AYC 22: 7b-9b. 
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sung and his works, extended his help tp realize the canoni

zation of the works Ch'i-sung had submitted to him. 91 

Anti-Buddhism of Early Sung Intellectuals 

The favorable climate that Buddhism normally enjoyed 

in the early Sung, as described above, did not rule out the 

occasional display of anti-Buddhism sentiment which annoyed 

people like Ch'i-sung. Anti-Buddhism emerged in the dynas-

ty, as happened in the T'ang, when many people sought spiri-

tual comfort in Buddhism after long years of warfare within 

China proper. 92 Some Confucian scholar-officials of the 

early Sung had an ingrained antipathy against Buddhism. 

Usually this antipathy was confined to individual cases and 

caused no harm to the Buddhist system. But it would 

probably have been dangerous if it had been stirred up and 

infused with political issues. The four religious persecu-

tions in the previous dynasties suffered by the dharma 

91. See HYC and chapter three for more details. 

92. In 621, the fourth year of Kao-tsu ~ ~ff (618-
626) the first T'ang emperor, Fu IIJf ~ started his harsh 
attack on Buddhism. See K. Ch'en, Buddhism in China (Prin
ceton: Princeton University Press, 1963) p. 2Is. The China 
proper was not unified until 979 under Chao Kuang-i, the 
second emperor of the Sung. 



the Sung monks possibly reminded them of the potential 

danger of anti-Buddhist sentiment. 93 

Fortunately, the threat of anti-Buddhism largely 

faded in the early Sung in the face of imperial patronage 

and officials' support of Buddhism. Anti-Buddhists were 

concerned more about reestablishing the Confucian moral 

order than suppressing an originally alien religion. Ou-

yang Hsiu, for example, was concerned more about revital-
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izing Confucian decorum by emphasizing the importance of li 

'tf than repelling the Buddhism. 94 His colleague Sung Ch'i 

~*P(998-1061), urged the royal house to use Confucian 

ritual and music instead of Buddhist penitence ceremony in 

national commemoration services. 95 Sun Fu~~ ~jt (992-

1057), a classicist ususally treated as one of leading "Neo-

Confucianists" in the early Sung, stated that Confucianists 

9 3. The so-called "san-wu i-tsung chih-huo" E..~-~ i. 
~ 1~ [ The D i sa s t e r s under Three W us and 0 n e T sung ] in the 
Buddhist history all took place in the pre-Sung times. The 
three Wus are: T 'ai-wu-ti of North W9-i_.l t:: ;f~ -if.. -j\' 'f ( r. 
424-451), Wu-ti of North Chou ,t. l.fl ~ '"'f (r. 561-577), and 
Wu-tsung of T'ang 1-e .-jt'~ (r. 841-846.). The one Tsung is: 
Shih-tsung of Chou J:fl .:::1i- ~ (r. 954-959). 

94. See James T. C. Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu: An Eleventh
Century Chinese Historian. (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1967) pp. 163-164. 

9 5. See ewe 2 7: 15b-16b "Lun kuo-chi II tfi r$1 ~.. [On 
National Commenmoration]. 
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should be ashamed of their inability to protect_ the people 

from the enticement of Buddhism. The fault rested with them 

because they did not honor "humanity, righteousness, rite 

and music" so as to check the growth of Buddhism. 96 Tsu Wu

tse ~.i ?.:; -:rf ( 1006-108 5) blamed the inadeququacies of the 

school system being built to teach Confucian ethical values. 

He regretted to that "eight or nine out of ten Chinese have 

become Buddhists" for this reason. 97 His good friend Li Kou 

(1009-1059) also shared with him the same complaint. Li Kuo 

was displeased to note the lack of schools when he traveled 

in some cities to the south of the Yangtze and Huai rivers. 

He blamed the prefects of this region for being undutiful in 

this regard because they always "practice Ch'an in certain 

halls or attend lectures in certain temples." 98 He also 

shared the view of Sun Fu that the inabi 1 i ty of Con-

fucianists to protect Confucian teaching gave Buddhism 

opportunity to grow. 99 He pointed out that the Confucian 

9 6. 
grace]. 

See SFHC: 37 "Ju-ju"1-;f; ~ [Confucianists' Dis-

97. See LHWC 7: 3a-4b. "Ts'ai-chou hsin-chien hslieh
chi" 1$-4"4-fl.il~W [A Note on the Newly-Built School in 
Ts'ai-chou]. 

98. LKC 23: 252. 

99. LKC 24: 260-261 and 22: 322. 



rituals were supplanted by Buddhist servicec because Con-

fucianists debased themselves and had little respect for 

their own rituals.100 
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Generally speaking, anti-Buddhists in the early Sung 

were less antagonistic than their counterparts in the T'ang 

Dynasty. Few of them intended to wage a harsh campaign 

against Buddhism. They did not plan to destroy Buddhism as 

Han Yli did in his famous "Memorial on the Bone of Bud

dha."101 Nor did they expect an official suppression, the 

kind inflicted by Wu-tsung Emperor of T'ang, or by the 

followers of Han Yu like as Tu Mu~~ ~ (803-852), Liu Jui 

.f 'J J.t' ~ doc. 8 4 7- 8 5 9 ) , Sun C h 'i a o .J ~· ~ ( doc. 8 4 7- 8 59 ) , L i u 

Yun-chang~·J t"I..,.J -f (fl. 860-863). 102 Sung scholars worried 

more about the emperor's being infatuated with the idea of 

"seeking fortune through serving Buddha" (feng-fo ch'iu-fu 

:f 1~ ;¥' :f&J ). They were against the excessive favors that 

100. LKC 22: 246. 

101. See De Bary, Source of Chinese Tradition (Colum
bia: Columbia University Press, 1960) p. 372. Also see K. 
Ch'en, Buddhism in China: 225-226. 

102. These men fully approved Wu-tsung's suppression 
of Buddhism and implicitly suggested another suppression. 
Liu YUn-chang proposed a prompt execution of all Buddhist 
monks. For Tu Mu, see Fan-ch'uan wen-chi 10: 153-156. For 
Liu Jui, see T'a.!}_g ~iu-iui f.hi 5: 28; 6: 33. For Sun Ch'iao 
see Su_g Ch'iao Chi 5: 28, 6: 31-32. For Liu Ylin-chang, see 
his memorial in CTW: 804. 
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emperor showed to monks and Buddhism. They condemned monks 

as guilty for causing all kinds of problems, especially the 

use of state revenues, in the hope that emperor would with

hold budgeted funds from Buddhism. Wang Yli-ch'eng ~ 1~ 1~ 
(954-1001), for example, advised T'ai-tsung that good rulers 

do not seek fortune through serving Buddha, because "serving 

Buddha is no efficacy." He cautioned T'ai-tsung that a 

billion units of money had been wasted in ordaining monks 

and building temples under his rule. To correct this prac-

tice which he deemed improper, and to benefit the common 

people, Wang suggested that there was a need to weed out 

incompetent monks and nuns. 103 Ch'en ShuP~ ~(doc. 977) 

proposed to Chen-tsung that he abolish the Institute for 

Canonical Translations fpr the same reason. 104 Wang Kung

ch'en ~ ~~ ~ (1012-1085) advised Jen-tsung Emperor not to 

spend money on casting Buddha statues for fear that the 

unnecessary expense might stir up military unrest and other 

troubles at a time when the army was busy fighting on the 

western border. 105 Ts'ai Hsiang~~ (1012-1067) advised 

103. See SS 293: 9797. The whole memorial is in
cluded in the SWC 42: 597-602. We can see that honoring 
Buddhism was only one of many malpractices that the emperor 
had. 

104. See SS 267: 9203. Also see HTCCP 45: 7a. 

105. Here Wang was referring to the war between the 
Sung and the Tungut His-hsia. See SS 318: 10360. 



Jen-tsung to work on worldly affairs in the hope he would 

restrain himself from the indulgence of Buddhism. 106 

It would be arbitrary to call someone an anti-

106 

Buddhist simply because his memorial to emperor appeared to 

be critical of Buddhism, especially when the number of 

Buddhist monks had abruptly increased. 107 Since an anti-

Buddhist of the T'ang type, as mentioned earlier, can hardly 

be found in the early Sung, the term anti-Buddhist is ap-

plied to the above critics rather loosely. They appeared to 

be anti-Buddhists, but they might not have been throughout 

their lives. The surfacing of many social problems tended to 

aggravate the anger caused by the proliferation of Buddhist 

monks to provoke voice of concern. 108 Even an ardent Bud-

dhist patron like Chang Fang-p'ing felt he had to criticize 

those delinquent monks whose apptites were depleting the 

106. ss 320: 10398. 

107. See HCP 102: 19b Ma Liang's.~ ,~ (fl. Jen
tsung's reign) comments on the huge number of monks. As of 
1024, year of the memorial, there were several hundred 
thousand monks, who account for rather large percent of 
population of the Sung empire. Many of them became bandits. 

108. See HCP 100: lb. Li T'ao seems to suggest both 
Li Tzu'$" ~?! (98i:.l036) and Yu Hsien-ch'ing fflfk 6iP (970-
1045) based their comments partly on this concern. It is 
intriguing to see that the phrase "shih-tao".f' rt_ [monks 
and (Taoist) priests], used by Li Tzu and Yu Hsien-oh'ing, 
was changed to "tao-tsei "ffi. i~ [bandits] in Li T 'ao 's 
record. 
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state granary. He had to discourage Jen-tsung from going in 

quest of Buddhism for the sheer reason. 109 Ts'ai Hsiang, on 

the other hand, kindly invited Ch'i-sung to the Fo-jih-shan 

1~ a J.1 of Hang-chou and offered him the abbotcy of Ching

hui-ssu~f ~ ~ , although the former had been very criti

cal of Buddhism during his tenure in Fukien. 110 Li Kou had 

to justify his criticism of Buddhism because the ostensibly 

favorable overtone of his criticism disconcerted his friend, 

Huang Han-chieh~ ~1. 111 (dates unknown). 110 Ssu-ma Kuang 

~ .~ ~w (1019-1086), who considered that Buddhism could 

hardly match Confucianism in subtlety, disliked Buddhism 

mostly because of the apparently insatiable desire of the 

monk for material comfort. He hated those pompous monks who 

used lewd, absurd, false, and deceptive speeches, especially 

heaven-and-hell speeches, to intimidate people so as to 

collect money from them.112 

109. LCC 15: 8b-9a, "Ylian-tu"(b)?.f- ~ (-,: ) [On the 
Origin of Corruption]. 

110. See HTCCP 187: 14a and HYC. Also see chapter 
three for more details. 

111. LKC 28: 322. Li Kou accpted early Buddhism on 
the ground that some of its admirable doctrines were akin to 
Confucianism. He attacked Buddhism because there were cor
rupt practices on the part of immoral monks. See LKC 23: 
252, 24: 258. 

112. SS 336: 10769. WKKC 66: 490ab. 
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~ / ......... 
The austerest critic of Buddhism was Shih Chieh i~ •I 

(1005-1045). A zealous advocate of transmission of the 

Confucian Tao (tao-t'ungit ~fv ), he declared that it was 

necessary to eradicate Buddhism in order to rally support 

for the Sung empire. 113 He looked upon himself as Han Yu's 

successor, who used Confucianism and ancient style prose in 

his fight against Buddhism and Hsi-k'un style literature. 

He repudiated Buddhism as an "unfathomable, unnatural doc

trine which teaches perverse, illusory theory." 114 This 

religion, he criticized, existed to destroy Confucian tradi-

tions of ruler-minister hierarchism, father-son love, moral 

principles, ritual and music, the five constant virtues, 

normal residences of four classes of people, the wearing of 

caps and dresses indigenous to China, ancestor worship, and 

other elements. 115 This tradition, a legacy bequeathed by 

sages and worthies, should not be tampered with. By the same 

token, the literary tradition handed down by Duke of Chou, 

Confucius, was in the Six Classics and should not be con-

fused with the current Hsi-k'un style of writing of which 

Yang I was the leader. 

113. See OYHCC 2: 74. Ou-yang Hsiu summarized Shih 
Chieh's essays "Kuai shuo"•l'!- ~h [On Absurdity] and "Chung
kuo 1 un" 'P l~ !~----rES say on the Middle Kingdom]. 

114. See TLC 5: 60. 

11 5 . T LC 5 : 6 1 . 
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Shih Chieh was Hypercritical of Yang I's literary 

formalism and tried to discredit Yang I by identifying his 

literature with Buddhism in the essay "On Absurdity." How-

ever, when asked why he attacked Yang I and Buddhism in the 

same context, Shih Chieh replied that what he attacked were 

the bad influences on Chinese tradition, but not Yang I and 

Buddhism per se.ll6 

Other Confucian scholars like Li Ai~ 1i (doc. T'ai

tsung 's reign), Huang Hsi ~ ~ (fl. Jen-tsung 's re_ign), and 

Chang Wang-chih~ ~ ~ (fl. Jen-tsung's reign), were said 

to be staunch anti-Buddhists. But we know their positions 

only in the general way because of scanty source materials. 

Li Ai compiled the Mieh hsieh lun ~fA' fl3 !»i [Anthology on 

Extinguishing Heresy] to attack Buddhism and in T'ai-tsu's 

reign was stigmatized and banished to Shamon Island~l~1 

~, off Teng-chou of present Shan-tung. 117 Huang Hsi, 

better known as Ao-yti-tzu1i p,~ ::j- , was an adherent of Han 

Yu and certainly an anti-Buddhist. He seemed to have been 

widely respected by by scholars, such as Chao Kai, Han Ch'i, 

Ts'ai Hsiang, Shih Chieh, and Ou-yang Hsiu, for being an 

116. See TLC 5: 63. In fact, Shih Chieh's scheme to 
attack Buddhism, however indirectly, is readily apparent, in 
light of Yang I's close association with Buddhism. 

117. T 49: 395 FTTC 43. 
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accomplished member of literati and a pure Confucianist. 118 

He modeled himself upon Mencius, Yang Hsiung, and Han Yu 

without the least regard for Buddhism. 119 Chang Wang-chih, 

a well-known polemicist, was another follower of Mencius. He 

was highly regarded by many scholars, for example, Ou-yang 

Hsiu and Fan Chen~:~ (1008-1088), both anti-Buddhists. 120 

His theories on legitimacy and the ritual were generally 

considered as comparable to those of Ou-yang Hsiu and Li 

Kou. 121 He appeared to be a discerning and broad-minded 

scholar who admired both Ou-yang Hsiu and Ch'i-sung, al-

though he might have taken issue with them on some questions 

about Confucianism and Buddhism. 122 

118. See SS 458: 3. Also see Juan Yuan, Ssu-k'u 
wei-shou shu-mu t 'I-yao ,-p ~ '* Jti(.~ ~ ~~ ~ , p. 9. 
Also see SSCW 10: 2b, Shih Wen-ying, Yu-hu yeh-shih 5: 7a. 
Ts'ai Hsiang,Tuan-ming Chi 27: l8a-19b. 

119. See Ao ~ tzu 2: 3a. 

120. For Fan Chen, see SS 337: 10790 and STPCC 39: 
451. Ssu-ma Kuang, Fan Chen's best friend, did not mention 
Fan Chen's antipathy against Buddhism in the biography he 
wrote for Fan Chen. See WKKC 67: 496b-499a. 

121. See SS 43: 13098. 

122. HCC 8: la "Chi fu-ku"~~..f~ "$ [A Note on Going 
Back to Antiquity] and 8: 3a "Wen shuo" ;SC ~Jb [A Discourse on 
Literature] show Chang's admiration for Ou-yang Hsiu. The 
two letters in HCC 11: 4b, 6a show Chang's respect to Ch'i
sung. 
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In any case, because of the difficult situation that 

Confucianism was encoundtering, scholars were urged to dis-

parage Buddhism in light of their own tradition. Their 

criticism of Buddhism, however, was trivial, if not superfi-

cial, because the critics lacked in-depth knowledge of the 

faith. Until the appearance of "Neo-Confucianists" such as 

Chang Tsais~ ~ (1020-1077) and Ch'eng brothers, i.e., 

Ch'eng Hao~t ~ (1032-1085) and Ch'eng I{~ J~ (1033-1107), 

the criticism was never geared to the philosophical level of 

the system. Even the Ch'eng brothers are said to have 

focused their criticisms mainly on religious ethics. They 

still based their criticisms on Confucian ethical value 

without any genuine understanding of the values and philoso

phy of a fundamentally different teaching. 12 3 

123. See Lin K'e-t'ang, Sung-ju ~ fo-chiao 
[Sung Confucianists and Buddhism] pp. 45-47. Cf., Mou 
Tsung-san, Hsin-t 'i yQ hsing-t 'i •v' {~~ -rt f't- . [The Subs
tance of Mind and Substance of Nature] 2: 89-90. Mou Tsung
san suggests that this sort of criticism may have its own 
right in distinguishing Confucianism from Buddhism, but does 
not reflect an understanding of Buddhist philosophy. In his 
The Thought of Chang Tsai, Irae Kasoff maintaines that one 
of Chang Tsai's purposes in writing philosophy was to refute 
Buddhism (p. 6). This may also apply to Ch'eng brothers. 
However, in their refutations, they showed almost no discus
sion on any specific teaching of Buddhist philosophy, be
sides stressing the "common errors" of Buddhism. 
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As suggested earlier, anti-Buddhists actually exerted 

little influence on Buddhism in the early Sung when emperors 

and ministers were there to protect it. Their accusations 

were mostly conventional and they tended to regard Buddhism 

as only one of many factors causing social and economical 

problem. They might have caused the emperors to curtail the 

building of temples and the ordination of monks, yet that 

was all they could have expected. Li_ Ai's ban~shment by 

T'ai-tsu served as an outstanding example to warn against 

any further criticism suggesting violence. As more cour-

tiers became Buddhist patrons, the anti-Buddhists well have 

found it impolitic to lobby against this popular religion 

because of personal antipathy. Ssu-ma Kuang had a difficult 

time advising his friends to distant themselves from Bud

dhism. Upon hearing of the plans of LU Kung-chu $ ~ ~ 

(1018-1089) and Fu Pi~ JiJ (1011-1077) to attend a lecture 

given by the monk Hsiu Yung, Ssu-ma Kuang asked Shao Yung 

~p ~(1011-1077) to advise Lu and Fu Pi, instead of approa

ching them directly.l24 

124. Shao Yung became a good friend of Fu Pi, Lti 
Kung-chu, and Ssu-ma Kuang in Lo Yang and was highly respec
ted by them. He was asked to advise Fu Pi because Ssu-ma 
Kuang felt Fu Pi was his senior. Ssu-ma Kuang also felt 
that LU Kung-chu was unyieldingly addictive to Buddhism and 
would probably not listen to his advice. See SSWCL 18: 199. 
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Whether Shao Yung succeeded in influencing Fu Pi is 

of little concern to us per see But the subtle message in 

his advice given below is intriguing. Shao Yung went to F~ 

Pi sometime after the incident. He brought up the issue by 

asking Fu Pi a question concerning a new appointment. The 

emperor was planning to employ Fu Pi. A great honor would 

be given to him along with the appointment. On hearing of 

Fu Pi's intentio~ to decline the offer on the ground of poor 

health, Shao Yung replied, "You are certainly right [for not 

serving th~ empc=0£ because of poor health]. But in case 

some one says that you would rather go to a lecture given by 

a monk than accept a job appointment by the emperor, is it 

going to be all right?" Fu Pi was alarmed and said, "I have 

not thought of this."125 

This story, recounted by Shao Yung's son, Shao Po-wen 

~P1g ~~ (1056-1134), probably contains some truth. After 

all, Fu Pi, who claimed have been awakened to the truth 

under Hsiu-yung, was Hsiu-yung's disciple and patron. 126 

Having been a student of Buddhism for a long time, he would 

surely have abided by his faith. In fact, he had some 

criticism for those who were at odds with him. In respond

ing to Lu Ta-lin's $ 1-\ J~ accusation of being a Buddhist 

125. See SSWCL 18: 199. 

126. See ZZ 148: 3 YWCT a: 1. 
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patron, Fu pi made this intriguing remark: 

... Besides, monks left homes in early childhood and 
had, thereafter, read scriptures for a long period 
of time. What they heard and saw were nothing but 
Buddha:s affairs. After being tonsured, they wan
dered about with companion, stopped wherever they 
wanted to. Apart from practicing Ch'an and 
inquiring the Tao, they, among the masses, saw and 
heard extensively. They engaged in many speeches 
and made themselves very shrewd in appearance. Once 
they met a sharp eyee man, they would show their 
insights as soon as they were instructed. They 
could testify all they had seep- and heard [in this 
encounter]. Wouldn't they be awakened and thrilled? 
We base men immersed ourselves in the worldly 
affairs since youth. On reaching the manhood, we 
married, brought up children, managed livings, and 
toiled for officialdom. More often than not, we 
never had Buddhist scripture on hand. Even we read 
[scripture] for fun at our leisure time, we only 
sought subject matter for conversation. Never had 
we had pellet rated [scripture] to know its principle. 
Furthermore, scholars, farmers, artisans, business 
men had their own career and thus bound themselves. 
How would they know about shangha and dharma master? 
If they intended to visit [monastery] and inquire 
[about Buddhism], how and where could they approach 
[the place they planned to go]? Can we see from 
them such things as traveling with companions, prac
ticing Ch'an and inquiring the Tao, learning exten
sively among the masses? Once they, by chance, 
bumped into a sharp eyed man in dealing buiness and 
did not have much time then; how much could they 
inquire and how much could they learn? Besides, 
they had not seen and heard anything, so they could 
realize nothing. Still more, they were unwilling to 
broadly explore and deeply research [into the scrip
tures]. Once they learned a few phrases and words 
without real understanding, they were already very 
arrogant. They would say that they surpassed 
Buddhas and patriarchs, that a thousand sages 

114 



were inferior to them. T~ey would notl~~y their 
eyes on the Sutras and Ch an texts ..•• 
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Thus Fu pi wanted to apply himself to the study of Buddhism 

and to the practice of Ch'an. He became very knowledgeable 

in Buddhism and was willing to become its overt patron. His 

remarks reveal the prejudice, if not ignorance, of many 

anti-Buddhist scholars of his time. They might also prove 

that he would have an affinity for Ch'i-sung's Fu chiao 

pien, submitted to him in A. D. 1058. 128 

Ch'an of the Yun-men Lineage 

The Buddhism referred to in the foregoing discussion 

is by and large Ch'an Buddhism. The choice of Ch'an Buddhism 

was not a problem for the writer, since it was the most 

popular form of Buddhism in the Northern Sung, and even in 

the subsequent dynasties. During the time of Jen-tsung's 

rule, a period that covered most of Ch'i-sung's life, Ch'an 

almost became a synonymn for Buddhism. It was Ch'an that 

attracted the interest of scholars in Buddhism. It was also 

Ch'an that provoked much criticism from anti-Buddhists. 

Ch'an Buddhism was so popular at this time that people like 

127. ~ 132: 207-208 SSTC 10: 104ab. 

128. See Chapter 4. 



Ch'eng Hao could not but acknowledge its weighty influ

ence.129 He claimed that there was nothing he could do 

after Ch'an had so badly harmed the state and the people. 

116 

Even Mencius would be powerless to away with it if he were 

resurrected. 130 

The fact that Ch'an appealed to Confucian scholars, 

including Neo-Confucianists such as Chou Tun-i )~ 1( ~~ 

(1017-1073), Chang Tsai, and the Ch'eng Brothers at some 

stages in their lives, is of some significance. We are told 

that Chou Tun-i studied under the monk Shou-yai4.f ~ (dates 

unclear) of He-lin-ssu(f.~ #1- of Jen-chou, practiced Ch'an 

under Hui-nan~{ ~ (1002-1069) of Huang-lung Shan, inquired 

about the Tao of Hui-t 'ang Tsu-hsin \il.ti- ~ 1-.S.. 'v' ( 1025-1100), 

visited Fo-yin Liao-ylian -14ft ~f' J ?u (1032-1098) of Lu-shan, 

and received instruction from Tung-lin Ch 'ang-tsung f. ::f~f 
~~(1026-1092) of Lu-shan.l31 Both Chang Tsai and Ch'eng 

Hao had studied many books on Buddhism and Taoism before 

129. See Mou Tsung-san, Hsin-t'i yQ hsing-t'i 2: 
87. 

130. See Erh Ch'eng chip. 35. 

131. See Lin K'e-t'ang, Sung-ju ~Fa-chiao p. 30. 
At least two sources indicate Chou's relationship with Shou
ya, Liao-ylian, and Ch'ang-tsung. See SYHA 12: 259, Huang 
Po-chia's quote from certain Ch'ao [Kung-wu?] and ZZ 148: 5 
YWCT: 3a. --
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they decided to "return to explore the Six Classics" (fan

ch 'i u 1 i u ching jfg_ # -!"; 1.1~ ) • 13 2 Ch 'eng I a 1 so associated 

with Hui-t'ang Tsu-hsin, his disciple Ling-yUan Wei-ch'ing 

1t f~ 1f r{ (d. 1117), and other Ch'an monks and exchanged 

with them the idea of the Tao. 133 Most students of these 

Nee-Confucian masters also had similar connections with 

Ch'an. 134 

Looking closely, we can see that the monks with whom 

Confucian scholars associated were those of the Lin-chi and 

Ylin-men Ch'an lineages (see Table 4). Most monks of these 

two lineages taught at temples near Hang-chou and Lu-shan, 

where there is magnificent scenery, as well as sites of 

historical and mythical characters. 135 They availed them-

selves of opportunities to become mentors of scholar-

officials and for their instruction received generous alms, 

which helped them to further disseminate their teachings. 

132. See SS 427: 12716; 12723. 

133. See Lin K'e-t'ang, Sung-ju yg Fo-chiao: 39-40. 

134. See Ch'ien Mu, Sung-ming li-hsUeh kai-su: 107, 
109. Cf., Ch'ien Mu, Chung-kuo hsUeh-shu ssu-hsiang-shih 
lun-ts'ung 5: 200. 

135. Monks covered in this discussion belong to the 
tenth, eleventh, and twelfth generations of Hui-neng, also 
known as Ch 'an Master Ta-chien -1:: ')/ ~~ '"' • For their dis
tribution in Hang-chou and Lu-shan see Li Kit-wah, "The 
Geographical Distribution of the Buddhist Ch'an School in 
the T'ang and Sung Dynasties," pp. 29-30, 39, 77-79, 84. 
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Table 4. Monks associated with Confucian scholars 
============================================================ 
Scholars 

Li Tsun-hsti 

Hsia Sung 

Li Tuan-yUan 

Li Tuan-i 

Tiao YUeh 

Ou-yang Hsiu 

Lin-chi Monks 

Kuang-hui YUan-lien 
Yeh-hsien Kuei-hsing 
Ku-yin YUn-ts'ung 
Shih-shuang Ch'u-ytian 

Ku-yin YUn-ts'ung 

Ta-kuan T'an-ying 

Ta-kuan T'an-ying 

Ta-kuan T'an-ying 

Chin-shan T'an-ying 
Fu-shan Fa-yUan 

Fan Chung-yen Lang-yeh Hui-chUeh 

Ylin-men Monks 

YUan-t'ung ChU-na 

Tseng Hui Hstieh-tou Ch'ung-hsien 

Hsli Shih Tung-shan Hsiao-ts'ung 
Li-t'an Huai-ch'eng 

Yang Fan Ming-chiao Ch'i-sung 

Fu Pi Ytia~-chao Tsung-pen 
Hua-yen Hsiu-yung 

Chou Tun-i 

Su Shih 

Tseng Kung 

Huang-lung Hui-nan 
Tung-lin ch'ang-tsung 

Tung-lin Ch'ang-tsung 

Wang An-shih Chiang-shan Tsan-ytian 

S'.l Ch'e YUan-t'ung Huai-hsien 

Huang T'ing- Hui-t'ang Tsu-hsin 
chien ChUeh-fan Hui-hung 

Fa-yin Liao-yUan 

Fo-yin Liao-ylian 
Ta-chUeh Huai-lien 

Chin-shan Jui-hsin 

Fa-yin liao-yUan 

Fo-yin Liao-yUan 

Fa-ylin Fa-hsiu 
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Table 4.--Continued 
============================================================ 
Wang Shu 

Yang Chieh 

Ta-kuan T'an-ying 
Ku-yin YUn-ts'ung 

T'ien-i i-huai 

Special attention should be given to monks of the Yun-men 

lineage in consideration of the following facts. In the 

first place, they began to institutionalize the tenets of 

Ch'an in the capital. They established a firm base and 

strong support for monks like Ch'i-sung to wield his power 

of apologetics. Also, their unswerving devotion to the 

dharma sparked the flame of a newly developed Ch'an known as 

literary Ch'an. Literary undertakings of devotees opened 

new channels for learners to follow to become awakened to 

the Buddhist truth. 

Early in T'ai-tsung's reign, a monk of the Ylin-men 

, ....-:. -->' ,.;:. .. _., ~ lineage, Ch ing-liang Chih-ming ~~ /:f. fJ "''1 (dates unknown), 

was summoned to the court to teach Ch'an to the emperor and 

was housed in the north of the royal garden. 136 This gave 

the royal family an opportunity to learn another school of 

Buddhism in addition to the predominant Vinaya School.l37 

136. T 51: 480. HCTL 2. 

137. That the Vinaya School predominated in the 
early Sung capital probably was owed to its special atten
tion to discipline and ritual pertaining to penitence, 
funeral, and other matters. 
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Also under T'ai-tsung and Chen-tsung, additional impetus was 

given to the growth of the reputation of Ch'an Buddhism by 

the promotion activated by some members of the Sung elite 

whose leading figures were Yang I and Ch'ao Chiung. 138 

Despite this, Ch'an did not become institutionally important 

in the capital until the advent of Shih-fang ching-yin 

ch 'an-yUan --J- --;f ~~ 1-t=J .f~ i1~ under Jen -tsung 's reign. 13 9 

In 1049, the city of K'ai-feng saw the initiation of 

its first Ch'an cloister, and this was to serve as the seat 

of great Ch'an masters in accordance with the order of Jen-

tsung. A personal residence donated by a eunuch, Li Yun

ning 1" 7L.J j_ (dates unknown), was converted into monas

tery.140 Jen-tsung, then very attentive to the growth of 

138. T 49: 412 FTTC 45. See earlier discussion on 
Yang I and Ch'ao Chiung-.---

139. Ibid. 

140. Ibid. I have checked all Sung reference works 
and can not find any other information about this man. 
According to.Su Shun-ch'in's article, another temple Pao
hsiang-ytianjT --:t:tl p..(; seemed to be an earlier Ch 'an temple. 
It was renovated in the Hsiang-fu period (1008-1011) of 
T'ai-tsung's reign on the basis of old Pao-hsiang-ssu1f~7 
~ . From 1028 to 1038, this temple was said to have 

expanded intermittently under the auspices t some eunuchs 
and the great effort of the abbot Fang I~ · (dates un-
known), known as Great Master Chih-ylian ~" ( ~ ~'f . A 
notable event like this, however, is not mentioned in any 
historical texts written by Ch'an monks. I suspect this 
temple was not really a Ch'an one~ The title Pao-hsiang 
ch'an-ytian may have been a perverse change from Pao-hsiang
yUan. For Su Shun-ch'in's article, see Su Shun-ch'in Chi 
13: 180-181. 
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Ch'an Buddhism, granted this temple the name Shih-fang 

ching-yin and ordered the recruitment of an illustrious 

Ch'an master to be its head. 

The first monk having the honor to head the temple 

was Yi.ian-t 'ung Chii-na 1!1 ~ ff: .~ ( 1010-1071). He was dhar-

rna heir of Ylin-rnen Wen-yen/f P~ j( 1( (864-949) in the 

fifth generation. Early in his young adulthood, he was 

already an eminent lecturer in his native Szechuan. But 

after hearing about the popularity of Ch'an in the South 

from his Ch'an friend, he decided to visit the Ch'an masters 

there. First, he spent sometime wandering about Ching~·Jand 

Ch'u (in present Hupei), without meeting any masters. Then 

he went to Tung-shan~~~ of Hsiang-choul( ~ (in present 

Hsiang-yang of Hupei) and spent ten years reading cornrnenta-

ries on the Hua-yen Sutra. During this period, he probably 

followed Tung-shan Hsiao-ts 'ung ;it:tl LJ.t d /,._; If~' (d. 10 30) , Ch 'i

sung's master, for some tirne.l41 

Chti-na went later went to Lu-shan of Kiangsi where 

the Prefect, Ch'eng Shih-rneng~~ ef ~ (1009-1086), invited 

him to be abbot of Kuei-tsung-ssu j.f; ~ :.f There he 

141. ~ 137: 542, 486. Hsiao-ts'ung was one of the 
most prestigious Ch'an masters of Ylin-rnen lineage at this 
time. He started to head the Tung-shan monastery in 1009. 
He died when Chli-na was twenty-one years of age. Chli-na 
probably met him in Hsiao-ts'ung's very late days. 
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became the heir of Yen-ch "ing tzu- jung ~ Jt ~ !/, (dates 

unclear). 1 42 He moved to Ylian-t'ung-ssu and some time later 

attained considerable prominence. 

In 1045, at the age of thirty-six, Chti-na encountered 

the great scholar au-yang Hsiu and had a chance to discuss 

the Tao with hirn. 143 It was said ChU-na was able to quote 

Wen-chung-tzu ~ v.f -1- , who flourished in later Sui and 

early T'ang, and to argue with Ou-yang Hsiu about the value 

of Buddhism and the failings of Han Yli. au-yang Hsiu, on 

the other hand, seemed to have lost ground in his rebu

tal.144 Odd as it may seem, Chli-na must have deeply 

impressed Ou-yang Hsiu, regardless of the reality, because 

he was praised by the later in the poem, "Present Monk Chu-

na of Lu-shan": 

Square pupils, like water, cassock on shoulders; 
Meeting [you] unexpectedly, I was alarmed. 
Among five hundred monks, found one eminent; 
I then realized, a worthy remained in forest. 145 

142. Tzu-jung was the fourth generation of Ylin
rnen's lineage. 

143. T 49: 410 FTTC 45. Chih-p'an saud au-yang 
Hsiu had paid a visit t9 Chu-na before he returned to 
his horne town, Lu Ling#.[ '~ (in present Kiangsi) during 
his banishment in T 'u-chou~ --t1f (in present Anhui). 

144. Ibid. Chih-p'an quoted this incident from 
the monk Tsu-hsiu's~$ ~~ (? -after 1127) Ou-yang wai
chuan P,)< F~ '} 1.f- [An Additional Biography of Ou-yang Hsiu]. 

145. See OYHCC 2: 231. This poem shows Ou-yang 
Hsiu "encountered" ChU-na in Lu-shan. 
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In this poem, Chli-na was referred to as Confucian 

shih [scholar] and hsien [worthy], as opposed to a Buddhist 

monk. In fact, the simple lines of this verse have over-

tones of suprise and admiration. Two years after Ou-yang 

Hsiu's visit, Su Hsun~ 'l~ (1009-1066), Su Shih's father, 

also paid ChU-na a visit. He stayed with Chti-na for a 

while, questioned him about Buddhism and learned from him 

the essentials of the dharma. 146 In light of these encoun-

ters, we have reason to believe that Chli-na was a well 

learned monk and that he "had examined [thoughts] of a 

hundred schools and synthesized them on the basis of Bud

dhism."147 

Chu-na's reputation was sufficiently great to appeal 

to Jen-tsung Emperor. In 1049, he was summoned to preside 

over the Shih-fang ching-yin ch'an-ylian immediately after it 

had been established. 148 Although in the prime of life, he 

declined the appointment by excusing himself because of eye 

146. T 49: 410 FTTC 45. Chih-p'an's record was based 
on Su Shih, but he did not give a citation. Su Ch'e~ ~~~ 
(1039-1112) also mentioned this event in the preface to the 
poem addressed to the Reverend Chi~-fu Shun. See Yi Su-
ming, San-su nien-p 'u hui-cheng :;:_ J,f, }f- iJ.r 1; ~h , p. 35. 

147. T 49: 410 FTTC 45. 

148. Hereafter, Ching-yin-ylian. 
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problem. 149 He recommended Huai-lien~~ v~(l009-1090), his 

dharma-brother, to the emperor. 150 

Chli-na's recommendation proved to be of great signi-

ficance. It did credit to both Ch'an Buddhism in genearl 

and the Ylin-men School in particular. It anticipated the 

predominant position of the Ytin-men lineage Ch'an in the 

capital. Huai-lien, living up to his reputation, was to 

consolidate Ch'an in the Sung empire with his great know-

ledge and wisdom. 

A conscientious student of the Tao, Huai-lien re-

solved in his early childhood to devote himself to a life of 

study. As soon as he ran across the subtlety of the Tao, he 

decided to go to the mountains for an indefinite stay with 

the prominent Ch'an masters who resided there. He went to 

Li-t 'an Huai-ch 'eng ;£0 ~f .rJ.. :?{: (dates unclear) and spent a 

decade receiving instruction. Then he moved to Lu-shan and 

worked with Chu-na as a scribe. As Chli-na's favorite stu-

dent, he was recommended to Jen-tsung to take the abbacy of 

the Ching-yin ylian. He moved to the capital in obedience to 

an imperial order and was granted Ch'an Master Ta-chlieh 

after being questioned about the essentials of Buddhism by 

the emperor in Hua-ch 'eng-tien 4~ P\' J~.Z.. 151 

149. ZZ 137: 542 CLSPC 18. This appointment was 
said to be the-result of Ou-yang Hsiu's recommendation. 

150. Ibid. 

151. ZZ 137: 514 CLSPC 18 and T 51: 494 HTL 5. 
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Huai-lien was a very quick-witted monk. He was able 

to win Jen-tsung's respect by advocating a liberal approach 

to Buddhism. One of his suggestions couched in the form of a 

gatha was: 

There has never been heresy in the old Buddha hall; 
In words being circulated, much has been discussed. 
One who knows can make marvelous use, without ~laws; 
One who doesn't, appraoches to obstructions. 5 

With his ability to flatter the emperor in a subtle 

manner, Huai-lien built a close relationship with Jen-tsung. 

He exchanged poems and gath~s with Jen-tsung and received 

from the emperor no fewer than seventeen verses. 153 

Huai-lien stayed in Ching-yin-ylian for fifteen years 

before he was able to resign. He became the most noted and 

respected Ch'an monk in K'ai-feng. His appeal to high rank-

ing officials seemed to be endless; it lasted even after he 

had left K'ai-feng. During these fifteen years, what he did 

for Ch'an and Buddhism was of enormous importance. For 

example, confronting the challenge from Confucian opponents 

alone was a difficult thing. Coming grips with troubles 

like this and trying win over his challengers entailed 

almost endless work. At one time, Sun Chlieh1~~ (1028-

1090), then a Compiler of the Institute of History who held 

152. ZZ 137: 514 CLSPC 18 and T 5li 494 
HTL 5. 

153. Ibid. 
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the chin-shih degree and specialized in the I-ching and the 

Ch'un-ch'iu, wrote to Huai-lien questioning him about the 

value of Buddhism. Huai-lien answered by likening Buddha's 

teaching to winter and other teachings to other seasons. He 

explained that Buddha developed the principle of nature and 

fate ( hsing-ming ·~1" ~ ) and taught the practice of merci-

fulness. 

Heaven makes four seasons change like a turning 
wheel so as to rear myriad things. And that sages 
alternate supports to transform the world by their 
teachings is of same meaning. To the extremity [of 
practice], flaws are unavoidable. [But] flaws [come 
from] corrupt practices, whereas the Tao [on which 
the practices are based] is but one. Essentially, 
there is a need to have sages and worthies come to 
this world to make remedy. It has been more than one 
thousand years from Ch'in, Han to the present time. 
Customs become unrestrained and base. Sages' 
teachings collapse and exist in a tripod-like situa
tion. [Men] malign one another without knowing what 
to follow. The great Tao remains unconcerned, and 
~ew1 g2ow to return [to the Tao]. How regretful it 
lS! 

Huai-lien apparently considered that all teachings were 

different only in manifestation and they were based on the 

same Tao. He had to take up the job to do away with the 

confusion created by the followers of different teachings. 

In K'ai-feng, Huai-lien received all sorts of gifts 

from emperor and ranking officials, enough, in fact, to have 

underwritten the construction of a large temple. But 

154. ZZ 137: 514-515 CLSPC 18. 
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instead, he built a simple dwelling to the west of capital 

to shelter a hundred monks. On one occasion, he saved his 

own room for Yiin-chu Hsiao-shun ~ ~ o_t ~ (d. 1064-1067), a 

monk of the Ylin-men lineage, who had been forced to become a 

layman again by a local official in Kiangsi, and treated him 

like a master. When asked why he was so polite to this man, 

Huai-lien replied that as a youth he had studied the Tao 

with him. The emperor, moved, restored Hsiao-shun and in

stalled him in his own temple, Ch 'i-hsien-ssu i'J- 'f ~ , in 

Lu-shan. 155 

Huai-lien's contributions of this kind are immeasura-

ble in value. His broad scholarship in scholastic Buddhism 

and his moral perfection embodied an ideal religious prac

tice that the ruling class would not likely overlook. As Su 

Shih, who honored Huai-lien as a mentor, pointed out, he had 

an appeal for many scholar-officials because he attempted to 

syncretize the three teachings. 156 Under his influence, the 

value of scholastic Buddhism was again recognized because it 

corresponded with the teachings of Confucius and Lao-tzu. 

It was no longer a "discussion of names and marks" (ming

hsiang chih t 'an~ ~ L fJ. in the view of scholars who 

155. See TPCC 33: 5b-6a. 

156. Ibid. 
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had only identified with Ch'an·Buddhism. 157 Huai-lien's 

insight into the correspondence of three teachings clearly 

echoed that of his dharma-brother Ch'i-sung. In 1061, when 

Ch'i-sung sojourned in K'ai-feng, he stayed with Huai-lien 

in the Ching-yin-ylian while he prepared to do battle with 

monks prone to sectarianism. Huai-lien doubtlessly suppor-

ted Ch'i-sung. In any case, he had a high regard for Ch'i-

sung's fortitude in engaging the deviant monks. He admired 

Ch'i-sung's loyalty to his convictions, his unwavering pur-

suit of the course he had chosen, and his spotless 

character. 158 

Huai-lien made several requests for retirement during 

Ying-tsung's reign (1064-1067). Ying-tsung granted him the 

privilege of serving as abbot of all temples he might have 

passed by. This was a great honor for a Ch'an monk--an 

honor which reflected the broad scope of his teaching, or 

still more, the teaching of the Ylin-men lineage Ch'an. 

157. Ibid. Starting from early Sung, those keen
minded scholar-officials tended to prefer Ch'an to scholas
tic Buddhism. Chih-p'an and Su Shih shared the same 
observation. 

158. HCC 22: 234. See the verse "pai-ylin yao" (;7 ~ 
~~[Ballad of the White Cloud] composed for Ch'i-sung in his 
departing. 
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Besides the syncretic approach to the three teach-

ings, a strong sense of lineage and an emphatic view of the 

tradition of "the transmission of mind", are also salient 

attribute of the monks of the Ylin-men lineage during this 

period. Te-shan Hui-yuan {t V-J 'ft. .i1; , a Yi.in-men "s heir of 

the third generation, flourished between 1017 and 1022 

partly for this reason. 159 Hui-ylian was one of the Ylin-men 

Ch"an masters whom Ch"i-sung in his youth had highly ad-

mired. He was said to lecture on subjects based on the 

sutras, sastras, Lao-tzu, and Chuang-tzu, and to be albe to 

show the likeness in the Taoist and Buddhist teachings. He 

seemed to advocate that the Tao of Bodhidharma was more than 

meditation ( ch "an~ f ) and insight ( kuan ;z.>?,; ) ; it was a 

realization of the orthodox dharma ( cheng-fa ]f. ~ ) , that 

is, the mind transmitted to Mahakasyapa from Sakyamuni. 

Hui-yuan taught this orthodox dharma because it was some-

thing that the great teaching of Buddhism and all the sutras 

were based upon, and because he wanted to correct straying 

monks who only paid lip service to Ch"an Buddhism. 160 His 

sayings and writings, not extant now, were collected by his 

159. See HCC 12: Sa. For Hui-ylian, Ch"i-sung has a 
more detailed account than any other Ch"an text. He was a 
YUn-men heir of third generation. 

160. Ibid. 
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disciples under the title, Wu-ling-chi ~ p{ ~ [Collected 

Works Written in Wu-ling] and prefaced by Ch'i-sung. 161 

They might well have anticipated Ch'i-sung's work, the Hslin 

chin chi. 

Hui-ylian's emphasis on the orthodox dharma was 

carried on by the generations which followed him. His heir, 

Tzu-fu Sheng-ch'in 7
{ ~"' 'f1 ~ (993-1060), compiled an an

thology of Ch'an called Ylian tsung chi ~ 1; " [Anthology 

Inquiring into the Origin of Ch'an]. The anthology com-

prises 622 passages from sayings of 333 Ch'an masters 

ranging from Sakyamuni to the immediate disciples of Ylin-men 

Wen-yen. 162 It was also purported to correct those prac-

tices based upon perverted Ch'an rather than the orthodox 

one.l63 

Sheng-ch'in taught Ch'an Budhism in Hsiu-chou ~ ~ 

(in present Chia-hsing of Chekiang) and built the first 

Ch'an monastery there. He was very popular with the people 

of Hsiu-chou because of his simple and uncomplex teaching. 

His work, Yuan tsung chi, in all probability was widely 

circulated in Hsiu-chou. He was so highly respected that 

161. The work was named after the p 1 ace where he 
lived. Preface date of this work is winter of 1042. 

162. HCC 12: 7a-8a. 

163. Ibid. 
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his death deeply distressed the people of Hsiu-chou. His 

way of teaching and his enthusiasm in protecting the dharma 

might well have become an example to be emulated by a devout 

Ch'an defender like Ch'i-sung.l64 

Sheng-ch'in's dharma brother, K'ai-hsien Shan-hslian 

I~~~ ,.!-ll.. (dates unknown), also a friend of Ch 'i-sung, was 

equally prominent. He was highly regarded by another il

lustrious Ylin-men monk, Hslieh-tou Ch 'ung-hsien i'" f -f Jll 
(980-1052). 1 65 Since he was one of the two who told Ch'i-

sung about Hui-yUan's teaching, we can assume that he set 

great store on the idea in Hui-ylian's work mentioned 

above. 166 As an outstanding heir of the Ylin-men Ch'an, he 

also proved himself a discerning master. His discernment won 

him a superior disciple in the person of Fo-yin Liao-ylian, 

better known as Fo-yin. 

164. Ch'i-sung was Sheng-ch'in's close friend. He 
wrote a ~reface for the Yuan tsung chi and an epitaph for 
Sheng-ch in. See HCC 12: 7a, 15: 12a. 

165. For Ch'ung-hsien, see the discussion below. 

166. Shan-hsuan did not leave any collected works, 
but he might have been one of Hui-ytian's disciples responsi
ble for the compilation of the Wu ling chi. See HCC 12: 5b-
6b. 
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Fo-yin was one of a few Ylin-men monks highly honored 

·:?. by Shen-tsung Emperor *f if• (r. 1068-1085). He was much 

younger than Ch'i-sung and other monks of the fifth genera-

tion of the Ylin-men lineage because he became a monk and 

Shan-hslian's disciple at an early age. 167 Besides following 

Shan-hsuan, he also worked with Chli-na, after Huai-lien, as 

his scribe. A close friend of Su Shih, he was recognized as 

a very broadly learned monk, well versed in Confucian li

teratures.168 

Fo-yin was known for organizing a Ch'an society 

Ch'ing-sung-she t *~ ~~ [Green Pine Club] in Lu-shan. 169 He 

gathered other eminent Ch'an masters, such as Tung-lin 

Ch 'ang-tsung f # ~ ~~' (1025-1091), to lecture and prac

tice Ch'an on a routine basis. This practice made the club 

a center of attraction in Lu-shan. As a result, he was able 

to bring prestigious scholar-officials, including Chou Tun-i 

into his rank and file.l70 

167. Fo-yin, same as Chu-na, Huai-lien and Ch'i
sung, was Ylin-men's heir of the fifth generation although he 
was twenty-odd years younger. 

168. See Ch 'an hsi chi~~ ,f ~ [An Anthology of 
Ch'an Rejoicing]: 39 quoted in Abe Joichi, Chcrgoku zenshushi 
no kenkya pp. 234-235. 

169. See ZZ 148: 5 YWCT I. 

170. Ibid. 
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Fo-yin's influence on Chou Tun-i may be questionable, 

but his undoubted appeal to many scholar-officials is of 

interest to present scholars. As an heir of Hui-ytian, he 

probably adhered to the same kind of syncretic approach 

expressed in the Wu ling chi. His verse written to extol Fu 

Hsi 1.if fi ( 497-569), better known as Fu Ta-shih 1S!f '1Z ...j:: 

reflects a consciousness of what really was at stake in 

contemporary Buddhism. The verse reads, "Taoist cap, Confu-

cian footwear, and Buddhist cassock/ [He] combined. three 

families into one family." 171 In the verse, he adopted the 

term "he-hui"~i1- ~ [to harmonize, to combined], commonly 

used by earlier synthesizers such as Yen-shou, to summarize 

the character of Fu Hsi. It may be looked upon as a subcon-

scious self-portrait. In any case, his attempt to harmonize 

the three teachings might, in turn, have contributed to the 

expansion of "Lay Buddhist Buddhism" (chli-shih fo-chiao) in 

the mid-Sung. 172 

171. ZZ 148: 28 YWCT II. Fu Hsi was said to have 
been well-versed in Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism. 
Summoned by Liang Wu-ti Emperor ;j ~' ~ (r. 502-549), he 
wore a Buddhist cassock, Confucian cap, and Taoist footwear 
in the presence of the emperor. Here in this verse, the 
wording might be changed for the sake of poetic parallelism. 

172. See Abe Joichi,2£ cit., pp. 234-235. 
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Hslieh-tou Ch'ung-hsien, mentioned a little earlier, 

was another distinguished monk of the Ylin-men lineage during 

this period. An heir of Ylin-men's fourth generation, he has 

been designated as a chief promoter of "literary Ch'an." 

This type of Ch'an, well represented in his works, Tsu ~ 

_$ and Nien ku chi -=rt::-:: J} , was featured by improvised 

verses or rhymed songs in dialogues between master and 

disciple. 173 This practice heavily loaded Ch'an with elite 

literature. By promoting this approach, Ch'ung-hsien had 

managed to infect scholar-officials with the "germs of 

Ch'an." He evoked their sympathetic understanding with this 

seemingly illogical type of communication and the sense of 

sudden awakening. Thus, he was able to furthur perpetuate 

Ch'an by achieving the "restoration of the Yiin-men lineage" 

(Ylin-men chung-hsing }t pif cf ~ ). 174 His literary works 

became the major elements of the "public case" (kung-an~ 

~) prevalent in the second half of the Northern Sung. 175 

173. Besides these works, he had Tun~'ing yli-lu 
;.11~~~, Hsueh-tou k'ai-t'ang lu ~~ ~ 'f - , and 
Hsueh-tou 1 u 'W ~ fA( . 

174. zz 137: 488. 

175. Abe Joichi, 2.£ ci.!_., p. 215. Cf. Isshu Miura & 
Ruth Fuller Sasaki, The Zen Koan (New York: A Harvest/HBJ 
Book, 1965): 12-13. 
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ch'ung-hsien distinguished himself by successfully 

extending the Ylin-men lineage. He found for himself a good 

disciple, T'ien-i I-huai .:f::... ~ ~ ..-$_ (993-1064). And I-huai, 

possessed of the kind of expertise found in his master, 

became a capable master in his own right. He also compiled 

a work called T'ung ming chi;.@. fJf] J.t [Anthology of Compre-

hensive Illumination], in which sayings which had awakened 

many earlier masters were recorded. 176 He often prepared a 

hundred questions to test his students. The judicious qua-

lity he developed in these questions procured for him uni-

versal confidence and respect. Even his brilliant students, 

such as Hui-lin Tsung-pen~ ~ ~ -::f- (1020-1099), could in 

this way shared the success of his fruitful education. 177 

Tsung-pen was the most promising disciple of I-huai. 

Under I-huai, he already had enormous appeal for the people 

of Wu-chiang~ ~ (in present Su-chou). He became very 

prominent in Su-chou after being sent to Jui-kuang-ssu ~~~ 'J 

~by I-huai at the Prefect's request. 178 When Ch'en Hsiang 

176. zz 137: 58 CTPTL 2. The work, though widely 
circulated in~is time, is not extant now. 

177. Ibid. 

178. ZZ 137: 500-501 CLSPC 14. The prefect was Li 
Fu-kuei ~ {j £ whose dates and history are not clear to 
us. 
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P~ ~(1017-1080) assumed the Prefecture of Hang-chou in 

1072, he invited Tsung-pen to preside over Ch'eng-t'ien-ssu 

~ K. J.f , Hsing-chiao-ssu~ ~..( ~ , and Ching-tz 'u-ssu ~f 

~ ~ , in Hang-chou. There Tsung-pen attracted more stu

dents and enjoyed even broader veneration. People of Su-

chou, although they tried very hard, could scarcely persuade 

him to return. They built two large temples awaiting his 

return. Regardless, he came back to Su-chou amidst a plea

sant conversation with Prefect Tseng Hsiao-hsli '~ ~ ~ 

(1049-1127) and chose to live in seclusion Fu-chen-ytian 

of Ch'iung-lung-shan1 g j).t But his prominence cost him 

his early an early retirement, because he had already become 

a very important person in the eyes of the ruling bureau-

crats who always wanted to discuss with him about Ch'an. In 

1082, consequently, he was appointed as the first abbot of 

Hui-lin-yuan 1-;{,-# rX; by Shen-tsung . 1 79 

Tsung-pen was the second Yun-men monk to receive the 

imperial honor of ruling a Ch'an monastery in K'ai-feng. 

The appointment made after Ta-chUeh Huai-lien had retired 

was of special significane, because it signified a great 

hermeneutic triumph by Ch'an Buddhism over the Vinaya 

School. Ch'an Buddhism was now in good repute. Ch'an monks 

were no longer treated as eccentrics whose speaking appeared 

179. ZZ 137: 76 CTPTL 3: 38b. c.f. 137: 500 CTPTL: ---- ---
250-251. The latter does not give date. 
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absurd. To thousands of capital residents, Tsung-pen's 

inaugural held in front of Ta-hsiang-kuo-ssu ~~I~~ was 

likened to a lion's roar awakening them from mental deafness 

and blindness. 180 Tsung-pen was looked upon as Maitreya 

descending from heaven. Even the emperor felt at ease in 

accepting his image as a savior. After ordering the recon-

struction of Ta-hsiang-kuo-ssu, the emperor assigned Tsung-

pen to head Hui-lin-yuan. But he actually became the new 

abbot-general of Ta-hsiang-kuo-ssu formerly of no concern to 

Ch'an. Now, as the head of a temple cosisting of two Ch'an 

quarters and six Vinaya ones, he had the honor of exercising 

authority over all the sects of Buddhism. 181 Tsung-pen won 

180. Ibid. The figure "ten thousands" said in the 
text is probably hyperbolic. Several thousands might be 
possible. 

181. There are different readings on the account as 
to how Ta-hsiang-kuo-s~u was restructured. Some texts read 
"pa-ch 'an erh-lli" J,~_it :::::-. {-f , meaning eight Ch 'an halls 
and two Vinaya halls. Both WTHY and HCTL have this reading. 
Other texts read "ch 'an -erh IU=I i u" ~f -:;::;. f~ 1':. , meaning 
six Ch'an halls and two Vinaya halls. CLSPC and FTTC have 
this this reading. Correct reading hinges upon how the word 
after "1 ii" .ff.is treated. The former two read this word as 
"chao"f}-[summon] and separate it from "pa-ch'an erh-lu" to 
begin next sentence. The latter two read it as "liu"-f\ 
[six] and make "ch'an-erh lii-liu" a phrase, while leaving 
"~" /'- [eight] in previous sentence to mean "restructured 
sixty-four halls of Ta-hsiang-kuo-ssu to eight [~alls~" 
According to Li Lien's Pien-ching i-chi chih ~-1=" :f ~ tJ: ~ 
[Records of the Historical Sites of Pien-ching], there are 
totally eight precints on both sides which belong to two 
compounds. See Alexander C. Soper, "Hsiang-kuo-ssu: An Im
perial Temple of Northern Sung," in JAOS 68: 1 (1948) p. 23. 
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an audience with the emperor who asked how Ch'an could be 

promoted and requested an instruction for himself. This 

probably give a good deal of impetus to Ch'an Buddhism. 182 

Tsung-pen's contribution to East-Asian Buddhism also 

merits our attention. He was a mentor of Uich'on, mentioned 

earlier. It was he who taught Uich'on of the real essence 

of Ch'an. 183 

As a whole, there is no consistent pattern concerning 

the service rendered to society by these Ylin-men monks. 

Although they might have shared a common pattern in their 

style of teaching, they served the different communities on 

the basis of their individual needs. Well-learned, open-

minded, they made themselves an honorable religious group. 

They prized the written records and devoted themselves to 

keeping the legacy of their patriarchs in writin~ as an ex

pedient means of pointing the way to enlightenment. By 

doing so, they articulated the solid lineage of the trans

mission of Ch'an. They voiced the purpose of legitimating 

the transmission. And furthermore, they fulfilled this 

objective by successfully securing support from ruling 

182. Ibid. Unfortunately there is no record of the 
advice that he gave to the emperor. 

183. Ibid. 
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class and, moreover, received the official recognition from 

the emperors. 

In light of this, the monks of the Yun-men lineage 

were, in fact, responsible for the consolidation of Ch'an 

Buddhism in the Sung dynasty. It would have been a dif

ferent story, had they not exerted their influence in ca

pital. In this context, the wide circulation of Ch'i-sung's 

work in K'ai-feng and the strenuous effort he made to 

canonize his works make eminently good sense to us. 184 

Conclusion 

Ch'an Buddhism came into full bloom in the Sung after 

after experiencing many changes within and without its own 

system. It had effect changes in various aspects of 

people's lives before it was accepted politically, socially, 

and intellectually. A friendly enviroment allowed Ch'an 

monks to entrench themselves in the upper class of the 

society. The favors that emperors, ministers, and scholar

officials conferred upon Buddhism minimized all forms of 

opposition from anti-Buddhists and insured the smooth and 

rapid advance of Buddhism. Still, many effort were made by 

the monks to protect Ch'an's right of survival, to stress 

its supremacy in transmitting dharma, and to secure official 

184. See Chapter 4 for more details. 
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recognition of its orthodoxy. As a result of conscious and 

collective efforts, Ch'an became something of a religious 

phenomenon. 

Yun-men lineage monks played a very important role in 

this notable process. Their work was indispensable to the 

development of Ch'an, or buddhism in general, in the later 

Sung Dynasty. The monks discussed above may help one con

jure up the delightful climate and scenes encountered by 

Ch'i-sung, the subject of next chapter. Looking closely 

into his life, one will see a great and energetic leader of 

Ch'an Buddhism--the embodiment of the ethos of Ylin-men 

lineage monks. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF CH'I-SUNG 

There were roughly five stages in Ch'i-sung's life. 

Before 1025, when he was nineteen, Ch'i-sung lived in Hslin

chinff ~fof T'eng-chou~ ~ {in present Kwangsi Province) 

where he was born. He traveled to Hunan along Hsi-chiang \~ 

~~and Hsiang-shui~~ ~~in 1025 and later went up to Heng

shan~~f ~. After spening some time in Heng-shan, he tra

veled to Lu-shan~ ~ in Kiangsi and probably stayed there 

for more than a decade. 1 This may have been the stage 

during which he became deeply learned. In 1041, when he was 

thirty-five, he went to Ch'ien-t'ang~ ~ifof Chekiang where 

he began his association with eminent monks and scholar-

officials. The scenery of Hang-chou impressed Ch'i-sung so 

deeply that he decided to live there permenently. But in 

1058, at the age of fifty-two, Ch'i-sung took a trip to the 

capital, K'ai-feng. Here he earned respect and honor from 

Jen-tsung Emperor {r. 1023-1063) and court scholar-officials 

1. Dates of this paragraphy are based on HYC and 
some of Ch'i-sung's letters. The mountains Ch'i-sung tra
veled were located at the areas well-known for Ma-tsu's and 
Shih-t'ou's lineage of Ch'an. 
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for his efforts in defending the dharma. After a few years 

in the capital, Ch'i-sung returned to Hang-chou. There he 

spent the most of his later years. 

The Early Years 

Ch'i-sung was born in 1007 in Hslin-chin, a cillage of 

T'eng-chou in present Kwanghsi. He was a child of a family 

named Li ~,whose pedigree was unknown. Using his sobri

quet Ch'ien-tzu~~ 1r[Hidden Man] and Chung-ling)f JL [Se

cond Intelligence], Ch'i-sung left his family at the age of 

seven to seek priesthood. He seemed very determined to 

choose this career because it was his father's will. 2 At 

thirteen, he was tonsured and became a registered monk. One 

year later, he received full precept and became a full-

fledged monk. 

Ch'i-sung did not receive education typically empha-

sized in the traditional Chinese family. His father probab-

ly was not too well educated, as we are told that T'eng-chou 

did not become a very culturalized place until 

2. See Chi-sung's "Hsiao Lun"~ '$~[On Filial Piety] 
in Araki Kengo Fukkyohen: 192. 
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Lang Chien ~'P p;.f ( 9 7 5-l 0 6 3) had been appointed as prefect 

there. 3 Also, his family probably was not well-to-do enough 

to send him to local school. Ch'i-sung was prevented by 

parental wishes from choosing the course normally taken by a 

man with his ability, that is, to study and enter official-

dom through civil service examination. His mother, nee 

Chungff , wanted him to become a monk in accordance with 

his father's wish. On the other hand, his brother persuaded 

him to remain a layman to go to school. Over the objection 

of the members of his clans, Ch'i-sung decided to leave home 

to seek Buddhist training. 4 Later, twenty-seven years after 

he had left home, he expressed in deep gratitude for the 

advice his mother had given him in his youth. 5 Although he 

was not a student of Confucianism, as an outstanding student 

of Buddhism, he surely fulfilled his mother's expectation. 

3. For Lang Chien, see SS: 299. The date of Lang 
Chien's appointment is not clear. But it might have been no 
later than 1048, when he retired and became one of Ch'i
sung's closest friends in Hang-chou. Lang Chien might well 
have acquainted with Ch'i-sung when serving in T'eng-chou. 
If this is true, his appointment was no later than 1025 when 
Ch'i-sung left home. In any case, Ch'i-sung may have had 
some opportunity to study because schools were available 
under Lang Chien's administration. 

4. See "Hsiao Lun." 

5. Ibid. 
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Pilgrimages to Prominent Ch'an Sangha 

Ch'i-sung started his travels at the age of nineteen. 

He traveled along Hsi-chiang and Hsiang-shui to Hu-nan. As 

he walked, he often wore Kuan-yin's~i~ 1r (Asvaghosa) statue 

on his head and intoned Kuan-yin's name ten thousand times a 

day. 6 We are told that he was able to become well-versed in 

Confucian classics as well as in literature in this manner. 7 

However, the breadth and profundity of his scholarship as 

well as his extraordinary writing skill ere derived from 

decade-long study and practice after he went to Kiangsi. 8 

In Hunan, Ch'i-sung went up to the Shen-ting mountain 

of T 'an-chou~~ -t1' to visit Shen-ting Hung-yen .ff (It' ~ :t 
(dates unknown), a Ch'an master of Lin-chi lineage and spent 

sometime in the monastery learning Hung-yen's way of Ch'an. 

But he did not seem to have been inspired although he did 

amaze and impress his master. 9 Hung-yen was said to have 

lived in seclusion for twenty years before he became a 

prominent Ch'an master of the sacred Heng-shan. He was very 

critical about those who were familiar with scriptures and 

recorded sayings yet were deluded by the name and mark, that 

6. See HYC. 

7. Ibid. 

8. See note 13. 

9. For Hung-yen, see ZZ 137: 497 CLSPC, 13. 
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is, the form but not the essence of Buddhism. 10 To him, 

the young and talented Ch'i-sung was probably too dependent 

on scripture. Or, Ch'i-sung possibly was not able to identi-

fy with his style of Ch'an. In any case, the encounter with 

a sophisticated and widely respected Ch'an master might well 

awakened Ch'i-sung from a superficial kind of practice and 

directed him to a deeper contemplation. He needed to fur-

ther training from more senio monks before he could qualify 

as an enlightened Buddhist master. 

After leaving T'an-chou, Ch'i-sung took another long 

trip to YUan-chou~ 1-ti and went up to Tung-shan :;(i] JJ of Ylin
~ 

chou~ ~in present Kianghsi. There he learned Ch'an from 

Tung-shan Hsiao-ts 'ung 7~ JJ-1 ~~ J(~ .. (dates unknown), a master 

of Ylin-men lineage, and received parts of the Mahayana Canon 

about prophecy (sk.Vyakarang). 11 

Ch'i-sung probably spent a few years on Tung-shan 

before he traveled eastward. To him, Hsiao-ts'ung's way of 

Ch'an probably was more acceptable because of its gradual 

and moderate approach. Besides, Hsiao-ts'ung's veneration 

10. Ibid. Hung-yen once ridiculed an old monk on 
the ground that he did not actually contemplate and realize 
Ch'an although he could discuss Buddhism from memory. 

11. ZZ 137: 546 CLSPC 26. The phrase "chi pie"itJ 
is one o~the twelve divisions of the M~hayana canon. 



of scripture, especially the Diamond Sutra, was a great 

relief for Ch'i-sung because he was so apt at learning. 12 
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He must have realized that mere study of Buddhist scriptures 

would hardly make him outstanding and fulfill his plan. He 

knew that he had to do more than just make himself enligh-

tened; he had to work for Buddha, Kuan-yin, and for dharma. 

During the reign of Ming-taoefl ~ (1032-1033) of Jen-tsung 

Emperor, when Ch'i-sung was around twenty-six years of age, 

he went to Hsi-shan ~ J.J of Yti-changft f (present Nan

ch'ang of Kianghsi) and stayed in Ch'an monastery Feng-sheng 

Yuan .i! >t p{J . There he had an opportunity to borrow books 

from a certain bibliophile, Ou-yang Fang~)Z r~ r>:::f (dates 

unknown). 13 This provided him the opportunity to study 

Confucian classics and various other literary works, probab

ly including those of Han Yu~J ~(768-824), the famous 

Confucian scholar, essaysist, and stern advocate of the 

Confucian tradition, who had been labeled as the epitome of 

anti-Buddhism. 1 4 

12. ~' 137: 486 CLSPC 11. 

13. ~' 142: 968 LHYL a. 

14. Han Yu 's "Lun fo-ku piao" t~ ~.ft, 1- ~ [Memorial 
on Buddha's Relics] very well characterizes his antipathy of 
Buddhism. 
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Before he left Yli-chang for Ch'ien-t'ang, Ch'i-sung 
;_ i . 

stayed in Hslin-yang ~!f ?~(present day Chiu-chiang) for some 

time. There he met some admirable people and had a very 

joyful time. He became the very good friend of a certain 

Dharma Master Chenk ~t erp (dates unknown), who had once 

turned down an honor given by the prime minister. 15 In 

later years when Ch'i-sung and Chen had a reunion in Ch'ien-

t'ang, he was overwhelmed by nostalgia, for Chen embodied 

for him the happy days he had once spent in Hslin-yang. 16 

Seeking Patronage 

One of Ch'i-sung's works is the Essays Faulting Han 

Yli (Fei Han lun ~ f Jf '3if) which is a collection of essays 

disputing Han Yu's interpretations of Confucian principle 

and misconception of Buddhism. It also includes some of 

Ch'i-sung's advocacy of the harmonization of the three 

teachings. Although the work was not completed until Ch'i-

sung was fifty years of age, it was possibly started during 

his travel to Chekiang. As a matter of fact, the thinking 

revealed in his his argument must have been conceived in his 

youth. He probably steeped himself in Han Yti's work for an 

15. HCC 13: llb-12b. 

16. Ibid. 

17. In Fei Han lun, Ch'i-sung kept mentioning that 
he read Han YU's work in his youth with great interest. 
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extended period of time in order to prepare himself for an 

uphill battle with the Han Yli legacy, especially when he was 

heading for the culturally superior city of Hang-chou. 

Ch'i-sung arrived at Hangchou in 1038 when he was 

thirty-two. 18 Much to his amazement, he did see Han Yli's 

popularity with scholars there. 19 He could sense the anti-

Buddhist atmosphere behind the splendour of this newly

developed center of Buddhism. 20 He traveled around Hang-

chou and its vicinity, making his debut in front of many 

distinguished Confucian scholars who were either favorable 

or antipathetic to Buddhism. Finally, he settled in the 

18. The date given by Araki Kengo is wrong. 
Acc~rding to "Sung Chou Kan-chih mi-shu nan-huan-hsU"~ JfJ 
~ ~ ~ ... -:f rtJ ~ J_f[Preface Written to Bid Farewell to 

Chou Kan-chih on H1s Returing South], in 1040 and at thirty 
four, Ch'i-sung had already been in Hang-chou for two 
springs, probably two years. 

19. There were scholars upholding Han YU's thought 
and scholars opposing it as well. The former were repre
sented by Huang !fsi~ ~ (dates unknown), and the latter, 
Chang Wang-chih-f ~ ~ (dates unknown). 

20. Hang-chou was already flourishing durins the 
Five Dynasties under the efforts of Ch'ien Liu~· J~ (907-
932), the King of Wu-ytieh~ ~and his successors. It was 
more a center of Buddhism than some other cities because of 
the presence of many prestigious monks. 
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Yung-an settled in the Yung-an ching-she * 4(- .f{ %"- at the 

bottom of Wu-lin-shanj\~~. There he concentrated on 

writing essays to promote Buddhism. His essays constitute 

parts of the work known as the Fu chiao pien. 21 

Armed with knowledge of Confucian classics and of the 

art of writing and disputation in addition to Buddhism 

erudition, Ch'i-sung was regarded as a monk of controversial 

character among his contemporaries. Buddhist monks and 

students considered him as an "impure" (12.Q.~~ ) monk be-

cause he had engaged himself in Confucian learning without 

concentrating upon the Way of Buddha, while Confucian scho-

lars and students did not look upon him as a real Buddhist, 

but as one who had "made a sojourn in the [realm of] 

dharma." 22 

Ch'i-sung's practice of writing poetry and essays was 

not unusual in his day. After experiencing several disas-

ters, especially the Hui-ch'ang Suppression of the later 

T'ang most monks came to realize the importance of Confucian 

learning. Being well-versed in Confucian literary tech-

niques meant a great deal to them at a time when the "power 

21. More about FCP is discussed in the following 
chapter. 

22. See "chi-tzu chieh"~ .f-~ [Definition of the 
Name Chi-tzu]. The quotation rea~s, "12i chi-chi Y!! shih-
shih-fa chung erh" ~~ :.f ;iF ~--f$ ~ ~~ 'f "$- • 
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of literature" (wen-te-:;( ~f.) was highly valued. 23 Writing 

poetry was a way of exposing their ·internally mysterious 

worlds that might interest Confucian literati and elicit 

favor, sympathy, and understanding from them because of its 

Confucian flavor. A monk could often earn a good reputation 

if he was judged as a good "poetry monk" ( shih seng g 1f ) 
by Confucian scholar. But he needed to be a good essayist, 

too, to plead the cause of Buddhism. His literary achieve-

ment would give him higher status at a time when some scho-

lars still had strong anti-Buddhist sentiment. He could 

even win his general popularity for the same reason. Tsan

nin~ ~ (919-1001), for example, authored many books such 

as the Sung Compilation of the Biographies of Eminent Monks 

and was able to earn a very hign esteem from Wang Yli-ch'eng 

~ ~ ~(954-1001), an prominent statesman and a austere 

attacker of Buddhism in T'ai-tsung's ;K ~ (r.976-997) 

court. 24 

23. The founder of the Sung believed that literature 
alone would bear upon nation's prosperity. The value and 
the emphasis on the power of literature in the Sung have 
been succinctly discussed by Yli Ying-shih. See "Some Pre
liminary Observations on the Rise of Ch'ing Confucian Intel
lectualism" in the Tsing Hua Journal of Chinese Studies. 
N.S. 11. 1 & 2 (December 1975): 105-144. 

24. See Hsiao hsu chi 20: 281-283. 
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Ch'i-sung understood very well that his accomplish-

ments in literature not only would help him attain dignity 

as a monk but also would facilitate the realization of 

"entrusting the dharma to king and ministers" (fo-fa fu-chu 

kuo-wang ta-ch'en 1~ 'l~ +=f $;f ~ ~-:!( ~} emphasized in 

Buddhist tradition. 25 He also well understood that without 

official patronage, his planning in promoting Buddhism would 

never be realized. 

Living in the Yung-an Ching-she on Wu-lin-~han, Ch'i-

sung started to write his first essay called "Essay on the 

Supreme Extremity" (Huang-chi-lun ~ -f.]! ::i } , which is on the 

whole Confucianistic in style and character. 26 Almost no 

any Buddhist terminology was used, whereas the Book of Odes 

and the Book of Documents were deliberately quoted; Yao~~ , 

Shun fif. , Yu ,1b , T 'ang ~~ , were referred to as the archetype 

of sage kings, as in Confucian tradition; and Yi Yin1f f 
and Duke of ChouJ{l ~ were portrayed as exemplars of good 

25. This £hrase appears in Ch'i-sung's memorial to 
Chang Fang-p'ingj./( ~ .:!f- (1007-1091}, T'ien K'uang \"fJ ~ 
(1005-1063} and Chao Kai1tl{ ~ (996-1083}. See HCC 10: 13a, 
14a, 18a. 

26. HCC 4: la-5b. The term "Huan\chi" is drawn 
from the Book of Documents (Shang Shu ??J } . See the 
following chapters for more details. 
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ministers. One wonders if this display of intimacy with 

Confucianism was one of ch'i-sung's techniques for dealing 

with current anti-Buddhist sentiment. 

Ch'i-sung met an influential official sometime be-

tween 1038 and 1042 who became his staunch supporter and 

good friend. He was Lang Chien, Reginal Supervisor (kuan

ch 'a-shih fPv 't; 1t..) and Prefect of Ylieh-chou~ -ttf. 27 Lang 

Chien became an unwavering patron of Ch'i-sung. More like a 

Taoist personally, he had no scruples about helping Ch'i

sung.28 He introduced Ch'i-sung's essays to Chang Fang-

p'ing when he was prefect of Hang-chou and sponsored the 

block printing of the Platform Scrtra of the Sixth Patriarch 

( Liu-tzu t 'an-ching -i;" ;:f.fl JJ ~!!) collated by Ch 'i-sung. 2 9 

27. Ylieh-chou and Hang-chou was very close. Ch'i
sung made a trip to Yueh-chou soon after he had arrived at 
Hang-chou. 

28. SS: 299 portrays him more like a Taoist al
though his sobriquet is Wu-lin chli-shih~~,f:A; -:t:'. The 
term "chti-shih" is kulapati in Sanskrit, which means a 
householder who practices Buddhism at home without becoming 
a monk. Sung scholars seemed to have penchant for taking 
"chu-shih" as one element of their sobriquets. For examQle, 
Ou-yang Hsiu is Liu-i chli-shih ~ - ~ -:t::"' , Su Shihg .K is 
Tung-p 'o chU -shih ~ ~~ ,%- --:t: , Huang T 'ing-chien~ 7Ji '£: is 
Shan-ku chli-shih LJ-1 J; ~ ....J::"" , although they might" not take 
"chli-shih" too 1 i terally. · 

29. See HCC 10: 12b-13b "Shang Chang Tuan-rning shu" 
[Memorial submitted to Chang Tuan~ming]. Chang Fang-p'ing 
used to be a academician of Tuan-ming Tien ·~ P'IJ ~' thus was 
so addressed. On the block printing see HCC 12: 3a-4a 
"Liu-tzu fa-pao-chi hsU" --::;-,;Ji ~ ~ fo * [Preface to the 
Record of the Dharma Treasure of t~e Sixth Patriarch]. 
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Unfortunately, we do not have very much information 

about many other scholar-officials with whom Ch'i-sung was 

closely associated. Some were Ch'i-sung's friends before he 

went to the capital K'ai-feng, in 1062 at fifty-six, to 

submit his book to various ministers. These scholar-

officials were Chang Wang-chih, Yang Fan if.; ~J-(daes un

known), Kuan Ching-jenllH * {~ (dates known), Kuo Hsiang

cheng fp ~f .3£ (dates unknown), to name only a few. 30 

Despite the lack of information, Ch'i-sung provided some 

subtle but useful message for us to further understand him 

and his time. 

Chang Wang-chih was one of the three eminent 

essayists in Hang-chou who wrote in ancient-style prose. 31 

He often went to Ch'i-sung to discuss the art of writing 

30. Ch'i-sung had a letter or preface addressed to 
these people. To Chang, see HCC 11:4a-6b, 6b-7a. To Yang 
Fan, see 11: 20ab. To Kuan, see 11: la-2b. To Kuo, see 13: 
3a-4a. A man called Ts'ui Huang-ch'enf * [i (dates un
known) who helped Ch'i-sung submit memorials and books to 
ministers should be on the list. But I have been unable to 
find out who he was. To the best of my knowledge, he might 
have been be a staff member in the government of the Hang
chou prefecture like Kuan Ching-jen, another man who 
submitted memorials and books on behalf of Ch'i-sung. 

31. The other two were Li Kou1 ~ (1009-1059) and 
Huang Hsi 1 ~ (dates unknown). 
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because he respected Ch'i-sung. Occasionally, he listened 

or read Ch'i-sung's discussion of Buddhism. 32 What Ch'i-

sung suggested in his discussion was that his friend should 

beyond mere talk or writing should help and encourage him to 

promote Buddhism. He was certainly cheered when friends in 

offcial circles such as Ju Mi-chiao 1; f~ f~ (dates unknown) 

would publicize the values of Buddhism, in contrast to many 

unfriendly officials in the early Sung, who were openly hos

tile to Buddhism and encouraged opposition in others. 33 

Ch'i-sung's strategy proved very accurate. Because 

of the favor of scholar-officials, Ch'i-sung became one of 

the most prominent monks in Chekiang area. The Fu chiao 

pien, supposedly written to counteract Ou-yang Hsiu's "Essay 

on the Fundamentality" written in 1042, had been in print 

3 2 . See H C C 1 1 : 6 a - 7 b "Y li Chang P 'an e r.!:!. !!!i- s .!:!.~ shu" 
~ f 1f ~ .f~~· .:r-1- [letters addressed to secretaries 
Chang and P 'an]. 

33. See HCC 11: 2b-4b. Mi-chiao is an offcial 
title. I have been unable to identify this man. He was 
probably P'an Shu-chih~f -f~ 'l~ mentioned in note 32. 
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capital officials.3 4 
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Sometime before 1058, Ch'i-sung's friend Kuan Ching

jen, then a Registrar (chu-pu ~ ~ ) in the local govern

ment of Hang-chou, headed for the capital with Ch'i-sung's 

book, Fu chiao pien, in his luggage. He submitted the book, 

along with memorials, to the Chief Councilor Han Ch'i]t ?f 
(1008-1075) and Fu Pi% 1~~ (1004-1083) on behalf of Ch'i

sung.35 Another friend, Ts'ui Huang-ch'en, also helped 

Ch'i-sung introduce the book. He submitted one or several 

copies, and memorials, to Assistant Councilor Tseng-kung 

Liang'f ~ ~~ (999-1078), Commissioner of Military Affairs 

(Shu-mi-shih1='~ t; 1!:.) T 'ien K 'uang r!J ~~ ( 1005-1063), and 

Han-lin Academician (Han-lin hsueh-shih~~~ ~) Chao 

Kai~~ (996-1083), as well as Academecian of the Tuan-ming 

34. "Essay on the Fundamentality" was written in 
1042 when au-yang Hsiu was thirty-six like Ch'i-sung. See 
Hua Tzu-hsiang, Tseng-ting au-yang Wen-chung-kung nien-p'u 
~f fl~ ~ ~%. ~ Jf !'Of [A Enlarged and Collated Version 
of the Chronological Biography of au-yang Hsiu] p. 12b. We 
are not sure when the Fu-chiao-pien was completed. But it 
should have been sometime before 1058 when Kuan Ching-jen 
read the book and brought it to the capital to present to 
the ministers on behalf of Ch'i-sung. See HCC ll:la. 

35. Han Ch'i and Fu Pi were both addressed as 
"hsianq kunq"-1=\a ~ • They were both Chief Councilors after 
the sixth month of 1058 w~n Han Ch'i was appointed in 
place of Wen Yen-po ~ 1f. 1""..ty"- ( 1006-1097) . See Wan Ssu-t 'ung, 
Sung ta-ch' ennien-piao ~ -:K.. ~ Jf -f. [The Chonological Table 
of Sung Ministers], hereafter STCNP, p. 11 .. 
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Hall, Chang Fang-p "ing 1~ -1f {- ( 1007-1091). 36 Copies of the 

book and memorial were submitted to another Han-lin Acade

mician, Lu Chen'& tt by an unidentified monk. 3 7 The book 

and memorials were submitted to ministers Han Ch"i, Fu Pi, 

Tseng Kung-liang, and T"ien K"uang because th~y were highest 

and most influential officials whom Ch"i-sung felt he could 

trust. Through their patronage, Ch"i-sung hoped that Bud-

dhism would be reinvigorated, its decline halted, and hence 

~. v 36. Tseng Kung-liang was addressed as "ts"an cheng" 
~ ~.i<.... , T"ien K"uang, as "shu mi''-1='~ ~ . T"ien K"uang was 
appointed as Commissioner in the-sixth month of this year 
supplanting Chia Ch"ang-ch"ao~ ~~~ (998-1065). See STCNP 
p. 11. The Fu-chiao-pien submitted to Han Ch"i, Fu Pi, and 
Tseng Kt:ng-liang was "one copy in three volumes" (i-pu san-
ts "e -~P ~ .ml- ) . That submitted to T "ien K "uang was "ten 
copies in thirty volumes" ( shih-pu san-shih ts "e -t-~:;... --r 
~ ), so that it could be widely circulated in the central 
court. See HCC 10: 4b, 12b, 17b, and 15b. Chao Kai was 
addressed as "nei han" r?V ~'l?i • Chang Fang-p "ing was "tuan
ming"~ 6;]. Chao Kai and Chao Pien~ -.rt= (1008-1084) were 
well-known for their patronage of Budhism. But Chao Pien 
had never become Han-lin Academician, whereas Chao Kai had 
been Han-lin Academician since 1048 and was not removed 
until the tenth month of 1058. See Sung hslieh-shih nien
piao #.~ ~ Jf ~ [The Chronological Table of Han-lin Aca
demicians in the Sung], hearafter SHSNP, 42a-44b. Chang 
Fang-p"ing was Academician of the Tuan-ming Hall when taking 
office as Prefect in Hang-chou in 1050. See Pei-Sung ching
fu nien-piao, hereafter PSCFNP, p. 81. During his tenure 
in Hang-chou, he was already well acquainted with Ch"i-sung 
through Lang Chien's introduction. Abe Joichi mistook Aca
demician Chao for Chao Chen~ *~(963-1038). See Chugoku 
zenshushi no kenkyo p. 206. 

37. LU Chen was assigned Han-lin Academician in 1054 
and was removed in the second month of 1055. See SHSNP: 
43b. Abe Joichi mistook Academician Lli for Lli Kung-pi• ~ 
~ (998-1073), who never became a Han-lin Academician. See 
Abe J5ichi, 2£ cit., p. 206. 
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would become less vulnerable to attack. 38 Furthermore, he 

wished that Jen-tsung Emperor, through the influence of 

these individuals, would set greater store by and generously 

pay tribute to Buddhism. 39 Ch'i-sung might also have wished 

to avail himself of this opportunity to show his literary 

brilliance before the highly successful literary men re-

cruited to the inner court of the central government: the 

Han-lin Academicians. But he did this with caution. In 

offering his book and memorial to the Han-lin Academician, 

he chose Chao Kai, a senior scholar in the Han-lin Academy 

where Ou-yang Hsiu was a member. Ch'i-sung knew that Chao 

Kai was a patron of Buddhism and might have hoped that he 

could influence others because of his seniority. 4° Ch'i-

sung did not submit his book and memorial to Ou-yang Hsiu at 

this time because he knew Ou-yang Hsiu's antipathy against 

Buddhism. He did not want to give an impression that he 

38. This is the motif of all the memorials. Ch'i
sung considered Buddhism was waning because most monks in 
his time were not able to promote their own faith. More 
importantly, there was antipathy against Buddhism among 
scholar-officials. Their attack on Buddhism made Buddhism 
very vulnerable as Ch'i-sung seemed to have perceived. 

39. This purpose was also clearly shown in all 
memorials. 

40. See HCC 10: 18a-19b, "Shang Chao nei-han shu"J::
~,~~~ [Memorial Submitted to Han-lin Academician 
Chao]. Ch'i-sung referred Chao as a man who "especially 
paid attention to Buddhism." 
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intended to tread on Ou-yang Hsiu's toes by submitting 

something opposing him. Ou-yang Hsiu was already a big 

star, a giant literary figure, and entry into his domain of 

instruction was as hard as reaching the "dragon gate." 41 

Ch'i-sung could not afford to provoke any more people like 

Ou-yang Hsiu. It would be wiser to solicit further favor 

and help from his old acquaintances, also ardent patrons of 

Buddhism, Chang Fang-p'ing and Lli Chen. 42 

Endorsement of Ruling Class 

Ch'i-sung's resolve to serve dharma ~n his youth 

apparently grew stronger and stronger in later days. At 

first, he did not think of involving himself in the comple-

xities of dealing things with the ruling class. After 

41. HCC 10: 2la. The metaphor for success and fame 
in civil service examinations. Usually, an association with 
a prominent scholar holding a high office would *facilate 
success and fame in the civil service. But it could also 
lead one to disaster along with the associate's political 
setback. 

42. Chang Fang-p'ing took office as Hangchou Prefect 
in 1050, and had opportunity to read Ch'i-sung's work "In
quiry into the Origin of Teachings" ("YUan chiao""1.f. ~A_) 
which was now expanded into Fu chiao pien. See PSCFNP: 81 
for the date of Chang's appointment in Hang-chou. See HCC 
10: 12b-13a, "Shang Chang Tuan-ming shu" for their relation
ship. LU Chen took office of Hang-chou Prefect in the sixth 
month of 1051 when Chang was removed from the same post. He 
also read Ch'i-sung's work and was impressed as much as 
Chang. See PSCFNP: 81 for the date of aEPointment and HCC 
19a-20b "Shang LU Nei-han shu" j::. b ... ~ ;f.# .:f [Memorial Sub
mitted to the Han-lin Academician LU] for their relation-
ship: · 
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traveling around Chekiang area, he found a quiet spot under

neath the Wu-lin-shan and lived there in seclusion. But his 

eminence made him a center of attraction. People from all 

classes admired and respected him. They pledged aid in 

promoting Buddhism. For this reason, he was able to com

pile, collate, and print an old edition of the Platform 

Sutra and to publish his work Fu chiao pien. He was able to 

present the Fu chiao pien to the officials of the central 

government. And furthermore, he received honors from the 

emperor. 

But matters at first did not go as smooth as expec

ted. There was a period of uncertainty as to whether he or 

his book would receive the seal of approval from officials 

to whom his memorials had been were submitted. It had been 

three years since he entrusted his books to friends who had 

gone to the capital in 1058. He heard neither approval nor 

complaint from the officials he had tried to contact. Would 

they try to understand him? Or they were simply uncon

cerned? 

Ch'i-sung decided to make a trip to the capital. He 

want~d to find out the reason of the unexplained silence of 

the metropolitan bureaucrats. He understood that the future 

of Ch'an, the dominant school of Buddhism during the later 

T'ang and the Five Dynasties, would hinge upon the imperial 
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patronage of his time. His efforts to promote Buddhism in 

general and Ch'an in particular would be most valuable, if 

successful. He had devoted his life to serving the dharma 

and did not want to fail. 

In 1061, Ch'i-sung carried with him the Fu chiao 

pien, the Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung chi, and the Ch'uan-fa 

cheng-tsung ting-tsu-t'u to the capital. He submitted these 

books to Han Ch'i, requesting that they be included in the 

Buddhist Canon. 4 3 In a memorial, Ch'i-sung stated that his 

sole purpose in corning to the capital was to submit books he 

had dedicated to the emperor and his ministers. He ex-

pressed the wish that they might go over the hundred-

thousand words and find the supplementary elaboration the 

books had for the teaching of the dharrna. 44 He even sugges-

ted an oral presentation like one he made in the presence of 

Han Ch'i. By doing so, he anticipated that Han Ch'i's 

personal understanding of "nature and fate" (hsing-rninq,rj: 

~in its most subtle and mysterious sense and in the impar

tial ways of sagacious governance would help his cause. 45 

43. See HCC 10: 4b-5a. 

4 4. Ibid. 

45. The k~ phrases here are "hsing-rning chen-ao 
chih chi -chi" ot':t ..y "1-~ ::2:. r;; '*'~ and "shew-hsien chih-
cheng huang-chi chih fa"~/ ~:Z....~ f~ ~~ • See HCC 
10: Sab. 
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Ch'i-sung's request was not approved immediately. 

But he was granted a warm and courteous reception by Han 

Ch'i. To Ch'i-sung, the meeting with Han Ch'i was the 

cornerstone of his success. His literary achievements were 

further publicized among the academicians of the court and 

won their high esteem. His unwavering efforts in seeking 

Han Ch'i's help eventually opened the way for the books he 

had submitted. They were approved and included in the 

Buddhist Canon. 46 

In the last month of 1061, when Ch'i-sung's ten-

thousand-word memorial was submitted to Emperor Jen-tsung 

through Han Ch'i's help, the emperor was greatly impressed 

by Ch'i-sung's breadth and efforts for "planning for the Tao 

but not for self and serving the dharma but not name (mou

tao ~ mou-shen, wei-fa ~ wei-ming 1-$ ,if 7f" '!~ ~ ., /.1, -:;:);. 't== 
~ t7 ).47 

46. See HCC 10: Sb-8a "Ch'ung shang Han hsiang-kung 
shu"f J:.$--f€1 ~T [Third Memorials Submitted to Prime 
Minister Han Ch'i] and~CC 10: 8a-9b "You shang Han Hsiang-
kung shu" j{. l:- J:$ --:f'€1 1: [The Fourth Memoria 1 Submit ted to 
Prime Minister Han Ch'i]. 

47. HCC 9: lb. The same idea was phrased slightly 
differently in other memorials. In the one submitted to Han 
Ch'i, it was phrased as "wei-fa~ wei-shen, wei-tao~ wei-
ming" .t.{, 7~ "If~ J;l ~ 1.1; r{ ~ P-J ~ • See HCC 10: 7b. In 
the ones submitted to Chang Fang-p"ing and Tseng K~~-liang, 
it was "you-tao~ you-shen, wei-fa~ wei-ming"~rli 'f ~ 
~ ,. ~ ~ ~ --;f. ~ ,t: . See HCC 1 0: 13b, 1 7b. 
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In less than three months, Ch'i-sung's works were approved 

for inclusion in the Canon. 48 And Ch'i-sung was granted the 

purple robe and the title of "Ming-chiao ta-shih" t1 Fl ~}( -K grp 
[the Great Master of Enlightened Teaching] soon afterward. 49 

Before he received all these honors, Ch'i-sung had 

stayed in the Ching-yin-yuan where Ch'an master Ta-chUeh 

Huai-lien was abbot. 50 There Ch'i-sung involved himself in 

debate with monks of other Buddhist Schools, such as the 

Vinaya and T'ien-t'ai Schools. 51 The debate focused on the 

question whether Ch'an Patriarchs had been recorded in Ch'i-

sung's works should be twenty-four instead of twenty-eight 

in number. 52 As a matter of fact, Ch'i-sung realized that 

48. HCC 9: 19b. This was on the seventeenth day of 
the third month, in 1062. 

49. HCC 10: 23a-24b. On the Twenty-first day of the 
sixth month, in 1062, the Prefect of Hang-chou, T'ang Hsun~ 
~~(1005-1064), was issued an order by the emperor to pre
sent purple robe to Ch'i-sung. Ch'i-sung said it was all 
due to recommendation from Grand Marshal Li~~~ . Ac
cording to HYC, Li should be Li Tuan-ylian~ ;~ ~~ (?-1091), 
the ardent patron of Buddhism Li Tsun-hsli's~ ~ ~ (988-
1038) son. Since Li Tsun-hsu was Chen-tsung's brother-in
law, Li Tuan-ylian was emperor Jen-tsung's cousin. 

50. For Ching-yin-ylian and Ta-chueh Huai-lien see 
Chapter 3. 

51. ~ 137: 546 CLSPC 27. Although the subject of 
the debate between Ch'i-sung and monks of the Vinaya School 
was not specified, it was possibly same as his debate with 
the T'ien-t'ai monk Tzu-fang. See T 49: 242 FTTC 21 and 
HYC: 3a. Also see the following chapters for more details. 

52. Ibid. 
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the controversy would never be settled if he did not re-

double his efforts to win the support of the ruling class. 

Therefore, he visited prime ministers Han Ch'i and Tseng 

Kung-liang, obtained an audience with Han Ch'i, and, unaba

shedly, presented his opinion. 53 He even was granted the 

privilege of meeting au-yang Hsiu, who received him 

warmly. 54 After the meeting, Ch'i-sung presented a new 

article, "Wu-lin-shan chih"~· -.f;t: tJ1 ~'[Record of Wu-lin 

Mountain], along with the Fu chiao pien to Ou-yang Hsiu in 

an attempt to show their similar taste in traveling and 

writing of travelogue.55 

Ch'i-sung attracted many high ranking officials 

during his temporary stay in the capital. They condescended 

to speak with him in their attempts to learn something about 

53. In the eighth month of 1061, Tseng Kung-liang 
was promoted to Chief Councilor. Fu Pi resigned in the 
sixth month of the same year. So Han Ch'i.and Tseng Kung
liang were two active prime ministers. See STCNP: 11. 
Ch'i-sung was able to have an audience with Han Ch'i but not 
with Tseng Kung-liang because of Tseng's ostensibly busy 
schedule. See note 45 and HCC 10: 22b. 

54. Ou-yang Hsiu became ts'an-chih cheng-shih 
in the intercary eighth month of 1061. See STCNP: 11. 

Also HCC 10: 20b-23a "Shang Ou-yang shih-lang shu" J:- ~~~ 
i~ip~ [Memorial Submitted to Second Privy Councilor au
yang Hsiu]. 

55. See HCC 10:2lb. Ou-yang Hsiu's penchant in 
travelin_g and landscape is .evidenced by his "Tsui-weng-t 'ing 
chi"t!'tf ;(2J ~ ~t..J [Pavilion of the Tipsy Old Man]. Ch'i-sung 
did not submit same article t·o either Han Ch 'i or Tseng 
Kung-liang. 
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Ch'an. Most of them, like Han Ch'i, found Ch'i-sung to be a 

good historian and believed that his record of the Ch'an 

Patriarchs was more reliable than others. They respected 

him and wanted to retain him in the Min-hsien-ssu,fPJl''f ;f-. 56 

Ch'i-sung declined their offers and returned to Chekiang. 

Upon Ch'i-set forth to south, Huai-lien composed a song 

entitled "The Ballad of White Cloud" (Pai yi.in yao (9 ~ ~i 

to praise ch'i-sung. 57 

Ch'i-sung accomplished a difficult task, yet he was 

still doubtful about his success. What he wanted was to see 

whether he had really aided Buddhism through his devout 

service for the dharma. He enjoyed applause too much and 

worried that people who honored him saw only his effort but 

not the significant message he tried to imprint on people's 

mind. 58 

The Later Years 

The 1050's were Ch'i-sung's most prolific period. He 

completed all the major works, including the "Fei Han lun" 

in thirty chapters, before his trip to K'ai-feng. 5 9 But he 

did not bring this work along with the Fu chiao pien when he 

56. See zz 137: 546 CLSPC 27 and HYC: 3a. 

57 See HCC appendix. 

58. See HCC 10: 24ab. 

59. The "Fei Han lun" was written in 1056 when he 
was fifty. See HCC lg:-25a. 
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visited the official he had asked for support. Nor had he 

spelled out Han Yu's name when referring to those Confucian 

scholars attacking Buddhism. Regardless, he had attempt to 

point out Han YU's prejudice and dispute his thought, which 

was, to Ch'i-sung, self-contradictory and misleading. 60 

Ch'i-sung also compiled an anthology of poetry called Shan-

h ' h h. h ch1' -'' ~ 'iJ .:;.~ ~~ ,(.f- [ Th A th 1 f you c ang- o-s 1 v-1 r''-1- 1) <9 'T ,,.::;r ~ e n o ogy o 

Verses written for the Excursion into the Mountains] in this 

period. 61 He put together a compilation of poetry written 

by Yang Fan, Ch'iang-chihJ~ £. (1022-1076), the monk Wei-wu 

·~f t~ (dates unknown), the monk Pien-yuan~ .!J (dates un

known), and himself, which shows clearly the authors' pen

chant oi enjoying natural wonders. Yang Fan was one of 

Ch'i-sung's closest friends. He was a distinguished poet 

regarded highly by Ou-yang Hsiu. 62 He admired Ch'i-sung's 

gift of poetry and desired his acquaintance. 63 This 

60. See the following chapters for more details. 

61. The anthology was compiled twice. Ch'i-sung 
wrote prefaces for both anthologies. The first contains 
thirty-seven verses and the preface was not. dated. The 
second and enlarged anthology contains sixty-four verses and 
the preface was dated the fifth day of the second month in 
1059, two years before he made the trip to K'ai-feng. 

62. See SS: 442 biography of Yang Fan and CAC: 6b. 
CAC is an anthology of landscape poetry. 

63. HCC 12: 15b. Yang Fan re~rded Ch~i-sung's 
poetry as "hsiao-sa you ku-jen feng" ~-;.1 ;a5 -1i ~A.. Jfl 
[forthright and spirited like ancient man]. 
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unilateral admiration led to the exchange of verses and the 

development of a great friendship between the two. Their 

verses show that Yang Fan regarded Ch'i-sung as a bosom 

friend and often thought of visiting him. 64 It seemed to be 

an admirable fancy of Yang Fan to visit Ch'i-sung on a snowy 

night. At one time, he ascended Yung-chin-lou; ~ 1:---f'"~ [Gold 

Gushing Tower] on a snowy night to look at the distant 

mountain to the west where Ch'i-sung lived. He could not 

help brooding over the story about Wang Hui-chih :£. f'IA ~ (d. 

388) who had felt an irresistible impulse to boat down the 

river to visit Tai K'uei~ ~(d. 396) on a snowy night. 65 

Regretting that he was unable to emulate Wang's adventurous 

move, he wrote a poem instead. 66 In one poem, he expressed 

the belief that Ch'i-sung and he enjoyed a friendship much 

more solid than blanketed snow many feet in depth. 67 One 

incident, a snowy night visit, earned him the acclaim of 

Ch'iang Chih. Ch'iang Chih, amazed by Yang Fang's sentimen

tality, composed a verse to recount this moving episode. 6 8 

64. See CAC: 12a, 13a, 14a-b, 15a-b. 

6 5 . CA C : 1 5 a . 

6 6 . CAC: 15b. 

6 7. CAC: 14a. 

68. SPC 6: lOb "wen ;nj_ Kung-chi mao-han fang Ch'i-
sung shang-jen"r1fl~ A" 'l'fi , ~~ tf1 X: A.... [Hearing 
Yang Kung-chi Braved Cold to Visit Master Ch'i-sung]. 
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Ch'i-sung might have been flattered by this attention 

but nonetheless asked in a poem why a promising young scho

lar like Ch'iang Chih would come to an old man like him. 69 

Yet he should have known that Ch'iang Chih was really paying 

homage to him. He looked upon Ch'i-sung as a great writer 

and Buddhist master who had no peer but Tao-an.!:[~- ( 314-

385) of the Chin Dynasty. 70 He also regarded Ch'i-sung more 

or less as a "Confucian monk" who had himself disguised as a 

Buddhist monk. 71 Ch'iang Chih was especially excited to 

hear that the Fu chiao pien had been praised by officials in 

the court, such as Chia Ch'ang-ch'ao, the ex-minister, and 

Chao Kai, the Han-lin Academician. He recounted this event 

in a poem in response to Ch'i-sung's. There he expressed in 

a line that "The enlightened were the ministers of inner and 

69. HCC 21:18a-b. 

70. Tao-an was a great monk in the Eastern Chin. He 
was well-versed in the works of the three teachings and 
spread Buddhist teaching all over the South in Hsiang-yang 
in present Hupei. It was said that Fu Chien1-f~~, the 
ruler of the Ch'ien Ch'in~ ~ , led a troop of one hundred 
thousand soldiers to attack Hsiang Yang so as to recruit 
Tao-an and honored him as master. For Tao-an and religious 
activities in Hsiang-yang, see Zurcher, Buddhist Conquest of 
China pp. 190-199. 

71. SPC 5: 18b. In a poem written to Ch'i-sung in 
response to a invitation in an earlier poem by Ch'i-sung, 
Ch'iang-chih had a line.>.-reads, "hsi shih t'ung fei fu, ou 
erh yi:_ i chin'~ itp ~~ fl'f' r:Pff .. 1.~ ~ ~ [Delighted that 
you master share with me same thought/ Although sometimes we 
appear different in dress and turban]. 
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outer courts; they were unanimously in their praise that the 

master was worthy." 7 2 

During this period, Ch'i-sung lost several friends he 

had associated with for decades and deeply regretted for 

their unexpected deaths. But he took up the responsibility 

to write epitaphs, and biographies for his friends. His 

records are the only source available to us about these 

people and their contributions. For example, Ch'i-sung 

tells us that Ch'ing-hslian~ ~(980-1055) and Sheng-ch'in 

(993-1060) were two of the foremost monks in Hsiu-chou~~ 

at this time. They were abbots, in succession, of Tsu

sheng-ylian~~~ P~of Hsiu-chou. Ch'ing-hsuan was responsi-

ble for establishing the Ch'an order in Hsiu-chou. He 

converted a cloister into the first Ch'an monastery and had 

all important Ch'an codes reinstated in his monastery. He 

also urged the regional supervisor, Yeh Ch'ing-ch'en~ ~ 

~ (1000-1049) to help him rectify the mistaken rule of 

seating in monastery which honored power and influence ra

ther than moral good. 73 Ch'ing-hslian died in 1055 and was 

72. SPC 5:12a. The line is "ch'eng-ming nei-wai
hsiat;~, chiao-k 'ou yu-shih-hsien" ~ ~~ rl9 9} --t"rJ, ~ P~ 
W~ ~A . Han-lin academician was called minister of 

inner court. 

73. HCC 15: 15a-17a. 
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yUan's disciple. 74 He helped Ch'ing-hsuan to expand and 

equip Tzu-sheng YUan. In fact, it was his preaching that 

made Tzu-sheng YUan the Ch'an center of Hsiu-chou at this 

time. 75 Another friend monk P'u-tz'u You-min~~ ~J ~ 
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(999-1059), also died during this period. The epitaph that 

Ch'i-sung composed for him is perhaps the only available 

record of You-min other than the one in the General History 

of Ling-yin Temple (Ling-yin-ssu chih ~' pj, ~ t' ).76 In 

the epitaph, Ch'i-sung attributed the grandeur of Ling-yin 

Temple to You-min and his dedication to the dharma. 77 

Ch'i-sung became more popular with the people of 

Hang-chou after all his works were printed. Now much atten-

tion was given to him by monks belonging to other sects of 

Buddhism. For example, monk Chin-shui Ching-yuan~~~~¥ ~~) 

(1011-1088) of Hui-yin-ylian~l ~P~f Hang-chou, often 

regarded as the one who revived the Hua-yen Buddhism in the 

Sung, went to Ch'i-sung before he made the trip to K'ai-feng 

74. HCC 12: 5b-6b. Little information about Te-shan 
Hui-yuan can be found. 

75. See HCC 15: 12b-15a. Also see chapter two for 
more details about Sheng-ch'in. 

76. Ch'en Yuan YNL 6: 211. Ch'en Yuan sees You-min 
a misprint of Huan-min~~ on the basis of the Ling-yin-ssu 
chih. 

77. HCC 15: 17a-19a "~u Ling-yin P'u-tz'u ta-shih 
t 'a-ming"~~~ ftj.-f-~ ~ ~if7 ~F.f'l [Epitaph for the Stupa 
of the Great Master P'u-tz'u of Ling-yin Temple]. 
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~~'f 1-:f [Poetry Written about the Hall of Delighted 
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Dharma] that he had compiled.78 Hai-ylieh Hui-pien ;.it- ftl1{ 

~f (1014-1073), an eminent monk of T'ien-t'ai Buddhism 

and the abbot of T 'ien-chu-ssu :J::.. ~ -f of Hang-chou, brought 

to Ch'i-sung a record of his grandmaster Tz'u-ylin Tsun-shih 

'f.~ ;t_ ~ (964-1032), written by Ming-chih Tsu-shao ~jJ -"V 
~~ ~~(d. 1063?), Hui-pien's master. 79 With enthusiasm, 

Hui-pien requested Ch'i-sung to write a biography of Tsun-

shih on the basis of this record. This was something that 

Ch'i-sung might have done earlier when Tsu-shao asked a 

similar favor of him. Ch'i-sung had not hastened to comply 

with the earlier request because he wanted to appear humble. 

But his humility natually gave way to regret now that his 

old friend was gone.80 

78. HCC 12: lla-12a. The preface dated on the 
eighth day of the eleventh month of 1061, was probably 
written on the way to K'ai-feng since the Fu chiao pien was 
resubmitted in the twelfth month of this year. 

79. HCC 15: 3a-12b. 

80. Ch'i-sung said Tsu-shao died before he arrived 
in Hang-chou on the way back from K'ai-feng. Ch'i-sung 
returned to Hang-chou approximately in the sixth month of 
1063. HCC 15: 3a-12b. Ch'i-sung said he had known Tsu-shao 
for almost thirty years at the time of his death. 
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Ch'i-sung wrote a very comprehensive biography of Tsun-shih 

and attributed the restoration of T'ien-t'ai Buddhism in 

Chekiang to Tsun-shih's moral and intellectual powers. 

Ch'i-sung felt sincerely sorry for having been·unable to see 

the respectable T'ien-t'ai master in person. 81 

Ch 'i-sung was then in the Lung-you-ss~l.~:f of 

Chin-shan~ ~ in Jen-chou~~ ~(present Chen-chiang of 

Kiangsu). 82 He was probably there to visit Ta-kuan T'an

yingl{ "'~ ~ _:ffi (989-1063?). 83 He stayed for two or three 

years and made the acquaintance of Ylian-t'ung Huai-hsien 

81. Ibid. 

82. The biography of Tsun-shih was dated in the 
ninth month of 1063. 

83. Ch'in Kuan~ ~~ (dates unclear) in his work 
the Huai hai chi, said T'an-ying moved to Lung-you Temple 
one year after Wang Ch 'i ~ ~ (dates unclear) had been 
appointed as Prefect of Yang-chou~ ~ . ~ee Huai hai chi 
36: 248 "Ylian-t 'ung ta-shih hsing-chuang" 1-AJ ;.Jr ~'f ~q-~ 
[Biography of the Great Master Yuan-t'ung]. SS dates Wang 
Ch'i's new post as assumed in 1061. If this is true, then 
T'an-ying became the abbot of Lung-you-ssu in 1062. Next 
year, we see Ch'i-sung staying in Lung-you-ssu. If Ch'i
sung went to Chin-shan in 1063, it was probably for T'an
ying's funeral, provided he died in 1063, the date given in 
CTPTL. But Ch'i-sung also possibly went to visit T'an-ying 
in 1062, when T'an-ying assumed his abbacy. Ch'en Yuan, 
however, thought 1060 should be correct date of T'an-ying's 
death as suggested by CLSPC. Ch'en Yuan is probably wrong. 
See YNL : 209. 
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1~ ~t1l~{(l016-1082), another great Ch'an master in Ch'i

sung's time.8 4 In 1065, Ch'i-sung received an invitation 

from Ts'ai Hsiang, a new prefect of Hang-chou, to become the 

abbot of Ching-hui ch 'an-yuan~~ f;{ ;f~ f~n Fo-jih-shan 1~ .3 

~of Hang-chou.8 5 Ch'i-sung accepted because he wanted to 

change "decadence and corruption of the teaching" (chiao-fa 

shuai-pi ,f~ :,~ i_ ~ ) and "disheartenment and negligence of 

monks" ( tzu-wu hui-tai ,;~~ 1# ~ ~. ) . 86 As the abbot of 

Ching-hui ch'an-yUan, Ch'i-sung consecrated himself to the 

restoration of the moral and religious order of the temple. 

He managed the disorder with such a firm hand that some of 

the students, unwillingly to submit themselves to the strict 

discipline, left the monastery. 87 

Meanwhile, Ch'i-sung, now in his declining years, 

tried to live a simple and serene life. He had only a few 

devout disciples able come to grips with his stiff plan to 

84. Ibid. Huai-hsien stayed in Lung-you-ssu for a 
month in 106-3-.--He became the abbot soon after T'an-ying's 
death. The dates given in Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so
yin are wrong. 

85. For Ts'ai Hsiang's appointment see PSCFNP: 81. 
Ts'ai Hsiang was Han-lin Academician when Ch'i-sung submit
ted Fu chiao pien in 1061. He certainly knew Ch'i-sung and 
his dedication to Buddhism. See SHSNP: 45a for Ts'ai 
Hsiang's tenure in the Han-lin Academy. 

86. See HCC ll:llb-12a, 13b. 

87. See HYC. 
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restore religious order. He no longer wanted to involved 

himself in the mundane world of social gatherings. He had 

no intention of availing himself of opportunities to expand 

his personal influence. When Hu Su~fl ~ (996-1067), also 

an acquaintance made in K'ai-feng, assumed the post of Hang-

chou chou Prefect in 1067, Ch'i-sung was not in the group 

greeting him. He sent a letter to Hu Su in a token of 

friendship, apologizing for his inability to do so because 

of infirmity. 8 8 

Illness forced Ch'i-sung to resign as abbot of Ching-

hui ch'an-yuan, a position he had filled for more than two 

years. 89 In the spring of 1067, after his resignation, he 

secluded himself in Lung-shan~£ ~ , in the south of Hang

chou.90 There he heard from Ta-chueh Huai-lien, who had 

just retired from Ching-yin-yilan in K'ai-feng and was 

88. HCC 11: 13b. Hu Su was Assistant Commissioner 
of Military Affairs (su-mi fu-shih--fJ1; ~j fK_ ) in 1061 
when Ch'i-sung was in K'ai-feng. He was appointed as Hang
chou Prefect in the fourth month' of 1066 and retired in the 
sixth month of 1067. See STCNP: 11 and PSCFNP: 82. 

89. See HCC 11: 24, the thank-you-note that Ch'i
sung wrote to Pao-ylieh Hsiu-kuang, who had voiced concern 
about Ch"i-sung"s illness and resignation. 

90. See HCC 11: 24ab the letter addressing to Wan
shou chang-lao~;{<~ (dates unknown). 
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visiting Ling-yin-ssu, en route the way to A-yU-wang-ssu71i 

~ j;. ...it-fin Ming-chou ~ FT tt1 . 91 He felt sorry for not being 

able to meet Huai-lien. 92 It seemed that Ch'i-sung was 

preoccupied with the idea of returning to the south. He 

~A-' t1' ~ wrote to Huang-1 ung Hui -nan-:~ FJ~ .~. l=f'l ( 10 02-106 9), expres-

sing the intention of moving to ·Lo-fu-shan .~ 'i!/- ,Jj in Canton 

and visiting Hui-nan. 9 3 Lo-fu-shan was far from Hang-chou 

but near T'eng-chou where he was born. He wanted to move to 

Lo-fu-shan so badly that he was willing to forgo further 

travels, an activity which earlier had given him much plea-

sure. His failing health now meant that he could no longer 

do many things he liked to do. In 1071, he wrote a letter 

to Ylian-t'ung Huai-hsien, the new abbot of Ch'ung-sheng-ssu 

'f H~:!f of Lu-shan, also known as Ylian-t'ung-ssuliJ ~1-

91. Ta-chueh Huai-lien was said to have retired some 
time during the emperor Ying-tsung's reign [between 1064 and 
1067]. Ch'i-sung was in Lung-shan, after the spring of 
1067, when he heard from Huai-lien about his visit to Ling
yin-ssu. Huai-lien must have retired some time after the 
spring of 1067. Date given in SSTC is accurate. See ZZ 
132: 178. 

92. Ibid. 

93. HCC !J: 20a. Huang-lung Hui~nan was then in 
Huang-lung-shan~ 1JL ~ of Chianghsi. He regarded 
highly Ch'i-sung's works, Ting-tsu-t'u and Cheng-tsung-chi, 
sent to him by Ch'i-sung when completed. Ch'i-sung admired 
Hui-nan very much and wished to visit him on his way to Lo
fu-shan, if he was able to realize his plan. 
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expressing regret for his own disability. 94 His disability 

forced him to decline Huai-hsien's invitation for a trip to 

Hu-hsil,t ~~ [Tiger Creek], a scenic spot in Lu-shan, as 

well as his invitation to replace Huai-hsien's post. 95 He 

returned to Ling-yin-ssu after staying in Lung-shan for a 

few years. In the fifth month of 1072, he died in Yung-an 

ching-she of the Ling-yin-ssu where he had lived before. 96 

Conclusion 

Ch'i-sung, it was often said, had his eyes.wide open 

like those of an angry person. According to Su Shih, then 

the Prefectural Vice-Administrator ( t 'ung-p'an.iJl ~j ) of 

Hang-chou who became acquainted with Ch'i-sung some time 

between his arrival in Hang-chou and the death about six 

months later of ch'i-sung, 97 this was how he managed to deal 

94. HCC 11: 22b-23a. For Huai-hsien's date, see 
LSC. 

95. HCC 11: 23ab. Huai-hsien only stayed in Lu-shan 
for one year or so. He considered Ch'i-sung to be much more 
suitable for the job. 

96. The exact date of his return is unknown. But he 
must have returned to Ling-yin-ssu some time before eleventh 
month of this year. 

97. Su Shih had about half-year time during which to 
meet Ch'i-sung--between the eleventh month of 1071 when he 
arrived in Hang-chou and fifth month of 1072 when he died. 
Although he did see Ch'i-sung, he apparently had little 
opportunity to exchange thoughts with him, as we can see 
from his collected work. 
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with Buddhist affairs in the monastery. 98 Wen-ying ~ ,-!f 

(dates unclear) once said that Ch'i-sung had a voice like 

the sound generated by crashing pieces of "pure rock" 

(ch'inq-p'an ~1f ~ ), even after talking and lecturing 

several days. 99 We are also told that Ch'i-sung's tongue, 

ears, and pupils remained intact when cremated. Relics were 

crystal red and white in the size of a bell pepper. Absurd 

as it may be, they would surely be fitting attributes for 

his stalwart service for the dharma and and his unwavering 

dedication to his faith.lOO 

98. ZZ 137: 547 CLSPC 27. 

99. HCLY 43: 4ab. This entry, given no reference, 
was extracted from Wen-ying's Lo-hu yeh-lu. 

100. Ibid. Both Wen-ying and Hui-hung had similar 
comments on this matter. 



CHAPTER 5 

DEFINNING CH'AN TRADITION 

The formation of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism was not at 

all easy and simple. It involved tremendous efforts to 

establish a Ch'an tradition. In the context of Buddhist 

history, the establishment of this tradition more often than 

not meant the building of a legitimate patriarch lineage 

that would link Chinese Ch'an to its Indian precursor. This 

Ch'an tradition, once established, could better substantiate 

the far fetched term of "special transmission" and enhance 

the outstanding status of the Ch'an School. Collective 

efforts had to be made in the process of establishing this 

tradition to spread the teaching, publicize distinction, 

secure protection, and challenge the unfavorable treatment 

in the records written by exegetic monks. 1 In the meantime, 

building a decent public image was necessary for eliciting 

sympathy and recognition. Ch'an monks needed to prepare for 

their own school valuable and trustworthy accounts to 

l. Both Hui-chiao V, ~fr:. ( 497-554), the a':.}.hOF of The 
Biographies of the Eminent Monks ( Kao-seng Chuan ,~ 1'f 1,l- ) , 
and Tao-hsUan~ (596-667), the author of The Continued 
Bio ra hies of the Eminent Monks ( Hsli Kao-seng chuan ,r.-.f ~ 

) are exegetic monks. 

177 
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dispute any oral or written criticism that might spoil their 

image as Buddha's legitmate descendants. In other words, 

they needed to provide a "history of lamps" ( teng-shih ~, 

~ ) for the reading publics. 

The patriarch tradition of Chinese Ch'an had been 

erected before it was linked to Indian patriarchs. History 

shows that until Chinese Ch'an flourished, little attention 

had been paid to the lineage of Indian patriarchs; it became 

a sensitive topic afterwards. Starting from the early T'ang 

Dynasty, records of the Chinese connection with Indian pa

triarchs began to mushroom. Authors of these records, often 

Ch'an monks, tried to prepare a sound theoretical basis for 

the Sino-Indian Ch'an lineage they planned to establish. 

They tried to answer the sensitive question of how Chinese 

Ch'an could be an offspring of an Indian meditation tradi

tion which differed from it in some aspects. They tried to 

justify their position as Ch'an practitioners whose philoso

phical and mythical experiences had been transmitted by 

successive generations of Ch'an masters, rather than from 

their own imaginations. They wanted to confront the chal

lenge from exegetic monks who desired to debase the linkage 

between Chinese and Indian "Ch 'an." Their confrontation 

with exegetic monks gave birth to many dialogues and debates 

over the subjects of concern to them. These dialogues and 

debates were carried into later generations even though the 
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lineage theory of Ch'an School seemed to have won a secure 

base because of the support of the ruling bureacrats. 

To a devout Ch'an student and outspoken Ch'an polemi

cist like Ch'i-sung, all debates must be settled by a clear 

definition of Ch'an tradition and official recognition of 

the Ch'an School as an orthodox Buddhist institution. Once 

this work was done, The Ch'an as a supreme teaching and 

legitimate Buddhist school would be a reality. Ch'i-sung's 

devotion to this work led to his writing of the Ch'uan-fa 

cheng-tsung chi, the Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung lun, and produ-

cing of the Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung ting-tsu t'u. These 

works, together with other essays such as "T~n-ching tsan" 

[Extolling the Platform Satra], are the expression of his 

unwavering dedication to Ch'an tradition, which he wished 

would receive the sanction of polite society.2 

Advocacy of the Orthodox Lineage 

To Ch'i-sung, to define Ch'an tradition is tantamount 

to establishing a historically unbroken lineage in which one 

can find an actual li.nk between Chinese Ch~n and its Indian 

counterpart. Two steps may be found in Ch'i-sung's attempt 

at accomplishing a well-defined Ch'an tradition: first, 

2. Hereafter, the three works are abbreviated as 
CTC, CTL and TTT. These should be treated as one integrated 
work because the latter two were composed to accentuate the 
first. 
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settling the argument about the number of "West Land" (hsi

t 'u fJJ :J:- ) patriarchs and identifying the one who actually 

brought his teaching to China to become the founder of 

Chinese Ch'an; second, distinguishing the Southern Ch'an 

from other Ch'an schools and entrenching this Southern Ch'an 

in the established lineage. 

The subject of patriarchs in the West Land aroused so 

much concern because some exegetic monks of other Buddhist 

schools attempted to utilize the topic to rival their Ch'an 

opponents in patriarch theory. If these exegetic monks 

could disprove the theory of twenty-eight patriarchs, they 

could simultaneously debase Ch~n School's theory of "spe

cial transmission" and exalt their own schools. It would 

have been a vain attempt had they desired to debase Ch'an 

tradition by challenging the status of the Southern Ch'an 

School, which already was predomin~nt over other Buddhist 

schools in popularity. 

Ch'i-sung's concern about the patriarchs of the West 

Land could have been a reaction to the attempt of T'ien-t'ai 

and exegetic monks to repudiate the notion of special trans

mission, by rekindling the old flame of the theory of 

twenty-four patriarchs. He took issue with T'ien-t'ai and 

exegetic monks who were also popular with the people in Che

kiang and the capital, where Ch'i-sung had sojourned for 
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some period of time, 3 because their attempts confused people 

and jeopardized Ch~an tradition. He coined the term "cheng-

tsung" £ J.f.' [Orthodox lineage] to distinguish his Ch ~an 

school from doctrinal Buddhist schools and other Ch~an 

schools, on the basis that the "cheng-tsung" had a long 

tradition established and sustained by the twenty-eight 

patriarchs of the West Land and the five patriarchs of the 

East Land. 4 But most importantly, he wanted to use the term 

to define Ch~an tradition, which in his opinion had been 

misinterpreted. He said in a memorial submitted to Jen-

tsung Emperor: 

In the Buddha~s teaching, Ch~an must be taken as 
its tradition and the Buddha, its ancestor. The 
ancestor is the great exemplar of Buddhist teaching 
and the tradition, great transmission. If the 
transmission is not clear, then the students of 
Buddhism are not able to concentrate on what they 
want to pursue; if the exemplar is not a correct 
one, then the students are not able to verify what 
they have done for realization [of the teaching]. 
The reasons that the students of Buddhism, past and 
present, have vied with each other as to who can 
display the superior learning are that the transmis
sion is not clear and the ancestor not a correct 
one; both of these created troubles [for the 
teaching]. However, it is not that the ancestor and 
the tradition have always been incorrect and un
clear. It is the histories written by earlier 
followers of the teaching transmitted wrong informa
tion. Moreover, those earlier students could not 
look into the sutras and sastras to collate and 
correct the wrong records. As a result, there are 

3. See Chapter 3 for more details. 

4. "Hsi-t'u erh-shih-pa tsu" ifil .:;t:. - -t" ''-:f-11- and 
"tung-t ~u wu-tsu" }t. -:t:- !/!- :fil-



those who are confined by scriptural learning and 
believe that Buddha's subtle teaching can not be 
detached from the words. And those who discourse on 
Ch'an do not consider that the exposition of Bud
dhist teaching is still left in the scripture. They, 
although shaved and dressed alike, wrangled with 
each other in such confusion without stopping for a 
moment. I have always wanted to draw a conclusion 
with regard to the correct tradition and its ances
tors in order to settle the cont5ntion and suspicion 
between students of Buddhism .... 
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Ch'i-sung's efforts in settling the problem resulted in the 

completion of the above-mentioned cheng-tsung chi, cheng

tsung lun, and ting-tsu t'u. These works, to his Ch'an 

colleagues, were welcome additions to Ch'an's growing popu-

larity. But, inevitably they were repugnant to Ch'i-sung's 

opponents, especially T'ien-t'ai exegetes. 

A well-known criticism of Ch'i-sung's position on 

Ch'an tradition, recorded in Buddhist histories written by 

T'ien-t'ai monks, comes from an austere T'ien-t'ai exegetic 

monk Tzu-fang~ ~(fl. 1060s). Tzu-fang, as said by Tsung

chien~ ~ (fl. 1230s), the author the Shih-men cheng-t'ung 

~f ,~ --3 )t ,Y:r/f.; , and Chih-p 'ant~' ~! ( f 1. 126 Os), the author of 

the Fo-tsu-t 'ung chi 1~ lfi ~'Jt ~~, in a face-to-face meeting 

with Ch'i-sung had refuted the latter's theory. 6 He criti-

cized Ch'i-sung as prejudiced and as misled by the spurious 

5. T 51: 715. 

6. The dates of two monks given here are based on 
the time that their works were widely circulated. For the 
records of Tzu- fang, see z z 1 3 0 : 5 , .§.~ C T 7 , and T. 4 9 : 2 4 2 
FTTC 21. --
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Pao 1 in chuan /fJ. -;f7f f f[ Biographies of the Treasured Sangha] 

in advocating the theory of twenty-eight patriarchs. 7 Tzu

fang composed an essay "Tsu shuo" -;?li ~J&.J [On Patriarch] to 

reinforce the theory of twenty-four patriarchs and reem

phasize the value of the Fu fa-tsang Chuan -Y-f ~~ lA fl [Bio-

graphies Concerning the Transmission of the Dharma-store]. 

He persistently accused Ch'i-sung of misinterpreting the 

Ch'an ching, or Dhamatrata Ch'an Sutra, which Ch'i-sung used 

as a major source of his patriarch theory, by arbitrary 

interpolation. He claimed that he actually had embarrassed 

Ch 'i-sung with his critical essay, "Chih erh" .U:. !-f tJ [Stop the 

Distortion] and in the course of discussion with a forceful 

refutation of Ch'i-sung's theory. 8 For this reason, Tzu-fang 

was treated as a hero of the T'ien-t'ai School. 

Regardless of the validity of this record, they seem 

to suggest that, rather than acting on his own initiative, 

Tzu-fang was defending T'ien-t'ai's position on the patri-

arch issue against Ch'i-sung. On the contrary, Ch'i-sung's 

works show that exegetic and T'ien-t'ai monks had launched 

the attack on the Ch'an School's position on patriarchal 

7. Pao lin chuan is said to have been c~mpiled by a 
Hung-chou 1 ineage monk Chin-1 ing Chih-chli If' P~ ~~ te.. in 8 01. 

8. Ch 'an chi'i is translated by Buddhabhadra, also 
known as Chlieh-hsien 1( (359-429) and prefaced by Hui-ylian 
-;{. i{_ (334-416). The essay "Tsu shuo" and "Chih erh" are 
not extant. 
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lineage. 9 Although Ch'i-sung never specified with whom he 

was debating, it seems obvious that he was contending with 

all exegetic monks, regardless of doctrinal differences, who 

had plunged into the argument in question. 

But Ch'i-sung was not the first Ch'an monk in the 

Sung who resurrected the old debate. Tao-yuan, in his 

Ching-te ch'uan-teng-lu, published in 1004, listed twenty

eight Ch~n Patri~~chs of West Land. lO His listing was 

followed by Li Tsun-hsU in the T'ien-sheng kuang-teng 1u, 

published in 1036. 11 Both works, apparently com~iled from 

the viewpoint of Ch'an, were incorporated in the Tripitaka 

during the time T'ien-t'ai Buddhism was undergoing a revi

val. To many T 'ien-t 'ai monks, Ch 'an's being favored 

suggested that the ruling class supported the theory of 

twenty-eight patriarchs. Even if it were not the case, the 

T'ien-t'ai monks would still want to impeach Ch'an School's 

patriarch theory before it gained widespread support and 

became an established truth. In any case, the T'ien-t'ai 

monks were working cooperatively to derogate the Ch'an 

School for the sake of their own expansion. This supposi

tion is possibly evidenced by the participation of other 

9. See T 51: 773 CTC I. 

10. For Tao-yuan and his work, see Chapter 3. 

11. For Li Tsun-hsU and his work, see Chapter 3. 
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T'ien-t'ai monks in the debate with Ch'i-sung. For example, 

the distinguished exegetic monk, Fan-chen1t' tt (fl. 1 060s), 

had a prolonged argument with Ch'i-sung. 12 The argument, 

although not recorded, would certainly have included the 

patriarch issue because it was Ch'i-sung's primary concern. 

Another well-known monk, Ts'ung-i*;( ~· (1042-1091), was 

evidently an ardent supporter of T'ien-t'ai's patriarch 

theory. he criticized the twenty-eight patriarch theory as 

groundless; neither sutra nor ~astra could bolster the 

theory. He urged learned people to avail themselves of 

their knowledge and to do away with the incorrect theory and 

teach the populace respect for the "orthodox teaching" 

( cheng-chiao jE f'J::. ) of T 'ien-t 'ai Buddhism. 13 

Essentially, T'ien-t'ai monks embarked on the debate 

with Ch'i-sung to discredit the Ch'an School and secure the 

orthodox status. They probably realized that they could 

hardly provide evidence to prove that they were lineal 

descendants of Nagarjuna (Lung-shui~f.fr, c. 113-213) whose 

12. See Ch'en YUan, Chung-kuo fo-chiao shih-chi kai
lun .tf' 1~ f~ f.( ~ 1f ~tr~ f®" [A General Discussion on the 
Historical Texts of Chinese Buddhism] (Taipei reprint, 1983) 
p. 114. 

13. See Ibid. p. 125. The term "cheng-chiao" is used 
here in a way reminiscent of Ch'i-sung's terminology "cheng
tsung." 
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philosophy of "san-t"i ylian-jung" ~ tr¥' 1~ ,~~ [The Perfect 

Harmony of the Triple Truths] had awakened Hui-wen!. 5t 

(550-577), the alleged founder of T"ien-t"ai Buddhism, 14 and 

had become the basis of T"ien-t"ai teaching. Nagarjuna, the 

thirteenth of the twenty-eight Indian Patriarchs of Ch"an 

School, lived three centuries earlier than Hui-wen. This 

long lapse of time was enough for the Ch "an monks, who set 

great store upon an uninterrupted master-disciple transmis-

sion, to try to prove the lack of tangible links between 

T"ien-t"ai and its Indian Patriarch. This in turn would 

decrease the meaning of T"ien-t"ai"s theory of twenty-four 

patriarchs. If T"ien-t"ai monks could disprove the Ch"an 

School's position that Bodhidharma, coming across the sea to 

China from the West Land and transmitting his teaching 

directly to the Chinese monk, Hui-k"o, was the twenty-eighth 

patriarch of the Ch"an School, they would tarnish the entire 

Ch "an tradition. 

T"ien-t"ai"s theory of twenty-four patriarchs was 

first derived from the Fu fa-tsang chuan translated by 

14. For N!g!rjuna"s influence on T"ien-t~i Bud
dhism, see Hsueh-li Cheng, Nag~rjuna"s Twelve Gate Treatise 
(Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1982), especially 
pp. 9-10. 
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yao{ tJf and Chi-ch' ieh-yeh ~~ ~ R ( Kekaya?) in 4 72. 15 The 

theory was then incorporated in the doctrinal system erected 

by Chih-i~~ f~ (538-597), the de facto founder of Chinese 

T'ien-t'ai School, in the year of 594. 16 Therefore, it is 

fair to say that the theory of twenty-four patriarchs depen-

ded upon Chih-i's reputation to grow. T'ien-t'ai monks 

would certainly honor this theory as a means of honoring the 

doctrinal system that Chih-i had established. In light of 

this, Ch'an School's theory was an indication of their 

disrespect for Chih-i and his system. Ch'an monks were 

liable to incur criticism from T'ien-t'ai monks if they 

failed to show a due respect for Chih-i and his system. 

Tao-yuan was so criticized by Tsung-chien because in his 

book he had categorized Chih-i under the heading of "Those 

Enlightened Ch'anists Who Were Reputable Although Not So 

Eminent." 17 This indicates that both T'ien-t'ai and Ch'an 

monks did indeed make the patriarch issue a pretext for 

1 5 . T 'an-y a o was the " Sen g- t 'un g " 1 f' ,~'/U [ President 
of Sang ·ha] under the Northern Wei. He corporated with Chi
ch'ieh-ye, a monk from Central Asia whose identity is un
known, in translating the Fu Fa-tsang Chuan. See Tanaka 
RyOsho, Tonko zenshU bunken-no kenkyn [A Study of Tun-huang 
Zen Manuscripts] (Tokyo: Daito shuppan sha, 1983) pp. 63-67. 

16. See Mo-k 'o chih-kuan 'tf ~j ~ t.ftl,..) in. T 46: 1. 
This work is a record of Chih-i's lecture taken by his 
leading disciple Kuan-ting;1f ~~ (561-632). 

17. For Tao-yUan's treatment of Chih-i, see T 51: 
429 CTL 27. For Tsung-chien's criticism, see~ 130: 739 
SMCT 1. 
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claiming orthodoxy for their own school. The uses of 

"cheng-tsung" by Ch"'i-sung, "cheng t"'ung" by Tsung-chien, 

and "Fo-tsu-t"'ung" by Chih-p"'an as titles of their books and 

the frequent appearance of similar terms clearly indicate 

the intensification of this psychological maneuver. 18 

The foregoing discussion shows that the texts from 

which two theories germinated should have been the crux of 

the patriarch issue. In fact, there was a debate over the 

validity of the texts used by two contending schools. Tzu-

fang was a loyal adherent of the Fu fa-tsang chuan and he 

utilized this text to impugn Ch"'i-sung"'s position. Ch"'i-

sung, on the other hand, settled for the Ch"'an ching,Ch"'u 

san-tsang chi, and Pao lin chuan. 19 As the Fu fa-tsang 

chuan served as an important text to T"'ien-t"'ai exegetes, 

the Ch"'an-ching, Ch"'u san-tsang chih, and Pao lin chuan also 

played outstanding roles in the formation of the theory of 

18. The use of these terms may also have to do with 
Confucian idea of "cheng-t"'ung" which is used in political 
sense. Cheng-tsung" also became a common denominator of the 
school that Confucian scholar chose to support. Chang Heng 
(doc. 1057) used~it to refer to Hua-yen Buddhism, while 
Ch "'ao Ylieh-chih 'ff!) '$~ L ( 105 9-112 9) use it to refer to 
T'ien-t"'ai Buddhism. 

19. Ch'u san-tsang chi, usually entitled Ch'u san
tsang chi chi ~ ~ ~ $~ J.t [Collection of Notes Concerni~ 
the Translation of the Tripitaka], was written by Seng-yu1~ 
~(435-518). Ch'i-sung insists that this text is more 
reliable than the Fu fa-tsang chuan and claimed that the 
latter should be incinerated. See T 51: 772-776 TTT and 
CTL. 
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the Ch'an tradition. They helped the Ch'an School build up 

the "history of lamps," which is the documentary representa-

tion of Ch'an tradition. 

The Ch'an ching had been an important Ch'an text 

before Ch'i-sung used it to develop his argument about 

patriarch theory. It was the major text that Hui-yUan and 

Hui-kuan~~ 9P~(d. 424-430) employed to prove the Indian 

connection of Chinese Ch'an. In their prefaces to the text, 

Dharmatrata was referred to as the heir of the three ear

liest patriarchs, Anada, Madhyantika, and Sanavasin. 20 Hui-

yuan's preface was quoted by later Ch'an authors like those 

who wrote "Fa-ju hsing-chuang" [The Biography of Fa-ju] and 

the Li-tai fa-pao chi fZ ~ ~"t" f jl-J[Record of the Darma

treasue of Successive Generations] for the same purpose. 21 

20. As mentioned earlier, the Ch'an ching was trans
lated by Buddhabhadra. His disciple Hui-kuan also wrote a 
preface to the Ch'an ching in addition to the one written by 
Hui-yUan. Hui-kuan, however, assigned a variant name to the 
text in his preface. Both prefaces are included in the Ch'u 
san-tsang chi chi under the titles of "Lu-shan ch 'u hsiu----
~ fang-=pien ch 'an-ching t 'ung-hsli"4j ,)-} t; 1·-'r~f""~1~ ~~ 
~~ .lfrtG tf and "Hsiu-hsing-ti pu-ching-kuan-ching hsli" f•1-
!(1 ~ If V.f ,JL !!~ * . See T 15: 6_5-66. Cf. Kimura 
Eiichi, E-on kenkyn: .! bunhen 'If;~~ f!:.+-11" 16 : ):{ ~ ~ [Studies 
on Hui-yUan: Texts and Translations] (Tokyo: Sobunsha, 1960) 
p. 448. 

21. See Yanagida, SKZSS pp. 37, 49. "Fa-ju hsing
chuan" was written by Tu Fei-.t::t: fl~ (mid-T 'ang) who is be
lieved to be one of Fa-ju's lay disciples. The author of 
the Li-tai fa-pao chi is considered to be a Southern 
Ch'anist whose name remains unknown. 
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The famous Southern Ch'an master Shen-hui also cited 

Indian patriarchs from Hui-yuan's preface when he hosted the 

well-known debate in Hua-t 'ai ;~ f" His list of Indian 

' patriarchs was recorded in the "Eassy On Settling the Truth 

and Falsity on the Basis of the Lineage of Bodhidharma's 

Southern Ch'an" (P'u-t'i ta-mo nan-tsung ting shih-fei lun 

~ -:(~ ~ 'Jf ffJ-* ~ ~ ~f t~, in 732 A. D. 22 The essay 

shows that Shen-hui had changed Dharmatrata's name to Bodhi-

dharma. Like the above Ch'an documents, this essay fails to 

provide a sustained lineage good enough to connect Bodhi-

dharma with earlier patriarchs--apparently due to the limi-

tation of its source, the Ch'an ching. Besides, no 

justification was made as to why Dharmatrata may have been 

Bodhidharma. It is somewhat regrettable for Ch'an monks to 

see such flaws. Therefore, in the Li-tai fa-pao chi, 

another Southern Ch'an history published in 774 A. D., a 

full-fledged record of twenty-nine western patriarchs first 

made its appearance. And the Twenty-ninth Patriarch, suppo-

sedly Dharmatrata, became Bodhidharmatrata--a combination of 

\D -;i:; 
22. The recorder is a certain Tu-ku P'ei~~~\;•y who 

is probably Shen-hui's lay disciple. See Yin-shun, 22 cit., 
p. 302. Cf. Tanaka Ry5sh0, THZS p. 74. 
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Bodhidharma and Dharmatrata. 23 A revised version of the 

list which contained twenty-eight names immediately appeared 

in the Special Biography of the Great Master of Ts'ao-hsi 

(Ts 'ao-hsi ta-shih pieh-chuan 't 'l~ "*K ~f g~J 1 ~}, published 

in 781 A. D. In this document, apparently a product of a 

Southern Ch'an follower, a slight change was made in the 

third and fourth names of the previous list apart from the 

deletion of Mahayantika. Hence the twenty-eight pa

triarchs.24 

This record of twenty-eight patriarchs was adopted by 

later ch'an specialists starting with the Chih-chu, the 

author of the Pao lin chuan. These specialists, although 

having individual preferences for variation in the names of 

some patriarchs, generally agreed with the scheme used in 

the Pao lin chuan.25 As far as we can see, the Pao lin 

23. See Yanagida, SKZSSS pp. 140-143. Tanaka, THZS 
pp. 74-80. Yanagida suggests that this list may have been 
copie? fr9m the list given in the epitaph for Tso-hsi Hslian
lang ~ ~PJ (673-754} of the T'ien-t'ai School written by Li 
Hua ~ .-f- (d. 766?} in 754 A. D. Tanaka further suggests 
that the patriarch list of this epitaph is an amalgamation 
of the names in the Fu fa-tsang chuan and the Ch'an ching. 
24. See Yanagida, SKZSSS pp. 219-249, especially p. 237. 
See also the table in the Appendix. A list of patriarchs 
found in the Tun-huang edition Platform SOtra also includes 
twenty-eight names in which only the third one is different. 
It also includes "~i ;(Q"~ i~ [Seven Buddhas]. 

25. Tsung-mi, for example, made a slight change in 
the Large Collected Commentaries on the Sutra of the Perfect 
Enlightenment (Yuan-chlieh-ching ta-shu-ch ao 1--rf ~~ :1::. ~.f,{J 
~jf}. 
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chuan is the first ch'an document in which Bodhidharma was 

unequivocally placed in the twenty-eight in the list of 

patriarchs. 26 

Before the advent of Ch'i-sung's Cheng-tsung chi, the 

theory of twenty-eight patriarchs had already been commonly 

accepted for almost three hundred years. Apart from the 

Ch'an School, other Buddhist schools like the Fa-hsiang and 

the Tantric Buddhism also adopted the same theory. Although 

a couple of names were substituted to fit the lineage of the 

Fa-hsiang and Tantric Buddhism, Bodhidharma was still fixed 

in the twenty-eighth place to indicate his connection with 

their teachings. 27 T'ien-t'ai and Vinaya exegetes certainly 

had no regard for this theory. As Ch'i-sung pointed out, 

Tao-hsuan rt "K ( 596-667) had shuned the discussion of 

Ch 'an's western patriarchs in his Hsi.i kao-seng chuan ,!f ~ 
1f i~ [A Continuation of the Biographies of the Eminent 

Monks]. 28 It may have been that Tao-hstian disliked Ch'an in 

his time, as shown by his lengthy criticism of Bodhidharma's 

Ch'an, his rather careless discussion of Ch'an lineage, and 

26. See Yin-shun Q£ cit p. 527 and Yanagida's title. 

27. See Tanaka, THZS pp. 644-646. Asanga (Wu-chu~, 
~, 310-390?) and Vasubandhu (Shih-ch'in~ ~P~ , fifth 
century) are the names substituted. These two patriarchs, 
twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh in the list, promoted the 
"Wei-shih ", .. fi ffl' [Consciousness Only] thought for the two 
schools. 

28. T 51: 783 CTL B. 
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his improper arrangement of Bodhidharma's biography under 

the category of "Chapter Concerning the Practice of Ch'an" 

(hsi ch'an p'ien 1:] iif· ~) .29 Or it may have been that his 

understanding of Bodhidharma's Ch'an was as superficial as 

Ch'i-sung suggested.30 In any case, Tao-hslian's treatment, 

or non-treatment, of twenty-eight patriarchs stimulated 

later exegetic monks to question Ch'an School's theory. Of 

them, Pei-shan Shen-ch'ing ;t!::. &J-1 tf ~{ (fl. 806-820) was. the 

foremost monk whose inflexible voice against the theory 

finds repercussions in the Sung Dynasty. 31 

Shen-ch'ing was a prominent Buddhist exegete in the 

T'ang Dynasty. He was widely learned and respected by the 

29. According to Yin-shun, Tao-hsUan favored T'ien
t'ai's teaching. His criticism pointed directly to Bodhi
dharma's teaching. Another Ch'an school represented by 
Seng-ch'ou, however, was treated better. See T 50: 595-597 
and Yin-shun, Q£ cit., pp. 33-35. The second point can be 
seen from the brief entry of Tao-hsin's biography in con
trast with the much lenghthier accounts of Hui-ssu and Chih
i in HKSC. See T 50: 606, 562-563. The third point is in 
Ch'i-sung's CTL. 

30. T. 51: 742 CTC 5. Ch'i-sung maintained that 
Bodhidhama 's Ch 'an was more than "pi-kuan ssu-hsing" 11.! t~ ,-p 
~7[Wall Contemplation and Four Practices]. It was Ch'an of 
"various bud~has and Tathagata" ( chu-fo Ju-lai chih Ch 'an 1"f 
14f ~ * z .t2f ) . ~ 

31. The years of Shen-ch'ing's greatest activity 
were during the Ylian-ho period (806-820) according to Shen 
Liao~~~(l032-l085), a Ch'i-sung contemporary and Buddhist 
patron who wrote the preface to the Pei-shan lu. Both SKSC 
and the preface agree that he died during the-vuan-ho 
period. See also Ch'en YUan, YNL: 136. 
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scholar-officials in the Yuan-ho period. His profound scho-

larship was directed into writings totaling one hundred 

fascicles. They include titles like Essay On the Origin of 

the Dharma (Fa-yuan 1 un ; ~ 7f, ~if) , Essay On Perception of 

the Mind (Shih hsin 1 un ~· ·~· !;q ) , On Ch 'eng-kuan ( Ch 'eng

kuan 1 un ~'f 1L ~~), and Record Written in North Mountain 

(Pei-shan lu ~t ~ f~ ). 32 The Pei-shan luis a work of 

syncretic nature greatly prized by the eminent monks and 

scholars of Ch'i-sung's time. It demonstrates the author's 

astute assessment of the essentials of the sntras, ~astras 

and vinaya. 33 In the early Sung, the work was highly regar-

ded by the exegetic monks, although it might not have been 

so widely circulated. 34 The exegetic monks and Ch'i-sung's 

opponents read the book and carne to believe it had been 

plagiarized in Ch'i-sung's work. 35 This charge, to Ch'i-

sung, was ironic because he disliked Shen-ch'ing's work. In 

32. See T. 50: 741 SKSC 6. 

3 3. Ibid. 

34. See Shen Liao's preface to Pei-shan lu. Shen 
Liao able to get access of Pei-shan lu from T'ien-t'ai monk 
Fan-chen's collection. Fan-chen was also an exegete. 

35. See KC 5: 6a. 
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fact. he relentlessly criticized the idea and style of the 

work. 36 

A prominent exegete, Shen-ch'ing was once a Ch'anist. 

He had studied under Chin Ho-shang 1' -*" ~ (d. 762), the 

leader of the Ching-chung School, before making himself an 

exegetic specialist. 37 He regarded the Ching-chung Ch'an as 

"lofty and not excessive, far-reaching and not deceiving," 

which "never shocked people by bizarreness." 38 This remark 

may apply to Shen-hsiu's Northern Ch'an as well because of 

its similarity to Ching-chung Ch'an, according to Tsung

mi.39 At any rate, his criticism more likely directed to 

the Southern Ch'an rather than Ch'an Buddhism as a whole. 

Being a student of Wu-hsiang, Shen-ch'ing naturally related 

to the East Mountain Ch'an. 40 Surprisingly, however, he 

36. Ibid. Ch'i-sung ranked PSL with Tao-shih's Fa
yuan chu-lin and considered both works as not informative in 
dealing with Buddhist institution and as lacking writing 
skill. 

37. When probably in his 30s, he asked permission to 
be a student of Ching Ho-shang, also known as Wu-hsiang ~, 
-:fi§J because of his deep admiration f·or the latter. See T 52: 
611 PSL 6. 

38. See T 52: 611 PSL 6. 

39. See Kamata Shigeo, ZGSS, p. 298. 

40. His connection with the East Mountain Ch'an can 
be shown by the lineage chart below: Hung-jen--- Chih-hsien 
--- Ch'u-chi--- Wu-hsiang---Shen-ch'ing. 
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theory. 41 
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Shen-ch'ing focused his criticism on some aspects of 

the Ch'an School's records concerning transmission. Up-

holding the theory of the twenty-four patriarchs on the 

basis of the Fu fa-tsang chuan, he further voiced his criti-

cism in the following remarks: 

1) The four names after the twenty-fourth patriarch in 
the Ch'an School's lineage were fabricated by other 
[Buddhist] schools; 

2) The twenty-ninth name [on the list of twenty-nine 
patriarchs] should have been Dharmatrata, rather 
than Bodhidharma; 

3) Both Mahakasyapa and Anada were men of lesser wisdom 
and incapable of transmitting Buddha's mind-seal 
(Q~i.Q.:.Yin lu' yp ) ; 

4) Bodhidharma's Ch'an virtue (ch'an-te+:f 1t.) was 
naturally superior and did need to rely on a 
[formal] transmission to lead into a [sustaining] 
school of teaching. 4 L 

Comments were also made on the matters regarding illogical 

notions of Bodhidarma and Hui-k'o's death; Hui-neng's flight 

to the south after receiving the robe; the arbitrary expla-

nations of "inaction" (~u-wei f!, ~ ) , "separating from form" 

(li-hsiang 1~fi 'feJ) and "sudden gate [teaching]" (tun-men t~ 

41. See discussion below. 

42. T 52: 610-614 PSL 6. Shen-ch'ing suggested that 
the "ch 'uan fa chi "1~ ~f11Wransmission gatha] and "ch 'uan 
fa i'.' 1ft . ;-~ ~ [transmission robe] were all unsubstantiated 
fabr1c t1ons. 
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191), and other objects. 43 To Ch'i-sung, these comments 

might have been somewhat relevant but nonetheless irritating 

because of their explicit antipathy toward the Southern 

Ch'an. 44 He removed Shen-ch'ing from Wu-hsiang's lineage in 

his Cheng-tsung chi and treated him as a stubborn exegete 

who knew nothing but memorization and recitation. Such 

scholarship, Ch'i-sung maintained, was insufficient to make 

Shen-ch'ing a genuine Buddhist master. 45 

Since Shen-ch'ing and later exegetes had all based 

their theories on the Fu fa-tsang chuan, Ch'i-sung made a 

great effort to discredit the text. He argued that the text 

was an anthology of past documents and compiled in a great 

rush after the suppression of Buddhism under the Northern 

Wei. So the text conceivably had flaws and should be used 

with the aid of other sources. The Ch'an ching, compara-

tively, was a primary source of material. It was also an 

earlier and more valuable document of which eminent monks 

like Hui-yUan, Hui-kuan, and Seng-yu had approved. Ch'i-

sung held that the Ch'an ching should be used as a real aid 

in supplementing a document like the Fu fa-tsang chuan. As 

43. Ibid. These notions are found either in the Pao 
lin chuan or~tai fa-pao chi, as Ch'en YUan has suggested. 

44. For instance, Ch'i-sung admitted that the Pao 
lin chuan had made a mistake concerning Bodhidharma's being 
poisoned to death by Bodhiruci. 

45. T 51: 725 CTC 3. 
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far as the Ch'an School's lineage was concerned, Ch'i-sung 

had confidence in the record given in the Ch'an ching. He 

considered that names of the nine patriarchs found in the 

two prefaces to the Ch'an ching, which match exactly the 

first five and last four patriarchs recorded in the Pao lin 

chuan and the Ch'uan-teng-lu, were indeed correct. 46 There 

was some inconsistency among three works with regard to the 

names of the nine patriarchs because of various options in 

transcription. For instance, in the case of twenty-eighth 

patriarch, both Bodhidharma and Dharmatrata were used. But 

these were names of the same patriarch. The former was a 

dharma name and the latter a lay name. 47 

Considering that the Ch'an ching was a genuine 

account of the transmission of the Dharma, Ch'i-sung extrac-

ted from it many passages to prove that the Buddha did 

entrust Mahakasypa with his "Supremely True Dharma" (wu

shang cheng-fa ff.. ..r .i!. ;t ) and that M~h'akasyapa, in turn, 

transmitted this True Dharma to Anada. 48 Both Mghctkasyapa 

and Anada were sufficiently wise to be trusted. They 

46. T 51: 773-776 CTL A. 

4 7. Ibid. 

48. T 51: 725 CTC 2. 

49. T 51: 781 f.TL B. According to the Nivar9_~ §_t!tr~, 
the Buddha wanted Mahakasyapa to "ch'uan chih wu shih tuan 
chueh" i_.f .:.t. '?11~ j,f( .~ [to transmit the True Dharma so 
that it that it would not perish]. 
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should, under all circumstances, be capable of sustaining 

the transmission because this was a will clearly and 

solemnly articulated to M~akasyapa before Buddha's death. 49 

To Ch'i-sung, Shen-ch'ing's argument was oversimplified and 

preposterous in impugning the qualifications of M~hakasyapa 

and Anada as transmitters and in questioning the necessity 

of transmission whether between the Buddha and Mahakasypa or 

between Anada and the disciples who followed. 

Ch'i-sung's arguments can generally be supported by 

the documents he used. In fact, Ch'i-sung had exhumed them 

from obscurity and demonstrated their value to his contempo-

raries. He might not have been a very good historian in a 

strict sense, but he did know how to use historical material 

carefully and pragmatically. He knew that the Pao lin chuan 

was a book not without serious problems; hence, he selected 

those verifiable sections to aid in establishing a textual 

foundation for the lineage of the Ch'an School. 50 As a 

result of his unprecedented efforts, he made a great contri-

bution to the Ch'an Buddhism of his time. 

Justification of "Special Transmission" 

The legitimation of the twenty-eight patriarchs of 

the West Land was sine qua non in securing orthodoxy for the 

50. He also criticized the Pao lin chuan on its 
repetitions, contradictions, and mistakes of some accounts. 
See T 51: 775 CTL A. 
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Ch"an School. It insured Bodhidharma"s status as the trans-

mitter of the early Indian dhyana tradition to the Chinese 

Ch "an. Ch"i-sung venerated the Ch"an ching because it was 

Bodhidharma"s work which embodied the dhyana tradition 

passed down by the patriarchs and was forerunner of the 

orthodox Ch"an tradition inaugurated by Bodhidharma. 51 But 

questions could be posed as to how the theory of twenty-

eight patriarchs could fit the notion of "special transmis-

sion" when thirteen of the twenty-eight patriarchs of the 

Ch"an School's lineage, from Mahakasyapa to N~g~rjuna, were 

also patriarchs of the T"ien-t"ai School. Besides, if the 

"special transmission outside scripture" and "no dependence 

on the words and letters" were really taken literally, then 

why was the f.h"an ching composed and in what sense should it 

be treated as a sublime text? How could Ch"an be "sudden 

and round" {tun yUan f' W 11iJ) if it were divorced from the 

scriptural learning, as both scriptural learning and Ch"an 

realization (cheng !1'· ) were presumably one entity, i.e., 

{chiao .vii cheng i,-l~ !:?!- ~j~ - ) . 52 In other words, what was 

the reasoning of "special transmission outside scripture; no 

dependence on the word and letters?" Was this kind of 

51. T 51: 780. 

52. Except for the first question, others are re
corded in the CTL. See T 51: 777-783. 
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saying acceptable if the the scripture appeared to be indis-

pensable? 

Difficult questions such as these certainly involved 

pro and con arguments as shown by Ch~i-sung~s work. 53 But 

to Ch~i-sung, the answer was simple. "Ch~an is the greatest 

[teaching]; [It is] like king," Ch ~i-sung quoted from the Ta 

chih-tu 1 un t\ ~! "ft !~ . He said, "a 11 [teachings] are 

covered in Ch ~an. "54 The thirty-three patriarchs, from 

Mah~ka~yapa to Hui-neng, were not only patriarchs of Ch~an 

Buddhism but patriachs of Buddhism as a whole. With this 

presumption in mind, Ch~i-sung bypassed the controversy that 

the T~ien-t~ai monks had created. 

As for the question regarding special transmission, 

Ch~i-sung~s position was rather conservative. He did not 

adopt some notions which seemed to be premises of the "spe-

cial transmission," such as the notion that "M~h~kasyapa 

smiled when ~akyamuni held up a flower and showed it to his 

53. The CTL is written in a format full of pro and 
con arguments. It seems to have been a collected record of 
Ch~i-sung~s debate with T~ien-t~ai monks like Tzu-fang and 
Fan-chen mentioned earlier. 

54. The Ta chih-tu lun is a Madhyamika treatise 
attributed to Nagarjuna and translated by Kum~rajiva. The 
text reads "Ch~an tsui ta ~ wang"-1~~ *..1f'~ ~ "i ch~ieh 
chieh she"- "f"P 'it~ . 
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Hence the transmission of the Dharma." 55 Ch'i-

sung believed that the "special transmission" was meant to 

be "the Sage's secret transmission". 56 Because this was a 

secret transmission, the time, the place, even the mode of 

transmission remained a mystery. 57 But to Ch'i-sung, spe-

cial instruction concerning scripture should have been an 

option accompanying the secret transmission of the teaching 

from the Buddha to M~h~ka§yapa in light of the later trans-

mission from M~ha:kasyapa to Anada. Ch'i-sung believed this 

could explain why Hui-yuan in his preface to the Ch'an ching 

had said that "In addition to scripture, 1\nada received the 

abstruse essence [of the teaching] specially from Mahaka

~yapa,"58 and "Anada conscientiously followed M~hakasyapa's 

instruction and waited for a [suitable] student to transmit 

[the teaching] secret 1 y." 59 

55. This might have been commonly acknowledged by 
Ch'anists in Ch'i-sung's time as suggested by CTC. See T 
51: 718. Another notion is that ·~~kyamuni transmitted the 
Dharma to Ma:hakasyapa in front of the To-tzu Tower." This 
notion is recorded in the· STKL See T 51: 779. 

56. T 51: 718. The ~ext reads,"sheng-jen chih !!!.i 
hsiang ch 'uan-shou" ~ A. z. '?E'' #.1 il-"f~. Here "sheng-jen" 
means "Buddha." 

57. Ibid. 

58. T 51: 778 

59. Ibid. This is Ch'i-sung's paraphrase, not Hui
yuan's original words. 
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He further argued that the early twenty-eight patriarchs 

taught on the basis of the tripitaka. Later patriarchs 

"manifested the teaching by destroying grasping [of scrip-

ture] and even conducted single transmission of mind-seal," 

as suggested by Tsung-mi, but they were all well-versed in 

scripture. 60 Bodhidharma,·for instance, although advised by 

Prajnatara to instruct the student of superior capacity to 

become enlightened without using scripture, he still com-

posed the Ch 'an ching to teach ,"practitioners of the three 

vehicles." By the use of these expedients, he expected to 

guide them to an understanding of the profundity of Buddhist 

teaching. 61 In the Ch'an ching, Bodhidharma said, "I, for 

lack of wisdom, can only talk briefly about various dharma 

natures. As for the ultimate meaning [of the Dharma], one 

should seek from the realm of ten-power wisdom." 62 To Ch'i-

sung, Bodhidharma was saying that the realm of the Buddha, 

which is secret, subtle, and marvelous, is ineffable; only 

through "secret transmission and fine realization" (mi-

ch 'uan miao-cheng~ ff~Y f'{) can one fathom the Buddha's 

60. T 51: 780. Here Ch'i-sung quoted Tsung-mi's 
preface to the Ch'an-ylian chu-ch'Uan chi to support his 
argument. 

61. Ibid. 

62. Ibid. This is quoted from the Ch'an ching. The 
"realm of ten-power wisdom is tenta:tively translated from 
"shih-li chih ching-chieh"-t- 17 ~~ '"i"h ~ . See Ch'i-sung's 
interpretation below. 
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world. Bodhidharma needed to "personally realize" in order 

to have a good grip of what he had received from the pa-

triarch"s transmission. This "secret transmission and fine 

realization" evidenced that the essence of Buddha"s teaching 

is outside scripture, and should be directly realized by the 

mind without dependence on words and letters. More pre-

cisely, Ch"i-sung considered that the so-called "special 

transmission outside scripture" would not necessarily differ 

from scripture. But it was something that the "trace of 

scripture" could not reach (chiao chi suo ~ tao che _.f,t .dt 

?f( ~ ~'/ ~ ) . 6 3 In other words, Ch ... i- sung argued that 

scripture cannot express the subtlest and finest meaning of 

Buddha"s teaching because written words and letters had 

their limitations. He said that the twelve divisions of the 

Mahayana canon represent the traces left by sages who, in 

response to different sentient beings with different mental 

faculties, used provisional and tactful methods in their 

propagation of Buddhist teaching. The names, words, and 

languages of the mundane world were temporarily borrowed to 

expound the principle which is expected to awaken the 

63. T 51: 782. I have been unable to find a proper 
translation of the term "chiao chi" because of its broad 
meaning. I assume it means the institutional aspects of the 
teaching which is easily fathomable by scriptural learning. 
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people. But, the principle are too profound to teach merely 

by scriptural instruction alone; it might be discussed, but 

after all, it could not be fully expressed only by written 

language. 64 He held that word, letters, and sutra as a 

whole are part of "trace of teaching [based on scripture]" 

(chiao chi f~:JE). One should not exclusively grasp (chih 

fiG ) the "chiao chi," which is provisional, in the hope of 

enlightenment. Rather, one should also contemplate what is 

beyond the reach of the "chiao chi." To Ch'i-sung, scrip-

ture is a usable means in one's seeking of enlightenment; it 

is not the enlightenment that one is seeking. Scripture can 

be used, but not exclusively so. To attain enlightenment, 

one should have more than scriptural learning. 

Ch'i-sung apparently wanted to explain away the irre

levance of "fa 1 i wen tzu" ~~ ~(! .(_ ':} [dharma is separated 

from the words and letters] which had been used as an inter-

pretation of the "special transmission" and "no dependence" 

which prevailed in his time. He adhered to the idea that 

"the Dharma is never different from wqrds and letters [i.e., 

scripture]." 65 But he insisted that the Dharma is 

wei 

64. T 51: 782 CTL. 

65. T 51: 781 CTL. The text reads, "fa ri wen-tzu 
_sh_i_h i. yeh" ~f1 JjJf ~ '$- 1:-*"t: ~ ~ 
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the fundamental (pen if'- ) , whereas words and letters are 

traces (chi L~~ ), and that the Ch'an School's disregard of 

the twelve divisions of Mah~yana canon was because Ch'anists 

wanted to come to grips the fundamental in order to justify 

the traces. 66 Ch'an masters wanted to prevent students from 

seeking enlightenment from becoming dependent solely on 

scriptural learning. Honoring the "realization of the Mind" 

(hsin cheng ,~, !~), but not scriptural learning, as a proper 

way of approaching enlightenment, kSvagho~a expressed the 

idea that "the realm of 'departing thought' accords only 

with the realization," 67 Nagarjuna said that "the ineffable 

is the real meaning, and the expressible is name and 

word," 68 and Chih-i considered that "the Dharma, which is 

the supreme principle, is ineffable." 69 Ch'i-sung believed 

that the three masters wanted students to contemplate the 

underlying meaning of the Buddha's teaching and not to 

settle for scripture alone. He considered that the alternate 

66. Ibid. The text reads, "t "i pen i_ che!!..9_ ~h 'i 1k 
Jf-- } X : ~ ~ .ilf_ .-

67. Quotation see T 51: 781. It reads, "li-nien 
ching-chieh ~ei cheng hsiang-ying" ~ ~ 'P:t tf-. .t'1~ i:f "ff3 ;3!f,. 

68. Quotation see T 51: 783. It read~- "pu-k 'o-shuo 
shih shih-i, k"o-shuo shih ming-tzu" ~ ,.- ~_t ~ '$: ~ .'f tJL> 
~ ~'::f· 

68. Quotation see T 51: 782. It reads, _"fo-fa chih
li pu-k"o i yan hsuan" 1~ }~ 't 1''£ if,~ .-X. ~ 1. 

69. T 51: 781. 
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use of speech, silence, and gesture, which was prevalent in 

his time, echoes the concern of the patriarchs. Ch'i-sung 

concluded that such practices represent the marvelous func-

tion of Buddha's teaching. This function was kept as secret 

by the Buddha and developed into a salient characteristic 

after having been transmitted to the Ch'an Schoo1. 70 

Above all, Ch'i-sung still advocated that Ch'an was a 

"special transmission outside the scripture, no dependence 

on words and letters." But he regarded Ch'an as in confor-

mity with what was taught in the scripture. However, a 

student should not confine himself to scripture and mistake 

words and letters for Ch'an. Ch'i-sung immersed himself 

during much of his life in reading sutras like the Ch'an 

ching, Nirvana scrtra, but he did not rely only on these 

sutras to seek awakening to the Truth. 70 He might have 

subscribed to the notion that Ch'an and scripture are united 

into one whole. Nonetheless, he regarded Ch'an as the 

greatest teaching. To him, "the East Mountain Dharma-gate 

[i.e., teaching] is all Buddhist vehicle," was absolutely 

true. 71 

70. T 51: 777. 

71. For the East Mountain School, see Chapter 2. 
For Ch'i-sung's quotation, see T 51: 783. 
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Platform Sutra School 

In establishing the Southern Ch'an as an orthodox 

lineage, Ch'i-sung always bore in mind that he should 

clearly define his own school. Besides the inter-school 

polemics, he also wanted to give coherence to Ch'an whose 

divergent practices confused many people of his time. His 

effort is clearly shown in his exaltation of the Sixth 

Patriarch Hui-neng and the "Platform Sutra School (t'an

ching chih tsung "~f ,~~ L ~ ) . 72 

In the first place, Ch'i-sung in his veneration of 

Hui-neng was almost without peer. Using various "histories 

of lamps," such as the Ch'uan teng lu, as major sources, he 

made a very special and unprecedented remark in his biogra-

phy of Hui-neng. 

In the beginning, Ta-chien appeared to be toiling on 
wood-carrying. Associating himself with ordinary 
monks, he acknowledged that he had never been 

72. "T'an-ching chih tsung" should not be confused 
with "t 'an-ching ch 'uan-tsung" -t'f ~f 1,f- -if;- • While the 
latter refers to the He-che School's use of the Platform 
Sutra to substitute the dharma-robe as the token of trans
mission, the former refers to the Southern Ch'an founded by 
Hui-neng whose lecture in the Ta-fan Ssu --K ~ ~ of 
Kuang-tung was compiled to the Liu-tsu fa-pao chi~ ~J!l ~~'i iu 
[The Record of the Dharma-treasure of the Sixth Patriarch], 
the original text of the Platform Sutra. Although the T'an
ching chih tsung can be an alternate term of the Southern 
Ch'an in general, it denotes specifically those Ch'nists who 
really adhered to Hui-neng's teaching. 



acquainted with words and letters. When his 
teaching became well-known to people, even the texts 
and prose of the Tripitaka, lay books and commenta
ries in which he was well-versed, were quoted in his 
lectures. His elucidation of the Buddha's teaching 
and of the scripture showed a peerless and great 
talent of argumentation--like a vast river or sea 
whose bounds are beyond human comprehension .... How 
could one say that he was illiterate? A knowledgea
ble man would say that he was not illiterate but 
appeared to be so. [In fact,] Ta-chien, by pre
tending to be illiterate, wanted to show that 
worldly letters and languag71 were inadequate in 
understanding his teaching. 
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This remark is not found in the earlier histories of lamps 

like the Tsu t 'ang chi fil 'f $ , Ch 'uan teng lu il- -tf f-4< , 
and Kuang teng 1 u ft ~ f;f, which serve as important source 

materials for the Cheng tsung chi. 74 

Ch'i-sung also designated Hui-neng as "supreme man" 

(chih jen ~ /" ) and equated him with Buddha, the sage 

( sheng jen V ~ ) . He likened Hui-neng to the Buddha 

although he suggested that no comparison should be made. He 

explained that the terms "supreme man" and the "sage" were 

used only designated to show the difference between the 

Buddha, the progenitor, and Ta-chien, the successor, but not 

73. See T 51: 748 CTC 6. Cf. KC 10: 48a-49a. Ta
chien is Hui-neng's posthumous name granted by Hsien-tsung 
Emperor {r. 806-820) of the T'ang, under him Han Yli was 
banished. 

74. The Ch'uan teng luis now Ching-te ch'uan teng 
lu and the Kuang teng lu is T'ien-sheng kuan teng lu. 
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a difference in the depth of teaching. 75 He considered Hui-

neng"s lecture as representing "Buddha's Wonderful Mind" (fo 

chih rniao hsin i~.%.. ~Y 1v' ) , and the Platform Stltra, which 

expounded "whole meaning" ( liao i J A· ) , a revelation of 

the very core of the Buddha's teaching. 76 Based on this 

sutra, the Platform Sutra School emerged to spread the 

Buddha's teaching which had been transmitted to Hui-neng 

through Bodhidharrna"s Ch"an school. Ch"i-sung claimed that 

this school represented the most authentic tradition of the 

Dharma. 

Since Buddha the sage went into a state of tranquil 
extinction and obscurity, for hundreds of years each 
generation of his students handed down to next the 
scriptures, texts, words and letters bequeathed by 
the Master; but could hardly witness

7
7he evident 

efficacy of [the Buddha's teaching]. 

When the ancestor of the Platform Sutra School, 
Bodhidharrna, appeared, he directly manifested Bud
dha's wonderful mind and the world then carne to a 
better realization of [Buddha's teaching]. Knowing 
that man should have been enlightened from the 
outset, peop~g could rectify the conditioned course 
of his life. 

75. See KC 10: Sab. "Chih-jen" was used in the 
Chuang-tzu to designate "selfless man." In the chapter 
"Free and Easy Wandering", a phrase reads, "supreme man has 
no self, holy man has no ambition, and the sage has no 
name." See B. Watson, Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings. Ch"i
sung also quoted this passage and concluded that "chih-jen" 
and "sheng-jen should be the same. See KC 10: Sa. 

76. Ibid. 

77. KC 10: 39a. 

78. KC 10: 39b. 



The highest secret of all dharmas, from the Three 
vehicles to Buddha Vehicle, ~s in the teaching of 
this Platform Sutra School. 7 

Ch'i-sung firmly believed that this school was the most 
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inclusive and esteemed Ch'an School. He rebuked critics of 

his school by saying: 

Those students of other school who regarded the 
practice of our Ch'an School, "the Mind is the 
Buddha," as vulgar and shallow, really are not in
trospective enough to know about their own 
ignorance .... Those students of various schools who 
study the principle and nature desire presumptuously 
to compete for superiority, but they surely 8annot 
reach as high as the Platform scrtra Schoo1. 8 

If compelled to classify, Ch'i-sung maintained, the Platform 

Sutra School should belong to the "round and sudden" 

teaching that was recognized as perfect teaching in the 

T'ien-t'ai's system of "classification of teachings." It 

should be the Supreme Buddha Vehicle high above the Three 

Vehicles. It was ~akyamuni's Purified Ch'an and represented 

the orthodox school under the Mahayana canon. 81 

79. KC 10: 48a. The Lotus Sutra treats the Three 
Vehicles as expedient ways to Buddha's teaching, and offers 
a Buddha Vehicle as the inclusive and final one. Here, 
Ch'i-sung placed the Platform Sutra above even Buddha 
Vehicle. The Three Vehicles include ~ravaka {sheng wen~~ 
~ Pral[eka-buddha ( yiian-chi.ieh(i) ~), and Bodhisattva (~ 
sa~ ) vehicles. _..,. 

80. See KC 10: 18b. 

81. See KC 10: 19b. Here the M~h~yana canon is 
referred as a contrast to the Hinayana canon. 
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The Platform Sutra School also stood in its own right 

among the "collateral families" (fen chia 'ii '(<.. ) , an appel

lation for the "five houses" designated by Ch'i-sung. 82 

These houses, currently represented by the Yun-men, Lin-chi, 

and Ts'ao-tung Schools were formed by generations of master

disciple transmissions. Up to Ch'i-sung's times, this type 

of transmission had already been undertaken for four hundred 

years under outstanding Ch'an masters. The diffusion of 

Ch'an through many masters created some confusion concerning 

its teaching. Ch'i-sung was concerned about the growth of 

the type of Ch'an as taught by those masters who had little 

regard for the Platform Sutra. He held the opinion that 

current Ch'an students learned from their masters without 

knowing the essentials of the Buddha's teaching. They 

studied the teaching privately with certain unqualified 

masters and did not go beyond what they had learned. They 

did not contemplate the "essential of the Dharma" ( fa-yao ~~ 

~ ) , and the correct destination ( cheng-ch 'ii .iE- ~) of 

Ch'an, the greatest teaching. 83 As a result, they knew very 

little about the Buddhist tradition and hence deviated from 

the teaching of Bodhidharma. 

82. For the five houses, see Chapter 2. 

83. T 51: 781. 
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This criticism shows that Ch'i-sung intended to use 

the term Platform Sutra School to stress the genuiness of 

Ch'an teaching. One could not practice correct Ch'an if 

one's practice were not based on the teaching of the Plat-

form Sutra. The Platform Sutra School really continued the 

tradition of Bodhidharma and the Ch'an patriarchs before 

him. 

Ch'i-sung also resisted the attempt to break up Bo-

dhidharma's Ch'an and Hui-neng's Ch'an in the belief that 

the thirty-three patriarchs, from Mahakasyapa to Hui-neng, 

only taught one Ch'an. The essence of the one and the only 

Ch'an is "direct interception [one's thought] to keep one's 

mind, nature, and self intact."8 4 This Ch'an is to "hold 

the fundamental to rectify the trace." 85 It is a teaching 

of "ultimate realization right at the moment." 86 In other 

words, Ch'i-sung was addressing the Ch'an characteristics of 

"direct pointing" (chih chih:[ :t~) and "seeing the nature" 

(chien hsing Jt-> t'~ ) • He regarded his Ch 'an as a "real iza

tion of mind" ( hsin-cheng ,~ .. ~f-) which cannot be "explained 

84. T 51: 781. The text reads, "chih-chieh i ch'uan 
hsin, hsing, jen :f. ~, J,/, i.$- •..: · +1. r-

85. Ibid. The text reads, "t'i-pen i cheng ch'i 
chi" "f~ tf- J-~ ~'t' ::!!;- .;jS 

,c, 8 6. Ibid. The text reads, "chi tzu chi cheng "U-p~ 
~1' i'l' . 
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by common sense" ( ch 'ing chieh ,~-f ~If) . The fundamenta 1 

point of this teaching is to know the very mind that the 

Buddha had transmitted to his successors and that the Plat-

form Sutra School venerates this mind, namely the Bhutata-

thata Mind, and can realize the essential of the Dharma. So 

he said that unlike those haughty ch'an masters, mentioned 

above, followers of the Platform Sutra School recognized the 

continuous tradition of Ch'an from Mahakasyapa to Bodhi-

dharma, and from Bodhidharma to Hui-neng. They would not 

indulge in the practice of Ch'an without perceiving the 

Buddha's mind.87 

We are not sure exactly which school of Ch'an Ch'i-

sung was criticizing, because he did not specify in his 

comments. He probably referred to some of the practices of 

Ch'an which appeared to be superficial, whether or not 

within the lineage of the five houses. These practices were 

perverted and certainly jeopardized the true meaning of 

enlightenment. For example, the monks involved in these 

practices only talked about "no cultivation and no realiza-

tion" (wu-hsiu wu-cheng #..1·f .~ They abandoned the 

"three studies," namely, discipline, meditation, and wisdom; 

and they hastened to a "chaotic and boundless emptiness" 

(h h 'h , . ri1 ~ • ~ un -mang ~ k unq 1 ~~:.> ;t;. .%.. ~ ) • Some of them discarded 

8 7 • KC 1 0 : 15b. 
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their Bhutatathata mind and wallowed in "erroneous percep

tion" (wang shih~ ~') . 88 Their "deluded mind" (wu-ming 

chih shih iteR~~· ), or ignorance, whose errors grew and 

multiplied and in consequence caused them to fall into all 

the paths of the unceasing cycle of sentient existence (chu-, 

ch'u~f~). 89 

Ch'i-sung pointed out that Hui-neng did not become 

enlightened under the circumstance of "no cultivation and no 

realization." Hui-neng's enlightenment may have appeared to 

be a result of "no cultivation and no realization" because 

as an extraordinarily intelligent monk he knew how from the 

outset of his studies to spontaneously nourish and illumi

nate the Buddha's "wonderful mind." 90 To become enligh-

tened, however, he had undergone "correct cultivation and 

_,., ~- ,..~,.<.., 
correct realization" ( cheng-hsiu cheng-cheng £ i'; t: ; i. ) , 

as defined by Ch'i-sung. 91 Ch'i-sung concluded that only 

after one learned this "correct cultivation and correct 

realization" could one then then talk about "no cultivation 

and no realization."92 

88. KC 10: 35a-36b. 

89. Ibid. 

90. KC 10: 33b-34b. 

91. Ibid. 

92. Ibid. 
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In light of this, we can see that ch'i-sung was a 

typical Ch'anist who advocated "sudden enlightenment through 

gradual cultivation." (tun-wu chien-hsiu t~ ~~~Iff 11-"). He 

emphasized spiritual and moral cultivation and believed that 

they are the perfect channel leading to enlightenment. 

Therefore, in his "Exaltation of the Platform Stitra" he 

stressed the highlights of the principal cultivations taught 

in the text and explained the effect of each cultivation. 

His points can be surnrnerized as follows: 

1 ) Nothing is as perfect as "calmness and insight of 
universal form" ( i-hsiang chih-kuan -"ftl .U. -z)J~ ) in 
clearing ~~e's mind and entering the Buddha's 
teaching. 

2) Nothing is as perfect as the "samadhi of oneness" 
(i-hsing san-mei-- ~f ~ ~~ ) in following the good 
to complete merit.9 4 

3) Nothing is as perfect as "formless precepts" (wu 
hsiang chieh ~ -:f:f} ~ ) in completing all precepts, 
as "no-thought" ( wu -nien :t.t ~ ) in correcting a 11 
[mahayana and hTnayana] meditation, and as "non
abidingg (wu-chu~ t£ ) in penetrating all 
wisdom. 5 

4) Nothing is as perfect as "formless precepts" in 
creating all good and destroying all evil, as 

93. KC 29b-30a. "Chih-kuan .li ~" is T'ien-t'ai's 
approach of meditation. 

94. KC 10: 30a. The "samadhi of oneness" is inter
preted in thePlatforrn Sutra as "straightforward mind at all 
times, walking, staying, sitting, and lying." See 
Yampolsky, 22 cit., p. 136. 

95. KC 10: 30ab. For "formless precepts," see 
Yampolsky, ~cit., pp. 137-138. 
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"four great vows" ( ssu-hung-ytian ,"1] JA r.f.~ in con-
solidating morals and extending virtues, as ,. 
"formless repentance" (wu-hsiang-ch 'an ~-:fa~ " in 
observing faults, as "precepts_, of, the three 
refugees" ( san-kuei-chieh ~ ]tf ~ ) in r~~tifying 
the destination of the sprouting of mind. 

5) Nothing is as good as nourishing Buddha's great 
wisdom in correcting the great substance a~9 
building the prime function of the Dharma. 

Ch'i-sung urged Ch'an monks to take these few things into 

consideration and be real students of the Platform Sutra 

School. 

Ch'i-sung may possibly exclude those radi6al Ch'an 

monks, who relied solely on kung-an for attaining the en-

lightenment, from the Platform Scrtra School because of their 

disregard for cultivation. He showed us that the Southern 

Ch'an School, although practicing something new like scorn-

ing the Buddha, still carried much of the early Ch'an tradi-

tion that Hui-neng had continuously taught in the Platform 

Sutra. But Ch'i-sung wanted to promote the Platform SUtra 

to stress the continuity between Hui-neng's Southern Ch'an 

and the Lanka Ch'an and to distinguish Platform SITtra 

9 6. KC 10: 31 ab. 

97. KC 10: 30b 
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School from that he labeled as "adjunct branch" (p'ang-ch'u 

~ ~ ) of the orthodox lineage and from any perverted Ch'an 

schools. 98 

Conclusion 

I have discussed in chapter three Chinese Ch'an Bud-

dhism as it started to become prominent in the early seventh 

century and continued to flourish until the eleventh century 

when Ch'i-sung was very active. This prominence was made 

possible by the collective efforts of Ch'an monks who de-

voted themselves to establishing a firm and indisputable 

tradition. This tradition entails a long and lasting pa-

triarch lineage in which twenty-eight Indian patriarchs and 

five Chinese patriarchs were confirmed as transmitters of 

the Buddha's Wonderful Mind--the whole essential elements of 

Buddhism. Also entailed is the theory of "special trans-

mission" in line with the theory of "no dependence," "direct 

pointing," and "seeing the nature." 

This tradition was a proud asset to the Ch'an School 

but it was a source of intense annoyance to doctrinal 

schools such as T'ien-t'ai Buddhism. Even to many Ch'an 

monks whose perception of Ch'an was limited to the teaching 

98. Before Hui-neng's Ch'an became popular, the 
Chinese Ch'an School was called Lanka Ch'an because of its 
using the Lankavat~ra SOtra in transmitting the teaching, 
although Hung-jen had already used the Diamond Sutra. 
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of their own masters or to the scriptural learning, this 

tradition was prone to slip from their memories. Both might, 

have weakened genuine Ch'an teaching. 

Ch'i-sung noticed the trouble within and without this 

Ch'an tradition that had been established with so much 

effort by his predecessors. He resolved to rectify the 

situation by taking issue with all critics of the Ch'an, 

confirming the Ch'an patriarchs and lineage, advocating its 

theory of special transmission, and correcting controversial 

practices undertaken by some of the Southern Ch'an monks. 

His interpretation not only led to the refutation of the 

theories of the antagonistic Buddhist sectarians but also to 

the clarification of the confusion created by perverted 

Ch'an practices. His devotion to the Ch'an School certainly 

won the esteem that society had for Ch'an. Furthermore, it 

encouraged the diffusion and expansion of the Ch'an School 

in Sung China. 



CHAPTER 6 

SYNCRETIC VIEWS OF THE THREE TEACHINGS 

Ch'i-sung was often referred to as a staunch defender 

and apologist of the Buddhist Dharma, a syncretist of the 

three teachings, namely, Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism. 

But he was better known as a devoted conciliator of Confu

cianism and Buddhism who had demonstrated in his works, the 

Fu chiao pien and the Hsun chin chi, strenuous and pains

taking efforts in harmonizing the two teachings. 

Renowned as a syncretist, Ch'i-sung was a man of 

great erudition. Well versed in Buddhist scripture, he had 

a broad knowledge in Confucian teaching including the Six 

Classics, standard histories, and great literature. He 

engaged in the study of Taoism only for furthering his 

syncretic understanding and interpretation of the three 

teachings. Unlike many earlier syncretists, Ch'i-sung did 

not limit himself to borrowing from Confucianism and Taoism 

to expound Buddhist teaching. Nor did he draw these 

teachings together solely by analogue. He attempted at an 

ontological amalgamation of them and tried to develop an in

tegrated system of thought. He syncretized Confucian and 

Buddhist teachings systematically and inclusively and was 

not prejudiced in his apologetics for Buddhism, which seemed 

220 
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to be very crucial in his time. With his syncretic approach 

to the three teachings as a base, he offered valuable advice 

and admonitions to the students of Confucianism; but nonthe-

less defended his position as a Buddhist monk. 

Integrated Perception 
of the Three Teachings 

Integrating the three teachings in his thought, Ch'i-

sung not only highly valued but also had a clear and dis-

tinct perception of Confucianism and Taoism. Both of the Fu 

chiao pien and the HsUn chin chi demonstrated an earnest 

acceptance of the cultural and intellectual legacy of Confu-

cianism. These works also proved his assimilation of 

Confucianism cianism into the Buddhist system. Being alert 

to the need for the unity of the three teachings, Ch'i-sung 

attempted to offer an interpretation of each teaching in-

clusive enough to permit the denouncing of any critics as 

bigots. Moreover, it was important for him to demonstrate a 

real and in depth understanding of Confucian and Taoist tra-

dition in his interpretations. By so doing, he would have 

sufficient credit to win veneration for his defense of and 

devotion to Buddhist teaching. 

It would not be too speculative to assume that be-

cause of his keen perception of the quintessence of Confu-

cianism, not primarily because of his literary achievement, 

Ch'i-sung was widely admired by Confucian scholars like Han 
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Ch'i, au-yang Hsiu, Li kou, Chang Wang-chih and others. 1 

These scholars honored only the literature which conveyed 

the Tao. They respected Ch'i-sung because he offered a fle-

xible and all-embracing formula for an understanding of the 

Tao that was of great concern to them. For instance, he 

stressed the unity of the Five Classics, the source of Con-

fucian tradition in the inception of his undertaking of syn-

cretism. He likened them to the five elements in which each 

element has its specific· purpose and function for building a 

harmonious world where the yin and ~ powers appeared to 

be in perfect balance. He said: 

The Book of Rites is the manifestation of the 
Supreme Extremity. The Book of Odes [represents] 
the efficacy of [sage's] teaching:--The Book of Do
cuments preserves the great historical events-.- The 
Book of Change [unveils] the bounds of heaven and 
men. The Annals of Spring and Autumn [offers] a 
scale for [determining] award and punishment .... 2 A 
gentleman may be biased if he abandons the Book of 
Rites, licentious if he abandons the Book of Odes, 
absurd if he abandons the Book of HistorY,~eluded 
if he abandons the Book of Change, and confu3ed if 
he abandons the Annals of Spring and Autumn. 

He also stressed the quality of "flexibility" as the essen-

tial principle of Taoism, considering it as the foundation 

1. For these Confucian scholars, see Chapter 2. 

2. "Supreme Extremity" is translated from the term 
"huang chi" f ;f$ which was explained as "t 'ien-hsia chung
cheng" ~ ~ ~ ]t [the middle and correct path of the world] 
by Ch'i-sung. See HCC 4: 42 "Huang-chi lun" f -ft" ~~ [Essay 
On the Supreme Extremity]. 

3. See HCC 7: 16. 
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of myriad things and the source of six arts. 4 He honored 

the Taoist way, as taught by Huang-Lao, as the "Beginning" 

( shih ~ ii' ) of all things which should have been man" s 

primary consideration. Thus he whole-heartedly agreed with 

Ssu-ma Ch"ien in his discussion of the Six Classics, unlike 

those scholars who criticized the latter for discussing the 

Huang-Lao Taoism before the Six Classics. 5 

Ch"i-sung syncretized the three teachings and be-

lieved that there was an all-embracing Tao that covered the 

essential principles of the three teachings. The manifes-

tation of this Tao might have been perceived differently, 

but the whole entity of the Tao remained unchanged. One 

needed a comprehensive understanding of the three teachings 

to recognize this universal Tao. Once one recognized this 

Tao, one would see the actual harmony of the three 

teachings. To prove his points, Ch"i-sung managed tore-

evaluate some Confucian principles and Taoist conceptions on 

the basis of his own integrated realization. 

4. HCC 7: 71. The word "i" Jh , translated into 
"flexibility", should also connote "changeability" and 
"easiness." The "six arts" ( liu _i -i-:" '*' ) must be the six 
Confucian curricula, i.e., propriety, music, archery, chari
oteering, writing, and mathematics, that would prepare a 
student as a Confucian gentleman. 

5. Ibid. In the last chapter of the Shih chi, the 
discussion of the thought of Huang-Lao preceeds that of the 
Six Classics and therefore incurs Pan Ku"s criticism. Ch"i
sung disagreed with Pan Ku and maintained that Pan Ku did 
not see the subtlety of Ssu-ma Ch"ien"s scheme. 
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On Humanity and Righteousness 

Humanity and Righteousness are two cardinal moral 

principles taught in Confucianism. Ch'i-sung considered 

that these principles linked closely with personal goodness 

and state prosperity. Like a Confucianist, he believed that 

a ruler, being humane and righteous, could make his state 

one of great order, peace, and prosperity. He would choose 

able and good men to practice "kingly way" (wang tao '£ .Jt ) . 
By so doing, state affairs would be mangaged properly, 

society harmonious, crops abundant, and government in good 

shape. If humanity and righteousness were disregarded, 

results contrary to these would certainly be the ruler's 

due. 6 

Ch'i-sung also expressed a somewhat syncretic view of 

military affairs on which he thought humanity and righteous-

ness should have some bearing. He considered that these two 

principles should be applied to the military affairs: 

Military affairs is [a kind of] punishment. They 
are initiated by humanity and dwell upon righteous
ness. Being initiated by humanity means to pity the 
disorder in the name of humanity. Dwelling upon 
righteousness means to stop violence in the name of 
righteousness. Stopping violence in the name of 
righteousness will turn mutual vexation into mutual 
correction. Pitying disorder in the name of hu
man~ty ~ill turn attempted killing into life
savlng. 

6. See HCC 8: 82 the essay "I-han tui"~4· ~ t[ [A 
Response to a Discussion on Drought]. 

7. See HCC 6: 60 the essay "Wen Ei:!!.9_"1Jil'€f ~ [An 
Inquiry into Military Affair]. 
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ch'i-sung suggested that, although military affairs are in-

evitable, it would be possible to turn killing into life-

saving when humanity and righteousness are involved in these 

affairs. This combination of humanity, righteousness and 

non-killing was a typical representation of the syncretism 

of Confucian and Buddhist moral philosophy. 8 

Humanity and righteousness also summed up all vir

tues, according to Ch'i-sung. 9 They are the source of good 

administration by government. Sages would rely on "humanity 

to nourish man's [good] nature, and righteousness to subdue 

man's [bad] feeling." 10 Humanity and righteousness are what 

caused the harmony between yin and ~ elements and the 

growth of living things."ll 

Moreover, humanity and righteousness also had a 

bearing on the ancient style prose (ku wen~ i( ). They 

were the fundamental principles of life that enrich the 

content and meaning of prose, germinating the mighty power 

of the writing. Ch'i-sung related the following facts: 

8. See more discussion in chapter 8. 

9. See HCC 6: 64, essay "Hsing te" t'i (t. [Nature and 
Virtue]. 

10. See HCC 7: 70, essay "Hsing-ch 'ing" ~~t 4 [Nature 
and Feeling] . 

11. Ibid. 



Inquiring into the emergence of ancient style prose, 
[we can say that] it was designed to manifest hu
manity and righteousness and to distinguish [good] 
governance and teaching [from bad governance and 
teaching]. Yao, Shun, King Wen, and King Wu dis
played humanity and righteousness perfectly. Their 
governance and teachings were correct. [Therefore], 
Confucius put forth an effort to praise them by his 
prose [writing]. People afterward found them an 
example. Therefore, those rulers and ministers 
acted with decorum and those who administered state 
and family maintained good order .... In the Warring 
States Period, the theory of alliance spread over 
the world. Mencius and Hsun Tzu held fast to hu
manity and righteousness, as shown in their prose 
[writings], so as to distinguish [good] governance 
[from bad governance]. Although their efforts were 
not effectively

1
2ewarded, students acknowledged and 

respected them. 

Here, Ch'i-sung seems to have suggested that literature 
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imbued with humanity and righteousness has the prime func-

tion of bringing forth moral norms and correcting social 

disorder. Like his contemporary intellectuals, he advocated 

the theory of "literature for conveying the Tao" and the use 

of "literary virtue" in managing state affairs. He pointed 

out that humanity and righteousness alone contributed to the 

spectacular achievement of Sung literature. 

Now, if various Confucian scholars vie with each 
other [for promoting the moral order] by their 
prose, then the great virtue and undertaking of our 
ancestors will be increasingly known, the Emperor's 
humanity and righteousness will be increasingly pro
minent, and the [good] governance and teaching [un
dergone] in the court will be increasingly 
distinguished. Thus, the ministers, observing their 
writings from inside [the court], cultivated hu
manity and righteousness in serving their superior, 

12. See HCC 8: 80, essay "Chi fu-ku",f.~t~ -ti 
cording the Revival of the Ancient Way]. 

[Re-



and in correcting the governance and teaching so as 
to provide better treatment for the common people 
and all the districts. The commoners, observing 
their writings from outside [the court], embraced 
humanity and righteo~sness to place themselves under 
the control of the state, and to follow the proper 
teaching and order without venturing disobedience. 
The neighboring states, observing their writings, 
would trust the virture and undertaking of our an
cestors, and know that our state can be great and 
permanent. Watching [their virtures and under
taking], people of these states feel an awe for our 
state. They will say that the Sung, with many gen
tlemen using their literature to practice the an
cient way, to set right ritual and music, ris a 
state] worthy of our binding submissions. 1 3 
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Since humanity and righteousness were incooporated in Ch'i-

sung's thought as important moral and intellectual facul-

ties, he urged the younger students of Confucianism to 

contemplate these themes as fundamental to human life. He 

advised them to admire the principal characteristic of Ou-

yang Hsiu's prose, but not its stylish elegance. 

Ou-yang Hsiu's prose generally dwells upon the fun
damental principle of [man's life]: humanity, 
righteousness, propriety, and trustfulness. You 
people should admire Yung-shu's dedication to these 
fundamental principles

1 
How could you vainly imi

tate his stylish form? 4 

13. See HCC 8: 80. 

14. See HCC 8: 84, "Wen shuo" ~ !h [On Prose]. 

15. An alternate name for the Doctrine of Mean is 
the Commonality and Centrality. 
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On the Book of Change and the Doctrine of Mean 

The Book of Change and the Doctrine of Mean were two 

of the most discussed books in the early Sung Dynasty. 15 

Both Confucian and Buddhist scholars were fond of these two 

books. It might have been because the two books offered 

something that was significant to the philosophical and on-

tological speculation then in vogue. Some Confucianists ex-

pected to find a philosophical foundation in these two books 

so as to develop a sound metaphysical system relevant either 

to refute or to corroborate Buddhism. To some Buddhist 

monks, however, these two books provided a channel to syn-

cretize the two teachings. Ch'i-sung, like his predecessor 
~. i1 

Chih-ylian """a la.J (976-1022), represented this group of 

monks. 16 

Ch'i-sung regarded the doctrine of the mean as the 

highest level of ritual and the true source of humanity and 

righteousness. It is the world's supreme way, 17 the basis of 

ritual, music, punishment, governance, humanity, righteous

ness, wisdom, and trustfulness, 18 and the way that 

18. A T'ien-t'ai monk, Ku-shan Chih-yuan was known 
as the earliest Buddhist-Confucian syncretist in the Sung 
Dynasty. His epithet Chung-yung tzu~ ~ ~ [Master Chung
yung] indicates his keen interest in the Doctrine of Mean. 
See Ch'ien Mu, Chung-kuo hslieh-shu ssu-hsiang-shih-run=-
ts'ung (5) pp. 27-34. 
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cultivated the Confucian gentlernman. 19 A gentleman must 

cultivate the mean in order to avoid hasty action. Without 

the mean, the sincerity, the cultivated self, the well-ruled 

family, and the ordered state will be unreacheable goals. 20 

The same appraisal applies to the Book of Change. 

Ch'i-sung regarded the book as a useful tool for ruling the 

world. 21 While lamenting the loss of "the way of real 

Change" (chen i chih tao ,! ~ ~ ~ ) , he had a high re

gard for the commentary about the Book of Change written by 

his friend Hao-tzu ifp ~ : "it is great contribution to the 

sage's way." 22 Although the commentary is not extant, it in 

all probablity was a text incorporating Buddhist philosophy 

in order to express the idea of "the way of real Change." 

On Ritual and Music 

Ch'i-sung set great store on the ritual and music es-

tablished by the sages. He held that "ritual is the 

19. HCC 4: 44-48. The following are discussions in 
his article "Chung-yung chieh" t:f' !¥, M- [The Interpretation 
of The Centrality and Commonality]. 

20. HCC 4: 44. The text reads, "ch'eng-hsin, hsiu
shen, cheng-chia, chih-kuo she chung-yung wu-ta" !~' 1 ~ ~ 1•f= 
j4 ~ .rE ~ , ;/;;' r~fL ~ sr (;fj ~ 1~. 

21 . HCC 8 : 8 5 . 

22. HCC 8: 85. Identity of Hao-tzu can not be estab
lished because no other reference is available. His commen
tary is not extant either. 



beginning and music is the end of the kingly way." 23 

"Ritual and music," he said, "are what the kingly way de

pends upon to reach its maturity." 24 He emphasized the 

important functions of ritual and music, saying, 

Ritual is the means by which the kingly way is 
promoted. Music is the means by which the kingly 
virtue is completed. Therefore, a ruler had to 
dedicate himself to ritual should he attempt the the 
kingly way, must perfect music should he desire to 
display his kingly vir2gre. Otherwise, even a sage 
is unable to help him. 

In other words, Ch'i-sung believed that ritual and music, 
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when implemented, can help a ruler accomplish the kingly way 

and other individuals approach centrality and commonalty. 

He maintained that ritual and music should be studied as 

part of the doctrine of the mean. "Once ritual and music 

are well studied, the state of centrality and commonalty can 

be achieved." 26 

On Filial Piety 

Ch'i-sung also venerated filial piety as an ultimate 

ethical and moral principle. In his lengthy discussion of 

the subject, "Essay On Filial Piety" (hsiao lun ~ ~@) dedi-

cated to his parents, Ch'i-sung demonstrated a comprehensive 

2 3 • HCC 5 : 4 9 • 

24. Ibid. 

25. Ibid. 

2 6 . HCC 4 : 4 8. 
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knowledge and mastery of Confucian literature and articula-

ted a very lofty definition of this principle. Echoing the 

Classic of Filial Piety (Hsiao ching% ~~ ), he stressed 

filial piety as an absolutely unalterable principle and the 

beginning of all good acts. 27 He maintained that parents 

are the great foundation of man's body and life and filial 

piety is first and foremost moral principle that takes pre

cedence over all other good acts. 28 The practice of filial 

piety, as stressed by Ch'i-sung, should be based on 

sincerity. 

Filial piety entails feeding and supporting pa
rents. If without sincerity as a base, the support 
can be deficient after all. Now with sincerity as a 
base, the support of parents will be complete, the 
favor offered to people and the help r~~dered to 
[other living] beings will be amiable. 

This view of filial piety in the Confucian sense, an 

integral part of his theory of Confucian-Buddhist syncre-

ticism, will be discussed in the next chapter. 

On Taoism 

Ch'i-sung seemed to have accepted only philosophical 

Taoism. He was well-versed in Taoist texts like the Lao-tzu 

27. KC 8: 20ab. 

28. Ibid. 

29. KC 8: 2lb. 
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and the Chuang-tzu and had a high regard for the "spon

taneity" ( tzu- jan ffl f!;,' ) that characterizes Taoism. As a 

matter of fact, he equated Taoism with Buddhism in general 

terms, saying that "in general, they are identical. But as 

for the mode of ultimate spirituality and infinite transfor

mation ( ch 'iung-shen chi-hua 1J :ftf tJ! 1,0 ) , taught by two 

teachings, they are different."30 

Ch'i-sung's point regarding the difference probably 

refers to the ontological and cosmological levels of the two 

teachings, although he did not elaborate. However, he op-

posed the theory of immortality represented by the ideas of 

"heavenly spirit" (t 'ien shen" ~ =ff ) , "immortalized trans-

formation" ( shen-hsien yii-hua 1f i~ ;J;] 1't:.> ) , and "chiao 

sacrifice" (chi chiao 4:,~ ~.~ ) , which were said to be results 

of Chang Kang ... s J~ fJI•j and Lu Hsi u-ching ... s j1~ if' ,.ff (d. 4 7 7) 

perversions of Lao-tzu's teaching. 31 

30. See HCC 7: 78, essay "Chih hsin" ~~ 1.V' [Admini
tering the Mind]-.--For "spontaneity" as characteristic to 
Taoism, see A. C. Graham, Chuang-tzu: the Seven Inner 
Chapters p. 6. 

31. KC 1: 9a. Beyond the above reference, Chang 
Kang's identity can not be established. I have found a 
Chang Kang of Eastern Han, but he was not a Taoist like the 
one Ch'i-sung referred to. Lu Hsiu-ching flourished in the 
Sung of the South-and-North Dynasty. He wrote many books on 
Taoism. His Tao-te-ching tsa-shuo _rj f~f .~~ -$ft ~..it.>[ Miscella
neous Discussion on the Tao-te-chingl must be the book Ch'i
sung referred to. Ch'en Kuo-fu has written a detailed 
record of Lu Hsiu-ching in his Tao-tsang yuan-liu-k 'ao ~ ~· 
1Tt. ~~ 1f [A Critical Study of the Origins of Taoist Canon]. 
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Ch'i-sung admired Chuang-tzu and his philosophy of 

"free and easy wondering," which is the name of the first 

chapter of the Chuang-tzu. Emulating Chuang-tzu, Ch'i-sung 

composed a similar article called "Chapter on Free and Easy 

Wondering" (Hsiao-yao p'ien:Jl~ {6, ) . In that article, he 

stressed the spontaneity of "the movement of heaven and 

earth," "the growth of myriad things," "the illumination of 

the sun and moon," and "the succession of the four 

seasons." 32 He defined the Tao as follows: 

A gentleman must know the Tao. The Tao is the great 
wonderfulness ( ta miao ~ -()- ) . It is ultimately 
sti 11 ( chih chit ~ ) , but it penetrates a 11 move
ments ( Ch'ITn tung .e~ -J?;). It [looks] totally non
existent (chih wu~ 1fr.=. ), but it contains all 
creation (wan~~ ~ .... If considered as unob
tainable, it is never missing in the universe. If 
considered as obtainable, it is never there. Its 
being is 'the being in non-being.' Its non-being is 
'the non-being in being.' It neglects both being and 
non-being, and comes to a state that is indescriba
ble. So [the Chuang-tzu] says 'if it is not the 
most wonderful thing in the world, how can it reach 
such state [of wonderfulness].' Therefore, it can 
manipulate the heaven and earth, operate the sun and 
moon. The heaven, earth, sun, and moon, although 
great, have always been the function of the Tao. 
This is what is meant to be; 'namelessness is the 
beginning of the heaven and earth, a~~ having name 
is the origin of the myriad things.' 

Ch'i-sung considered that Taoism shares some common grounds 

with Confucianism. For instance, they share the idea of 

3 2 . HCC 8 : 8 7 . 

3 3. Ibid. 



"non-action" in certain contexts. He drew a comparison 

between Taoism and the Appendix Remarks to the Book of 

Change (_! hsi tz "u ~ .fl. 4 ) and said: 

Ssu-ma Ch"ien related Taoism to 'non-action"(wu-wei 
~ i:b ) and 'all actions [as a result of] non
action' (wu-pu-wei~~~). He also talked about 
'tallying with the great Tao, ...... '[emerging from a 
state of] chaos and obscurity, .. and 'illuminating 
the world... This exactly parallels 'the Change is 
no thought, no action, still and movetionless. But 
when one intuits [this Change], one can simult~2e
ously penetrate it' as said in the.! hsi tz"u. 

Moreover, Ch"i-sung considered Confucianism and Taoism as 

springing from the same source: 

Taoism and Confucianism spring from the same source. 
Together, they emerge from the teachings of the 
Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors. Lao-tzu said, 
'the Sage abides in non-action and spreads wordless 
teaching." [He] said, 'a king or a feudal lord can 
protect the world if he obtain this One [Tao] ... 
Chuang-tzu said, 'He who obtains my way can be an 
emperor above and a king below... These sayings are 
never different from 'the Change is no thought, non
action. The movement of the world is corrected by 
the One' mentioned in the Book of Change and the 
Three ~raves (San fen~~~ the three Sovereigns' 
book. 3 

The Origin and Essentials of Buddhism 

As already suggested, Ch"i-sung dedicated great 
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effort to the writing of Fu chiao pien with the objective of 

Buddhist teaching. He quoted various Buddhist and Confucian 

3 4. KC 1 : 9a. 

3 5. KC 1: 6a. 
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texts to expound Buddhism, emphasizing its moral and philo

sophical values, social function, and the significance of 

its harmonious existence with other teachings. He wanted to 

acquaint both narrowly-educated monks and antagonistic lay

men with the essentials and the great value of Buddhism and 

help them esteem its lofty teaching. Therefore, he wrote 

the Fu chiao pien in a plain, unadorned, ancient style of 

prose and offered his own annotations for less educated 

readers. His book was written for the needs of his time, 

and its style made it potentially attractive to a broad 

circle of readers. 

Origin and Essentials 

How and why Buddhism emerged? Ch'i-sung explained 

that the Buddha, wishing to relieve all creatures from the 

sufferings of "wallowing and sinking in the flux of samsara" 

( fu-ch 'en ~ sheng-shih 1 un- hui ~} ~IV~ 1.! ~ 1'~ Jff!__) and to 

guide them in reaching the eternal, purified, and peaceful 

land where he abides, 36 taught all sentient beings to cul

tivate human nature and do away with the burden of feeling 

( ch "ing lei,._.~ ~ ) . 3 7 In order for all creatures of dif

ferent levels of intellect to understand his teaching, the 

Buddha divided his teachings into five vehicles: man-vehicle 

36. KC 1: 15a, 2: la. 

3 7. KC 1: 15a. 
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( jen-sheng /-., ~ ) , heaven-vehicle ( t 'ien-sheng ~ ~ ) , 

'Sravaka-vehicle ( sheng-wen-sheng /!j P(f ~ ) , pratyeka buddha 

vehicle ( ylian-chlieh-sheng .~JJl ~), and bodhisattva-vehicle 

(p'u-sa-sheng~ ~ ~ ). 38 Each contains a set of rules and 

directs a specific karmic retribution. By observing the 

five commandments (wu chieh ~ ~ )--not killing, not steal-

ing, not committing adultery, not lying, and not using into-

xicating liquors--one will be rewarded by rebirth among 

human beings. 39 By observing the ten good deeds (shih shan 

~ ~ )--not using coarse language, not using doubletongues, 

not using filthy language, avoiding covetousness, avoiding 

hatred, avoiding perverse view, not killing, not stealing, 

not committing adultery, and not lying--one will be rewarded 

by birth among heavenly beings, or devas. 40 By observing 

the four noble truths (ssu t'i \~ ~t ), twelve nidannas 

( shih-erh yin-yuan -t- ::::- 1~ ~fJ< ) , one will be reborn 

38. KC 1: l9a-2la. 

39. Ibid. 

40. Ibid. Ch'i-sung's explanation of ten good deeds 
is: "not killing, not stealing, not committing adultery, and 
not lying" are like five s!las; "not using coarse language" 
means "not cover up the wrong speech;" "not double-tongues" 
means "not speak evil of people behind their back;" "not 
using filthy language" means "not scorning and not saying 
things against moral principle;" "avoiding covetousness" 
means "no jealousy at all;" "avoiding hatred" means "free 
from any abhorrence;" "avoiding perverse view" means "always 
tell good from bad." 
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among the ~ravakas, pratyeka-buddhas, respectively. 41 By 

observing the six paramitas, one will be ferried beyond the 

sea of mortality to nirvana. 42 

41. Ibid. The four noble truths are generally knownt 
as: "duhkha" or "k'u"'"'* [sufferings], "samudaya" or "chi"..tr
[aggregation of sufferings], "nirodha" or "mieh" ~~' [ extinc
tion of desire] , "mCfrga" or "tao" ~ [the way of such ex
tinction]. Ch'i-sung's interpretation of these truths is: 
"k'u," twenty five forms of existence and two forms of 
karma; "chi," aggregation of ignorance seeds, or illusory 
views and thoughts; "mieh," extinction of "k'u" and "chi" 
and illumination of the truth; "tao," discipline, medita
tion, wisdom in general sense, thirty-seven conditions 
leading to bodhi or Buddhahood in a broad sense. The twelve 
nidannas are generally known as: "avidya" or "wu ming"~. i:7fi 

[ignorance], "samskara" or "hsing" tf [action], "vijinana" 
or "shih "1ft' [consciousness] , "namarnpa" or "ming se" -~ t!J 
[name and form], "saQ.ayatana" or "liu ~"<"'A [the six 
sense organs], "spar~a 11 or "ch 'u" ~T[ C<?jl,tact], "vedana" or 
11 Shou" ~ [sensation], "trsna" or "ai",..~ [c~ving], "upa
dana" or 11 ch'li"1fSZ [graspin9]; "bhave" or"~"~ [exis
tence], ~~ti" or "sheng" ~ [birth], n jaramarana" or "lao 
shih" ~ t..J [old age and death]. Ch 'i-sung ... s interpretation 
is: "wu ming," the barrier of temptation, the way of temp
tation; "hsing," the hinderance of past karma, the way of 
karma; "shih," the breath of fetus [in the process of re
birth]; "ming se," mind and substance; "liu i!:!_," six senses 
of fetus; "ch'li," fetus being delivered; "shou", receiving 
from the previous life the good and bad things; "ai," love 
of color, man, woman, gold, silver, money, and so~orth; 
"ch'U," the desire of laying hold of everything; "~," the 
accomplished is the cause of the future; "sheng," matter 
concerning the future rebirth; "lao shih." Ch'i-sung did 
not have a word for the last item probably because it is 
self-explanatory. See KC 4: 23a-24a. Cf., Soothill, A 
Dictionary of Chinese BUddhist Terms pp. 22, 42, 182,-249. 

42. KC 4: 25ab. The six paramitas are generally 
known as: "dana" or"~ shih"1'if ;f~ [charity], "sila" or 
"ch ... ih chieh "f:f ~ [holding to the precepts]; "ksanti 11 or 
"jen .i!!_" ,~ !f [bearing disgrace) "vfrya" or "chii-g chin" 
[disciplined progress], "dhyana" or "ch ... an ting" .f SE: [me-
ditation or con temp 1 at ion ] , "pr a j r1c3 11 or "chi h h u i ".!kf ~ 
[wisdom]. They were interpreted in almost the same way by 
Ch'i-sung, except that "15ila" is interpreted as "hao shan'~-1 
-l- [love the good] . - --
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The first four vehicles, according to Ch'i-sung, come 

under the category of sr~vaka teaching, or sheng wen chiao 

~Jl~~~ .qX. These are lesser vehicles: provisional, gradual, 

in nature, and supposedly taught for those minds of small 

capacity. 43 The fifth vehicle is the great vehicle: real, 

sudden in nature, taught for those minds of great 

capacity. 44 But what is the "burden of feeling?" Why is 

one able to escape the suffering of sa!I!scrr~ by doing away 

with the burden of feeling? To answer these questions, 

Ch'i-sung suggested an investigation of the connection be

tween "1 if e and death" ( sheng ssu 1£ 9t.J ) and " [human] nature 

and feeling" (hsing ch ~ ing .;-t ~). Ch'i-sung offered an 

explanation in the prologue of the "Inquiry into the Origin 

of the Teaching (yUan chiao~ f~), and the first section of 

the Fu chiao pien. 

Ch'i-sung related human nature and feeling to the 

theory of "three periods of cause and effect" (san-shih yin

kuo "E.~ \iJ ~ ). 45 He pointed out that man's success or 

failure in this life is the result of good and evil acts 

done in previous life; while the cultivation and practice of 

43. KC 5: 17a-18a. 

4 4 . KC 5 : 18b. 

45. The three periods are past, present, and future. 
"The three periods of cause and effect" comprises the basic 
part of Buddhist ontology commonly known to us. 
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moral good in this life. determines the success or failure in 

future life. 46 He regarded human nature and feeling as two 

different and opposite faculties with close bearing on the 

cultivation and practice of moral good. He looked upon 

human nature as "quiet, still, motionless and as man's na

tura 1 disposition ( tzu chih -;l 1' ) . "4 7 As ultimate reality 

(chen E~ ~" ), this nature is most inactive and involves 

no absurdity and change. It is formless perfection (wu 

hsiang chih yUan-chi ~ -;flil :i I ru ~~). As absolute perfec-tion, 

it is universal; being real, it is not depraved; being pure, 

it is not polluted; being quiet and still, it has no birth 

and no extinction. By approaching closely to this nature and 

modeling oneself upon it, one can become a worthy and up-

right man; by expanding and modeling oneself on it, one can 

become a holy man, a wonderful god, and a buddha. 48 

Feeling, in contrast to nature, is "active when aroused. It 

is man's desire."49 

4 6. KC 1: 16a -17 a. 

47. KC 1: llb. 

48. KC 4: 42a-44b. The meaning of this passage is a 
little hard to pin down. Ch'i-sung used "chin" .ut.[come 
close, near] to refer to a worthy and upright man; but he 
used "yUan .i!_ [distant, far] to refer to a holy man, god and 
buddha. It might have been the other way around. Araki 
Kengo explained "yUan" as "endai" .i{ j(_ [expand]. It makes 
meaning more logical but plays fast and loose with the 
grammer. Here I follow Araki Kengo's translation. 

49. KC 1: llb. 
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It is the beginning of all sentient beings and involves 

falsity and absurdity. It is a form of consciousness (shih-

hs iang :~· i=tJ ) . 
Ch'i-sung considered feeling, when properly control-

led, as something that causes one to love, to favor, to be-

come intimate with or alienated from others, to do something 

which looks good ( huo shan~- ~ ) or bad ( huo erh ~· ~ ) . 

But, when not controlled, it is something that causes one to 

cheat, deceive, use violence, commit immoral acts, covet, 

become infatuated, lose one's true mind, and destroy one's 

true nature. 50 

Furthermore, the feeling emerges from nature and then 

obscures nature. Since nature is obscured, man is forever 

deluded and becomes unenlightened (~ mi erh ~ chueh ~ 

~ ,:iO If- ~ ) . Accordingly, the true and ultimate principle 

is not practiced. 51 Ch'i-sung maintained that the Buddha 

taught people about nature but not feeling because he wanted 

to realize the beginning of the good and the evil, to seek 

true nature and correct absurd feeling. The Buddha wanted 

people to know that by recognizing the true mind, they will 

50. KC 4: 42a-44b. 

51 . KC 4 : 3 8a. 
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be able to see through the transitional moments of the three 

periods and relieve themselves from the bonds of life and 

death. 52 

Political Function 

After presenting the essential points of the five 

vehicles, Ch'i-sung suggested that Buddhism really had a 

higher function than other teachings. Buddhist teaching 

contains this-world law (shih-chien fa~l&l ~~ )--the way of 

the worlds of man; and super-mundane law (ch'u shih-chien fa 

~ ~ P~ ~~ )--the principle of the spiritual world. 5 3 

This teaching covers and penetrates all things. It is 

boundless and without comparison; it.surpasses all other 

teachings. If one is devoted to this teaching, heaven and 

earth would make response and provide retribution (kan ~ 

~ I~), ghost and spirit would comply. 54 How can a great 

and efficacious teaching like Buddhism be ignored? Espe

cially when one knows that retribution always means punish

ment for bad acts--a moral one should bear in mind so as to 

encourage oneself to do good things. Ch'i-sung declared 

51. KC 4: 38a. 

52. KC 5: 2a. 

53. KC 5: 28ab. 

54. KC 5: 18b-19a. 
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that Buddhist teaching of highest value for making a good 

society when it is honored as a state religion. 

[People] from village to town, to prefecture, to 
state, officials of the court, emperor in the pa
lace, when practicing [the teaching] perfectly, must 
be humane [because] they do not kill, be incorrupt 
[because] they do not steal, be upright [because] 
they do not involve in adultery, be trustful [be
cause] they do not abuse, be well-behaved [because] 
they are not intoxicated, be honest [because] they 
do not flatter. They will not slander others [be
cause] they are not double-tongued, not insult 
[because] they do not use filthy language, not anger 
[because] they do not feud, not contend [because] 
they are not coveteous, not perverse [because] they 
are not blinded. Any of these is sufficient to make 
one sincere and extend one's [sincerity] to others, 
much more so when all the f~Se commandments and ten 
good deeds are carried out. 

To verify the above statement, Ch'i-sung related a dialogue 

between Wen-ti, emperor of the the Liu-Sung (r. 424-453) who 

was well-known for his good rule during Ylian-chia (ylian-chia 

~ ~ ), and his minister Ho Shang-chih{1j .~ ~ (382-460). 

He mentioned that the emperor, after reading the Explanation 

of the Treatise on the Enlightened Nature (Shih Ta-hsing lun 

.fJ 11._ ~'t !fn ) , written by Yen Yen-chih 11"Ji" ~ ~ , 56 and the 

55. KC 3: 3a-6b. 

56. Yen Yen-chih, then the Prefect of Yung-chia (in 
present Chekiang), wrote the work to dispute the Ta-hsing 
lun J:.. .r~ !®[Treatise on the Enlightened Nature] written by 
Ho Ch'eng-t'ien. Ho was known to associate with monk Hui
lin, the author of the Pai-hei lun 0 ~ ~~ [Treatise on the 
White and the Black]. ---
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Treatise on Illuminating Buddha (Ming fo lun ~fl 1~ fii ) , 
written by Tsung Ping~ t~ (375-443), 57 was so impressed by 

Buddhism that he wanted to implement the teaching as an aid 

in governing his people. Ch'i-sung highlighted Ho's reply: 

Now, if ten people in a village of hundred families 
hold fast to the five commandments, then the ten 
people can be pure and honest. If a hundred people 
in a town of a thousand families have practiced the 
ten good deeds, then the hundred people can be 
neighborly friends. This moral and custom, if 
spread over the state, can bring on a million be
nevolent people out of a billion households. Sup
pose [these men] can do one good deed, then [they 
can] put a stop to one crime. If one crime is stop
ped in a family, then ten thousand crimes will be 
stopped in the state. This being the case, then 
your majesty's saying of 'sitting [ig~ctively] to 
achieve the great peace' is correct. 

Defense and Apologetics 

Ch'i-sung was the most polemic monk of the Sung 

Dynasty. Besides defending his position on Southern Ch'an 

against other schools, he also defended his position on 

Buddhism against Confucian antagonists. In addition to the 

defensive argument included in the Fu chiao pien, he wrote 

57. Tsung Ping had the same purpose as Yen Yen-chih. 
He also had correspondence and argument with Ho regarding 
the ideas of Hui-lin. See KC 1: 3la-32a. Cf., ZUrcher, The 
Buddhist Conquest of China p. 15. · ---

58. KC 1: 31 ab. 
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a compendium to counter Han Yu and his relentless impeach

ment of Buddhism. The compendium, Fei Han lun~~ f$ ~~ 
[Essays Faulting Han Yli], together with the Fu chiao pien 

not only shows how Ch'i-sung made use of Confucianism to 

justify his arguments, but also evinces his constant strain 

in trying to combine the three teaching into one. With an 

adroitness in debate, he made a seemingly irrefutable coun

terattack on Han Yu, who was in Buddhist eyes a determined 

detractor of Buddhism. 

Countering Anti-Buddhist 

Ch'i-sung offered six basic points in countering the 

general accusation against Buddhist teaching. First, he re

pudiated the charge of the absurdity of the Buddhist theo

ries of kalpas (chieh~~ ), cosmos, and transmigration. He 

asserted that the theory of kalpas, like aeons, was intelli

gible. If the accumulation of years possibly makes a gen

eration (shih~ ), why can not the accumulation of 

generations make a kalpa, and of small kalpas (santarkalpa) 

make a big kalpa (mah~kalpa)? 59 Ch'i-sung believed that if 

one gives free rein to one's imagination, one can conceive 

59. KC 2: 23a. 
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of the boundless cosmos as taught by Buddhism. 60 He argued 

that the theory of transmigration can best explain dreams, 

in which one sees happenings of the real world and dreams 

within one's dream.6 1 

Second, Ch'i-sung refuted the notion that Buddhism 

only suited west land where the buddha was a sage and could 

not be honored in China because it was non-Chinese. 62 He 

insisted that a sage, having a grip on the principle of 

heaven, earth, and man, should accept a teaching apparently 

so universally suitable. Treating the Buddha as an alien (i 

~ ) is equal to treating both Shun and King Wen as 

aliens. 63 If aliens like Shun and King Wen were not 

rejected in China, why should the Buddha? 

60. KC 2: 24a. 

61. KC 2: 24b. Ch'i-sung seems to suggest that the 
life in the real world is a dream in a dream--a reminiscence 
of Chuang-tzu's dream of a butterfly. Many Sung scholars 
liked to talk about their familarity with occurrences they 
first encountered in previous life. Su Shih is a good 
example. 

62. Wang T'ung ~ ~ (503-574), better known as Wen
chung-tzu~ ~~ , of the Sui first professed this notion 
in his Chung shuo~ ~~[On Centrality]. Ch'i-sung was op
posing Wang T'ung's notion. See KC 2: 25ab. 

63. This is because Shun was an alien from Tung-i~ 
~[east border] and King Wen, an alien from Hsi-i db~ 

[west border], according to Mencius. 
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Third, Ch'i-sung opposed the exclusive use of the 

Book of Change and the Centrality and Commonalty, without 

reference to Buddhism, to examine and discuss the subject of 

human nature. 64 He questioned the exclusion of Buddhism 

from the discourses on human n~ture, even though the Buddha 

had dealt with the same human nature as did the Confucian 

texts. If the Buddha, who taught the same nature, should be 

rejected, then how would someone whose teaching was contrary 

to that of Confucius be treated?65 Ch'i-sung believed that 

one could increase and broaden one's knowledge and ability 

so as to perfect one's moral and virtue, it one studied many 

texts dealing with the same subject. 66 

Fourth, Ch'i-sung disputed the notion that were used 

to denigrate monks: their exclusion from the registered 

households of the four classes of people; their consumption 

of foods and clothing by bragging about the virtues of alms-

giving and retribution; their inability to render bless to 

people and the state while relying on lay people for a 

living. 67 He argued that the former kings divided people 

64. KC 2: 27ab. 

65. Ch'i-sung was not very specific in the teaching 
mentioned here. Presumably, he was referring to religious 
Taoism, as suggested in earlier discussion. 

66. KC 2: 27a-28a. 

67. KC 2: 2 8b. 
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into four classes in order to facilitate ruling them. But 

they did not prohibit people from giving alms. 68 Besides, 

there had been periods of recession, such as the final years 

of Eastern Chou and Ch'in, when Buddhism had not yet been 

acknowledged by a society marked by the four-class system. 

Why should monks, who advocated the same moral principles as 

Confucian scholars, be blamed for draining the state of its 

wealth?69 Besides, monks were trained to advise people to 

do good and to shun evil. They were taught to expect alms 

from people who had a surplus. They were prohibited from 

excessive solicitation. If a monk did overact, he should be 

disqualified. A disqualified monk should take the blame; 

but his act should not detract from the reputation of good 

monks and the entire Buddhist community.70 

As for the theory of retribution, one could find its 

counterpart in Confucian texts such as the Book of Docu

ments,71 as suggested by Ch'i-sung. For this reason, he 

held that Buddhism should be immune from the charse of 

bragging because of the theory of retribution. He explained 

68 . KC 2: 2 9b . 

69. KC 2: 3la-32b. 

70. KC 2: 30ab. 

71. See discussion in the next section. 
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that almsgiving represented one of Buddha's ways of compas

sion. The Buddha implemented the theory to encourage people 

to dole things out with kindness--an act that was really 

difficult for common people. He quoted The Annalects of 

Confucius, saying Confucius also considered giving out of 

kindness as difficult. After suggesting that even Yao and 

Shun would admit its difficulty, Confucius claimed that one 

would have quality of a sage if one "confers wide benefits 

upon the common people and compasses the salvation of the 

whole state.,,72 The Buddha encouraged people to do alms-

giving so that they would do away with covetecusness and 

extend their compassion. Ch'i-sung advised that one 'should 

observe the fundamental reasons for almsgiving but not pre

judicially hold the practice in contempt. 73 

Ch'i-sung stressed that monks could certainly enhance 

their compassion by blessing. Through practicing the ritual 

of fasting, they could nourish sincere minds and purify 

their bodies. Accordingly, their blessings became more 

efficacious. He maintained that the blessings given by 

monks who undertook sustained period of fasting would exceed 

72. KC 2: 34ab. For Ch'i-sung's quote, see Arthur 
Waley,The Annalects of Confucius p. 122. 

73. KC 2: 34b-35a. 
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the blessings given by lay people who only practiced occa

sional fasting. 74 

Fifth, Ch'i-sung denounced the notion that monks dis

regarded family ethics by injuring their bodies through 

shaving and by living in celibacy at the expense of the ob

ligation of marriage. He argued that by shaving and living 

in celibacy, without marriage, monks could better dedicate 

to themselves the cultivation of good morals and virtue. 

They repaid their parents by extending the influence of 

their morals and virtue to other people and beings. In 

fact, monks relied on their morals and virtue to prolong the 

lives of their parents and to benefit the ruler.75 

Finally, Ch'i-sung quoted Mou-tzu, an apologist of 

Buddhism and an advocate of the three teachings in one in 

the late Eastern Han, to bolster his points. He said the 

tao that Mou-tzu called our attention was the tao of this 

world. This worldly tao should base on Buddhism, if applied 

to serve parents in the family, rule the people in the 

state, administer self in seclusion. 76 

74. KC 2: 3 5ab. 

75. KC 2: 36b-37b. 

76. KC 3: 7ab. 
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Faulting Han Yli 

Ch'i-sung's reprehension of Han YU is a summary of 

his criticism of contemporary Confucian anti-Buddhism. It 

also shows his syncretism of the three teachings. From the 

Fei Han lun, we can see that Ch'i-sung took a very strong 

stand against Han Yli, his misinterpretation of Confucian 

classics, his aspersion of Buddhism, his frivolous argu

ments, and even his unscrupulous personality. Ch'i-sung 

might have expected to accomplish his apologetics by refut

ing Han Yu, who had tremendous impact on anti-Buddhism in 

the early Sung. But Ch'i-sung did not stake his fortune, or 

that of Buddhism, on a single vociferous attack. Rather, he 

started out with a moderate and somewhat empathic explana

tion of Han Ytl's understanding of Buddhism in the Fu chiao 

pien. He explained that Han Yli should have some understand

ing of Buddhist teaching. His "Inquiry into the Origin of 

the Tao" (yuan tao 1;f. r{ ) , very anti-Buddhist indeed, showed 

a strong antipathy against the way that people worshiped and 

practiced Buddhism. Han Yli's criticism suggested that he 

should know what genuine Buddhist practices were. For in

stance, he held that a monk should see life as identical 

7 6. KC 3: 7 ab. 
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with death, free from the ravel of the worldly affairs. A 

monk should keep his mind calm so that nothing could stir 

him; live in a placid manner so that no desire would rise. 77 

Han Yu respected Master Pao-t 'ung "~ ~, better known as Ta

tien~ fij, and praised him as an intelligent man who was 

enlightened by the highest principles, neglected his own 

body and followed the principles of his teaching, and was 

never be misled or deluded. 78 Moreover, Han Yu wrote a fa

vorable biography of late prefect of Chiang-chou Ma Hui.~ 

l~ because Ma Hui had copied sntra for several thousand 

words with blood from his arms. 79 

77. KC 3: lla-l2a. For Han Yli's comment, see ~S£fg 
Kao-hsien hsli" lt ,l] 1~ If' in the Han Ch'ang-li chi$$..~ ~ 
~ [Collected Work of Han Yli], hereafter HCLC, pp. 157-159. 

78. KC 3: l2ab. Ta-tien had studied under Shih-t'ou 
Hsi-ch'ien before he became prominent during the Chen-yuan~ 
?~ period (785-804) of the T'ang. For Han Yli's relation

ship with Ta-tien, see "Yli Meng shang-shu shu"~~ rt,~.£
in HCLC p. 124. With the same examples as basis, Ssu-ma 
Kuang also regarded Han YU as having grasped the essential 
elements of Buddhist teaching. 

81. KC 3: l3ab. This is recorded in "Chiang-chou 
tz 'u-shih Ma fu-chlin hsing-chuang" ;~ -#t'" ~~J ~ .~ 7tf ~ f7 
~See _!if.LC p. 340. 
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Ch'i-sung also pointed out that Han Yli knew how to 

slant his argument in order to support his anti-Buddhism. 

For he would choose either a consistant or a provisional 

scheme in to place praise or blame on Buddhism. Whether re-

jecting or extolling Buddhist Dharma was contingent upon 

what advantages or disavantages he might have at the time. 

Therefore, he might pretend to accept Buddhism, while saying 

that "a sage has no constant teacher," or that the " [teach-

ing of] Confucianism or Moism cannot be adquate teaching if 

the two are not combined in practice." 80 He might recognize 

Buddhism as a teaching embellished with a perfect theory of 

an afterlife, while accepting Liu Tsung-ylian's transforma

tion into a god as a fact.8 1 

Ch'i-sung said that Han Yli had never been loyal to 

what was taught in Confucius, saying that "while not knowing 

about life, how can one know about death."8 2 He suggested 

80. KC 3: 14a-16a. For the quotes, see "Shih shuo" 
trr ~~._; [Discourse on Masters] and "Tu Mo-tzu" ~~~~[Read-

- "'/{ -s:. ing the Mo-tzu] in HCLC p. 22, 24. 

81. KC 3: 16b-17a. Liu Tsung-yUan-flJp .if,~ ( 773-
819), often treated as Han Yti's peer as a great master of 
ancient style prose in the T'ang, was a patron of Buddhism. 
It was said he turned into a god of Lo-ch'ih Temple.~~~~ 
in Liu-chou~r~ where he had died during his tenure as~ 
prefect. See "Liu-chou Lo-ch 'ih miao pei"-1:1Jf-tlt' !ff- re>lfiJ z~ 
[Epitaph for the Lo-ch'ih Temple in Liu-chou] in HCLC 3: 
16b-17a. 

82. KC 3: 17ab. 
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in the Fu chiao pi en that one could see no bigotry in Han Yli 

and his antipathy against Buddhism was very possibly a con

servative intellectual stance. 83 Ch'i-sung seemed to have 

told his readers that Han YU's motivation in waging the war 

against Buddhism was understandable. Han Yu felt obligated 

to attack Buddhism because he feared the practice of Bud-

dhism had gone astray. He was against the perversion of the 

teaching but not the teaching per ~. 

This understanding explanation is in sharp contrast 

to Ch'i-sung's criticism of Han Yli in the Fei Han lun. 

Rather than explaining away Han Yli's prejudice, he discussed 

liberally Han Yu's conservative thought, which was said to 

result in Han Yu's opposition to Buddhism. Ch'i-sung 

claimed that his criticism of Han YU was based on the teach

ings of Confucian Canons. 84 Investigating Han Yu's works 

carefully, he found Han Yu disloyal to Confucian teaching in 

many ways and accused him of betraying what appeared to be 

the common elements among the three teachings. In other 

words, Han YU was flourishing the banner of Confucian revi-

val ism in his fight against a viable syncretism of the three 

teachings. 

83. KC 3: l6b. For Confucius idea, see Waley, The 
Annalect p. 155. For translation of this passage, I find 
Legge's is closer to the original. 

84. HCC 17: 176, preface to the Fei Han lun. 
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Betraying Confucian Teaching. Despite his empathic 

understanding, Ch'i-sung made his more vehement charge 

against Han YU in the openning chapter of the Fei Han lun. 

He saw Han Yu aspired to the restoration of the predominant 

status of Confucianism via the veneration of Confucian Ca-

nons at the expense of Buddhism. Han YU's article "Inquiry 

into the Origin of the Tao" (Yuan Tao If, .Jt ) was, in Ch 'i-

sung's opinion, the core of his seemingly deliberate per

versness of the sage's teaching. 85 

In the first place, Han YU's arbitrary phrasing of 

"humanity, righteousness, Tao and virtue" (jen-i tao-te 

1~ ~· jl ft, ) was perverse. Han Yli was wrong in saying 

"humanity and righteousness are terms of fixed meanings, the 

Tao and virtue are values void of substance," because he 

meant to say that humanity and righteousness constituted the 

85. "Yuan Tao" is one of Han Yli's most celebrated 
articles and is often included in the texts on Chinese 
thought or philosophy. But it is often recognized as a do
cument of literary rather than philosophical value because 
of its unsounding arguments. Ch'i-sung's criticism provides 
some fine points scholars may otherwise have overlooked in 
their judgments. 
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Tao and virtue. 86 Ch'i-sung argued that if the Tao and 

virtue stern from humanity and righteousness as suggested by 

Han Yu, then Tao and virtue would be nonexistent without 

humanity and righteousness. This being the case, then Tao 

and virtue can hardly be designated as "void of substance." 

If indeed Tao and virtue become sufficient via humanity and 

righteousness, then Tao and virtue will never be void. If 

again Tao and virtue are void of substance, then the origin 

86. HCC 17: 176-177. For the translation of Han 
Yli's "Ylian Tao," see DeBary, The Source of chinese Tradi
tion and Wing-tsit Chan, A Source Book in-chinese Philoso
phy. My translations of 11ting-rning"~ ~ [terms of fixed 
meanings] and "hsli-wei"/4f 1.1! [value void of substance] are 
adapted from Chan's version. The theme of "Yuan Tao"'lf .3i_ 
stirred many discussions among Sung Neo-Confucianists. For 
instance, Chang Chiu-ch 'eng1-f. N ~ ( 1092-1159) considered 
that Han Yli had hit the Achilles' heel of Buddhism by imple
menting the theme that "humanity and righteousness are the 
Tao and virtue" ( jen-i chi tao-te 1.:::: ~- ~17 .;:{ 1t:J ) . Despite 
his favor of Han Yli, Chang still applied much of Buddhist 
thought to his discussion of humanity and righteousness. 
Therefore, his book was likened to "the disasters [caused 
by] flood and fierce beasts" by Chu Hsi..$f: -f; ( 1130-1200), 
the synthesizer of Nee-Confucianism. Chang's master Yang 
Shih~' i~(l053-1135), however, opposed Han Yli's view and 
held that humanity and righteousness were insufficient to 
complete the Tao. But he also disagreed with "talking the 
Tao without reference to humanity-and righteousness." His 
view is close to Ch'i-sung- in treating "humanity and right
eousness" and "the Tao and .virtue" as interdependent. See 
SYHA 40: 625 627-629 and HCLC p. 8. commentator Ma Ch'i
ch'ang's,~ ~7~ note. Much earlier, Ch'eng I disagreed 
with Han Yli at the notions of "ting-rning" and "hsu-wei" and 
criticized that Han Yli was "luan shuo" [talking nonsense]. 
He also pointed out that to define "£2 ai" [universal love] 
as humanity was wron~ pee Wu Wen-chih ed., Han Yu tzu-liao 
hui-pien,1'S jJ: 1:, ~4=- r:l; ,!c(;r:) [An Anthology of Source Ma
terials Relating to Han Yu] p. 140, 142. 
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of Tao would have been unable is beyond inquiry. To Ch'i

sung, humanity and righteousness are constituent elements of 

Tao and virtue. In other words, Tao and virtue cover hu

manity and righteousness and should take precedence over 

humanity and righteousness. The wording of "Tao, virtue, 

humanity, righteousness," in stead of "humanity, righteous

ness, Tao, virtue" are well evidenced by Confucian Canons 

like the Book of Rites, Book of Change, The Annalects and 

sayings of other philosophers like Yang Hsiung ~~ -1,41-Jt (53 B. 

C.-A .D. 18) and Lao Tzu. 87 This arrangement of "jen i_ tao 

te" is a subtle expression of the great truth by sages. 88 

Ch'i-sung maintained that the sage's way is not en

compassed by humanity and righteousness, and humanity and 

righteousness can never exist before the Tao and virture. 89 

There are greater and lesser way and virtues, according to 

Ch'i-sung. Lesser ones were described as talented skill 

(ts "ai-i :f ~ ) and good deeds (shan-hsing~ ~.:f' ) in the 

Book of Rites. Great ones were combination of yin and ~' 

principle of nature and fate, and ways of heaven, earth, and 

men expounded in the Book of Change. 90 On the whole, the 

87. HCC 17: 176. 

88. HCC 17: 176-177. 

89. Ibid. 

9 0. Ibid. 
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Tao and virtue, which have divergent manifestations, were 

expressed differently in the Confucian Canons. They were 

"nature and fate," "sincerity and intelligence" (ch"eng ming 

!~' r7foJ in the Centrality and Commonalty, "Great Norm" (hung 

fan~~ J~) , "Supreme Extremity" (huang chi~ -f•Jr ) in the 

Book of Documents, "having no depraved thought" (ssu wu 

hsieh ~:f. ~ Jfp ) in the Book of Odes, '"the great Middle Path 

of sages" in the Annals of Spring and Autumn. 91 According-

ly, humanity and righteousness are only part of Tao and 

virtue. Ch"i-sung recognized humanity and righteousness as 

important Confucian principles, but did not see that Tao and 

virtue could be be completed through the agency of humanity 

and righteousness. 

Stigmatization of Buddhism. As mentioned earlier, 

Ch"i-sung saw that Han Yu intentionally perverted Confucian 

teaching so as to oppose Buddhism, or he wanted to oppose 

Buddhism so as to revitalize Confucianism. In any case, Han 

Yu knew that people could be benefited by Buddhism, but he 

still steadfastly opposed it. He treated both Buddhism and 

Taoism as heresies and urged ~tate authority to extirpate 

these two teachings. But his reasoning was too weak. 

To counter Han Yu, Ch"i-sung again referred to the 

Confucian Canons. His arguments are discussed below under 

91. HCC 17: 177. 
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two headings: argument in defense of Lao-tzu, and argument 

in defense of Buddhism. 

Argument in Defense of Lao-tzu. Considering Ch'i-

sung's syncretic consciousness of the three teachings, we 

can understand why he felt compelled to defend Lao Tzu. He 

disagreed with Han Yu's opinion that Lao-tzu belittled hu-

manity and righteousness, that Lao-tzu had a narrow view of 

Tao because of sitting in the bottom of the well watching 

the sky, that Lao-tzu's Tao was a selfish Tao in which 

humanity and righteousness were abandoned. 92 Ch'i-sung 

argued that Lao-tzu did not belittle humanity and righteous-

ness; he placed more emphasis on the Tao and virtue because, 

relying on the Tao and virtue rather than humanity and 

righteousness, his accomplishment would be greater. 93 Lao-

tzu said "when the Tao is lost, the doctrine of virtue 

arise; when virtue is lost, then the doctrine of humanity 

arises; when humanity lost, righteousness arises.~ 94 Ch'i-

sung held that Lao-tzu's view of Tao and virtue accorded 

with Confucius' view in the Book of Rites. There, Confucius 

suggested that the Grand Unity (ta-t'ung ~ I~ ) can be 

9 2. HCC l 7: l 7 8-17 9. 

93. HCC 17: 178. 

94. Ibid. For translation of this passage see Chan, 
22 cit., p. 158. Ch'i-sung missed another saying of Lao-tzu 
that "When the Great Tao declines, the doctrine of humanity 
and righteousness arise." See Chan, p. 148. 



achieved when the Great Tao is revealed, whereas humanity 

and righteousness arise when the Great Tao is obscure. 95 
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Lao-tzu's Tao and virtue also corresponded with the Tao of 

Three Sovereigns, Five Emperors, and all other sages, and 

the Tao taught in the Book of Change. Lao-tzu's Tao and 

virtue are the basis of humanity and righteousness. 96 If 

Lao-tzu's teaching, which already had been prominent for a 

hundred years when Mencius was refuting the theories of Yang 

(Chu) and Mo (Ti) theories, was a heresy as Han YU had 

suggested, a staunch advocate of Confucianism like Mencius 

would have refuted it long ago. The fact that Mencius did 

not refute Lao-tzu and his follower Chuang-tzu, who was 

Mencius' contemporary, was sufficient proof that their ideas 

of Tao were based on the same source.9 7 

Argument in Defense of Buddhism. Ch'i-sung was most 

unhappy with the way Han Yli had stigmatized Buddhism: Bud-

dhists acknowledge those following their teaching have the 

quality of master, whereas those outside their teaching are 

outcasts; Buddhism, Taoism and there followers were un-

worthy because there were only one teaching and four classes 

95. This shows ch'i-sung's understanding of "Li-yun 
p 'ien" ~f l{ ~ [Chapter on the Evolution of the Rites] in the 
Book of Rites. See HCC 17: 178-179. 

96. HCC 17: 180. 

97. HCC 17: 180. 
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of people in ancient times; both monks and priests consume 

rations in idleness; Buddhism teaches people to reject the 

idea of reciprocity between ruler and subject, father and 

son in order to discourage activities for sustaining life 

and the search for purity and Nirvana. 98 Rebutting these 

charges, Ch'i-sung advanced specific arguments. First, he 

insisted that Buddhism teaches people to enter rnonkhood with 

sincerity, to purify their bodies and minds, and to be kind 

and generous to others so as to become perfectly good men 

and widely respected. Buddhism never teaches people to 

treat non-Buddhist as outcast. T'ai-tsung~ f. (r. 627-649) 

and Hslian-tsung if~ (r. 712-755) Emperors of the T'ang, did 

not treat non-Buddhists as outcasts while serving the Buddha 

and seeking purity and tranquility. 99 Second, not all 

teachings carne into existence along with the beginning of 

heaven and earth and there is no limit on the number of 

teachings. Sages would formulate teachings to meet the need 

of time because one teaching was insufficient to deal with 

the affairs of ten thousand generations and because changes, 

occurring so frequently from ancient to present times, 

created quite different situations. Shun implemented a 

98. HCC 17: 180-183. 

99. HCC 17: 182. 
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five-fold teaching to rule his state, and the Duke of Chou 

had to expand his teaching to "Juism" ( ju-tao 'I ;t J_ ) be

cause ruling became more difficult in his time. 100 At the 

end of the Chou, the world was thrown into chaos by bad 

rule. Lao-tzu used the theory of Tao and virtue, which he 

had learned from the Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors, to 

relieve the sufferings of the world. But his theory, again, 

failed to forestall the problem that brought the decline of 

the Former Han Dynasty and to satisfy the needs of a new si-

tuation. The opportune advent of Buddhism was a sign of the 

salvation of this world. 101 Third, monks and priests were 

wrongly blamed for draining the food and wealth of the 

people and the state. If they were responsible for this, 

then T'ai-tsung and Hslian-tsung's reigns, with their great 

Buddhist and Taoist population, would have never been so 

flourishing. Besides, if Buddhism and Taoism deserved to 

be extirpated, shrewd emperors like T'ai-tsung and Hsuan-

tsung would have done the work long before Han Yli launched 

his nugatory protest. 1 02 Fourth, monks were not so cruel as 

to abandon the principle of reciprocity between ruler and 

100. HCC 17: 181. I feel uncomfortable to use the 
term Confucianism to translate "~ tao" existed before Con
fucius. Richard Mather's "Juism" is an alternative term. 

101. HCC 17: 182. 

102. HCC 17: 183. 
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sustaining life. By this criticism on this point, Han Yu 
intended to exaggerate because he abhorred the thought of 
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~ ) and "keep-precepts" "going out of home" ( ch 'u-chia ~ v-

( ch 'ih-chieh ff ~ ) .103 But "going out of home" meant to 

leave the vulgar way of life and seek the truth. When 

leaving home to seek monkhood, a subject should ask permis

sion from the ruler, and so should a son from his father. 

To be a monk does not mean to rebel against ruler, nor to 

abandon parents. "Keeping precepts" is a way of purifying, 

and of stopping obscenity. It is also a means for laymen to 

correct bad acts, not a means for relinquishing the activity 

for sustaining life. "Purity and nirva:o.a" are meant to 

purify human nature and extinguish the burden of human 

feelings. They are not involved in "obstinate stillness and 

deathly extinction" (wan-chi ssu-mieh f~ ~ fu ~~) as sug

gested by Han Yu. 104 Moreover, to become a monk by leaving 

the impure world, one is able to concentrate one's mind and 

obtain enlightenment easily and thus can easily reach the 

goal of "no foregone conclusion, no arbitrary predetermina

tion, no obstinacy, no egoism," as did Confucius.lOS In the 

103. Ibid. 

104. Ibid. 

105. Ibid. For translation, see Legge, Q£ cit., p. 
217. 
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meantime one's act will be in agreement with Lao-tzu's idea 

of "I have great trouble because I have this body. If I 

don't have this body, what trouble would I have?" 106 Han Yli 

did not see that Buddhism warns people that their lives are 

illusive dreams, removes the obstacle of karma, and relieves 

the great worries of life and death. On the contrary, he 

treated Buddhism as causing all the troubles and resolutely 

rejected it. Han Yti was, in fact, "misleading others with 

his own ignorance."l07 

Aside from the above refutation, Ch'i-sung criticized 

Han Yi.i on his perversion of human "nature and feeling" 

( hsing-ch 'ing ·~f tt-f ) and forgery of "transmission of the 

Tao" (tao-t'ung lt r:'Jf.J) for the purpose of contradicting Bud

dhism. In the first place, Han Yli misinterpreted the Confu

cian saying of "only the wisest ( shang-chih .1:: !K; ) and the 

stupidest ( hsia-yti '""F ~) cannot change," considering wisdom 

and stupidity as human nature. 108 Therefore, he mistakenly 

divided human nature into three grades and considered the 

goodness or badness of nature as predetermined. In other 

words, Han Yu thought those whose natures are in highest 

106. Ibid. For translation, see Chan, Q£ cit., p. 
145. 

107. Ibid. 

108. HCC 18: 187. For translation, see Waley, Q£ 
cit. , p. 2 0 9 . 
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grade are good, whereas those whose nature are in lowest 

grade are bad. 1 0 9 By "wisest" and "stupidest," as Ch'i-sung 

explained, Confucius actually meant "talent" or "capacity" 

( ts 'ai-hsing :f ti ) but not human nature. Otherwise, Con-

fucius would have never said "By nature, men are nearly 

alike; by practice, they get to be wide apart."llO Be-

sides, if the "wisest" and "stupidest" were references to 

human nature, then only the wisest would have known sexuali-

ty between man and woman. Now, both the wisest and stupi-

dest know sexuality, and human nature is not predetermined 

to be good or bad.lll 

However, Ch'i-sung believed that human nature has the 

quality of correctness ( cheng.if. ) , whereas human feeling 

tends to be depraved (hsiehfp ). 112 Human nature can be 

relied on to manipulate human feeling and hence man can 

become really good. Since this correct view of human nature 

is taught in Buddhism, Han Yli had to oppose Buddhism by 

perversion. 

109. HCC 18: 187-188. See Wing-tziz Chan, Essay on 
Nee-Confucianism, pp. 94-95. Wang Ch 'ung ~ fE; (27-100?) is 
said to be the forerunner of this three-grade theory. 

110. HCC 18: 188. For translation, see Legge, QE 
cit p. 318. 

111 . HCC 4 : 4 7 . 

112. Ibid. 
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Second, Han Yli arbitrarily suggested that humanity 

and righteousness are the Tao per se which had been trans-

mitted uninterruptedly to him from the sage kings: Yao, 

Shun, YU, T'ang, King Wen and so forth. 113 He seemed to 

ignore the distance of five hundred years between Yli and 

T'ang, T'ang and King Wen, King Wen and Confucius, not to 

mention the enormousness of the Tao of which humanity and 

righteousness are constituent elements. 114 

Han Yu also had another biased notion: serving the 

Buddha would shorten a ruler's reign. His notion was based 

on the assumption that a dynasty can endure without Bud-

dhism, but will be curtailed when the Buddha is served. Han 

Yil referred to Emperor Wu-ti of Liang Dynasty (r. 502-549) 

and suggested that the emperor would have avoided the Hou 

Ching Rebellionf*~ ~ ~u, which brought the Liang to a 

sudden end, if he had not served the Buddha. 115 But Han 

Yu's bias led him to bypass the discussion of the good but 

short-lived Wen-ti R 1f (r. 179-157 B.C.) and Ching-tif. 1? 
(r. 156-141 B.C.), emperors of the Western Han, whose short 

reigns were not the result of serving Buddha. 1 16 Ch'i-sung 

113. HCC 17: 184. 

114. Ibid. 

115. HCC 19: 208. 

116. Ibid. 19: 208-209. According to Ch'i-sung, 
Wen-ti died at forty-seven and Ching-ti died at forty-eight. 
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questioned if the teachings of the sages should be rejected 

sorely because the above cases were not corrobrated by the 

theory of fortune and misfortune taught in the "great Norm" 

and "Supreme Extremity." In accordance with the [supreme] 

extremity, fortune will come along with longevity; contrary 

to the standard, misfortune will come along with disastrous 

and early death."ll7 

As for Han Yli's ridicule of Buddha, for instance, 

Buddha was a petty alien, a barbarian devi 1 ( i-kuei ~ ~ ) , 

his relics were remains of a depraved and filthy man, Ch'i

sung believed it was the result of Han Yli's great zeal in 

political affairs and his deep grief at the loss of his 

short-lived daughter. 118 Han YU's poem, which was addressed 

to Ch'eng-kuan~'Jr fJ~(738-839), the National Preceptor under 

Te-tsung Emperorff ~ (r. 780-804), with irritating 

arrogance, only demonstrated his insensitivity, frivolity, 

and haughty indifference to social decorum. 119 

117. Ibid. 

118. HCC 19: 209-210. 

119. HCC 19: 210-211. 



In light of Ch'i-sung's defense of Buddhism, which 

sometimes appears to have been rather presumptuous, 12 0 we 

can see that the Fei Han lun offered a strict scrutiny of 
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Han Yu's Confucian moral and intellectual assets. It starts 

with questioning Han YU's qualifications as a role model in 

advocating Confucian tradition, his narrow-minded perception 

of the three teachings, and his transgression of Confucian 

moral standards. Many of his comments focus on Han Yli's 

controversial personality, unscrupulous character, as well 

as his self-contradiction, which may detract from his image 

as a great Confucian master. 121 Essentially, Ch'i-sung 

wished Han Yli's followers to read his work carefully to 

avoid being misled into opposition to Buddhism by the argu-

ments, when in the magnumn opus of Han YU's literary talent. 

120. For instance, Ch'i-sung mistook Ch'eng-kuan for 
the Ch'ing-liang Ch'eng-kuan, the fourth Hua-yen Patriarch. 
A modern commentator has found that the latter had no con
nection with Lo-yang where Han Yli was suppossed to have made 
his acquaintance. See Ch'ien fhun~l~n, Han Ch'ang-li shih 
hsi-nien chi-shih f~ $ ~ !f" ~ JF- .:.:r; f~ [A Collected Anno
tation of the Chronology of Han Yli's Poetry] in HCLC. 

121. Examples of Han Yli's non-Confucian acts in
clude: his memorial suggesting "feng ch'an"f.o:J.fj.[sacrifice 
on the Sacred Mountain] after being banished to Ch'ao-chou; 
his prayer for protection from ghost and spirit for fear 
that he would die in exile; his desire to be a disciple of 
Mao the Vernerble Immortal .:b.(""' fii, who allegedly could fore
tell one's future, including official rank, emolument and 
life expectancy; his article expressing regret for living in 
poverty. See HCC 18: 196, 199, 207, 212. 
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Dignifying Buddhism and Monks 

Ch'i-sung also took great pains to urge the paying of 

more respect to Buddhist monks. He held that the Dharma and 

monks should not be separated. Respect for the Dharma also 

entails respect for the monks, and vice versa. He drew 

examples from emperors, ministers, and men of letters of the 

T'ang who respected both Dharma and monks to assure good 

result from the practice. T'ai-tsung and his son, Kao-tsung 

..>:" ~ ( ~ ff, 650-683), were emperors whose respect for the Dharma 

and the monk, Hslian-chuang, resulted in the issuance of two 

bprefaces to HsUan-chuang's translations of Sanskrit scrip

tures brought to China from India. 122 Ministers like Fang 

Hslian-ling;} 'f, 1\"t (578-648), Tu Ju-hui-;f:'~~" ~ (585-630), 

and Sung Ching~ ~ (663-737) supported the Dharma with en

thusiasm and paid high respect to the monks with whom they 

associated. 123 High-ranking officials like P'ei Tu ~ ft.. 
(765-839), Ts'ui Ch'Un'(f tf (772-832), Yen Chen-ch'ingjf~~ 

122. KC 3: l6a. Their prefaces are: "Ta T'ang 
sheng-chiao hsU" -K. Jl ~ Jf~ .zf [Preface to the-Sacred 
Teachi~ of the Great T'ang] and "P'u-sa-tsang-ching hou 
hsli"Jf~~ftt~ Jf[ Second Preface to the M~hctyana Stltra]. It 
was said that T'ai-tsung addressed HsUan-chuang by "kung"~ 
[honorable gentleman] in stead of by his name. See KC 7: 
9a. 

123. KC 3: 15a-17b. Fang and Tu were ministers 
under T'ai-tsung. Sung Ching was minister under Hslian
tsung. The monks with whom they associated are HsUan-
chuang, Hslian-wan~ s~ (562-636), and T'an-i~ (692-
771) respectively. 
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(709-784) went to Ch'an masters to inquire about the 

Dharma. 124 With their outstanding statesmanship, related to 

their faith in Buddhism, they glorified their society and 

state. 125 They could not possibly be deluded by what they 

believed. Men of letters, too, including Ylian-chiehf~ ~$ 

( 7 2 3 - 7 7 2 ) , L i H u a f l' ( f 1 . 7 50s ) , Liang S uJ! ~ ( 7 5 3- 7 9 3 ) , 

C h 'Ua n Te-yli i"J { t J!f!. ( 7 59 - 81 8 ) , P 'e i H s i u ~ t=f=- ( 7 8 7 - 8 6 0 ) , 

Liu Tsung-yuan-f'? :ff: ?~ (773-819), and Li Kuan1: 1f-i; (766-

794), they were all admirers of Buddhist teaching~ As loyal 

patrons, they praised and supported the Dharma and the 

monks. They never expressed any disesteem for the Dharma. 

One certainly cannot detract from their merits and 

124. KC 3: 25b-28a. Both P'ei Tu and Ts'ui-ch"Un 
were ministersunder Hsien-tsung~ ~ (r. 806-820). Yen 
Chen-ch'ing was meritorious general who fought aganist An 
Lu-shan died a heroic death after being captured by the 
rebel Li Hsi-lieh. P'ei Tu used to study under Ch'an master 
Ching-shan Fa-ch'in ~~ sJ-1 ~ f~ (714-792). Ts"ui Ch'Un ho
nored Ch"an monks Ju-hui~..,. f' (744-823), Fa-ch'in's heir, 
and Yao-shan Wei-yen as mentors. Yen Chen-ch'ing received 
precepts from monk H u i-min g ~{.. 'ilj] ( 6 9 7- 7 8 0 ) and was a c 1 o s e 
friend of Ch'an master Yen-chlin~ ~~ (711-769). For Fa
ch'in, see SKSC 9, Ju-hui, see SKSC 11, Hui-ming, see SKSC 
26, Wei-yen~e SKSC 17, Yen-chun, see SKSC 14. 

125. Ibid. 
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achievements for their patronage of Buddhism. 126 Besides, 

their esteem for Buddhism probably had future influence. 

Sung scholar-officials like Yang I, Hsieh Mi1Ht~~(950-

l 0 12 ) , C h .. a Tao 't lt ( 9 5 5-1 0 18 ) , Yin Shu f ~Jf- ( 1 0 0 1-1 0 4 6 ) , 

and many others were all eminent officials who held Buddhism 

in high esteem. They owed much of their success to their 

patronage of Buddhism and monks--a reward of no small 

price. 127 

Ch'i-sung opposed to requiring monks to register in 

regular household and to be included in the dispensation of 

126. KC 3: 29a-3la. Ch'i-sung referred to their 
collected works for their involvement in Buddhism. Except 
for Yuan Chieh and Li Kuan, biographies in the Hsin T'ang 
shu .ffJ ft. $ [New History of the T 'ang Dynasty] and Chi u 
T'ang shu 1old History of the T'ang Dynasty] record their 
connections with Buddhism. Li Hua was said to have been an 
ardent supporter of Buddhism who made himself a lay Bud
dhist. Liang Su was a specialist in T'ien-t'ai Buddhism who 
composed the Chih-kuan t 'ung-1 i 11: ~~ .~ft> 1i·J [The General 
Principle of the Calmness and Insight]. Ch'lian Te-yU had 
been in Ma-tsu Tao-i's place inquiring about Ch'an teaching. 
P'ei Hsiu has been discussed in previous chapters. Liu 
Tsung-yuan was well-versed in Buddhist scriptures. He wrote 
many epitaphs for eminent monks including the Sixth Patri
arch Hui-neng and showed his deep interest in Buddhism. See 
LHTC 6: 91-7: 109. 

127. KC 3: 35a-39b. For Yang I, see discussions in 
previous chapters. Hsieh Mi and Ch'a Tao were two high 
ranking officials in Chen-tsung's reign. Both of them were 
learned Ch'an experts. Yin Shu, a historian and au-yang 
Hsiu's good friend, studied Ch'an teaching under Ju-chou Fa
chao*-+tt ?-~ e{};o (dates unclear). 
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secular law. 128 State authority, according to Ch'i-sung, 

should not take it for granted that all monks were morally 

corrupt. Good and and depraved ~onks should be dealt with 

separately. 129 Good monks deserved the appelation of "ho

norable gentleman" or "master." They should not be snared 

in the monstrous net of the governmental work, title, and 

emolument. 130 

Ch'i-sung did not make these suggestions only to 

ruling class. He also urged the monks themselves to teach 

and transmit the Buddha's mind (fo-hsin1~ '0' ) properly. 

Shaving their hair and wearing the robes of a monk had 

little meaning if they misinterpreted sutras and distorted 

the teaching. Nor should they forcefully propagate their 

teaching and mislead people into the wrongdoing. They 

should not try to coax a ruler into giving up his rulership 

and serving the Buddha like a servant. Nor should they lure 

a dull-witted person into abandoning a long-time career with 

the promise that he might become an eminent Buddhist 

master. 131 

128. KC 7: la-3b. 

129. Ibid. 

130. KC 7: 6b. 

131. Ibid. 
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Monks should maintain their dignity so as to elicit 

respect from all classes of people. They should do what 

they were trained to do and aspire to be a worthy or saint 

in Buddhist terms. They should do their best to fulfill the 

vows they took to devote their lives to the Dharma. A good 

monk, Ch'i-sung suggested, should concentrate on self

perfection and the introduction of peace and fortune to 

society. Ch'i-sung's recommendations were: first, perfect 

discipline, meditation, and wisdom so that one would not 

defile himself in his entire life, nor feel confused even 

for a single day, exalt virtue and distinguish truth from 

falsehood; second, be eloquent in lecturing the teaching 

and adacious in protecting the Dharma; third, be not abashed 

by almsgiving, not preoccupied by desire, contention, and 

resentment: fourth, bless people with fortune, and instruct 

the deluded to lift their sufferings; fifth, be not trapped 

by profits, and not submit to the force of authority, nor 

show any sign of arrogance when declining honors conferred 

by ruler orr ministers; sixth, perfect oneself with the 

Dharma when alone so that there is no feeling of solitude, 

associate with people by spreading the teaching when living 

in community so that no state of choas appears; seventh, 

study Buddhist Canons and be well-versed in major texts of 

other schools and teachings; eighth, be adept in many 
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dialects and skillful in writing so as to narrate Buddhist 

tradition well; ninth, separate from the thought and purify 

the mind so as to enter the Absolute Truth. 132 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have discussed Ch'i-sung's inte

grated perception of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, his 

defense of Buddhism on the basis of the three teachings, his 

trenchant criticism of Han Yu by a syncretic interpretation 

of the Confucian Tao and moral principles, his urge to 

dignify monks along with the Dharma, and finally his recom

mendation to monks to strive for self-perfection. 

It seems that Ch'i-sung was developing a hermenuetics 

in his defense and apologetics for Buddhism. But to facili

tate his purpose, he saw that it was necessary to incor

porate in his hermenuetics some essential elements of 

teachings other than Buddhism. For this reason, the ori

ginal motive of "protecting the Dharma" (hu-fa t{ 7~ ) was 

simultaneously accompanied by a quest for syncretism. The 

simple and direct goal of exalting Buddhist teaching com

bined the lofty advocacy of the "kingly way." Ch'i-sung 

found that the three teachings should be supplemental rather 

than exclusive, despite the inherent ontological 

132. KC 6: 19b-33a. 
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differences. He suggested that Confucian xenophobia made 

little sense when Buddhist monks and many Confucian scholars 

had already accepted Buddhism as a valuable teaching. Even 

if a Confucianist wanted to consolidate Confucian tradition 

by offering a renovative proposal like Han Yu did, he had to 

be morally and intellectually loyal to his teaching, and not 

biased toward other teachings. 

Ch'i-sung's attempt at syncretism might not be ori

ginal because there had been efforts made by early harmoni

zers, yet his this-world-oriented purpose of syncretism was 

much more systematically articulated. This made him an 

unique and the most important syncretist in the early Sung. 



CHAPTER 7 

BUDDHIST-CONFUCIAN SYNCRETISM 

As discussed in the last chapter, Ch'i-sung actually 

was a syncretist of the three teachings. Like earlier har-

rnonizers, he advocated that Confucianism, Buddhism, and 

Taoism were interdependent and had to be treated as one 

teaching. 

The teachings of three sages--Confucianism, Bud
dhism, and Taoism--whether through instruction by 
words or through inciting self-transformation bl 
virtue, are but to encourage people to do good. 

In the antiquity, there were sages called Buddha, 
Lao-tzu, and Confucius. They had the same minds but 
different ways of teaching. By "same minds," [I 
mean] they all wanted people to do good; by "dif
ferent ways," [I mean] each one of them had bui 1 t 
his own ~eaching and bec~rne a separate family (fen 
chia /j1 ~ ) [to others]. 

Ch'i-sung believed that the three teachings emerged and 

appeared in China successively after the end of the Three 

Dynasties. They carne to this world and became mutually com

plementary because of heaven's will. 3 Although teaching 

good deed in different ways, they had the same virtue in 

1. KC 3: 2 Oab. 

2. KC 7: 46ab. 

3. KC 7: 47ab. 
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quenching the troubles created by evil men. 4 Hence, none of 

the three teachings should be eliminated from this world. 

[We] can not afford to lose Confucianism, Taoism. 
Nor can we afford to lose Buddhism. If we lose one 
teaching we lack one way of promoting good deeds. 
And if we 1 ack one way of promoting good deeds~ the 
men doing evil will be increasing [in number]. 

Ch'i-sung maintained that the sages had fundamentally the 

same mind so that their teachings could be harmoniously syn-

cretized. It seemed unnecessary to magnify the difference 

in form and practice (chiao chi r)( .ctE. ) among them. 6 

It seems logical that Ch'i-sung might have mapped out 

a sound theory of syncretism of all three teachings. But 

instead he chose to offer a systematic one blending only 

two--Buddhism and Confucianism. This might have been 

largely because he felt a more urgent need for the further 

reconciliation, on the basis of previous efforts, of the two 

teachings. 

Focus on Buddhist-Confucian Syncretism 

Early in this thesis, I discussed the favorable eli-

mate that Buddhism met in the early Sung. This favorable 

climate, as suggested, might have been the result of im-

perial and official patronage, as well as the growing 

4. KC 7: 4 7b. 

5. KC 7: 4 7b. 

6. KC 7: 4 8ab. 
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popularity of Ch'an Buddhism. Still more, the germinant 

Confucian skepticism in the Classics and their commentaries 

might have been a contributory factor. 

Confucian skepticism emerged along with the liberal 

spirit of early Sung scholarship. Scholars, among whom Ou-

yang Hsiu is generally believed to be the forerunner, became 

quite skeptical about the Five Classics, the Mencius, the 

Centrality and Commonalty, and their commentaries. 7 Their 

skepticism focused on the interpretations of Confucian 

teaching by great commentators like Cheng Hslian J11 ~ ( 127-

200) of the Han Dynasty and K'ung Ying-ta:f-U~.i.t (574-648) 

of the T'ang Dynasty. 8 They either raised doubts concerning 

the contents of the Classics or challenged Cheng's and 

K'ung's commentaries, which were treated as authoritative 

statements on Confucius. Some scholars wrote books reinter-

preting some of the Classics. 9 This liberal spirit in Con-

fucian scholarship might have inspired Ch'i-sung in his 

7. The leadership of early Sung Confucian skepticism 
is commonly ascribed to Ou-yang Hsiu. 

8. See P 'i Hsi- jui, Chin-hslieh 1 i-shih ~~ '~ JiJ. ~ 
[History of the Studies of Chinese Clasics]. pp. 220-221. 

9. Ou-yang Hsiu's doubts concerning the author of 
the Appendix Remarks to the Book of Change , his challenge 
to the Tso Commentary (Tso-chuan t£ -Cf ) , and his reinter
pretation of the Book of Odes are good examples. Wang An
shih 's San-chinq i1STI1-i ~ ~:: -l:fr ~' [New Commentaries on the 
Three Classics] is generally regarded as the most liberal 
reinterpretation of some Confucian Classics. 
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efforts to reconcile the three teachings and his scheme for 

systematizing Buddhist-Confucian syncretism. The liberal 

scholarship might also have stimulated Ch'i-sung's syncretic 

views of Confucian tradition. Hoping to elicit support of 

his attempts at syncretism, Ch'i-sung offered his own syn

cretic interpretations of Confucianism and worked out a more 

systematic theory of Buddhist-Confucian syncretism. But it 

would have been rather difficult to provide even a theory of 

Buddhist-Confucian syncretism if he had not draw on past 

experiences respecting the iiarmonization of the two teach

ings. It will be more helpfnl to evaluate Ch'i-sung's con

tribution if we first examine pre-Sung efforts to develop 

theories of Buddhist-Confucian syncretism. 

Pre-Sung Harmonization Theory 

In traditional China, Confucianism and Buddhism were 

generally treated as two different, uncongenial and some

times conflicting s~stems of thought. Confucian and Bud

dhist scholars had long argued about the supremacy of their 

own teachings as part of their efforts to malign one 

another. During the South and North Dynasties, Confu

cianists often appeared to be winners in confrontations with 

the Buddhists because of the native character of their 

teaching, in contrast to alien Buddhism. But Confucianists 

also encountered difficulties in dealing with moral and 
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metaphysical questions raised by their Buddhist opponents. 

Some Confucianists and Buddhists found solutions to the 

chronic doctrinal disagreements by harmonizing the two 

teachings. They showed a propensity for making one teaching 

consonant with the other and as a result provided posterity 

with a theoretical basis of syncretic religion. 

This inclination toward harmonization emerged in the 

third century when Taoist terminology was repeatedly uti

lized in modifying Buddhism into a religious form more com

prehensible to the average intellectual, as the ke-i~~~ 

[matching the meaning] tradition developed. It was also a 

result of the defense and justifications of Buddhism by Bud

dhist sympathizers and patrons in their confrontations with 

anti-Buddhist scholars. 

Theoretically, it was hardly possible for a Buddhist 

synpathizer to harmonize a this-world oriented Confucianism 

with an other-world oriented Buddhism. He had to take great 

pain in drawing analogies, making parallels and justifica

tions in his efforts to harmonize the two teachings. But in 

actuality, the harmonization appeared to be simple because 

it was a matter of faith. Besides, a knowledgeable student 

of Confucianism and Buddhism would find no difficulty in 

correlating some Confucian thoughts with Buddhist thoughts 

and blending them into a whole. This simple correlation and 

blending of the two teachings, although hermenutic in 
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apppearence, might anticipate more conscious and further 

efforts leading to syncretism. 

Sun Ch'o.:J~ ~f (ca. 320-380), well-known as an early 

Buddhist-Confucian harmonizer, identified Confucian sages 

with the Buddha and viewed them as constituents of the 

"outer" and "inner" sages of one teaching. In his "Treatise 

Illustrating the Tao" (Yu-tao 1 un "f«'::f ~$' ), he claimed 

that Buddhism, as the inner constituent, attempts to mani-

fest the fundamental principles of life, whereas Confu-

cianism, as the outer constituents, is meant to remedy the 

problems arising from the critical degeneration of this 

world. 10 

Sun Ch'o might have practiced the two teachings in 

the way he advocated, yet he made only a very limited theo-

retical linkage between them. First, he maintained that 

non-killing, one of Buddhist commandments, is also a concern 

of Confucianism; however Confucian sages seemed to allow 

killing, but only for the good of society. They tolerated 

killing only to cure society in a time of degeneration. To 

kill a ferocious criminal is like lancing a boil or ulcer to 

save a 1 ife; to eliminate one wicked man may be necessary to 

protect ten good citizens. Besides, Confucian teaching, 

urging one to show a regard for all men and all other living 

10. CKFC1.b pp. 25-29. Cf. K, Ch'en, Buddhi~!!} in 
China pp. 67-68. 
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creatures, for example, no netting in fishing and no shoot-

ing of perching birds, was of equal significance as non

killing in Buddhism. ll Second, Sun Ch'o maintained that 

filial piety, a principle moral practice in Confucianism, is 

highly regarded by Buddhism. He especially opposed the cri-

ticism of tonsure which held that this Buddhist practice 

violated the Confucian norm of non-injury to one's body and 

hair. 12 He argued that many worthies in ancient times who 

had violated this Confucian norm were nontheless honored. 

T'ai po~ 1~, who discarded his family, shaved his hair, 

and tattoed his body, was praised by Confucius as a man of 

"perfect virtue" (chih te t tf. ).1 3 History would not dis-

esteem a man who shaved himself like Tai Po. 

Hui-linl[ 1#(f1. 430), known for his critique of the 

Buddhist theory of the afterlife, supplied additional views 

on Buddhist-Confucian syncretism. A renowned monk in the 

court of Wen-ti;t ~ (r. 424-453) of Southen Sung, Hui-lin 

pointed out the internal correspondence between "compassion 

11. It was said that Confucius "angled,--but did not 
use a net; shot,--but not 2t birds perching." See Legge, 
pp. 203. 

12. The Hsiao Ching says, "The body and hair are re
ceived from father and mo":r:or and should not be injured." 
See Creel, Literary Chinese £y the Inductive Method, p. 39. 

13. This is also an argument used earlier by Mou-tzu 
of later Han i~ the Treatise on the Settling of Doubts (Ii 
huo 1 un 'J f '!. f~ ) to defend Buddhism. 
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and mercifulness" (tz 'u-pei?J. ~ ) taught by Buddhism and 

"humanity and righteousnes" (jen-i1~ A' ) taught by Confu

cianism. In the "Argument between the White and the Black" 

(pai hei lun t;J .f. ~ ), Hui-lin advocated due respect for 

both the "six P::£ramita " (liu-tu -1l it.. ) of Buddhism and the 

IIf i ve constant virtues" (wu-ch 'ang ~ .=!fo ) of Confucianism. 
l' 

He also had high regard for Taoism, believing that "trust

fulness and submissiveness" (hsin-shun1~ ~I) were a virtue 

on a par with "compassion and mercifulness.,,14 His attempt 

at harmonizing the three te~chings is quite obvious. 

Hui-lin's attempted blend of Buddhist and Confucian 

moral values met with no disagreement from his contemporary 

critics, such as Tsung Ping ~ ~~ (384-456). Tsung ping, 

although writing the "Treatise on the Illumining Buddha" 

(ming-fo lun'i1J:1 14ft ~~ ) to counter what he regarded as Hui

lin's dubious position on the Buddhist theory of rebirth,15 

was essentially in agreement with Hui-lin concerning equal 

treatment of the three teachings. Tsung Ping held that the 

14. CKFCTL pp. 256-259. Hui-lin seems to be the 
first who noted this correspondence between Taoism and Bud
dhism. 

15. In his Pai hei lun, Hui-lin arranged an argument 
between a Confucian scholar represented by "white" and a 
Buddhist monk represented by "black." Since Hui-lin seemed 
to favor the "white," he was criticized as betraying his own 
faith. Especially he suggested that the theory of rebirth 
was unintelligible. See CKFCTL: 256-259. 
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three teachings were complementary because they were meant 

to better the condition of man and the world. He also be-

lieved that Confucian teaching should be followed to govern 

people, while Buddhist teaching should be followed to 

nourish the human spirit.16 

Shen Ylieh~t ~ry (441-513) of the Southern Sung, a 

well-known Confucian literary figure who carne after Tsung 

Ping, continued to call for a try at syncretism. In the 

"Treatise on Equal Sagel iness" (ChUn sheng lun -t.,;] ~ ~~ ), 

he equated the "outer sages," with the "inner sage," the 

Buddha, in terms of sageliness and claimed that the "Inner 

sage and outer sages are equally [great] in doctrine and 

unified in principle."17 Like earlier scholars who saw doc-

trinal correspondence between non-killing in Buddhism and 

benevolence in Confucianism, he saw the theory of Buddhist

Confucian syncretism as a viable convention.18 

Liu Hsieh,Sf.J ~~. (ca. 465-520), a great literary critic 

and the author of The Cu~vinq Dragon of Literary Minds(wen

hsin tiao-lung ;t I.;;' Jilt tL ), was one of the later contri

butors to this growing convention. A devout Buddhist patron 

16. CKFCTL: 224. 

17. CKFCTL p. 280. The text reads, "nei-sheng wai
sheng i -chlin Ii - i" \~ 'f11. 9t ~ Ir< ~t] ~f - . 

18. There is a salient similarity between Shen Yueh's 
points and aformentionned YU tao lun's respect. 
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and a specialist in Buddhist doctrine, Liu Hsieh adhered to 

the belief that "Confucianism and Buddhism are different 

forms of teaching, [yet] they tally with each other in 

[manifesting] the Tao."19 He reemphasized the lofty char

acter of T'ai Po even though he had shaved and tattoed him

self and denied the lack of filial piety in Buddhism. 20 

Although Liu Hsieh left very few works on Buddhism, 

his "Treatise 'Desti.:oying Delusion" (mieh-huo lun ;'"'": ~ '?fi;; ) __ ,III'.lf" ,.:.' ,.... , 

mainly written to counter Taoist's "Treatise on Triple Des-

tructions" (san-p'o lun ~ l-~!f47 ), showed his proclivity for 

Buddhist-Confucian syncretism.21 This proclivity is more 

vivid in the thinking of Yen Chih-t'uith ~ ~ (53l-595?), 

who was conspicuous among his contemporaries for his Buddho

Confuc ian character. 2 2 

Yen Chih-t'ui tendered a formula for correlating Bud-

dhism and Confucianism. In the famous Famous Instruction of 

Mr. Yen (Yen-shih chia-hsUn AfJ K ~ ~"I ), he presented the 

19. CKFCTL: 322. Liu Hsieh h21ped Seng-yu in com
pi ling the Hung-ming chi Jt-. tlH ff. ['I'he Anthology of Grand 
Illumination] and was once a monk with the name of Hui-ti 

20. CKFCTL: 323. 

21. san-p'o lun was written by Chang Jung1-l" ,f,rtr of 
Hsiao Ch'i Dynasty (473-502) in the name of a Taoist priest. 

22. See Albert Dien., "Yen Chih-t'ui (531-591+): A 
Buddho-Confucian" in A. Wright and D. Twitcett eds. tonfu
cian Personalitv (Stanford: Stanford University ~ress, 
1962) • 
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theory that "the inner and outer teachings are originally 

one body" in the chapter called "Returning to mind" (kuei

hsin 'of; I':" ). There he stated that "the initial gate of 

inner teaching proposes five kinds of prohibitions in accor-

dance with the five constant virtues of outer teaching, such 

as humanity and righteousness."23 Equations between hu-

manity and non-killing, righteousness and non-stealing, pro-

priety and non-adultery, wisdom and non-intoxication, 

trustfulness and non-lying were made to enhance the quality 

of oneness that combines the two teachings. Though cursory 

these equations may appear, they represent the result of a 

more conscious effort to harmonize the two teachings on a 

larger scale. Like Yen, many harmonizers of the two 

teachings would have felt confused to practice Confucianism 

while at the same time rejecting Buddhism. 24 

Although there might be more harmonizers in the Sui 

and early Tang Dynasties, we find little development toward 

a harmonization theory.25 Part of the reasons is the impact 

23. CKFCTL p. 424. 

24. CKFCTL p. 425. 

25. See Lo Hsiang-lin, "Tang-tai san-chiao chiang
lun k'ao" [A Textual Study of the Debates between the Three 
Teachings] in Tung-fang wen-hua ~ ?f ~ -1 tJ No.1: 1, pp. 90-
92 (1954). Lo believed that many scholars in HsUan-tsung's 
reign (713-755) were advocates of syncretism of the three~ 
teachings. Hslian-tsung and his ministers Chang-yUeh 1~ "$JU, 
Chang Chiu-ling were examples. 
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of court debates between masters of the three teachings 

starting in Emperor Kao-tsu's reign. Emperors Kao-tsu, 

T~i-tsung, and their successors ordered eminent masters of 

the three teachings to debate in the court in order to 

settle the question of supremacy. Representative of each 

religion had to be very knowledgeable in all of the three 

teachings to present a winning argument. They were poten-

tial harmonizers of the three teachings and might have be-

come actual harmonizers if they had not been involved in the 

debates. However, this kind of harmonizer did not appear 

until Hsuan-tsung's time. 26 

In consequence of the court debates, well-learned 

monks of the T'ang engaged in the writing or collecting of 

essays to dispute criticism of Buddhism stimulated by the 

court debates. They utilized Confucianism or Taoism to em-

bellish the superiority of their teaching. 

Tao Hslian;.:{ 'l (596-667), for example, dedicated a 

few works such as the Kuanq hung-ming-chi J~ Jl-I CJ)f $. [Expan

sion of 'the Anthology Glorifying Buddhist Teaching] and Ku

chiI'!. fo-tao 1 un-heng 1; ;- i.lt :~ ~ [Collection of Past 

and Present Debates between Buddhism and Taoism].27 His 

26. Ibid. 

27. Another famous work by Tao HsUan is HsU kao
seng-chuan .!it ?1 11ft- [A Continuat.ion of the Biographies of 
Eminent Monks]. 



works aimed at glorifying Buddhism and disparaging other 

teachings. 28 
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Another eminent monk Fa-lin ;~. J#(572-640), wrote the 

Pien cheng lun ~f JE ~~ [On Discerning the Correct Teaching] 

and p'o hsieh I un ~~ Jfp~;g [an Destroying the Depraved 

Teaching] in an effort to refute Taoist priests. Before the 

refutation, Fa-lin had returned to laity and studied Confu

cianism and Taoism. 29 In his refutatation of Taoism, he 

utilized stories extracted from Confucian and Taoist texts 

to disprove Taoist criticism of Buddhism. 3D He also equated 

the Buddhist "five 'silas" with the Confucian "five norms" in 

his argument. He might very well have been a syncretist if 

he had not been limited by the debate. 

After Fa-lin, there were other monks dedicated to the 

same objective. The result was more works disputing Taoism, 

for example, Shih-men pien-huo lun -r f1 ~t 1J. ~i [Discerning 

the Delusions in Ten Subjects], by Fu-lifj .f (fl. 680) and 

Chen cheng lun~ ~ t~ [Discerning the Correct Teaching] by 

HsUan I ~ ~ (flo 684-704). Both Fu-li and Hsuan-i were 

wpll versed in Confucianism and Taoism. But they could not 

28. See CKFCTL 2/3: 393, Tao Hslian's preface to 
chapter "Kuei cheng [Returning to the Corretness] of the 
Kuang hung-ming-chi. 

29. See SKFCTL 2/3: 320. Cf., ~ 2: 110. 

30. Ibid. 
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spare any time or effort in harmonizing the three teachings 

because of the more pressing need for disputing Taoism. 31 

Even Shen-ch'ing, often regarded as a syncretist, did 

no more than stressed the importance of Confucian and Taoist 

texts, and urged students of Buddhism to study these texts 

for the understanding of the great Tao. 32 However, Shen

ch'ing did suggest that Buddhist students incorporate 

humanity, righteousness, and spontaneity into their under-

standing of the truth. Shen-ch'ing's contemporary, Tsung-mi 

~ ~ (780-841), also advocated the combined use of the 

three teachings, but he cared much more about the classifi-

cation of teachings. 

Before Ch'i-sung presented his theory of syncretism, 

Yen-shou1t ~ (904-975) and Chih-Ylian~ ltil (976-1022) had 

made some efforts to harmonize the three teachings. But 

Yen-shou stressed ~he syncretism of doctrinal Buddhism and 

Ch'an33 , whereas Chih-yuan seemed to be infatunted with 

31. See CKFHJM pp. 79, 365. 

32. See T 52: 626-630. 

33. For Yen-shou's syncretism of doctrinal Buddhism 
and Ch 'an, see Shih Heng-ch 'ing, "The Ch 'an-Pure Land Syn
cretism in China: with Special Reference to Yung-ming Yen
shou," Ph. D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
1984. 
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Confucian teaching in his advocacy of harmonizing the two 

teachings. 34 
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Above all, these simple Buddhist-Confucian harmoniza-

tions made by earlier scholars and syncretists had to wait 

until Ch'i-sung came along to combine them, or at least 

parts of them, into a systematic theory. In other words, 

~h'i-sung employed some earlier harmonization schemes and 

developed a novel theory of syncretism. 

Ch'i-sung's Theorization 
of Buddhist-Confucian Syncretism 

As suggested above, Ch'i-sung resorted to earlier 

harmonizations to build his own theory of syncretism. He 

may not be treated as an original thinker for this reason. 

But he was unique. His systematization and theorization of 

the different views of harmonization made him outstanding 

and important falure in the history of syncretism. 

First of all, Ch'i-sung pushed a little further the 

parallel made between the Five Commandments and Five Con

stant Virtues (wu chang~ ~ ) and maintained that Buddhism 

and Confucianism are identicaJ in SUbstance. 

34. For Chih-yUan's advocacy of Buddhist-Confucian 
syncretism. see P 'an Kuei-ming ~1f7 'it aJ:1 , !ITs 'ung Chih-yuan 
ti 'Hsien-chU pien' k'an pei-Sunq fo-chiao ti san-chiao ho-i 
ssu-hsiang," f;e ~ 1!.1 ~? • i~~l Jt- 1.l& . {] :Ii:: ~ 1~ ~ t1!] ~ "f3t 1i'" -
~ ~. [An Observation of Buddhist Syncretism of the Three 

Teachings Based on Chih-yUan's Hsien-chU pien] in Shih-chieh 
tsung-chiao yen-chiu 12: 78-94. 



NOW, comparing the Five Commandments with Confucian 
Five Constant virtues [starting with] humanity and 
righteousness, we can see that what have been 
planned in the two teachings are identical in 
substance although the designations are different. 35 
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Al though the Five Constant Virtues are "traces" (chi.Jt), or 

realization of Confucian moral and ethical principles, that 

resulted from the practices sage kings have used to rule 

this world, the principle (liJf) of these virtues is 

exactly the same as that of the Five Commandments. 36 The 

principle is the beginning of all events and is the funda-

mental element that should be taken into consideration, when 

dealing with the difference and similarity between teach

ings. 37 Since sages have used the same principle as the 

base for establish such teachings as Confucianism and Bud-

dhism, the different "traces" between the two teachings will 

not contradict them. After all, the two teachings are in 

conformity with each other in many respects and that makes 

35. Buddhist "wu-chieh" [five silas~ five command
ments] and Confucian "wu-ch~ng [five norms~ five constant 
virtues] had been treated as parallel ethical values before 
Ch'i-sung. T'an-ching ~ s-tj (ca. 460) is considered as the 
first monk who started ~his equation. His equation was 
followed by Chih-i~ f~ (538-597)" Tao-shih:.:( ~ (d. 668), 
Fa-lin~~ n-:f(572-640) Chan-jan~'t M. (711-782), and ConfucJ.cn 
scholar::; Wei-shou;t" I-IJ( (506-572) and Yen Chih-t'uiif~:l....~ 
(531-591). See K. Ch'en, Chinese Transformation of Buddhism 
pp. 55-59. 

36. KC 1: 33b-35a. 

37. Ibid. 
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many respects and that makes the disagreements trivial. For 

example, the principle of human nature and life (hsing-ming 

chih 1.i '1'1: rr:t ~'l ) is a major theme of Buddhism but is a 

topic that had been avoided by earlier Confucianists. 38 It 

is emphasized in Buddhism because the Buddha attempts to 

establish a teaching to relieve people from the constant 

flux of life and death: Nence the ideas of karma, causes 

(yin yUan ,:gj .~fc., 'or hetu and pratyaya), and effect are 

taught. People thus know to cultivate their sincerity to do 

good. This principle of human nature and life is rarely 

discussed by Confucian scholars because they think that it 

is too subtle and abstruse to be understood. They prefer to 

teach people ethical and moral rules so that people have a 

solid idea of how to provide remedies for a corrupt 

society.39 Therefore, Confucian scholars teach ritual, 

music, humanity, righteousness as ways of managing human 

feeling and social affairs. The means used to perfect 

society and the methods for dealing with social problems are 

the differences between the two teachings. This difference 

of "trace" can certainly be reconciled when society 

changes. 40 

38. Ibid. 

39. KC 3: 4lab. 

40. KC 3: 4lab, KC 1: 36b-37a. 
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The tenet of devine retribution of three periods 

(san-shih ~ .:Ii- ), which seems to be another different 

"trace" susceptible of Confucian criticism, is also in 

agreement with a moral theme taught by Confucianism. Ch'i-

sung first pointed out a parallel concept in the "Great 

Norm" chapter of the Book of Documents. He believed tliat 

"the five blessings and six extremities" (wu-fu liu-chi 1. 'ib 

.r, -;f.J: ) are recorded as rewards and punishments of heaven's 

dispensation. 41 They are useG to reward those who follow 

the principle of "Supreme Extremity and Great Middle Path" 

(huang-chi ta-chung ~ ~~ ~ ~ ) and to punish those who 

defy the principle. The five blessings are: longevity (shou 

~ ), wealth (fu ~ ), physical and mental healt~ (k'ang 

l;t ... ), cuI ti vation of excellent virtues (hsiao t~ ), and end 

crowning a good life (k'ao ~ ).42 The six punishments are: 

disastrous death (hsiung ~ ), sickness (chi ~ ), distress 

(~~. ), poverty (p'in j[ ), wickedness (erh ~\ ), and weak-

ness (iQ 5h ).43 

41. In The Book of Documents, the word "chih is 
E'xplained as "chi:iJlg~[middle path]. Here, I follow W. T. 
Chan in translating "liu chih" as "six extremities" because 
they stand for the six severe punishments stated above. See 
w. T. Chan, ~ Source book iQ Chinese Philos£2hY p. 10. 

42. KC 1: 41ab. Cf., W. T. Chan, 2£ cit. 

43. Ibid. 
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Since man has a propensity toward good fortune and a 

dislike and fear of misfortune, he can be encouraged to do 

good or discouraged from doing bad. But, the promptness of 

reward and punishment is contingent upon which of the two is 

done first: the good or the bad. One simply can not say 

that sages are wrong when one does not witness a prompt, 

this-world reward or punishment. 44 As in Buddhism, rewards 

and punishments take three periods to complete. 45 

Ch'i-sung also developed a specific view of syncreti-

zing Buddhist "not-killing" with humanity and filial piety. 

He considered the Buddhist precept of "not-killing" as in 

agreement with Confucian ideals of humanity and filial 

piety. He interpreted humanity as "no waste of lives given 

by heaven" (E~ pao t'ien wu if. ~ ~ r+JJ ), "no capture by 

surrounding" (~ he wei ;(. ~ III and "no mass killing" (~ 

yen ch 'Un ;(.. 1"t e¥ ) as taught in the "Royal Regulation" 

chapter of the Book of Rites. 46 There, the text discribes 

the ritual that a prince is required to fo:low while 

hunting. He and his feudal vassals are forbidden to sur-

round an animal as a means of killing it. 47 

44. KC 5 : 5ab. 

45. KC 1 : 42a. 

46. KC 5 : 8ab. 

47. Ibid. 
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Ch'i-sung maintai~ed that the ritual recorded in the "royal 

regulation," together with the fact that "Confucius fished 

with rod and cord but not with a net," recorded in The 

Annalacts, further substantiates Confucian protests against 

killing. 48 He made the analogue, formulated by earlier har-

monizers, into a blending principle. 

Along this line, Ch~-sung professed "non-killing" as 

ultimate expression of filial piety. He explained that 

Confucian sacrif ice to "the dead" (tsung ~~ ) and "the long 

gone" (yUan 1! ), as expressed in the phrase "shen-tsung 

chui-yuan" .,.$ .~f-~~ ,49 can best be completed when the 

commandment of "not killing" is followed as a ritualistic 

term. Parents are "the long gone" because they have gone 

through seven worlds before they are able to come into a new 

transmigration. 50 They may turn into an ox or a sheep. 

Treating "not killing" as a ritual is not only a token of 

48. Ibid. Cf., Waley, 2E cit., p. 128. 

49. See Legge, Q.E cit., p. 141. The phrase is 
translated as "let there be a careful attention to perform 
the funeral rites to parents, and l~t them be followed when 
Ion] gone with the ceremonies of sacrifice." 

50. KC 8: 14b-15a. ! assume the term "ch'i shih" 
[seven worlds, seven periods] used by Ch'i-sung-rs-based on 
the idea of "chiu shih" -It> ..:ti- [nine worlds, nine periods] 
and "~ shih":;"" .;::It- [three worlds, three periods]. In past, 
present, and future worlds, which constitute the three 
worlds or periods, each has its own past, present, and 
future, hence nine worlds or periods. Ch'i-sung must have 
thought that seven of nine worlds or periods had passed 
after one died. 
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commenmorating parents but also an assurance of facilitating 

their transmigrations. 5 1 Therefore, it is an ultimate ex-

pression of filial piety. 

Thus, Ch~-sung combined the ~filial piety of Bud

dhism" (fo hsiao-l~ ~ ) with "filial piety of Confucianism" 

(~ hsia01~ ~ ) and said that one should: 

Use '~ hsiao' to safeguard this-world ritual, and 
use 'fo hsiao' to open three-world view; practice 
with faith the '~ hsiao' according to secular law; 
worship the 'fo hsi~; by conceiving the principle 
of spiritual world. 

This Buddhist-Confucian filial piety, according to Ch'i-

sung, is a perfect realization of filial piety. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have discussed how Ch'i-sung formu-

lated his theory of Buddhist-Confucian syncretism and why he 

focused on this theory instead of one involving the syn-

cretism of the three teachings. I have suggested the 

liberal spirit of Confucian scholarship as an aid in Ch'i-

sung's theorization of Buddhist-Confucian syncretism. At a 

time when Confucian skepticism was fading in intellectual 

circles, Ch'i-sung, like his Confucian opponents, availed 

51. KC 8: 13a-14a. 

52. KC 9: Ib-2a. 
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himself of the opportunity to offer interpretations of Con-

fucian teaching. He constructed his theory so assiduously 

that he made himself an epitome of Buddhist-Confucian syn-

cretism. Although reiterating earlier harmonization 

theories, Ch'i-sung expanded and systematized them. He 

completed a better system of ethical and moral syncretism of 

the two teachings, which overshadowed that of Ku-shan Chih-

yuan, the precusor of Buddhist-Confucian syscretism in the 

early Sung. 

Although we may not take it for granted that Ch'i-

sung had great influence on the frequent appearance of syn-

cretism after his time, we may assume that he inspired 

syncretists like Li Ch'un-fu. As an admirer of Ch'i-sung, 

Li studied the latter's work and echoed his interpretations 

of Tao te jen i. He refuted Han Yu and Sung Ne:o-

Confucianist Chou Tun-i, regarding their understandings of 

Tao te jen i as superficial. 53 According to him, while Tao

te are substance (t 'i if- ) and basis (pen ~ ), jen-i are 

their function (~ f:fi). Like Ch'i-sung, he ridiculed Han 

Yu, stating that he could barely see jen i without knowing 

Tao te. 54 

53. See Li Ch'un-fu, Ming-tao-chi shuo ".11,i{ $ ~lu 
[Criticism on the Ming-tao-chi] pp 61-62, 203-204. 

54. Ibid. 
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The further development of the theory of Buddhist-

Confucian syncretism, of which Ch'i-sung was the leader, 

created a controversy within Neo-Confucian circles. Those 

who tended to acknowledge this syncretism, Liu An-shih~IJ ~ 

~ (1048-1125) for example, were susceptible to the cri

ticism of "near Ch 'an" (chin ch 'an .if( ~.f) from their anti

Buddhist colleagues. 54 Those who advocated authentic 

Confucian tradition encountered difficulty in differen

tiating their teaching from that of syncretic Buddhism. 

55. Liu An-shih, better known as Liu Yuan-ch'eng, 
was one of the most respected Neo-Confucianists in the 
Northern Sung. But he was criticized for his syncretic 
approach to the three teachings. See SYHA 20: 410. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

Contemporary studies of Chinese Buddhism in the West 

have focused on explanations of Buddhist doctrines and 

translations and commentaries on Buddhist texts of pre-Sung 

China. Although scholars in the past two decades have made 

some effort to study the history of the several Buddhist 

schools, they have paid almost exclusive attention to T'ang 

Buddhism; for example, the early history of the Ch'an 

School. This is understandable for at least two reasons: 

first, the study of the early development of Buddhism in the 

T'ang, especially early Ch'an Buddhism, is essential to 

achieve an understanding of later Buddhism, which is dom1-

nated by the Ch'an School; second, the feats of Japanese 

scholarship in early Ch'an history have been a great help 

and will continue to be a major source of inspiration. l 

The overemphasis on doctrinal study and the early 

Ch'an history of pre-Sung China may also have been the 

result of the COITlmOn misconception that Buddhism declined in 

1. Major Japanese works of early Ch'an Buddhism are 
the series of Zeno goroku;t,f.- (7) ~ f*. and TC)nk~ bunken"fj( ~~ 
~ ~ 1 haVe utilized some of the book in the series. 

298 
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the Sung. 2 Whether Buddhism declined in the Sung is open to 

question, however, the overemphasis on doctrine and early 

Buddhism is a fact. This overemphasis may be fading because 

recent scholars seem to have become more and more interested 

in Sung Buddhism. 3 This growing interest is an indication of 

more understanding of the subject. 

Meanwhile, scholars often confine themselves to the 

overwhelming records of Confucian culture and history in 

their attempts to understand Buddhism. They may have been 

biased and misled by the Confucian interpretations of Bud-

dhism and Buddhist activities when using these records. For 

example, in a memorial requesting Sung Emperor Che-tsung~ 

~ (r. 1086-1100) to reject Korean tribute, Su Shih depicted 

the Korean monk Uich'on's journey to China as resulting from 

an invitation from the "quack monk Ching-yuan who talk 

2. To determine whether or not Buddhism declined in 
the Sung hinges upon how we treat Ch 'an Buddhism in the 
period, as it was quite different from early Ch'an before 
Hui-neng. It would be invalid to make evaluation solely on 
doctrinal and philosophical bases. 

3. Shih Heng-ch'ing's dissertation dealing with Yen
shou's Ch'an and Pure-land syncretism, and Miriam Levering's 
dissertation dealing with Ta-hui Tsung-kao and new religious 
culture in the Sung are, I hope, signs of growing interest 
in the study of Sung Buddhism. For the titles of their 
works, see bibliography. 
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absurdity" (wang-t'an yung-senq Ching-yuan ~ ~#: ~ i~ ,-, 

~f ).4 Although Su Shih might have made some valid points 

in discussing Korea's purpose in offering tribute, he seemed 

to have misjudged Ching-yUan, who is regarded as reviving 

Hua-yen Buddhism in the Sung. 5 

Buddhism is often pictured in unpleasant colors by 

advocates of Confucianism. For instance, it was held in 

contempt by the compi lers of Sung-yuan hsiieh-an"*, , .... ),f ~ 
Huang Tsung-hsi ~ % Ix: (1610-1695), Ch'lian tsu-wang f*.ll ~l 
(1705-1755), and Huang Po-chia ~ e ~ (b. 1643), because of 

their aspiration to reorder the world on the basis of Con-

fucianism. They often made disparaging remark about Bud-

dhism in their comments on some Sung Confucianists and 

4. CKFSC Vol. 20, no 114 HYSC: 49. Cf. §TPCg V. 2: 
468-9, 475.--SU-Shih's memorial was written in 1089 and was 
incorporated in HCP 435: 17b. Li T'ao apparently agreed 
with Su Shih's opinion. 

5. Su Shih considered that Korea wanted to pay the 
tribute in order to seek generous gifts from the Sung go
vernment. Korea could then transform these gifts to tribute 
to the Khitans. For Ching-yUan, see ZKFSC Vol. 20, no. 144 
HYSC: 143-158, epitaph for Ching-yUan written by Tseng Wen p:;t. ( doc. 1 0 7 3 ) . 
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disguise" (yang-ju yin-shih j1~ i:t vt *' ). 6 
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This comment of yang-ju yin-shih was very possibly a 

legacy from Chu Hsi,* ! (1130-1200). Chu Hsi had a pen-

chant for sharp criticism: he made "Ch~nism" a term of 

opprobium. He reproved Lu Chiu-yUan iJf ~ 11ft (1139-1192) as 

a Ch'anist and heretic. As a consequense of this accusa

tion, Lu Chiu-yuan retaliated with the same charge. 7 

The advocates of Confucianism were not really a 

majority of the Sung intellectuals. They seldom held high 

office nnd seldom dealt with the cultural policy of the 

state. They might have influenced the antagonism against 

Buddhism, yet their influence should not be exaggerated. 

Besides, few of them studied Buddhism as much as Chu Hsi and 

6. Reading throughout the Sung-yuan hsueh-an, we can 
sense a very strong a~ti-Buddhist sentiment exr-ressed by 
three of them. For example, Huang Po-chia considered Bud
dhism as aiming at "de~troyinq the principle of heaven" 
(mieh-chlie'n t'ien-li ~JKJ.. ,~~ ~ -t'f. ), see SYHA 288. Ch'uan 
Tsu-wang felt regret for 'Yang Shih's~ ~1051-1153) infa
tuation with Buddhism, see SYHA: 461. Huang Tsung-hsi cri
ticized Chang Chiu-ch'eng 1~ 10 ~' (1092-1159) as a "Buddhist 
in Confucian disguise" (yang-ju yin-shih r~ i;f; vt -If. ), see 
SYHA: 632. 

7. See Liu Shu-hsien, Chu-tzu che-hstieh ssu-hsiang 
ti fa-chan yQ wan-ch'eng 4-.;! ~J.r:e ~{1;?1f"'~ ftt,..~' 
[The Development and Completion of Chu Hsi's Philosophical 
System] (Taipei: Student Bookstore, 1982) pp. 441, 468-9. 
Professor Liu considers that charging some one with Ch'anism 
and heresy was a bad habit of Sung Confucianists. 
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Hu Yin~~ ~ (1098-1156).8 As were not in a good position to 

criticize Buddhism, their criticism should be carefully 

examined. 

Since works written by Confucian scholars, because of 

bias, hinder an understanding of Sung Buddhism, we must 

resort to Buddhist texts for a deeper and more valid study. 

But most Buddhist texts, especially those written by Ch'an 

monks, are filled with very symbolic and metaphorical "re-

corded sayings" and lack solid records that can convey ideas 

and facts clearly and precisely. Therefore, even a combined 

use of Confucian and Buddhist materials is often disappoint-

ing because it does not contribute greatly to an understand-

ing of Budhism in the Sung Dynasty. 

Fortunately, my study of Ch'i-sung can bypass the 

above limitations. With the help of Ch'i-sung's imformative 

and valuable records of Buddhist activities, I planned to 

uncover some historical truths, as mentioned in chapter one, 

8. Chu Hsi studied Buddhism in his youth. He even 
passed provincial examination using Ch'an's idea in an
swering questions. Liu Shu-hsien suggests that Chu Hsi's 
antipathy against Ch'an in later years were a conscious 
reaction to h is past exper ience. See Li u Q£ c i!., pp. 6. Hu 
Ying wrote the Ch 'ung cheng pien,* j1; .ff~ to attack Bud
dhism. His attack, although violent, shows he did study 
Buddhi~m. He said, in the article mourning his wife that 
"I have studied various Maha:yana sturas and Transmission of 
Lam~, investigated into Buddhist thought, and developed 
some views. Then I wrote the Ch'ung cheng lun in total of 
several ten thousand words." See Hu Ying, Fei jan chi 20: 
12a. 
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which have long since been forgotten. I decided to portray 

and present a new picture of Sung Buddhism that may add to 

our understanding of Sung intellectual history. In Chapter 

2, I have confirmed that Ch'an Buddhism further grew and 

flourished during the reign of Sung Jen-tsung. I have de-

picted how Ch'an Buddhism, which gaine~ its popularity in 

the early T'ang and continued growing in the later T'ang and 

Five Dynasties, expanded to north China under the collective 

efforts of the Southern Ch'an monks. 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I have presented my finding of 

the rather frequent Ch'an activities in the Sung capital, 

K'ai-feng. Although I have given only two examples, I feel 

that more research in the area will probablyy verify my 

hypothesis. I may also need to stress here that Sung go-

vernment sponsorship of scriptural translation also enhanced 

the growth of Buddhism. Almost all the court elites in-

volved in the work of translation were well-versed in Bud

dhisrn. 9 They immersed themselves in the work of translating 

Buddhist ideas and language and stimulated group gatherings 

for the discussion of some important thoughts.10 

9. For example the elite group to which Hsia sung~ 
i~(985-1051) belonged included: Wang Shu, Chang Chi, Chao 
An-jen, yang Li, Ch'ao Chiung, Li Wei, Chu Ang, Liang Chou
han, Yang I and others. See ~££ 36: 14ab. 

10. Hsia Sung himself edited and collated the Lotus 
Sutra facilitating scholarly studies of the sutra. See ~CC: 
22 lb. 
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This kind of discussion, in turn, encouraged monks like 

Ch'i-sung to seek support from them. 

In Chapter 3, I have singled ou t the Yun-men monks 

and discussed their contribution to the expansion of the 

Southern Chan. I have observed that Ytin-men monks were 

generally adept in both Buddhist and Confucian scholarship. 

Their ability in citing Confucian classical and literary 

work~ appealed to Confucian elites and won their support. 

Among these Ylin-men monks, Ch~-sung was the role model. I 

have further elaborated this point in Chapter 4 by examining 

Ch'i-sung's personal experience in seeking to understand and 

promote Buddhism. I have found that Ch'i-sung was often in 

the midst of Confucian scholars and established a goofl rap

port with them. He not only promoted Ch'an Buddhism in the 
/" 

local intellectual circles but hhelped entrench it in the 

minds of court elites. Bis association with Chekiang elite 

members like Lang Chien, LU Chen, and Chang Fang-p'ing 

greatly helped his attempted work in promo~ing Buddhism. it 

explains partly his decision to travel to the capital, K'ai-

feng, to present his view in the presence of high ranking 

officials, including such a stern anti-Buddhist as au-yang 

Hsiu in a bid for overt support. He dedicated himself to the 

promotion and protection of the Buddhist Dharma; he conten-

ded with monks of other schools to establish his own school 

as the legitimate heir of the orthodox lineage of Buddhism 
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and finally won out over them. The inclusion of his works 

in the Buddhist Canon marked the triumph of his advocacy of 

"orthodox 1 ineage." 

Ch'i-sung's success was by no means accidental. He 

faced the challenge from both exegetical monks and advocates 

of Confucianism. The former, as represented by Tzu-fang, 

questioned Ch'an School's patriarch tradition and its theory 

of "special transmission outside the scripture," and "no de-

pendence upon words and letters." The latter, as represen

ted by Ch'en Hsiang rf_ f!._ (1017-1080), continued to suspect 

Buddhist teaching, considering it as an unworthy heresy. 11 

To deal with the challenge launched by exegetical 

monks, Ch'i-sung labored to write the Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung 

chi, Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung lun, and Ch'uan-fa cheng-tsung 

ting-tsu-t'u, as discussed in Chapter 5. In these works, he 

stressed the validity of the theory of the twenty-eight 

patriarchs, and reconfirmed them as representing a legiti-

mate Buddhist school and the authentic Buddhist tradition. 

He identified the Southern Ch'an School with this tradition 

and declared that the Southern Ch'an actually tallied with 

11. In his examination question given to chin-shih 
degree candidates,_Ch'en Hsiang asked the candidates to 
identify the lofty elements of Confucianism that were 
superior to Buddhist teaching. He held that Buddhism was a 
heresy and scholars should know how to refute this heresy 
and extirpate it. See CLC 13: 6a-7b. 
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the Bodhihdarma Ch'an. He coined the term, T'an-ching chih

tsu~g, not only to distinguish Southern Ch'an from other 

Ch'an schools, but also to illuminate the genuine practice, 

as opposed to false practice, within the Southern Ch'an 

tradition. 

Ch'i-sung is sometimes cast as a sectarian because of 

the above work. l2 This may be explained away by his de

votion in protecting Ch'an Buddhism. The notion of T'an-

ching chih-tsung clearly demonstrates this devotion. To me, 

Ch'i-sung felt it necessary to exalt the T'an-ching to 

clarify that his school valued discipline and cultivation on 

the basis of scripture. Although he agreed with "no depen-

dence on words and letters," he considered that it could 

o~ly apply to an ilitelligent man like Hui-neng. In his 

collated edition of the T'an-ching, he incorporated a 

passage indicating that Hui-neng had advised students not to 

blaspheme against the sutras. If the students blasphemed on 

the ground that it represented words and letters, they would 

commit numerous crimes and created obstructions. Besides, 

the blasphemy was per se words and letters.13 

12. See Jan Yun-hua's article on Ch'i-sung in Her
bert Frank, Sung Biographies (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 
1976) pp. 185-194. 

13. See Z 59: 26. Tun-huang edition of the T'an
ching does not have this passage. Cf. Professor Yampolsky, 
The platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarchs p. 173, note 258 . 
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Ch'i-sung valued the use of Buddhist scriptures be

cause he felt that they could help alleviate the attacks 

upon Buddhism by the advocates of Confucianism. As dis

cussed in Chapters 6 and 7, he read the texts of the three 

teachings and correlated the essential principles that he 

found in them. As a result, he developed a syncretic view 

which asserted that the three teachings were internally 

harmonious and integrated. To confront the attacks by the 

advocates of Confucianism, he systematized the theory for

mulated by earlier harmonizers of the harmonization between 

Buddhism and Confucianism. In the meantime, he showed Con

fucian scholars, to whom texts had always played a crucial 

role in their intellectu11 life, that Ch'anists did not 

always debase scripture, neither that of Buddhism nor that 

of Confucianism. Ch'anists might have a more profound view 

of the Tao than Han YU. 

Also Ch'i-sung chose to formulate a theory of 

Buddhist-Confucian syncretism, rather than a theory of the 

three tea~hings, because he felt in this way he could better 

explain moral and ethical principles of Confucianism. He 

had to rely on this moral and ethical aspects of syncretism 

to make apologetics for Buddhism. Meanwhile, he felt that 

this would qualify him as a firm and prudent monitor of 

Confucianism who could detect perversions that other scho

lars had occasionally inflicted upon it. 
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I have discussed and emphasized Ch'i-sung's syncre

tism not only because Ch'i-sung set a model for later work 

on syncretism, but also because he might possibly, as a syn

cretist, have anticipated the change in the thinking of Sung 

intellectuals concerning the interpretation of Confucianism. 

After examining most major and minor works written by Sung 

scholars, I have found that they were incredibly silent 

about Ch'i-sung's works. Their unusual reticence, although 

not necessarily indicated their agreement with al~ Ch'i

sung's interpretations of Confucianism, may suggest that 

they gave tacit approval to Ch'i-sung's approach. I make 

this speculation for the following particular reason: 

During the Chia-yu period (1041-1048) of the Jen

tsung Emperor, Lung Ch'ang-ch'i1t ~ $-jf (fl. 1008-1016), an 

once respectful scholar, was demoted because Ou-yang Hsiu 

and L i u Ch .. an g f• j (.]~ ( 1 0 1 9 -1 0 6 8 ) charged him with heresy. 1 4 

Lung was branded heretic, according to Ou-yang Hsiu and Liu 

Ch'ang, because he perverted Confucian teaching in his in

terpretation of Confucian classics like the Book of Change, 

Book of Odes, Book of Documents, Confucian Analects, and 

Classic of Filial Piety. 15 

14. See SS 299: 9942; 319: 10386. 

15. Ibid. 
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Lung Ch'ang-ch'i wrote many books including titles 

like the Ti-wanq hsin-chien f ~ lv' f~ , Pa-kua-t'u ching-i 

'" $+ 1f1 *{ ~· , Fu Tao ~j .rt_, San-chiao t'u-t'unq ;: fX1f} 
~ 16 lJ!l· None of these books is extant now. One of them, 

probably the Fu Tao, seemed to have expressed some very cri

tical opinion about Han YU. 17 Whether this is true or not, 

he seemed to be a man of controversial character. Wen Yen-

po ~ f -t_f (1006-1097) regarded him as one who valued Con

fucianism and opposed Yang-Mo--an equivalant of Buddhism in 

the Sung Dynasty. 18 But the titles of his works show that 

he was more like a Taoist syncretist of the three teachings. 

In any case, he was not so lucky as Ch'i-sung in receiving 

honor from Confucian scholars of his syncretic reinterpre-

tations of Confucianism. 

In light of this, can we say that Confucian scholars 

gave tacit approval to Ch'i-sung's interpretation of Con-

fucianism on the basis of his syncretism? To Li Ch'un-fu, 

who thought later Confucian scholars like Su Shih and Wang 

16. SYHAPI 3: 142-143. Other t~t~es include: Ku lun 
-t: ?:~ , Ju-shen chUeh-pi-shu 7'- *f ~~ ~ '"ff , Ho-t 'u chao-

h sin ;, --f r:fl .~ ~ 'v \ , P a o-chien c h 'u n- c h 'i u ~ 1"~ *' ~~ , T 'i en-
p~o cheng-ming.:;::. 1-} :;£ k_ , and Chu-hslian hsiao-chi .1(1( ~ .J, 
~. 

17. In the end of the Fei Han lun, ~~'i-sung men
tioned that a contemporary scholar from Shu i7 wrote a book 
faulting Han Yu. I suspect that Lung was probably the man 
because, in addition to other reasons, he was a native of 
Shu. 

18. Lu-kunq-chi 11: 2a-2b. 
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An-shih favored Buddhism because of reading Ch'i-sung's 

works, the answer would be positive. Li, in his attempt to 

harmonize the three teachings, might have modeled himself 

upon Ch'i-sung and believed Ch'i-sung influenced some Confu-

cian scholars. But he never told us how he influenced. 

Ch'ien Mu, who considered Ch'i-sung as initiating the notion 

of "nature is the the principle," might also have had a 

positive answer to the question. 19 

I am inclined to believe that some Confucian scholars 

did give Ch'i-sung their tacit approval. They accepted 

Buddhism because Ch'i-sung's syncretic interpretations of 

Confucianism could enrich its content~ They might want to 

emulate Ch'i-sung, but they still wanted to keep their pride 

as Confucianists and remain within Confucian tradition. As 

a result of this, they showed an equivocated in their scho-

larship. This may explain why Chu Hsi and his followers 

tended to identify these scholars with Ch'anists. 

Chu Hsi and his followers certainly had a rationale 

for differentiating between themselves and the above scho-

lars who had incorporated Buddhism, or Ch'an, in their 

thoughts. But it seems to me that, after Ch'i-sung's syn-

cretism, neither Chu Hsi nor his followers ever developed a 

no-ticeable criterion for making this differentiation. 

19 See Ch 'ien Mu, Tu Ch 'i-sung Hslin-chin chi ~f W 
~ f1 ;f * [Some Thoughts of Ch'i-sung's Hsun-chin chi] in 
the Chung-kuo hslieh-shu ssu-hsiang-shih lun-ts'ung ~~~~ 
~ ~ 1J!. 1:.. 'fj? ~ 5 : 3 9 • 



APPENDIX 

THE UNITY OF CH'AN AND CHIAO 

The unity of Ch'an and chiao, or Ch'an-chiao he-i, 

was a recurrent theme of post-T'ang Buddhist texts. 1 It was 

an idea not only discussed and practiced by scores of monks 

but also bolstered up by scholar patrons of Ch'an Buddhism. 

They talked on the one hand about the need of "becoming en

lightened by the help of scripture" (chieh-chiao wu-tsung fi 
~~or{-~ ) , 2 "practicing Ch'an by the help of scripture" 

( chieh-chiao hsi-ch'an fi .f~ V *~ ) , and on the other hand 

rejected the idea of "putting aside scripture when dis

cussing Ch 'an" ( li-chiao shuo-ch "an ~lf fx e_t f f ) . 
The recurrence of this theme, in a larger context, 

was a response to the common Ch'an practice prevailing in 

post-T'ang China when doctrinal Buddhism and scripture were 

held in contempt. It was especially true when the thought 

1. Other similar expressions are: "ch'an-chiao i-
chih" tif $1( - 1!(. , "ch 'an-chiang he-i" #JI H'J;. ~- , or 
"Cflan-chiang i-chih" tf' fj.. - ~.J(_. They all stand for the 
idea urging the combination of the practice of Ch"an and 
scriptural reading. 

2. This term was first usect. b~ BodhidQCl.rma. See 
Yanagida Seizan, Daruma no goruku 4._ If OJ :E-!'- 1~ , Zen no 
g_Q!_Ok_!:!, 1 (Tokyo: Chikuma shob~, 1969), p. 31. 
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of "a special transmission outside scripture; No dependence 

upon words and letters" was taken for granted after it had 

become a popular motto with many Ch'an monks of the T'ang. 3 

Most advocates of this theme were skeptical about the total 

abandonment of scripture, although they might not have re-

spected doctrinal Buddhism. They expressed their concerns by 

making use of Ch'an texts such as the Diamond Sutra, or 

scripture of doctrinal Buddhism such as the Hua-yen STitra. 

For instance, Ch'i-sung used many Buddhist texts, including 

the Hua-yen Sutra, to expound the essentials of Buddhism and 

claimed that scripture was a necessary tool for some monks. 4 

His admirer Hui-hung 'l/.. if~ (1071-1128), a specialist of the 

Hua-yen Sutra, Lotus Scrtra, and SUramgama Srrtra, called for 

3. For Chinese characters of these two phrases, see 
discussions in Chapter 2. The idea was first incorporated 
in the verse whose authorship is ascribed to Nan-ch'tian p'u
ylian if] 7f< -f- TffJ (748-834) as follows: 

A special transmission outside scripture; 
No dependence upon words and letters; 
Direct pointing at the mind of man; 
Seeing into one's nature and attaining Buddhahood. 

See Suzuki, D., Ess~ in Zen Buddhis!!! p. 163. I have 
changed two words of Suzuki's translation to make it more 
literal: "mind" for "soul;" "attaining Buddhahood" for 
"attainment of Buddhahood." 

4. For Ch'i-sung's position on scripture, see dis
cussion in Chapter 5. 
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the "unity of Ch "an and chiao" in his Biographies of Ch "an 

Sangha ( Ch "'an-1 in seng-pao chuan f.~ "'*"-f" 1 f f 1$- ) and iden

tified himself as one practicing "lettered ch"'an" (wen-tzu 

ch ... an ;t ':f. i ~ ) . 5 

However, the unity of Ch"'an and chiao did not become 

an issue until some Ch"'an biographers hammered on the idea 

of "special transmission" and "no dependence." 6 They made 

what was originally a subtle idea into an overt fulogan. 7 

With the emphasis on "special transmission," they excluded 

sutra from the practice of Ch"'an and announced that "words 

and letters" had no concern with Ch"'an Buddhism. 8 Their 

sectarianism and rejection of scripture elicited criticism 

from some open-minded monks. 

5. In his Shih-men wen-tzu ch"'an 70 P'1 ~ ~ -1~ [The 
Lettered Chan of Shih-men Hui-hung], Hui-hung wrote several 
prefaces to books concerning the Hua-yen Sutra and expressed 
his preference for this sntra. He also authored commentaries 
on two sutras: Fa-hua ching he-lun ~~~~~ ~~fg [Collected 
Commentaries of the Lotus Sntra], Len-yen ching he-lun~~ 
~~ ~ ~~ [Collected Commentaries of the 1St!rai)1gama Sutra]. 

The use of "wen-tzu ch"'an" as one title of his book may also 
explain his position on the unity of Ch"'an and "wen-tzu." 

6. Hereafter used to represent the longer "special 
transmission outside scripture" and "no dependence upon 
words and letters." 

7. The idea was originally expressed in Hui-yuan"'s 
preface to the Dharrnatrctta srrtra. It became a salient idea 
in the biography of Fa-ju and the Ch"'uan fa-pao chi. See 
Yanagida Seisan, SKZSSS: 487, 562. They are believed to be 
the earliest historical documents of Ch"'an Buddhism. 

8. Ibid. 
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Tsung-mi * ~ (780-841), the Fifth Patriarch of Hua

yen Buddhism and a follower of He-tse School Ch'an, was the 

first to criticize the parochial view and practice. He ex-

plained the direct transmission of mind as Bodhidharma's way 

of "revealing the Truth and breaking the grasping" (hsien

tsung p 'o-chih ;ii ~ ~~ $-~(). This mind-to-mind transmission 

did not necessary exclude the use of scripture, nor was 

scripture the sole property of doctrinal Buddhism. 9 He 

attributed the disharmony between Ch'an and doctrinal Bud

dhism partly to monk's ignorance of scripture. 10 Therfore, 

he dedicated a great effort to emphasize the value of scrip-

ture and to bring about the convergence of Ch'an and 

doctrinal Buddhism. 11 

Tsung-mi's criticism further proves that many Ch'an 

monks made scripture an issue to oppose the doctrinal 

44-9. See Kamata Shigeo ed. Zengen shosenshu tojo ~if;~~ 
~f t~ Jt; •P ff , Zeg no goroku, no. 9 (Tokyo: Chikuma 

shob'O, 19 71 ) , p. 4 4 . 

10. Ibid. 

11. The topic has been discussed in J. Broughton's 
"Kuei-feng Tsung-mi: The Convergence of Ch'an and the 
Teaching," unpublished Ph. D. dissertation (University of 
Columbia, 1975), especially pp. 145-220. Also see, Jan Yun
hua, "Conflict and Harmony in Ch'an and Buddhism" in Journal 
of Chinese fhilo.§_Q£b_y, v. 4, no. 3 (Oct. 1979) pp. 287-302. 
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Buddhism. They rejected scripture so as to degrade other 

Buddhist schools. They even felt contempt for those 

Ch~anist still clinging to scripture and mocked them as 

"Ch~anists who rely on knowledge and commentaries" (chih-

chieh tsung-t ~u ~'' ~~ ~ ~~ ) . Tsung-mi ~s master Shen-huiff 

1f (688-762), was ridiculed because he honored and used 

scripture. 12 

Like Tsung-mi, many Ch~anists remained the adherents 

of the unity of Ch~an and chiao. Although not all of them 

viewed doctrinal Buddhism as equal to Ch~an, most of them 

had a high regard for scripture, whether Ch~an or doctrinal 

texts. They were the men who made the unity of Ch~an and 

chiao a recurrent phenomenon of post-T~ang Buddhism. Their 

interests and concerns merit our attention in discussing 

Northern Sung Buddhism. 

The first and foremost example was Yung-ming Yen-shou 

(904-975), generally known as one of the early 

synthesizers of Buddhism. An heir of Fa-yen lineage Ch~an, 

he was known for hi s 1 earning in both the !! sing .~ 1 and 

12. See Yin-shun, Chung-kuo ch~an-tsung-shih pp. 
334-342. He was ridiculed by Hung-chou School monks. Other 
school monks involved in abandoning the scripture were those 
of Pao-t ~ang and Shih-t ~ou Schools. 
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hsiang Schools of Buddhism. 13 Seeing contradictions between 

T'ien-t'ai, Hua-yen and Fa-hsiang Buddhism, he completed the 

following work: 

.... bui 1 t a storied hall in the Yung-ming temple to 
house ihik$U of three teachings and had them de
bate.1 .... When the debate reached a crucial point, 
he reconcile the conflicting views on the basis of 
Ch'an. Thereupon, he collected sixty Mahayana 
sutras and one hundred exegeses of the three 
teachings. They were made into an anthology of one 
hundred fascicles and were given the name of I5ung 
ching lu [Record as the Mirror of Teachings]. 

Yen-shou maintained that he was "allying [Ch'an] with 

doctrinal Buddhism to make convergence" (ytieh chiao erh hui 

'!!1 ,.f~ ~ f' ) . He echoed Tsung-mi 's scheme of finding a 

13. "Hsing-tsung" or "Fa-hsing-tsung" are Buudhist 
sects like Hua-yen, T'ien-t'ai, and Shingon, which hold that 
all things proceed from the bhutatathata, i.e. the Dharma
kaya (fa-shen ;t ~ ), and that all phenomena are of the same 
essence and are noumenon. "Hsiang-tsung" or "Fa-hsiang
tsung" is represented by the Tz'u-en sect of Buddhism. It 
aims at discovering the ultimate entity of cosmic existence 
through contemplation, through the investigation into the 
specific characteristics of all existence, and through the 
realization of the fundamental nature of the soul in mystic 
illumination. See Soothill, A Dictionary of Chinese Bud
dhist Terms pp. 269-272. 

14. See Hui-hung, CLSPC in ZZ 137: 479. "~hik.§.~" is 
an ordained monk who makes-living b~begging. Here, the 
term "three teachings" has nothing to do with Confucianism 
and Taoism. 

15. Ibid. 

I 
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correspondence between three kinds of Ch'an and three kinds 

of doctrinal teachings and claimed that this was necessary 

in order to unite Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism into one. He 

condemned those who "exalted doctrinal Buddhism and profaned 

Ch 'an" ( ch 'ung-chiao hui-ch 'an { ~{ ¥.~t ~~ ) and those who 

"exalted Ch 'an and rejected doctrinal Buddhism" ( ch 'ung-

ch 'an ch 'ih chiao ~ ~* ff ~.( ) .16 He was certainly a 

supporter of scripture. 

Yen-shou's legacy was honored by many Ch'an masters 

of the Five Dynaties period. Shou-shan Sheng-nienilf ~~ 

t (926-993), a dhuta (t'ou-t'o ~~ ~t ) cultivator, was 

widely respected because of his verneration of the Lotus 

Sutra. A Lin-chi lineage monk, he followed such Ch'an au-

thori ties as Feng-hslieh Yen-chao Jll ~ ~ ~;; (896-973), then 

the most prestigious Ch'an master in North China, yet rna-

naged to "suspect the truth of special transmission outside 

scripture." 17 

Pao-feng K'e-wen "j ~t ;t ~ (1025-1102), also known 

as the Grand Master of True Purity (Chen-ching ta-shih~ 7f 
~ ~f ), was another example. He was said to be the most 

16. See T 48: 423-424, 617. Also see K'ung Wei-ch'in, 
Yung-ming Yen-shou tsung-chiao-1 un * \9fJ ~ k $' ~ ~~ [On 
Yung-ming Yen-shou and His Discussion of Buddhist Teaching] 
pp. 9 9-11 0. 

17. ZZ 137: 453 CLSPC 3. 
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learned Ch'an monk of his time. He studied all the sutras 

and~astras, specialized in both Hua-yen and Fa-hsiang Bud

dhism, and was able to penetrate their subtitlties.18 Scho-

lars flocked to him to consult Buddhist teaching. Even Wang 

An-shih J_ ~ Ji1 (1021-1086), in his temporary resignation to 

Chung- shan't{ Lit (in present Nanking), was very impressed by 

K'e-wen. After hearing his explanation of the essence of the 

Sutra of the Perfect Enlightenment and his criticism of 

Tsung-mi for his interpolation of this sutra, Wang donated 

his residence for use as the cloister known as Pao-ning

ssu.19 It became a center of attraction in Chung-shan. K'e

wen was also granted the purple robe by Shen-tsung tf ~ 
Emperor. 20 His teaching proved his support of scripture. 

Hui-hung, his disciple and biographer, likened him to Tan

hsia T'ien-jan-P}- t'f. 1( ~~; (739-824) and Ta-chu Hui-hai 

(dates unclear) for his pursuing teaching from scripture and 

harmonizing Ch'an with doctrinal Buddhism. 21 

18. zz 137: 532-533. 

19. Ibid. 

2 0. Ibid. 

21. Ibid. 
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Hui-hung was himself a staunch advocate of the unity 

of Ch "an and chiao. His voluminous works on Ch"an and other 

teachings show that he was a poet, poetry critic, essayist, 

biographer, exegete, polemicist--in short, a Ch"anist remi

niscent of Ch"i-sung. 22 They also show that he dedicated 

great effort in protest against the contemporary practice of 

Ch"an. To counter the scripture-excluded practice of Ch"an, 

he claimed that the "special transmission" can only make 

sense if one grasps the fine and subtle meaning hidden 

behind words and letters of the various sutras. 23 That is 

to say, it is necessary to read scripture, to contemplate 

them so as to obtain enlightenment. He disputed those who 

abandoned scripture by pointing out that even Hung-chou Tao

i, Po-chang Huai-hai 1i ~ ot~ ~Ji- (720-814), and Lin-chi"s 

immediate master, Huang-p"o Hsi-yi.in =1: !!} 4 £_ (d. 850), 

all had penetrated the Tripitaka before they became en

lightened.24 

22. Besides works mentioned earlier, his collected 
works include: Chih cheng chuan~~ t~ 1~ [A Commentary on 
the Proofs of Wisdom], Lin chien 1 u~ P.f/ f~ [Story of Ch "an 
Monasteries], Lin-chi tsung-chih til:~ ~. ti" [The Essentia 1 s 
of Lin-chi Ch "an], Leng-chai yeh-hua ~"i ~- ~ "t~ [The Night 
Rem~~ks Made in the Cold Studio], T"ien-ch"u chin-luan ~~ 
~~[The Prohibitend Meat of Imperial Kitchen]. The 
latter two are a "shih-hua"t.:f-~~[Poetry Remark] type of 
works. 

23. SMWTC 25: 9b. 

24. SMWTC 25: 9ab. 
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It was groundless that one could obtain enlightenment simply 

by quiet sitting.25 

Hui-hung had more reasons than his predecessors to 

uphold the value of scriptures. He saw that the practice 

and the teaching of Ch'an were perverted, the religious and 

moral order deteriorating. He pointed out that the whole 

Ch'an society had decayed after the Ylian-feng period, be

ginning in 1078, because it had been depraved by those 

"heretic masters" (hsieh shih ~~ ~f' ). He attributed the 

internal decadence of Ch'an world to those who "remove words 

and letters to practice Ch'an and take oral teaching to be 

marvelous way." 26 He denounced their wicked practice on the 

ground that they made students ignorant because their own 

ignorance. They corrupted the way and the meaning of Ch'an 

by "silent sitting after well-fed" (pao-shih mo-tso ~ f 'JK.' 

~r ). For this reason, Hui-hung devoted himself to reesta

blishing order of Ch'an world by emphasizing, in the biogra

phies he wrote, the significance of scripture, the true way 

of teaching used by eminent Ch'an masters, the details of 

how they had been enlightened, and the miracles which 

happened before their deaths. 27 

25. Ibid. 

26. SMWTC 26: lOab. 

27. SMWTC 26: lOab, 12a. 
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Hui-hung claimed his biographies revealed that the true 

Dharma was on his side and the heretic Ch'an masters would 

be chastised in due course. 28 

Hui-hung enhanced his effort to unite Ch'an and chiao 

by completing commentaries on the scriptures: The Collected 

Commentaries on the Lotus Sutra and The Collected Cornrnen---- ----

taries on the '~uramgarna Sutra. He also wrote a commentary 

to explain how the former Ch'an masters had been awakened. 29 

In all these works, he repeated his emphasis on the neces-

sity of scripture in practicing Ch'an. He urged students to 

prize scripture because here one learned the true Dharrna. 30 

Hui-hung seemed to be fighting against a type of 

Ch'an similar to "Ch'an of silent illumination" (rna-chao-

h , i 't)" .. tl7 c an, ... ~ .. ~ ..,.1 ) whose practitioners were also labeled as 

~3 -> ~ "heretic rna s te r s" by T a-h u i T sung-ka o -}:. ~, -q-, -f. (1089-1163) 

of the Southern Sung. This type of Ch'an has been said to 

be a major feature of the Ts'ao-tung lineage, one of three 

popular Ch~n schools in the early Sung which became quite 

prominent after the mid-Northern Sung when Hung-chih Cheng

chlieh ~ ~~ ;E. ~ (1091-1157) became its leader. 

28. Ibid. 

29. ZZ 137: 582 SPCHC 2. 

3 0. Ibid. 
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Other less well-known Ch'an schools might also have 

been lab led as "heretic Ch 'an." The reason is that during 

Hui-hung's time the lack of a traditional transmission 

system and the abandonment of scripture had already created 

religious anarchism in the Ch'an world. Many depraved prac-

tices of appeared because of confusion caused by these 

practices, which outraged Hui-hung. The truth remains that 

he wanted the unity of Ch'an and chiao, although he, toge-

ther with Sheng-nien and K'o-wen, was a monk of Lin-chi 

lineage whose rejection of scripture was widely known. 

By the same token, monks of other lineages of 

Southern Ch'an also pursued the same goal. Chiu-feng T'ung

hslian :It>~ JJi. ~ (834-896), an immediate disciple of Tung

shan Liang-chieh 7~ J>1 "P- -11;- (807-869), was a learned monk of 

Ts'ao-tung lineage Ch'an. He was said to have become en

lightened to the truth by reading scripture. 31 To teach his 

students, he expounded the Five Positions (wu ~ei]; 15!- ) , a 

doctrine based on the Lotus STitra taught by Liang-chieh. 32 

He could hardly oppose scripture. 

31. ZZ 137: 471 CLSPC 7. 

32. Ibid. For the "five positions," See Whalen Lai, 
"Sini tic Manda las: The Wu-wei-t 'u of Ts 'ao-shan," in the 
Early Ch'an in China and Tibet pp. 229-257. 
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T"ou-tzu I-ch"ing 'f.Z :f--A' -f (1032-1083), also a 

Ts"ao-tung lineage monk, carne to realize the significance of 

scripture after he had heard lectures on the Hua-yen scrtra 

for five years. He reversed his anti-scripture attitude and 

proclaimed that the Dharma could not be taught when sepa-

rated from words and letters. 3 3 

of uniting Ch"an and scripture. 

He certainly saw the need 

Tung-shan Hsiao-ts'ung (d.l030) of Ylin-rnen lineage 

Ch"an was very critical about the exegetes who relied upon 

commentaries to expound the teaching. 34 But he valued 

scripture as indispensable to an awakening to the truth. 

Having a fondness for pine trees, he always chanted the 

Diamond Sutra on the eastern hi 11 of Tung-shan 71~ ....4 , when 

planting a tree.35 

Hsiao-ts'ung's veneration of scripture seems to have 

been an inspiration to his disciple Ch'i-sung. In fact, his 

weighty erudition was an asset in his defense and apologe

tics for Buddhism. He used a number of scriptures such as 

the Nirva~a Sutra, Virnalakfrti-nirdesa Sutra, Lotus Sutra, 

Hua-yen Sutra and many sastras to explain the essence of 

33. ZZ 137: 511 CLSPC 17. 

34. ZZ 137: 486 CLSPC 10. 

35. Ibid. 
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Buddha's teaching. He held that Buddha's teaching had been 

recorded in scripture. One should carefully study and ex

plore scripture to understand the way of the Buddha; one 

should not abandon doctrine and scripture bequeathed by the 

Buddha. 36 Ch'i-sung might have appeared to be against the 

doctrinal Buddhism by orchestrating the theory of "othordox 

lineage" and by upholding the "special transmission," never-

theless, he regarded scripture, and doctrinal Buddhism as 

interconnecting with Ch'an. 36 He risked self-contradiction 

to propagate the idea of "orthodox lineage" and "special 

transmission" because he wanted to promote the status of 

Ch'an Buddhism. He took issue with some monks on matters 

regarding Ch'an history but never opposed any doctrinal 

Buddhism as a valuable teaching. 

Fa-ylin Fa-hsiu ;* '{ ~~ ~ (1027-1090), a prominent 

monk responsible for the popularity of the Ylin-men lineage 

in the North-west of China during Shen-tsung's reign, was so 

radical that he even suspected the truth of "special trans

mission." He claimed that scripture could fully express 

Buddha's idea. But the fact that he criticized Tsung-mi in 

36. KC 7: 44ab. 

37. T 51: 782 CTL b. See discussion in Chapter 
5. 
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order to deny the value of Ch'an is very bizarre.38 In any 

case, he was a Ch'an monk who urged the use of scripture. 

The above examples show that the unity of Ch~n and 

chiao can be twofold: assurance of the value of scripture 

and the convergence of Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism. The 

value of scripture seems to have been the first concern. 

The monks read certain sutras and proclaimed the necessity 

of scripture in practicing Ch'an. They trusted scripture 

and "special transmission" and saw no contradiction in con

necting them. Some suspected the "special transmission" and 

simply took scripture for granted. The question remained of 

what sutra they regarded as representing the "special trans

mission," or what sITtra embodied the teaching of Ch~n. Few 

of these monks seemed to be bothered by either question. 

They may have taken the Hua-yen Sutra or the Lotus Siitr~ as 

the answer because most of them studied one or another of 

them. Or, they simply treated sutras as mediums of their 

spiritual journeys, the vehicle to reach the Absolute Truth. 

So, any sutra would be sufficient. But would they be more 

open to tne unity of Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism, if they 

found spiritual guidane from the Hua-yen Scrtra or Lotus 

Satra? This is hard to say because they also received 

38. ~ 137: 543-544 CLSPC 26. 
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instruction from their masters. Each individual would have 

his own choice. 

To monks of doctrinal Buddhism, however, the unity of 

Ch'an and chiao is always twofold. Their teachings were 

based on scripture, so they would never agree with the claim 

of "special transmission" and "no dependence." But they 

could accept the unity of Ch'an and their respective faith. 

Tsan-ningV i (919-1001), for example, upheld the 

need of reconciling Ch'anists and the monks of do~trinal 

school, often called "expounders." A leader of the Vinaya 

School during the Five Dynasties and early Sung, he had a 

high regard for Ch'an, which he acclaimed as the highest

grade teaching. 39 He looked upon the "direct pointing at 

mind," "seeing one's nature and attaining Buddhahood," and 

"no dependence" as Upaya paramita, the expedient means. But 

he maintained that the practice of Ch'an should not rule out 

the use of scripture. Since the Ch'an should be based on 

"principle" ( 1 i f'i ) and "practice" ( hsing f.f" ) taught by 

Bodhidharma, scripture which represented principle would be 

chief aid in the practice of Ch'an. 40 He also held that 

39. T 50: 789-790. SKSC 13. 

4 0. Ibid. 
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scripture was Buddha's speech (fo yen 1afP 'i ) , whereas Ch 'an 

was Buddha "s idea ( fo l:_ -{~ :f, ) . No conflict or mutual re-

futation should come between Ch"anist and expounder. Either 

side should tolerate and have his counterpart included in 

his teaching ( tzu-t 'a chli-you 151 ~ ~ iJ ) ; he should treat 

the two components equal (pi-~Q hsu-chiin fa~ n' ~~ -rry ) . 41 

h . . . h .. 1'" ~K' - ~Ji Can-Jan Yuan-c ao It) , •• ~ f'v , ..• (1048-1116), also a 

monk of Vinaya Buddhism, advocated that three forms of 

teaching--monastic discipline, scripture, and Ch"an--should 

be united into one. They are made, offered, and manifested 

by the Buddha. They germinate from one mind (hsin ·~' ) and 

dwell upon the same nature (hsing tt ). Between them, no 

conflict should exist. Outside the Mind, there is no other 

dharma. 42 He argued that all eminent monks in the past took 

the "enlightenment on the basis of scripture" as truth. 

Whether suddenly or step by step, they were so enlightened. 

Under no circumstance, should one profane the Buddha and 

scripture with the words such as excrement, trash. Nor 

should one abuse the preaching and hearing of sermons by 

using such phrases as ju-hai suan-sha -" ~.9-- ~ r~ [juming 

41. Ibid. 

42. ZZ 105: 598 Chih-yUan-chi. 
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into the sea and counting the grains of sand], or fen-pieh 

ming-hsiang 1J ~·J ~ 1tJ [telling the name from the mark]. 4 3 

T 'ien-t 'ai monk Chieh-chu .tfX "f* (985-1077) called 

for the unity of Ch'an and chiao by stressing on the need 

for "becoming enlightened by the help of scripture" (chieh-

~ l. ~ 
chiao wu-tsung -lt fX .f~ ~ ) • He emphasized the value of 

scripture saying they were where one obtained enlighten

ment.44 The three realms were but one single Mind (san-

chieh wei i-hsin ~ ~ ~ft- '", ); the ten thousand dharmas 

were only one consciousness (wan-fa wei i-shih ~ ;~ ,,~ -

~~,). There was no dharma outside this Mind. Nor was there 

dharmadhatu outside this Mind. The Dharma of the sage rested 

upon scripture. 4 5 

Chieh-chu held that Bodhidharma, the First Patriarch 

of Ch'an Buddhism, handed over four-fascicle Lankavatara 

Sutra to Hui-k'o, the Second Patriarch, and told him to 

"become enlightened by the help of scripture". 46 This way 

of Ch'an was distracted by the theory of "special transmis-

sion." Nan-ch 'uan P 'u-yuan and Lin-chi I -hsuan, according 

43. Ibid. 

44. ZZ 101: 321 PCHFI. 

45. Ibid. The sage refers to the Buddha. 

46. Ibid. 
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to Chieh-chu, embraced the theory and passed it on to their 

fellow disciples. P'u-ylian and I-hslian belittled scripture 

and abused the sage and other worthies. Being students of 

the Dharma, they were insane and guilty for their 

blasphemy. 47 

Chieh-chu's criticism of the "special transmission" 

drew the attention of Korean monk Uich'on 4' 1<.. (1055-1101), 

posthumous National Master of Korean Buddhism. An admirer 

of the Sung Hua-yen monk Ching-yuan, ~ich'6n traveled to 

China in 1085 to study with Ching-ytian and other renowned 

masters of T'ien-t'ai, Vinaya, and Pure Land sects and 

discuss Buddhism with masters of Ch'an Buddhism. He became 

immediate disciple of Ching-ylian and T'ien-t'ai master 

, J.A.. ~il1 
Ts ung-chien j(j( ~q--- • An austere critic of anti-scripture 

Ch'an Buddhism, Uich'6n praised Chieh-chu's advocacy of 

using scripture and voiced his disapproval of the "present 

!:'.; ~ ~ Son" (chin ch'an 7 !t" ) , a term couched to describe contem-

porary Ch'an practice in Sung China. He regarded the 

"present Ch'an" as a result of "discussing Son while 

abandoning scripture." Practitioners of this Ch'an grasped 

only the name of Ch'an yet lost the true essence. They 

perverted the true Dharma and were never enlightened. Only 

practitioners of the "old Son" ( ku ch 'an 1" 1~ ) , who 

47. Ibid. 
this context. 

"Worthies" are T'ien-t'ai patriarchs in 
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realize the essence of the teaching and obtain the 

enlightenment.48 
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In light of the above discussion, it is understand-

able why the unity of Ch'an and chiao became an urgent need 

to some monks of both Ch'an and doctrinal Buddhism, who felt 

that Ch'an was misconstrued when practice departed from 

scripture. And this was exactly the situation. If the 

scripture remained undervalued, then there would be no true 

Dharma, no future for Buddhism. The unity of Ch'an and 

chiao, whether onefold or twofold, could prevent this fore-

seeab 1 e danger. 

These monks may have been overwhelmingly worried 

about the status of scripture. They probably did not see 

that scripture, after abandonment by many monks, resumed its 

power in a different guise. To those anti-scripture monks, 

scripture took the forms of "recorded saying" (y_Q 1 u ~f. f{t< 

and "public case" (kung-an ~ $ , or koan). They v.;ere 

literature recording the sayings of eminent Ch'an masters 

and disciples. They were texts that monks should read and 

contemplation. Incorporated into the "history of lamps" 

(teng-shih JX'J.~ Jt ) , they became widely circulated and 

48. See Uich'on's postface to PCHFI. For tJich'on's 
synthesis of Ch'an and chiao, see Buswell-,-22 cit., pp. 14-
17. For his study under Ching-yUan and Ts'ung-chien, see 
the Ta~gak kuksa oe j ip chU~g 5, 6, 7. 
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assumed the status of traditional scripture. 49 It is indeed 

ironic that the anti-scripture monk, with their "no depen-

dence," tended to become dependent on the recorded sayings. 

To sum up, the great Ch'an masters in medieval China 

never intended to relinquish the scripture. The Ch'an and 

chiao were always interconnected. From Bodhidhama to Hui-

neng, Ch'an masters and Rtudents used the Lankavatara Sutra, 

the Diamond Sutra and other treatises such as The Awakening 

of Faith. They also incorporated the Hua-yen, T'ien-t'ai 

and other doctrines into their teaching. Many eminent monks 

such as Tsung-mi, Yen-shou, and YUan-chao, felt that Ch'an 

and doctrinal Buddhism could be united. Others, although 

they adhered to Chan, accepted scripture of doctrinal Bud-

dhism. But unlike the monks of doctrinal Buddhism, Chan 

monks might look upon scripture as provisional and expe-

dient. They accepted but were not indissolubly attached to 

scripture. They did not, however, go so far as to bring 

scripture into contempt or encourage its abanoJnment. 

A confusion occurred after the theory of "special 

transmission" and "no dependence" had emerged and prevailed. 

49. See Yanagida Seizan, "The 'Record Saying' Texts 
of Chinese Chan Buddhism," in Lancaster and Lai ed. Early 
Ch 'an in Chini:. and Tibet, p. 189. 
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Ch'an monks started to put aside the scripture. They saw 

the practice of Ch'an as independent of any forms of words 

and letters. But still, they were attracted by the recorded 

sayings, public cases, and history of lamps, as well as by 

Ch'an songs and hymns written by some Ch'anists, who often 

had literary talents. 

This literature, echoing Sung literary tradition, 

helped sustain the interconnection of Ch'an and scripture. 

It led Ch'an monks to again identify with "words and 

letters," which had once slipped their minds. It was an 

ironi~al turn of events that they now grasped texts like the 

Blue Cliff Record (Pi yen chi !! ...J 1$; ), an anthology of 

HsUeh-tou Ch'ung-hsien's hymns collected by Yuan-wu K'o

ch'inJliJ t1f-X>f11 (1063-1135), as the savior of their soul. 

Their attachment to this "new scripture" irritated Ta-hui 

Tsung-kao, K'o-ch'in's disciple and one-time advocate of the 

unity of Ch'an and chiao, to the point where he burned the 

Blue Cliff Record in protest.so 

50. For Ta-hui Tsung-kao's burning of the Blue Cliff 
Record, see Isshu Miura & Ruth Fuller Sasaki, The Zen Koan 
p. 13. 
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